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Preface
ABOUT THE BOOK
This is the second book on enterprise level security. The first book covered the basic
concepts of enterprise level security and the discoveries made during the first eight
years of its development. This book has been derived from 16 years of research,
pilots, and operational trials in putting an enterprise system together. These chapters
cover specific advanced techniques derived from painful mistakes and numerous
revisions of processes. This book is not meant as a replacement for the first book,
but as a supplement.
From a philosophical standpoint, there have been a number of realizations over
the years that have shaped the security measures described in this book. They
roughly fall into a few basic categories:
Complexity – The time has passed for simple models. Complexity may be measured in active processes, lines of code, McCabe’s fundamentals, or other metrics,
but the complexity of what we cannot control is immense, and there are currently no
formal or informal methods that can even verify a majority percentage of the execution possibilities. This complexity means that we are destined to have unforeseen and
innumerable flaws and exploits in the future. Security principles, on the other hand,
are simple, although the maintenance of security principles may lead to complex
systems. It is often the compromise of these security principles for expediency or
efficiency that leads to vulnerabilities.
Threats – If you are connected, you cannot prevent threats and exploits – you can
only mitigate. Maintaining security principles can go a long way toward identifying
the exploits through forensics, minimizing damages, and speeding recovery.
Operation – The design must operate in the presence of threats. Threats when
discovered will be removed and the systems will be reinstalled and sanitized, but at
any given moment it is assumed that threats are present in the system.
Recovery – The design must be resilient because it will be penetrated and
exploited. When exploits are discovered, the damage must be assessed and repaired,
the system as a whole must be patched, and the exploit must be further mitigated.
After that, one can only wait for the next challenge.
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1
1.1

The First 16 Years

THE BEGINNING OF ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY (ELS)

Development of ELS began in 2002. At that time, the threats to system security
were a growing menace, and the number of system intrusions was rapidly increasing. It was thought that there must be a better way to organize the security model
and prevent many of these vulnerabilities. A large number of standards existed,
and it was thought that the proper application of these standards could achieve that
goal. Standards for Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS) [1], National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
[2], International Standards Organization (ISO) Common Criteria [3], Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) [4], and W3C [5] are referenced in this book, and
details can be found in the reference section.
And so it began. The work of eliminating the most common vulnerabilities began
by focusing on passwords, which are at the root of many, many vulnerabilities, and
account maintenance, as out of date, poorly maintained accounts allow for numerous escalation of privilege exploits. Passwords were eliminated by specifying the use
of public key infrastructure (PKI) for all system entities. This provided two factors
for identity based on something you know (passcode for unlocking the certificate)
and something you have [6] (private key to which only the owner has access). The
standards already existed and the Department of Defense (DoD) had a robust certificate authority (CA) program. An end-to-end communication architecture with
strong encryption would eliminate many of the vulnerabilities “on the wire.” Finally,
after considering the various forms for access and privilege, it was decided to use a
claims-based system that would require a larger back office but could update automatically once it was established. The system would be built in small stages with
experimental verification of the processes before implementation.
Figure 1.1 shows the early evolution of ELS. The figure also includes references
to the expanded material regarding early development for each of these elements (all
in Book 1) [7].
The most important development in the early stages was the establishment of
basic tenets. The original six tenets grew to 13 by the time the first book was completed and now number 16. This provided not only a compass to guide our development, but a direct tie to the security concepts in Section 1.3 and the ability to trace
back the effects of decisions as shown in Figure 1.2.

1.2

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Even though most of the design principles were covered in the first book, they are
repeated here due to their importance. The first tenet is an overriding issue and is
thus numbered 0. The full list of tenets for the ELS model are as follows:
1
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0. Malicious entities are present, and our systems need to function with these
embedded threats rather than rely on filtering them out.
1. Simplicity. Added features come at the cost of greater complexity, less
understandability, greater difficulty in administration, higher cost, and/or
lower adoption rates that may be unacceptable to the organization.
2. Extensibility. Any construct should be extensible to the domain and the
enterprise and, ultimately, across the enterprise and coalition.
3. Information hiding. This involves revealing to the requester and the outside
world the minimum set of information needed for making effective, authorized use of a capability.
4. Accountability. This means being able to unambiguously identify and track
which active entity in the enterprise performed each operation.
5. Minimal detail. This means providing only the necessary details of the
solution for the required level. This preserves flexibility of implementation
at lower levels.
6. A service-driven rather than a product-driven solution.
7. Lines of authority should be preserved, and information assurance decisions should be made by policy and/or agreement at the appropriate level.
8. Need-to-share overrides need-to-know.
9. Separation of function. This is sometimes referred to as atomicityand
allows for fewer interfaces, easier updates, maintenance of least privilege,
reduced and easier identified vulnerabilities, and improved forensics.
10. Reliability. Security should work even if adversaries know how the process
works.
11. Trust but verify (and validate). Trust should be offered sparingly and trusted
outputs still require occasional scrutiny.
12. Minimum attack surface. Fewer interfaces and limited functionality in the
interfaces means less exposure to threats.
13. Handle exceptions and errors. Exception handling involves logging, alerting the Enterprise Support Desk (ESD), and notifying the user.
14. Use proven solutions. Select products, technologies, techniques, and algorithms that have sufficient evidence of maturity for their intended use.
15. Do not repeat old mistakes. This means using a flaw remediation system,
patching and repairing, and not fielding a software solution with known
vulnerabilities and exploits.

1.3 KEY CONCEPTS
The key concepts for ELS are based on these tenets, but they also address specific
architectural decisions that relate to the requirements. The concepts form a bridge
between the high-level tenets and the technical requirements. The numbers of the
tenets that relate to each concept are shown in braces. These relationships can be
mapped as shown in Figure 1.2. Further, any relaxation of a fundamental requirement can be traced to the design tenets that are affected.

The First 16 Years

1. ELS-specific concepts {2, 6, 14}. These are choices based on current technology and are subject to change and expansion as technology changes and
the ELS model is developed further. For simplicity, they are considered as
a single concept.
a. PKI credentials are used for active entity credentials [1–4].
b. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) with claims is used for
authorization credentials [5].
c. TLS v1.2 is used for end-to-end confidentiality, integrity, and authentication [6].
d. A security token server (STS) is the trusted entity for generating authorization credentials.
e. Exceptions in implementation must have a documented plan and schedule for becoming compliant.
2. A standard naming process is applied to all active entities. {2, 4, 11}
3. Authentication is implemented by a verifiable identity claims-based process. {0, 2, 4, 11}
4. Identity claims are tied to a strong vetting process to establish identity.
{0, 4, 11}
5. Active entities verify each other’s identity. {0, 4, 11}
6. The verification of identity is by proof of ownership of the private key associated with an identity claim. {4}
7. Active entities act on their own behalf. {0, 1, 12}
8. The claims objective requirement is provided by the data owner. {7, 8}
9. Service providers use identity and authorization credential claims to determine access and privilege. {0, 1, 2, 3, 8, 11, 13}
10. A trusted entity examines the attributes of an entity and determines whether
the claims objective requirement is satisfied. {2, 3, 5, 6, 9}
11. A claim in an authorization credential is a statement that an access requirement has been satisfied. {1, 3, 5, 8, 11}
12. The data owner may request additional information about the requesting
entity as part of his requirement definition. {1, 2, 11, 12}
13. Authorization credentials are created by a trusted entity for a specific
requester, a specific target resource, and a specific level of access.
{0, 6, 9, 10}
14. Functionality is to be provided through web services. {6}
15. It is undesirable to work a point solution or custom approach. {1, 2, 5, 14}
16. A formalized delegation policy both within and outside of the enterprise is
a requirement. {0, 2, 4, 7, 11}
17. Verification and validation is a requirement for trusted entities. {0, 4, 11}
18. All active entity interactions require confidentiality of data/content
exchanged. {0, 3, 10}
19. Guarantee integrity, authenticity, timeliness, and pedigree. {0, 2, 4, 10, 11}
20. Monitoring is a precursor to cybersecurity. {0, 4, 10, 11, 13}
21. Eliminate or mitigate malware. {0, 15}

5
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1.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation map is shown in Figure 1.3. These topics are covered in this
book. The implementation has included a spiral development program and many
advanced techniques are yet to be implemented. Note that the architectural mappings described in Section 1.3 were not developed until just before the first book was
issued and first published in 2016 [7].
Note also that both the mobile ad hoc described in Chapter 17 and first published
in [8] and the partial homomorphic described in Chapter 14 and first published in [9]
have yet to be implemented.
There have been many technical reports for the ELS process. The Consolidated
Enterprise Information Technology Baseline (CEITB) is in its sixth edition, as
described in Chapter 23. Open source literature (papers and journal articles) have
been written on all topics covered in the two books and are included in the reference
section [7–73].

2
2.1

A Brief Review of
the Initial Book

SECURITY PRINCIPLES

The material discussed in Chapter 1 led to the establishment of five security principles that must be maintained for computing. These principles provide a foundation
for the development process and help to avoid growing complexity in implementation. They also aid with presenting ELS to vendors and potential providers. These
principles are:
• Know the Players – enforce bilateral end-to-end authentication;
• Maintain Confidentiality – ensure end-to-end unbroken encryption (no intransit decryption/payload inspection);
• Separate Access and Privilege from Identity – use an authorization
credential;
• Maintain Integrity – know that you received exactly what was sent;
• Require Explicit Accountability – monitor and log transactions.

2.1.1

Know the Players

In ELS, the identity certificate is an X.509 PKI certificate issued by an approved
CA [74]. This identity is required for all active entities, both person and non-person (e.g., services, as shown in Figure 2.1). PKI certificates are verified and validated. Ownership is verified by a HOK check.
Supplemental authentication factors (in combination with PKI) may be required from certain HOLDER OF KEY (HOK)
entities, such as identity confirming information This mechanism encrypts
or biometric data as described in Chapter 7. The a small message with the
authentication is bilateral, and it requires both public key of the receiver. If
the requester and provider to have PKI certifi- the receiver can decrypt and
cates. The certificate may reside with the server respond, then they must have
in the case of the provider, but if the application access to the private key, estabis a requester of other services, it must also have lishing identity.
a PKI certificate.

2.1.2 Maintain Confidentiality
Figure 2.2 shows that ELS establishes end-to-end, transport layer security (TLS)
[75] encrypted communication.

9
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FIGURE 2.1.
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Bilateral PKI Authentication

FIGURE 2.2. End-to-End Encrypted Communication

The unique private keys that belong to
only the certificate holder are held in hardware storage: PIV type cards with embedded
chips, for individuals, and hardware security
modules (HSMs) for hardware and software
entities.
The private keys are only accessed by the
holder, and the keys are never shared with
network appliances or other entities. The

PERSONAL IDENTITY
VERIFICATION (PIV)
A PIV card is a smart card that
contains the necessary data to
grant the cardholder access to
information systems and assure
appropriate levels of security
for all applicable applications.
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encryption must remain unbroken through service hardware such as routers, firewalls, and load balancers. There are no delegates or proxies that can be used as
masquerades.

2.1.3 seParate aCCess and Privilege froM identity
The separation of identity from access and privilege allows for the breaking of the
account paradigm that is the subject of many vulnerabilities. It also allows for the
automation of provisioning employees on the move with access and privilege commensurate with their new assignments. ELS can accommodate changes in location,
assignment, and other attributes by separating the use of associated attributes from
the identity. Whenever changes to attributes occur, claims are recomputed based on
new associated attributes, allowing immediate access to required applications.
As shown in Figure 2.3, access control credentials utilize the Security Assertion
Markup Language (SAML). SAML was chosen because it has many equivalent
properties to the PKI identity certificate. The tokens may be verified (by signature
checking) and validated (by checking for trusted issuers). SAML authorization
tokens differ from the more commonly used SSO tokens because SAML tokens are
not used for authentication in ELS [76].
SAML tokens are created and signed by a SINGLE SIGN-ON (SSO)
security token service (STS). The signatures are
A session and user authentiverified and validated before acceptance. The crecation service that permits a
dentials of the signers are also verified and validated. The credential for access and privilege is user to use one set of login
bound to the requester by ensuring a match of the credentials to access multiple
applications.
identity used in both authentication and authorization credentials.

2.1.4

Maintain integrity

In all cases, integrity in communication means that the message that is received is
identical to the message sent (no additions, deletions, or modifications). Integrity
is implemented using end-to-end transport layer security (TLS) message authentication codes (MACs), as illustrated in Figure 2.4. These MACs are signed hashes
for the material contained in the packet. Chained integrity, where trust is passed on

FIGURE 2.3. Claims-Based Authorization
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FIGURE 2.4. Integrity Matters
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transitively from one entity to another, is not as strong as employing end-to-end integrity. When chained integrity is used through TLS consolidation or other means, each
break in the TLS offers an opportunity for exploit. At the application layer, packages
(SAML tokens, etc.) are signed, and signatures are verified and validated [77].

2.1.5

require exPliCit aCCountability

All active entities with ELS are required to act on their own behalf. No proxies or
impersonation is allowed. Accountability is maintained by enforcing the monitoring
provisions provided in the first book [7]. For small enterprises, the monitor records
must be periodically reviewed for nefarious behavior and archived for forensics
when intrusions are suspected or detected.
A repository is recommended for larger enterprises. As shown in Figure 2.5, ELS
monitors specified activities for accountability and forensics. The monitor files are
formatted in a standard way and stored locally. For enterprise files, a monitor sweep
agent reads, translates, cleans, and submits log records to an enterprise store. In this
environment, tools may periodically review the records for nefarious behavior. Local
files are cleaned periodically to reduce overall storage and to provide a centralized
repository for help desk, forensics, and other activities. The details of this activity are
provided in [78, 79]. Because this activity is recommended for only large enterprises,
it is not recommended in the minimal instantiation of ELS shown in Chapter 3.

2.2

ELS FRAMEWORK

The ELS framework has evolved from a fortress approach, in which the threat is
assumed to be stopped at the front door, to a distributed security system that eliminates or mitigates many of the primary vulnerability points inherent with that system, as shown in Figure 2.6. The basic process of identification involves a two-way

FIGURE 2.5. Accountability through Centralized Monitoring

FIGURE 2.6.

Distributed Security System
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FIGURE 2.7. Communication between Entities

contract between two entities that are initiating a communication. Each entity needs
to have some assurance that the party they are engaged with is a known entity and,
specifically, the one to whom the communication should be allowed. This is done
by the presentation of claims by each party that are verifiable and may be validated.
These claims are often in the form of credentials. The basic process is described
extensively in Book 1 [7].
Entities may be active or passive. Passive entities include storage elements, routers, wireless access points, some firewalls, and other entities that do not themselves
initiate or respond to web service or web application requests. Active entities are
those entities that request or provide services according to ELS. Active entities
include users, applications, and services. All active entities have PKI certificates (see
Chapter 4), and their private keys are stored in tamper-proof, threat-mitigating storage. Communication between active entities requires bilateral, end-to-end authentication using PKI credentials. Authentication is implemented by a verifiable identity
claims-based process.
Figure 2.7 illustrates a combination of active and passive entities in a typical
request flow. The requester and provider are both active entities using ELS. To complete the request, the provider calls on a passive data store using non-ELS methods.
To mitigate the lower security of the provider-to-data-store link, the data store interface is often locked down to communicate with only the provider.

3

Minimal Requirements
for the Advanced
Techniques

The advanced topics each add a level of complexity to the ELS environment. The
topics covered in this book will require an ELS stand-up to implement. But what is a
minimal instantiation of ELS? This chapter is designed to answer that question.
The minimal instantiation is sparse and BACK DOOR
you may wish to reinforce some areas. A method of bypassing or circumFor example, the last security principle venting normal processes for the
of accountability is not implemented in sake of expediency, privilege escalathe minimal instantiation. The minimal tion, exploit, or ease of obtaining a
set of services presented will allow you functionality. Administrators often
use these to batch amend or conto have the basic capability in an enterprise security system that requires no figure items. ELS administrators and
passwords and no accounts, and uses no all users use the same processes for
access and privilege.
back doors for its operation.
In this chapter, we primarily focus on
the infrastructure needed to support the
generation of authorization and privilege claims. It is assumed that all communication is conducted through end-to-end TLS with mutual authentication using PKI
credentials. This ensures that both sides of the communication know whom they are
communicating with, the communication is confidential, and the content maintains
end-to-end integrity. The authorization claims process builds on this secure connection to provide access and privilege information for requesters to services [11].
We will cover the core Enterprise Attribute Ecosystem (EAE) functions required
to generate authorization claims in an ELS system. Such an instantiation will provide the following:
1. a core capability that meets the ELS security model,
2. a claims-based access and privilege system that is mostly automated and is
dynamic, resilient, secure, and extensible, and
3. an ecosystem that can be enhanced for many of the additional capabilities
that are part of the overall ELS architecture.
More technical details of ELS, which extend beyond this discussion of the core
instantiation, are covered in Book 1 [7].
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3.1 NEEDED CAPABILITIES
The following functionalities are required to provide a minimal instantiation of the
EAE:
1. an attribute store with sufficient user information for data owners to define
access and privilege rules,
2. a registration service for enterprise resources and their access and privilege
rules,
3. a service to generate claims and store them when a match between the
information available for an individual in the attribute store matches rules
for access and privilege, and
4. a set of user convenience services that allow for corrections and adjustments and make the authorization requirements user-friendly.
At the initial establishment of the EAE, all servers and users are provisioned with
PKI certificates. The server’s private keys are stored in HSMs. All servers are configured to require TLS mutual authentication and strict rules about cipher suites and
protocol versions. If the handshake does not match, no communication takes place
[13, 14]. Within the EAE, all entities and communication paths are known, so the
interfaces, protocols, and authorizations can be strictly controlled.
Figure 3.1 provides a general legend for the objects in the figures that follow.
There are three classes of person entities. Users send browser requests to web applications to request data or services. Administrators conduct similar requests, but also

FIGURE 3.1.

Enterprise Legend and Nomenclature
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perform configuration and receive privileged access. Data owners host web applications and services and set the rules for access for both users and administrators.
There are many types of non-person entities. Web applications and web services
provide services and data to requesters, devices that act autonomously, and agents
according to the rules set by the data owner. Data stores maintain data pertaining to
attributes and access rules.
There are four types of interface, each with one or more communication types.
Legacy interfaces use legacy requests and replies and are secured to the extent possible. Database interfaces are used to access data stores, and they may be full access or
read-only depending on the sensitivity of the data and the requesting entity. Browser
requests typically use SAML authorization, but the identity may be used in cases
where security is strict and requesters are known and limited. Web service interfaces
are similar to web application interfaces, but they use web service clients instead of
browsers. These interfaces are described in detail in Book 1 [7]. For clarity they will
not be shown on subsequent graphics.

3.2

CREATING AN ATTRIBUTE STORE

The Enterprise Attribute Store (EAS) consists of a collection of current information
about registered enterprise personnel and entities as shown in Figure 3.2. It is a logical construct and may be a single store or a collection of stores. It is independent of
the other stores in the EAE and has its own set of access controls.
Many authoritative content stores (ACSs) may be used to populate the EAS. These
ACSs may have different access methods and data formats, and all of them have their
own associated exposure service that communicates with the ACS and extracts data
into a standard format. These data are gathered and placed in an interim store awaiting
a periodic update from the EAS Data Import, Aggregation, and Mediation Service.
This service sanitizes input data, tags distinguished names (DNs) for changes,
and uploads the data to the EAS. This upload interface is the only write interface to
the EAS. The tagging is for use by the claims engine, so it can update the claims for
any DN that has changed values. The ACSs may be legacy systems, so the exposure
services and sanitization serve to keep the aggregated data in the EAS consistent,
clean, and properly correlated. Each service and requester has a small store indicated
for monitoring files as required by the security model.

3.3 REGISTERING A SERVICE
The data owner is responsible for registering their enterprise applications and services through an auto registration application as shown in Figure 3.3. This application provides the EAS attribute list, and the data owner defines access control rules
(ACRs) as logical combinations of these attributes and other dynamic information,
such as time of day. The service and/or application details may be provided as documentation to an administrator for entry into the system.
The Write Attribute List Service is only needed when frequent changes to the
schema of the Enterprise Attribute Store occur. They are a convenience for the data
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FIGURE 3.2. Creating an Attribute Store

owner to register, and they may be entered manually into the service registry if
schema changes are not frequent.

3.4

COMPUTING CLAIMS

With attributes and access rules based
on these attributes, there is now enough
information in the system to compute
access claims [20, 31, 34]. The process is
shown in Figure 3.4.
The claims engine is triggered periodically or on demand by the Data Import,
Aggregation, and Mediation Service. For
each DN that has a change in attributes,

CLAIMS
A shorthand way of stating that a user
meets access and privilege requirements for a resource. Claims use
labels instead of attributes to avoid
personally identifiable information
(PII) and provide minimal information
to eavesdropping entities.
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FIGURE 3.3. Registering a Service

FIGURE 3.4. Computing Claims

the claims are recomputed by reading the ACR for each service and gathering the
data to fulfill the ACR from among the stores in the EAE. The new or modified
claims are written into the Claims Repository.
The Claims Repository is a precomputed set of access rights for all combinations of requesters and providers. After claims have been computed, the operational
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system relies on the Claims Repository instead of the EAS. This provides some
benefits:
• the EAS has fewer access points and, hence, fewer points of vulnerability,
• a copy of the Claims Repository provides all the needed information to
determine access, and it can be used for remote locations with limited connectivity back to the EAE, and
• claims need not be repeatedly computed from scratch, because they are
computed as a background process when attributes or access rules are
changed.

3.5 USER CONVENIENCE SERVICES
A user may need to know what claims the EAE has in its databases. For privacy
reasons, an individual user is only allowed to see his own information. Because all
users should be able to access such a service regardless of their attributes, access and
privilege is identity based, and the service returns a summary of claims for the individual, as shown in Figure 3.5. Such applications and services with identity-based
access control and simple request/response data flows do not establish application
layer sessions. This reduces the attack surface by eliminating session cookies and
their associated vulnerabilities.
The Claims Query Service may be used to advise superiors or data owners when
sufficient claims are not granted to complete work assignments. The data owner may

FIGURE 3.5. User Convenience Services
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consider revisions. Additionally, the Claims Query Service provides a link to each
service that the user has claims to access.
Similarly, the Attribute Query Service returns a summary of attributes with contact information for correcting discrepancies. The user may initiate a request for
such a correction, but the owners of the ACSs must actually make the corrections.
Such corrections propagate first to the EAS and then to the Claims Repository by
the normal update process. Claims can be viewed to troubleshoot application access
difficulties, and problems are best discussed with a supervisor to determine whether
ACRs should be modified. Such access problems will decrease as the system is
refined over time. Note that the enterprise knowledge repository system was not
included, but is recommended for large-scale enterprise systems.

3.6

THE ENTERPRISE ATTRIBUTE ECOSYSTEM

Figure 3.6 pulls it all together and shows
the back office infrastructure for ELS. ECOSYSTEM
The figure includes those applications All entities in a given environment
and services described above, as well as that interact to achieve a given
administrative and other functions.
goal. In this case, all of the data and
There are multiple ways a user may services that interact to provide ELS
invoke a web application session. In all functionality.
cases, the STS will go to the Provide
Claims Web Service for claims that the
user can assert for the application target. The STS then packages these claims in a
SAML token. The invocation methods are as follows:
1. the user sends a request to the STS, indicating the target application, and the
STS provides a token and a redirect to the application,
2. the user clicks a link obtained in the Claims Query service, which initiates
a request to the STS as above,
3. the user sends a request to the web application, which redirects the user to
the STS as above.
SAML handlers need to be integrated into each of the applications. These handlers
exist for both .NET and Java applications and may be made available upon request
to the authors. The handlers solve many of the Extensible Markup Language (XML)
vulnerability issues and are the subject of separate documentation [15].
The third method is the most complicated because the application must detect that
no SAML is provided after authentication and redirect to the STS.
The minimal instantiation of the EAE consists of the following 14 information
services:
1. Authoritative Content Exposure Service(s). One is required for each ACS,
and they depend on the legacy interfaces available. At such time that an
authoritative content store becomes ELS compatible and satisfies the ELS
integrity requirements, the Content Exposure Service may be dropped and

FIGURE 3.6.

Minimal Instantiation Attribute Ecosystem
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the data may be imported directly by the EAS Data Import, Aggregation,
and Mediation Service.
2. EAS Data Import, Aggregation, and Mediation Service. There are three
tasks accomplished by this service:
i. Import: Common sense checks on data (e.g., a receptionist does not
normally get promoted to Chief Information Officer (CIO)). This check
is needed when the authoritative content store is ELS compatible and
meets the ELS integrity requirements.
ii. Aggregation: Periodic updates to the EAS.
iii. Mediation: Conversion of different import formats (not needed for ELS
compatible ACSs).
3. Manage Import, Aggregation, and Mediation Service. This service configures the service above and may be integrated into the EAS Data Import,
Aggregation, and Mediation Service.
4. Manual Entry Web Application for Attributes. This service corrects shortcomings in the automated services. It should be used less and less over time
as configurations are improved. This web application may be integrated
with the Auto Registration Service or the EAS Data Import, Aggregation,
and Mediation Service.
5. Enterprise Service Registry Management Web Application. This ser
vice allows configuration and management of the service registry system. This web application may be integrated with the Auto Registration
Service.
6. Auto Registration Service. This service permits the data owner to input the
ACRs associated with a service. This service will ideally present a userfriendly interface for building logical requirements for individual entity
attributes.
7. Claims Engine. This service gathers the data for each individual to make a
comparison to the ACR. When a match is found, claims are generated. The
new or modified claims are written into the Claims Repository.
8. Manage Claims Engine Service. This service manages the rule sets and
configuration of the Claims Engine. This service may be built into the
Claims Engine.
9. Manage Claims Web Application. This service corrects shortcomings in
the automated services. It should be used less and less over time as configurations are improved.
10. Provide Claims Web Service. This service extracts the claims appropriate
to the requester and provides them for use by the STS. This service has a
read-only interface with the Claims Repository.
11. Attribute List. This service provides a menu of alternatives to the auto registration service to assist the data owners in formulating ACRs. This service
has a read-only interface to the EAS. This service is needed as a check
against access and privilege requirements and to assure that values are in
the attribute store. This service may be included in the Enterprise Service
Registry Management Web Application and/or the Auto Registration
Service.
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12. Attribute Query Service. This service returns a summary of attributes with
contact information for correcting discrepancies. This service has a readonly interface with the EAS. This service may be implemented jointly with
the Claims Query Service.
13. Claims Query Service. This service returns a summary of claims for the
individual making the request. This service has a read-only interface with
the Claims Repository. This service may be implemented jointly with the
Attribute Query Service.
14. STS. This provides signed SAML tokens and is a trusted element of the
EAE. There are commercial products available to perform this service.
This list may be reduced to as little as eight services if the services are combined, as
mentioned earlier. The separation of function and management reduces the attack
surface. The STS will likely be purchased as commercial off-the-shelf software,
and many other components may also be purchased off-the-shelf. Commercial services usually combine the function with management and configuration. The combining of services is shown graphically in Figure 3.7. The resultant EAE is shown
in Figure 3.8.
The minimal instantiation of the EAE consists of five data modules as follows:
1. Interim Store. This holds changed data from ACSs and manual inputs for
updating the EAS. It may also include new attributes and identities. This
store should be held separately from the EAS for security and integrity
reasons.
2. Service Registry. This holds information provided about each web service
at registration, such as name, web address, security information, and owner
contact information. This store must have a read-only interface for the
Claims Engine.
3. EAS. This holds attributes from ACSs and manual inputs for each identity
in the enterprise. This store must have read-only interfaces for the Attribute
Query Service and the Claims Engine.
4. Claims Repository. This holds computed claims based on web service
ACRs and delegated claims for each identity in the enterprise. This store
must have a read-only interface for the Provide Claims Web Service.
5. Monitor Records. This holds records in accordance with the ELS requirement for attribution. Each service, application, and requester has such a
store with appropriate access and integrity provisions.

3.7 SUMMARY
This initial build is useful for the first adoption of the ELS model and allows for full
instantiation of the ELS security model and claims-based access control (CBAC).
An intermediate EAE build would include an agent-based architecture, access claim
delegation, multi-factor authentication, and endpoint device management. A larger
enterprise may require an advanced build, with additional capabilities including a
CA for temporary certificates and active entity veracity measures.

FIGURE 3.7. Minimal Instantiation Combining Services
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FIGURE 3.8. Minimal Instantiation Combined Services
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4

Identity Claims in
High Assurance

A key element of ELS is the use of PKI certificates for identity claims. In the end,
the public mandate for PKI [80–83], the rich CA that resides within the DoD, and
the large number of vulnerabilities and exploits associated with passwords made PKI
the clear solution. PKI is also supported by a large number of publically available
standards [74].
PKI is an enterprise-wide set of services that supports authentication, digital signatures, encryption, and other public key-based cryptographic functions. These infrastructure services also provide management functions, including the generation of
keys and production, distribution, validation, and accounting of public key certificates.

4.1

WHO ARE YOU?

This question was asked and answered in the first text, but it is not without controversy. Identity is complex. If you Google the term, you can come away more confused
than when you first started. Identity in popular terms includes a number of attributes
that may change over time, like job, feelings, marital status, etc. In information technology (IT), we need to separate the things that are static from the things that are
temporal in nature. The simplest definition presented by Merriam-Webster is probably the best place to start: “Identity is who someone is: the name of a person” [84].
For IT purposes, the identity is a label that is recognized and bound to only one entity or object. The binding is
achieved by verifying the credentials or claims presented by
the entity. This is the static part of identity and can be tied
to something you know, something you have, or something
you are [6]. Each of these properties is an attempt to bind
the name (and associated data and credentials) to the entity.
For purposes of computation, this is the element we
rely upon. There are familiar identities (recognized in this
domain) and unfamiliar or less familiar identities (not recognized in this domain or not recognized at all). Identity is
at the basis of most of our IT security activities. The basic
security measures relate directly to identities, and they also
deal with a large number of the ELS system tenets (see
Section 1.2). For example:
• Malicious Entities – unfamiliar identities.
• Accountability – attributing actions to familiar entities.
• Lines of Authority – an accountability chain.
31
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Many exploits take advantage of confusing identities through masquerade, man-inthe-middle (MITM), and other approaches. In a secure environment, actions that
provide access and privilege should always be preceded by a strong identity check.
As we know the enemy is present, we must avoid anything that gets between known
identities, like proxies and portals. These constructs often confuse the identity issue
and lead to vulnerabilities and exploits.
PKI allows entities within an enterprise to validate identities without prior contact with each other. This is done through the exchange of public key certificates,
which are digitally signed by a CA. Entities can use the public key to encrypt data to
another entity and their private key to decrypt content encrypted to them with their
public key. Entities can sign data using their private key and validate other signatures
using the signing entity’s public key. PKI provides the services necessary to support
such operations in a secure and trusted way. These services are described in the following sections.

4.2

ENTITY VETTING

One of the core elements of a PKI is the public key certificate. Each entity is issued
a certificate when entering the enterprise. Before such a certificate can be properly
issued, the entity to which it is issued must be properly identified, and this identity
must be validated through some real-world method. For people, an in-person meeting with proper credentials proving identity as stated by a trusted authority, such as
a driver’s license, passport, or other government ID, provides the ability to authenticate the person. In addition, paperwork or other proof of the individual’s position or
role within the organization is needed. Other attributes, such as a fingerprint, photo,
or additional attributes may be collected or validated for inclusion in or with the PKI
credential. Together, these provide a certification, or vetting, process that establishes
the identity of the entity receiving the PKI credential, the validity and accuracy of
the information related to that entity, and the authorization of the entity to receive the
PKI credential.
Vetting must be done for non-person entities (NPEs) as well. However, the procedure is different from the one used for people, as the NPE is often managed by
some people in a particular role and is dependent on these people for proper use of
the credential. The vetting for the NPE involves a physical world validation that the
software or hardware to be issued a credential is in fact the software or hardware that
is identified by the credential. The HSM where the credential and associated keys
are to be stored must also be validated for appropriate security measures. This is an
additional check that is not performed for people, as people are issued their hardware
storage device, such as a smart card, by the PKI issuing authority.
PKI is only as secure as the vetting process, which is the foundation of the trust
PKI is based on. If a malicious individual can get a PKI credential through a subpar vetting procedure, then the security guarantees provided by all other valid PKI
credentials are weakened. If the weak vetting is restricted to a particular issuing
CA or set of CAs, then the entire PKI is not necessarily affected. The weak CAs
can be corrected to improve vetting procedures. In addition, the previously issued
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certificates should no longer be used.
A small number of issued certificates
can be revoked. For a larger population
of certificates, the issuing CA certificates themselves, if not the parent or
root CAs, should be revoked. A new
certificate and key pair is then issued
to the issuing CAs by their root CA,
and new entity certificates are issued
under the new vetting procedures and
signed with the new CA keys. If the
issuing CAs are root CAs, then new
trusted root CAs must be established
and trust must be removed from the
original root CAs.

ROOT CERTIFICATION
AUTHORITIES (CAs)
Root CAs are the initial certification
authority and identity vetting organization for a governance domain.
They may delegate authority to issue
certificates to subordinate CAs to
share the load of managing many
end user certificates, or they may
delegate only the minimal necessary
authority (in conformance to the best
practice principle of least privilege) to
issue defined-usage certificates. See
Section 4.4, Chapter 7, and Chapter 8
for technical details.

4.3 NAMING
Names must be unique if they are to be of any use. Ambiguity must be eliminated
by a method of construction or by registration. The names must be unique across
the span that you wish to search and request resources from. Reuse of names may
lead to ambiguity, masquerade, or other vulnerabilities, so names must be unique
over time and space. This is certainly necessary at the enterprise level, but most
likely should extend to federation partners and maybe higher levels. For security
reasons, all entities must have PKI certificates and support secure communication
protocols including crypto bindings. Names must also be interpretable to the extent
possible. This is needed for both human recognition and search and discovery services. The first level of interpretation should be the entity type (person, hardware,
software, group, endpoint, enclave, and forest or enterprise name). Names must be
reasonably short so as to not cloud human interpretability. The largest name size
is arbitrary, but it should encompass enough elements to be usable in search and
discovery. Name strings are usually set to a maximum of 256 bytes when encoded.
However, we may wish to initially limit this to 40 bytes until additional bytes are
needed due to populations. The naming requirements were discussed extensively
in Book 1 [7]. The outcome of the naming process is a DN, to be used for all credential generation.

4.4 KEY AND CREDENTIAL GENERATION
After a person or NPE is vetted, the credential generation process begins. This starts
with the generation of a public/private key pair. These keys must use a hardware
source of sufficient entropy for key generation. The entropy input must be more than
the number of bits of security desired. For example, if a random source provides only
4 bits of entropy for each 8 bits of output due to correlation of values or other reasons,
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and 2,048 bits of entropy are required in the key, then more than 4,096 random bits
are required in the key generation process. In addition to using this many random
bits, the bits must be processed in a way that maintains maximum output entropy. A
cryptographic hash with the desired output bit length is one method of maintaining
as much output entropy as possible.
Key pairs must be generated on secure hardware. Software keys are subject to
duplication, sharing, and other issues that enable the credentials and keys to lose
their association with the vetted entity to which they are issued. Key length is chosen
based on the estimated time that an attacker would require to compromise the key
using brute force or other cryptanalytic techniques on modern equipment. Although
sufficient key length is intended to make such attacks infeasible, future cryptanalytic methods may shorten or eliminate the search time, so end entity certificates
expire after a period of time that is long enough to prevent certificate refreshes from
interfering with normal business, but short enough to limit exposure to new attacks
and cryptanalytic techniques. The generating hardware is also invoked to create a
certificate signing request, which includes the generated public key. The CA issues
certificates with the public key, the entity’s identity in the form of a DN, information
relating to other attributes of the entity, allowed usage of the credentials, validity
periods, and information about revocation checking.
Information on any issued credential is generally considered non-sensitive and
not PII, as the certificates are often exchanged over the Internet in unencrypted form.
However, access to a large set of certificates can potentially create problems if the
keys are not generated properly, so care should be taken in managing any central
certificate repository. This is not a vulnerability in itself, but it helps to reduce the
attack surface for related vulnerabilities.
Credential generation for people can be done in person just after vetting.
Certificates and keys for hardware are generated by the HSM and stored on the
HSM used by the NPE. It is important to validate that the public key included in
the certificate was generated by the appropriate HSM. This requires requesting the
HSM to decrypt content that was encrypted with the selected public key. Otherwise,
an individual could generate their own software key pair, claim that this pair was
generated by an HSM, and then proceed to use the software keys with the certificate,
again opening up vulnerabilities. The HSM must also be properly validated to ensure
that keys cannot be exported in software and that software keys cannot be imported.
Only hardware-to-hardware export between trusted HSMs is allowed.
In addition to HSM security properties, the HSM manufacturer must not be able
to access private keys stored on any HSM and must not be able to export keys to
another HSM that they manufacture.
The credentials for persons provide additional protections. A personal information number (PIN) is used as a second authentication measure. Although a PIN is a
weak authentication tool, it is useful when authenticating a single person for a single
PIV Card or Common Access Card (CAC), used by the U.S. Department of Defense
(DoD) to provide two-factor authentication. Other methods include fingerprints, eye
scans, or other biometrics as an additional factor and measure of authenticity. These
additional factors could be built into the CAC or PIV device itself, or the pertinent
information could be stored on the CAC or PIV, and the device accessing the CAC or
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PIV could send live biometric data to the CAC or PIV for comparison. See Chapter 4
for a discussion of how multi-factor authentication is taken into account.
The credential must provide a way to let the user know that it is being used. If
PINs or other secondary authentication measures are not cached, the user can be
challenged to provide them each time. However, if they are cached for some time
period, another method must be used to allow the user to provide positive indication that the private key is to be used. In addition, some means of providing the
intended use to the user are beneficial, as malicious actors may request use of the
CAC or PIV without identifying the malicious intent, and a user might comply
with the request.
These issues relate to the libraries and drivers that run the actual hardware that
stores the credentials. This software must be validated and managed through the PKI
organization, and it must be provided through a secure channel to those who wish
to install it.
Items that must be properly configured include the CAC or PIV itself, so that the
CAC or PIV requests the PIN for each private key operation; the operating system,
which has its own configuration for PIN caching; any middleware provided, which
has a separate set of caching parameters; and any applications, which themselves
could take the PIN as input and cache or reuse it. As caching at any one of these layers results in a lack of user confirmation, PKI services must either directly configure
and lock down components or set and enforce policies to allow positive user confirmation for all private key operations.
After keys are generated, checks must be done to ensure that no identical or similar keys exist. This should not be an issue, if generation is done properly, but this
additional check provides a way to validate that keys are unique and not correlated.
For example, Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (RSA) keys use a product of two prime numbers as the basis of the key pair. If the prime numbers are identical for two key pairs,
then these identities are able to act as each other. If two key pairs share a single prime
number, then it is possible for a third party to use mathematical algorithms to quickly
deduce both primes, and hence both private keys. This check must be made against
all enterprise-issued credentials, as well as all other credentials or non-credentialed
key pairs of similar type that are known to exist. For example, if credentials use RSA
2048 bit keys, then all other known RSA 2048 bit keys must be checked for similar
prime factors. In general, these checks take longer as more key pairs are generated,
so checking times will continually increase. Changing key types or sizes regularly
can alleviate these scalability issues.

4.5

KEY AND CREDENTIAL ACCESS CONTROL

Stored cryptographic keys and credentials must be themselves protected. To avoid a
never-ending cycle of requiring crypto-credentials to gain access to crypto-credentials, secondary credentials are used. As described in Section 3.3, the most common
human authentication credential factor is a password, passcode, or PIN (something
known); the second most common factor is a smart card or mobile device credential
store (something owned); the third factor is often biometric (something shown). When
two of these are used in combination, it is known as “two factor” authentication. For
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web-hosted applications and services, these human-specific credentials are securely
mapped into cryptographic-key-based credentials such as a PKI X.509 credential,
TLS transport header, and ELS session token.
To reduce brute-force attacks on key and credential stores, there are numerous
technical requirements for and guidance on “hardened” and “anti-tamper” hardware, as well as “strong” encryption for software key and credential stores.

4.6

KEY AND CREDENTIAL MANAGEMENT

CAs must themselves have a trusted certificate to sign any certificates that they issue.
That certificate may be issued by a CA that is higher in the organizational authority
hierarchy. This chain of CAs continues up to a trusted root CA for the enterprise,
which has a self-signed certificate. Although a secure channel is desired for accessing these trusted certificates, using PKI-enabled TLS such as Hypertext Transfer
Protocol Secure (HTTPS) has a chicken and egg problem: it fetches the trusted root
CA certificate in order to secure the channel to fetch the trusted root CA certificate.
PKI management must provide an
alternative, secure method to distribute ONLINE CERTIFICATE
valid copies of root CA certificates to all STATUS PROTOCOL (OCSP)
entities within the enterprise. It could be
OCSP is an Internet protocol used
installed from a trusted source when issuing new machines to individuals, included to determine the state of an idention the CAC, PIV, or HSM at credential fied certificate. An OCSP client (i.e.,
generation, or posted in a public place that browser) will send a status request
is widely known and not subject to change to an OCSP responder and receive
information that provides whether the
by external actors. Note that a public website is not such a public place, as such a certificate is valid or revoked.
site cannot be properly validated.
The PKI services include revoking
certificates and checking revocation staDISCONNECTED,
tus of certificates. End entity certificates,
INTERMITTENT, AND
such as those issued for applications, services, users, or other requesters, include an LIMITED BANDWIDTH (DIL)
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) DIL environments can occur in geoUniform Resource Locator (URL) that is graphic challenged areas or signalused for validation. Each OCSP endpoint blocking environments, such as a
contains revocation status information for tunnel or elevator.
certificates issued by a CA and is managed
by the PKI service provider. Entities can check revocation status using a query to the
OCSP endpoint. The OCSP endpoints must be properly positioned and scaled to handle
enterprise-wide access patterns. For disconnected, intermittent, and limited operation,
local OCSP servers can be set up using cached CRLs.
Although not part of normal OCSP or certificate revocation list (CRL) operations,
lists of certificates and revoked certificate lists are maintained and accessible after
certificates expire, as digital signatures or other cryptographic functions may outlive
the certificate validity period.
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Revocation services provide a way to revoke an entity’s certificate after it has
been lost or otherwise compromised or damaged. Proper verification of the individual requesting revocation must be performed to prevent a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack on valid users. However, revocation must not place a high burden on the individual doing the revocation. For most purposes, returning to the location that issued
the credential is sufficient, as that location should have enough information about
the individual to validate their identity, issue a new credential, and revoke the old
credential. In DIL environments, a compromise outside the DIL environment might
not matter to the local services, as they are isolated. For example, a compromise of
the private key of an individual on a submarine need not affect internal submarine
operations by that individual. However, upon returning to the surface, that individual
would need a new credential for network-connected services.
OCSP itself must be provided with
security guarantees. The CA designates NONCE
a responder in the certificates it issues.
In cryptography, a nonce is an arbiRequesters sign OCSP requests to the
trary number that is used just once in
responder and send requests through
a cryptographic communication. It is
TLS as defined in the U.S. Air Force
often a random or pseudo-random
Consolidated Enterprise IT Baseline
number issued in an authentication
Technical Profile (CEITB TP) Provide
protocol to ensure that old commuCryptographic Services with mutual
nications cannot be reused in replay
authentication. Nonces are used to preattacks.
vent replay attacks. CA keys are stored in
hardware. OCSP requesters are configured to treat any response other than “valid” by the OCSP responder, including timeouts, as being “invalid.” In the event that OCSP responders are not available, entities
may be configured to allow failover to CRLs, but the default is to require OCSP, as
CRL updates can introduce additional delays in the availability of revocation status.
OCSP responder certificates may be compromised and revoked, so requesters
should check their validity as well. This requires a sequence of requests to OCSP
responders for CAs, until the root CA is reached. The root CA cannot be validated,
as there is no authority that can be trusted to provide such information other than
the root itself. Root CAs are often kept offline to minimize the risk of compromise.
An online CA, if compromised through its connection, could be used to sign rogue
certificates, whereas an offline CA does not allow such an attack.

4.7

KEY AND CREDENTIAL USE

Common uses for PKI credentials include digital signing, key encipherment, data
encipherment, key agreement, certificate signing, and CRL signing. Other uses, such
as issuing certificates and signing CRLs, are restricted to CAs. The uses and restrictions are encoded into the credential. Finer grained uses can be encoded in the X.509
certificate using “Key Usage” or “Extended Key Usage” fields. Primary uses for
ELS include bilateral authentication, setting up key exchanges for TLS usage, digital signatures on SAMLs and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) requests, and
encryption of symmetric keys used for bulk encryption.
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It is important for entities to validate received PKI credentials. Validation includes
the following checks:
• Current time is between validity start and end times.
• Certificate has not been revoked, as confirmed by OCSP response of “valid.”
• Identity named in certificate is a valid identity and correctly corresponds to
the entity that presented the credential.
• Signature validates with public key of trusted CA certificate, or
• public key in another potentially untrusted cert that is ENCIPHERMENT
itself issued by a trusted CA, or
In cryptography, a cipher is an algo• public key in a chain of certs
rithm for performing encryption or
that contains a trusted CA
decryption – a series of well-defined
certificate.
steps that can be followed as a pro• Signing CA certificate has “issue
cedure. An alternative, less common
certificate” as one of its valid uses.
term is encipherment. To encipher
• Presented certificate lists the
or encode is to convert informaintended use as one of its valid
tion from plaintext into ciphertext or
uses.
code.
• Use of the “name constraint”
extension or other means to prevent trusted external CAs from issuing certificates associated with internal
entities.
Additional checks include the following:
• Record all certificates seen, and check certificates against prior certificates
seen with the same issuer and DN, alternative name, or serial number.
For NPEs, checks are automated and lead to failure if they do not all pass. For people, validation may allow bypassing security failures if the person is notified of all
errors and required to positively assert the desire to bypass them. This can be useful
for testing or setting up small environments based on the primary PKI without all the
required network enterprise services, such as in a DIL environment. For testing and
development environments, PKI services can be enabled and disabled as the need
arises. Valid credentials should be used for testing prior to fielding systems. A development or test PKI with a separate set of trusted CAs and associated service providers enables a realistic environment that does not contaminate the operational PKI.
The PKI provider sets up policies for use and propagates them through the enterprise with associated training courses. This provides the necessary understanding of
what PKI credentials are and how they are to be used, which can stop some social
engineering styles of attacks. For example, for ELS, no credentials are allowed to
be shared. There are technical components to this, such as preventing private key
export from hardware stores, but also personal factors, such as not giving someone
your CAC and PIN and instead using delegation services to perform such actions.
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Knowledge of the proper use and available services can help maintain the PKI credentials as a trusted source of identity and non-repudiation.

4.8 SOME OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Identity in the enterprise is a unique representation of an entity. For PKI users, it
begins with the CA service that maintains their files. Complexity of PKI is an issue,
and there are still a number of vulnerabilities in PKI credentials. The owner of each
application ultimately decides what kind of authentication is strong enough through
the registration process with EAE.

5

Cloud Key Management

5.1 CLOUDS
Web security has become more important as more aspects of business, government,
and everyday life are put online. In parallel to the increased focus on web security
is the rise of cloud computing. The cloud computing model offers many cost and
efficiency advantages over the on-premise data center model. The cloud model can
also offer an advantage in regard to security. A
well-run cloud can establish standard security THE CLOUD
procedures across the entire cloud. An organiza- Cloud computing is storage of
tion hosted in such a cloud benefits by leveragcomputing resources outside
ing the work of the full-time, specialized cloud an organization’s control.
security professionals. Cloud servers are isolated Cloud computing is a type
from the internal enterprise network, which may of computing that relies on
stop server compromises from propagating to shared computing resources
more sensitive internal assets.
rather than use of local servers
The cloud model is not a security panacea. or personal devices to handle
Data can leak between cloud client applications applications. This type of
through shared infrastructure [85]. Social engicomputing presents extraordineering can be used against the cloud provider nary security challenges.
to hijack cloud accounts and associated data and
services [86]. Attacks on other unrelated cloud
clients can propagate and render cloud assets inaccessible [87]. Cloud employees
can be subverted or malicious organizations may infiltrate cloud providers with their
own individuals in order to compromise clients from the inside [88]. Key storage
hardware can have vulnerabilities [89, 90].
These vulnerabilities are concerning, but they can be addressed. Software and
hardware can be updated to block intrusion, leakage, and attack propagation. People
can be trained to resist social engineering, or human tasks can be automated. These
attacks will never be prevented (only mitigated, at best), but these vulnerabilities are
based on mistakes and imperfect implementation more often than on faulty design.
A challenge at the design level is securely managing a web server’s private key
while utilizing the public cloud. The goal is a server key management design in
which keys cannot be duplicated, keys can only be used by authorized individuals,
and key operations are timely. At the time of this writing, no known solution has
been implemented to attain these goals. This presents a problem for all public cloudhosted web servers. This chapter presents a review of the security shortcomings of
common existing solutions, an analysis of improvements to these solutions, and two
proposals for a secure design.
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5.2 ELS IN A PRIVATE CLOUD
One important idea in ELS is that all communication and sharing is done with
end-to-end integrity and encryption between two endpoints. No other entities
are allowed to view or modify such communication. A related idea is that the
entities communicating have strong assurance that they are communicating
with the intended entity. This relies on strong end-to-end authentication of both
entities [13].
Authentication of a server in ELS uses PKI credentials through the TLS
protocol. A critical security decision is the method to store and access the private keys associated with server PKI credentials. Any entity that has access to
a server’s private key can impersonate it, so access to this private key must be
restricted to the single server entity to which it is issued. In the ELS model, different instances of a server used for load balancing must have separate individual
credentials for attribution purposes. Sharing of private keys, even among otherwise identical server instances, violates ELS basic security principles and is
not allowed. Sharing of private keys or other authentication credentials prevents
proper attribution and leads to identity confusion, attack forensics ambiguities,
and poor security practices. According to ELS rules, servers do not store the
private keys in software, because such keys may be copied and exported. A hardware solution is the method of choice for storing and using private keys for high
security applications.
Hardware key storage includes smart cards, HSMs, and trusted platform modules
(TPMs). Smart cards are used for individuals who move between machines. The
smart card allows authentication from any machine that can read the smart card and
invoke private key operations. HSMs are used for servers that have fixed locations. A
single HSM can be used on a network to support many servers that each has access
only to its own key on the HSM through internal security partitioning. TPMs are
useful when a user is assigned a specific device, such as a mobile phone, tablet, or
laptop that is used exclusively by that user. The single-user model means that the
device is under a single person’s control, much like a smart card, and a password
or smart card logon can be used to secure access to the TPM. Such devices must be
managed devices, because loss of a device requires revocation of certificates and
remote deletion of associated keys to prevent someone with physical access from
extracting or using private keys.
When setting up a server on premise, a trusted individual uses the HSM interface to generate the server’s key pair. The public key is exported and included in an
identification certificate, which is signed by a trusted CA. The server is configured to
connect to the HSM and uses the specified certificate and key. The private key never
leaves the HSM, and only the entity identified by the DN of the certificate is allowed
to connect to the HSM to use the private key. The connection to the HSM may be
established using a hardware token specific to the HSM, so that only hands-on access
can be used to set up a connection for a server to use an HSM key. Accountability
is tied to the individual doing the key management, who is part of the enterprise
and properly vetted. Additionally, the hardware and keys can be monitored using
physical security measures, because all access is hands-on. The on-premise security
model can also be applied to a private cloud, because the private cloud is also run by
trusted enterprise entities.
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FIGURE 5.1. Normal Web Request Flow

As a first step toward moving to the public cloud, we illustrate the private cloud
hosting approach. Figure 5.1 shows a normal request flow from a browser on an
enterprise machine to a server hosted in the private cloud on a virtual machine. The
browser uses the smart card certificate and private key to authenticate through TLS
to the server. The smart card private key is accessed through a Universal Serial Bus
(USB) smart card reader, and the smart card is protected by a PIN. The server uses
its certificate and HSM key to authenticate to the browser. The connection from the
server to the HSM is secured through a separate TLS connection. This HSM connection may be local and long-lived. Session keys are used for the encryption, decryption, and validation of TLS transmitted data.
When there are many requesters and servers, the requester keys are held on different smart cards, but the server keys are often aggregated onto a shared HSM, as
shown in Figure 5.2. During the initial TLS connection setup between each server
and the HSM, servers are allowed to use only their own private key. This separation
relies on proper configuration and internal HSM security mechanisms.
ELS leverages the virtual application data center (VADC) concept [51]. This is
a model that focuses on rapid and secure portability of an entire data center across
clouds. It enables an enterprise to rapidly respond and transfer assets between cloud
providers. The server and key management solution described above does not work
for the public cloud, because it relies on access and control of hardware. The solutions must be modified for the public cloud, where such access and control is only
available to the cloud provider.

5.3 THE PUBLIC CLOUD CHALLENGE
This section describes server private key management challenges of moving an onpremise or private cloud ELS system to the public cloud.
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FIGURE 5.2. Request Flows: Multiple Requesters and Servers

5.3.1 using the saMe design
If the private cloud model were directly applied to the public cloud, the cloud provider
would perform the HSM-related actions normally reserved for trusted, vetted individuals within the enterprise. The cloud provider provides an interface to the HSM
for key management, and certificate creation can be done offline using the public key.
However, the HSM key management Application Programming Interface (API) is
now a cloud-provided software interface that has the potential to act as a MITM between
the client and the HSM. As a MITM, it could accept requests for key pair generation on
the HSM and then reroute these requests to a software key store, as shown in Figure 5.3.
All key operations would be performed by
the cloud provider as if on an HSM, though HARDWARE SECURITY
in reality the keys are stored in software. MODULE (HSM)
The software key store is controlled by and An HSM is a physical computing
fully accessible to the untrusted cloud pro- device that safeguards and manages
vider. The server connections to the HSM digital keys for strong authentication.
could also be redirected through the HSM It also provides cryptoprocessing.
MITM to the software key store, which These modules traditionally come
would simply emulate the HSM interface. in the form of a plug-in card or an
This example shows that the cloud cli- external device that attaches directly
ent has no guarantee that the private keys to a computer or network server.
generated through the cloud HSM API are Some HSMs can be configured to
actually generated or stored in an HSM. For provide these services to more than
this reason, cloud-provided HSM interfaces one requester (not recommended).
do not provide adequate security for ELS.
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FIGURE 5.3. Rerouting HSM Requests to a Software Key Store

5.3.2 hsM site insPeCtion, virtual ConneCtion to hsM
To ensure HSM key storage, an administrator from the enterprise can visit the
cloud provider to generate hardware key pairs on a validated HSM. In this case,
the private key is protected by the HSM from a malicious or compromised cloud
provider or attacker. The public key can be extracted, and this key can be used to
ensure that the cloud provider does not swap private keys. With this method, the
hosting enterprise is assured that it is using the correct private key generated in
the HSM when the server presents its certificate and the corresponding public key.
This is very similar to a client generating keys on their own HSM and then hosting
that HSM in the cloud. Either method provides assurance that keys are stored in a
known HSM.
If the cloud provider uses a software key management interface, HSM requests
are routed through a virtual HSM implemented in software that passes requests to
the hardware HSM. Using this approach, an untrusted or compromised cloud provider could allow other requests at the virtual HSM despite locking down the actual
HSM, as shown in Figure 5.4. In this case, the single connection to the HSM is
shared. Shared access to the HSM may be a less egregious violation of ELS basic
principles than exporting a private key, but it is still a fundamental violation because
it allows the sharing of a private key with an unauthorized entity. The key itself is
adequately protected, but access to the HSM is not.

5.3.3 hsM site insPeCtion, direCt ConneCtion to hsM
To mitigate the problems of the software key management interface, the cloud client
could require servers to directly connect to the HSM. Under this configuration, there
is no ability to share such connections because there is no longer a MITM that the
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FIGURE 5.4. Virtualizing the HSM Connection

cloud provider controls. Each server must create its own connection to the HSM, and
this is done as needed by the cloud provider.
The cloud provider can no longer share an existing connection to the HSM, but it
can now create its own new connections in the same way that it sets up a valid connection, as shown in Figure 5.5. This gives the cloud provider the ability to use the
private keys in the HSM, which again violates ELS principles.

FIGURE 5.5. Adding an Additional Connection to the HSM
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hsM site insPeCtion, PreConfigured direCt ConneCtions to hsM

In addition to requiring direct connections to the HSM, the hosting enterprise can
also create these long-lived TLS connections between the servers and the HSM.
Special tokens or keys that are used to create HSM connections are now held by the
enterprise and not shared with the cloud provider. This eliminates the cloud provider’s ability to create these connections. Now the server private keys are in hardware,
and the only connections to the HSM are from the associated servers. This appears
to mitigate the previous vulnerabilities due to extra connections to the HSM.
However, the cryptographic keys for the secure HSM connection, along with any
other necessary information such as sequence numbers and other internal states, are
stored in software on the server as part of the TLS connection state. This sensitive
information can be extracted by an untrusted cloud provider by either copying the
virtual machine on which the server is running or probing it through hypervisor
interfaces. With access to the memory of the machine, methods exist to directly
extract TLS keys from an executing application [91]. With these keys and the appropriate state information, the cloud provider can inject new private key usage requests
to the HSM by creating the proper messages and updating the elements of the internal state of the server TLS connection, such as sequence numbers, initialization vector (IV) values, and other encryption states, as shown in Figure 5.6.
The failure of this approach is using obscurity for security. Although it may
require specialized skills to probe a virtual machine image and manipulate TLS
session keys, the cloud provider has the required level of access to perform these
actions. Even with dedicated effort to hide the TLS state in the virtual machine, the
protection is only obfuscation. The ELS principle, “The system should function even
if the attacker knows how it functions,” applies to this situation. We must assume
the attacker can figure out how our system works and provide security appropriately.
The approach above fails to satisfy this ELS security principle.

FIGURE 5.6. TLS State Manipulation to Allow HSM Connections
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POTENTIAL HYBRID CLOUD SOLUTIONS

The preceding section has shown examples where the server and HSM are both
moved to an untrusted public cloud. This section discusses hybrid cloud solutions
that attempt to mitigate some of the problems of the public cloud by splitting assets
between the public and private cloud.

5.4.1

hsM in PubliC Cloud

The first hybrid approach involves splitting the server and HSM so that the HSM is
hosted in the public cloud and the server is hosted in the private cloud.
Physical validation of a cloud-hosted HSM stops attacks based on a softwarebased HSM or MITM, because the HSM that generates and stores the private keys is
genuine. The associated public keys can be used to confirm that only the private keys
generated on the HSM are being used by the server.
Trusted private cloud operators establish server-to-HSM connections from the
private cloud. The public cloud provider sees only encrypted traffic to and from the
HSM and has no ability to access the necessary keys to decrypt this traffic or insert
new connections.
This approach provides high security, but performance may suffer due to the
increased latency from the server to HSM. Every cryptographic operation in the HSM
now requires at least one round trip Internet transmission instead of local traffic. It
also has the fundamental problem that the benefits of the public cloud model are minimal due to the private hosting of the application. This solution provides security, but it
fails to provide performance and other cloud hosting benefits. It effectively becomes a
private cloud with a remote, high-latency, and difficult-to-configure HSM.

5.4.2

hsM in Private Cloud

A related option that maintains public cloud benefits is hosting the HSM in a private
cloud and the server in the public cloud. However, this option has the server-to-HSM
connection problem, because it relies on the cloud vendor to properly set up the
server connection and not duplicate, share, or otherwise manipulate it. It also has the
performance problem of the long server-to-HSM link.
Despite its problems, this solution does offer some benefits in comparison with
a public cloud solution. The local HSM, or a local HSM management interface, can
monitor all incoming requests. This provides a record of private key access on the
HSM, and this may help to identify unauthorized usage patterns. Each TLS session
with the server requires use of the private key, which can be recorded. Host-based
security agents deployed to user devices can record client connections to the server.
A discrepancy between outgoing user requests and server private key usage requests
to the HSM indicates potentially unauthorized private key usage. This monitoring
does not prevent unauthorized use of the private keys in the HSM, but it enables
detection of potentially malicious activity, and it provides forensic capabilities after
such incidents occur.
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general hybrid Challenges

The hybrid cloud encompasses many more options than just splitting assets into a
private cloud and a public cloud. There are options for private enclaves in public
clouds or public clouds on premise, as well as multi-clouds that span multiple public
or private clouds. However, the key feature of all of these options is the idea that different servers are hosted by different entities, and these servers communicate with
each other across hosting boundaries. This setup creates an underlying design problem for secure server key management.
When servers communicate across different hosting environments, the requester
must authenticate to the provider. The requester private key is used as part of a
mutual authentication handshake. However, this private key is vulnerable in a public
cloud, so any other services that the public cloud-hosted requester can access using
its private key are vulnerable. The public cloud provider can access the requester’s
private key and use it to form a valid request to a server in another hosting environment. Although the private keys of these servers are not necessarily vulnerable, the
data hosted by the servers is.
One implication is that hosting sensitive data on premise or in a private cloud is
not adequate protection if entities in a public cloud can access this data. This issue
also applies to situations where a user on a secure device accesses data in a private
cloud through a public cloud web interface. The public cloud provider can use the
authentication private key of the server in the public cloud to access data in the private cloud.

5.5

PROPOSED SECURE SOLUTIONS

The public cloud solutions above are not adequate for the private key management
problem. Moving to a hybrid cloud offers some benefits, but it has its own issues. The
proposed solutions that follow provide high security designs for server private key
management in the public cloud.

5.5.1

server in hsM

The main problems discussed in this chapter have stemmed from the separation of
the server and HSM and the challenge of establishing a secure connection between
them. One possible solution is to combine them into a single entity by implementing
the entire server and its keys inside the HSM. The HSM server connects with the
browser through a TLS connection, as shown in Figure 5.7. The application is preloaded onto the HSM, associated with the proper private keys, and then shipped to
the cloud provider. The private key access occurs completely within the HSM, which
protects it from the cloud provider. This solves the problem of securely tying the
server to its private key by encapsulating them both inside the HSM.
The main hurdle for this approach is that HSMs are expensive, special purpose
devices designed specifically for key generation, storage, and use. They are not
designed to run arbitrary software, and they typically do not have the storage or
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FIGURE 5.7. Proposed Solution with Server in HSM

computation power required to support a full server. These are problems, but they
are implementation issues within a fundamentally secure design.

5.5.2

hoMoMorPhiC enCryPtion

Homomorphic encryption allows data to be processed while remaining encrypted
[92]. The programs that normally operate on the unencrypted data are transformed
to operate on the encrypted data.
In a homomorphic encryption solution, the requester encrypts its requests using
homomorphic encryption. These requests are not decrypted at the transformed
server. They are used as encrypted inputs to a program that operates on encrypted
data. Part of the server processing involves authentication using an HSM. The HSM
is also transformed to operate on encrypted data. The server sends encrypted key
operation requests to the HSM and uses the encrypted response to authenticate to
the requester. Similarly, the server can authenticate as a requester to other servers
that accept encrypted requests. The design for the client to server communication is
shown in Figure 5.8.
It is possible for an attacker to reverse the transformation on the server and modify the server behavior. This could be used to manipulate the server-to-HSM connection by changing the server’s behavior. However, unlike with unencrypted data, the
attacker cannot encrypt or decrypt the data that is processed. This keeps the data on
this server and on other servers that communicate with it safe. Even without knowing the data, an attacker could create problems by repeating, omitting, or modifying
server actions. Techniques in verifiable computing and garbled circuits can be used
to mitigate such attacks [93].
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FIGURE 5.8. Proposed Solution Using Homomorphic Encryption

5.6

IMPLEMENTATION

The previous section has discussed designs for server private key security in the
public cloud. This section examines implementation issues for these secure designs.

5.6.1

Cloud vendor suPPort

The cloud vendor controls the HSM and server and is centrally positioned to provide
server private key security. Current cloud providers offer cloud-based key management services backed by HSM key storage. However, they offer virtual HSM interfaces, and controls on key access are set at this virtual interface [94– 96]. The cloud
provider allows the enterprise administrator to set permissions on key use, but these
permissions apply only to other enterprise users, not to the cloud provider itself. The
cloud provider maintains direct control of the HSMs.
One promising approach for server integrity is a method to establish software root
of trust unconditionally on hardware [97]. This provides assurance that no malware
is present on a machine when it boots. The cloud provider performs this procedure
to ensure that no malicious code is hidden on the hardware during the boot process.
However, this still relies on the cloud provider to perform the procedure properly.
Server private key security must come from outside the cloud provider.

5.6.2

hsM vendor suPPort

An HSM can provide the property that a key cannot be duplicated. Major HSM vendors also provide some accommodations to facilitate the move to the cloud [98, 99].
Thales, for example, provides a method to create a key on a local HSM and securely
copy it to an HSM in the cloud [100]. This offers a way to remotely generate, update,
and remove keys and credentials. It enables the methods in Sections 3.2 or 3.3 to be
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conducted without physically visiting the cloud HSM. However, this feature does not
protect the cloud HSM from the attacks on the server-to-HSM connection. It also
explicitly creates a copy of the private key, which is against ELS principles. This
capability offers additional convenience but not additional security.
To improve security, the HSM vendor must provide a way to authenticate the
server connections. However, the HSM is the key holder for server authentication, so
this becomes a bootstrapping problem. Thus, the HSM vendor cannot solve this issue
using advanced key management.

5.6.3

leveraging Mobile deviCe ManageMent (MdM) for Cloud assets

Enterprises that issue mobile devices to their employees typically use MDM solutions. These address the problems of unknown networks and hostile entities that are
more prevalent outside the protected enterprise network. Management services provide the enterprise access to operating system controls on these devices. These controls can limit device capabilities, applications, sensors, or other functions normally
available to the user. In addition, the enterprise has the ability to remotely perform a
factory reset, effectively erasing all applications, settings, and data from the device.
Mobile device vendors embed hardware security features to enable secure communication with their devices. For example, the vendor can embed their own PKI
root CA public key in the hardware to enable trusted software updates. All updates
are signed by a credential that chains to this trusted root CA. Additional hardware
protections ensure that only properly signed code is loaded, and irreversible bit flips
in hardware indicate malicious or suspicious actions [101, 102].
The MDM services integrate with these hardware protections. The operating system, securely loaded by the hardware after signature validation, provides a set of
APIs that can be used to remotely control the operation of the device.
The hardware protections of a mobile device make the device much like an HSM.
Recent attempts to extract data from an iPhone proved to be very difficult and costly,
even for a well-funded government agency [103]. The ability to remotely manage the
phone, and in particular the ability to restrict user functions, makes such a device
desirable for cloud hosting environments. In this scenario, the cloud provider acts as
the mobile user, and the cloud client acts as the MDM administrator. The client hosts
their server on a cloud-provided mobile device and manages it in the potentially hostile cloud environment through the MDM interfaces. This allows the remote client
to limit the activities of the hands-on cloud provider instead of the cloud provider
limiting the client’s activities.
To implement this approach, the cloud provider purchases mobile devices with
the appropriate hardware and management capabilities. The client sets up an MDM
system and enrolls cloud devices. The cloud provider may perform the initial MDM
enrollment, but the client then pushes strict policies to the device to block further
actions by the cloud provider. The client, through the MDM interface, would then
install appropriate applications, generate private keys in the device’s secure hardware, and send corresponding certificates to the device. The device would then operate as a web server on the cloud network. Proper use of TLS would allow the device
to securely connect out to requesters or other servers.
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During enrollment, it is important to validate the public keys of the devices being
enrolled. The vendor must provide a way to identify an authentic device through a
registered public key that corresponds to a private key that resides on the device.
Otherwise, the vendor could create virtual devices with their own keys that mimic
the behavior of authentic devices. The public/private key pair and registration with
the vendor allow the client to ensure that the device they are enrolling is an authentic
device issued by the correct vendor.
Mobile devices are not as secure as a dedicated HSM for key storage. However,
this is an implementation issue – they are designed to provide this capability, just not
to the same standards. The concept of a device that is manageable remotely when
released into a potentially hostile environment is the right concept for the design of
a secure server key management approach in the cloud.

5.6.4

hoMoMorPhiC enCryPtion

The primary issue with the full homomorphic encryption (FHE) approach is performance. Current implementations of FHE, which is required for arbitrary computations,
are extremely slow [104]. Somewhat homomorphic encryption (SWHE) and partial
homomorphic encryption (PHE) offer some of the capabilities of FHE with better performance, and these may be an option for very simple servers or standard database
queries. The use of PHE in standard database queries is an area of ongoing research
[105], and initial results for simple database queries have been promising [62]. However,
databases are often accessed through web servers, so this is, at best, a partial solution.
Looking forward, active research into homomorphic encryption and its applications promises to improve performance and capabilities [106]. FHE has seen significant performance improvements since its inception, and although it is still far
from practical, more theoretical research into algorithms and practical work to build
specialized hardware may make it feasible in the near future.

5.7

CLOUD KEY MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

The public cloud offers many desirable benefits in cost, efficiency, and even security,
but taking advantage of these while maintaining secure server private key management is a challenge. Problems in the public cloud and hybrid cloud stem from the
separation of the server from its authentication key in the HSM. An untrusted cloud
provider can exploit this separation to use the private key of the server, and the client
cannot prevent this or detect that it is happening in most current designs. The most
secure approaches negatively impact performance or forego the benefits of hosting
in the public cloud.
The proposed solutions for secure design all encapsulate the server and HSM
within a single logical entity. This eliminates the difficult problem of authenticating
the server and HSM to each other. Using an HSM as the single logical entity provides
a hardware encapsulation that hides the communications between the server and
key management within the HSM itself. Using homomorphic encryption creates this
single logical entity in software by encrypting the requests and responses and allowing the cloud provider to access and process only this encrypted data.
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Current technology appears poised to be able to implement these approaches.
Mobile devices include technology that can allow secure remote management and
software updates, which is similar to what is required of the “server in HSM” solution. Although current products are not optimized for such use, the goal of providing
secure management of a remote device in a hostile environment fits the design goal
for a server in a public cloud. The performance of FHE is currently poor, but it is
improving, and such improvements are often substantial. Combinations of algorithmic improvements, implementation optimizations, and optimized hardware support
are driving performance increases toward a threshold of practicality. Crossing this
threshold would provide the critical component needed for the FHE-based design to
be implemented.

6

Enhanced Assurance
Needs

6.1 ENHANCED IDENTITY ISSUES
Identity in the enterprise is a unique representation of an entity. For users, it begins
with the human resources department that maintains their files. The assigned identity is called the DN, and it must be unique over space and time. There may be
five John Smiths in the enterprise, but only one “John.Smith2534, UID=Finance,
HID=Chicago.” These and PKI information are normally encoded into a PIV card
for network access and provided to the entity for its use. Certain pieces of the information may be tagged as verifiable by DN for identity purposes, such as “mother’s
middle name.”
Because of data sensitivities, enterprise policy, or the shortcomings of PKI,
some data owners may not feel comfortable utilizing only PKI certificate possession. On the other hand, a given data owner may feel that a PKI certificate is overkill, and a lesser level of identity assurance is needed. Users that have misplaced
or have never had a PIV may use a temporary certificate, which is discussed in the
next chapter. We assume they are connected to the enterprise network and a breach
would involve not only their application but those of other network participants.
For this reason, minimum assurance levels are a requirement. Each application
ultimately decides what kind of authentication is strong enough through a registration process with EAE.
The creation of an enhanced identity assurance comprises two separate stages.
The first stage is the creation of a candidate identity (starting point for identity determination), in which the candidate identity is paired with an enterprise identity, and
a DN is determined. This normally begins with presentation of a claim to ownership of a PKI certificate through the use of the PIV. As we will discuss, the process
also takes steps to verify that the pairing between the candidate identity and the
DN is owned by the individual making the request. The second stage is creation
of the assured identity. The candidate identity becomes the assured identity when
enough correlated information and personal verification about the proposed identity
has a sufficient level of pairing with the enterprise identity that it can be trusted with
access and privilege to an application using the claims that have been computed for
that individual’s use.

6.2

SCALE OF IDENTITY ASSURANCE

If you search the literature for multi-factor authentication, you will find many
processes using account-based systems and starting with username and password
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[107–113]. These systems intertwine the security issues of authentication and
authorization. In fact, the popular definition of multi-factor authentication merges
the two:
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a method of computer access control in which
a user is only granted access after successfully presenting several separate pieces of
evidence to an authentication mechanism – typically at least two of the following categories: knowledge (something they know); possession (something they have); and
inherence (something they are). [114]

ELS separates the identity and access/
privilege security issues. Thus, there are IDENTITY ASSURANCE
no accounts and no usernames with passIdentity assurance is a measure of the
words. Further, ELS uses no proxies and extent to which correlated credentials
limits access to the EAS, thus reducing represent that the individual in questhe threat surface.
tion is the enterprise DN.
Each data owner will decide what the
requirements for access and privilege
to their data are, including the level of
assurance that is acceptable. ELS represents a strong identity assurance and OUT-OF-BAND (OOB)
will be assigned a value of .80. It is OOB represents the use of a second
assumed that if the data owner wishes channel for verification. The second
strong identity assurance he will specify channel may be a phone, e-mail,
.70 or .75 as the identity assurance value or other non-network asset and is
(from the collection below, the value usually presented with a value for
of .75 requires bio information in the verification. The non-network posabsence of PIV). Identity in the absence sibilities are derived from the candiof a PIV is discussed in Chapter 7. This date identity values in the EAE and
will allow all enterprise users with a not arbitrary.
PIV or a derived credential (discussed
in Chapter 8) to actually present access
and privilege claims to the application. The lowest level of identity assurance would
come from self-assertion; however, we will require several additional factors for
this minimum, including a presence in the enterprise catalog, verification by an
out-of-band (OOB) method, and of course, for authorization, claims must be available for the individual. This lowest level will be described as user-asserted identity
with OOB verification and assigned a value of 0.2. This level of identity assurance
is normally provided to the user without a PIV as discussed in Chapter 6.
It is possible that no assurance of
identity is needed. However, for enterHARD TOKEN
prise systems, we assume things like the A hard token may be a CAC, another
cafeteria menu and evening social events PIV, or a credential derived from
are on a disconnected network so that these. Chapter 8 describes derived
the enterprise network is not in danger credentials.
of compromise by connectivity. For this
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discussion, we will assume 0.2 for the minimum, which should also be the minimum
specified by a data owner. The identity assurance scale will run the full amount of
variation to be available for other uses (namely those in Chapter 7).
A total of seven identity cases were developed, as follows, with strengths shown
in Table 6.1.
PIV based and below:
1. Bilateral authentication (hard token – PIV) – AUTHN Hard
2. Bilateral authentication (prior-issued soft token) in protected store –
AUTHN Soft
3. User-asserted identity with OOB verification – OOB
4. User-asserted identity with OOB verification and with any biometric factor
– OOB + Bio
5. User-asserted identity with OOB verification and with any biometric factor
and with any non-biometric multi-factor verification – OOB + Bio + 1mf
6. User-asserted identity with OOB verification and with any non-biometric
multi-factor verification – OOB + 1mf
7. User-asserted identity with OOB verification and with three non-biometric
multi-factor verifications – OOB + 3mf
Enhanced Identity Assurance:
8. Hard token plus one non-biometric multi-factor verification – Hard token +
1mf
9. Hard token plus one biometric authentication – Hard token + 1bio
10. Hard token plus one biometric and one non-biometric multi-factor verification – Hard token + 1bio + 1mf

TABLE 6.1.
Multi-factor Authentication Identity Assurance
Method

Comment – Strength

ID Assurance

1. AUTHN Hard

Standard ELS – Strong

0.80

2. ATHN Soft
3. OOB
4. OOB + Bio
5. OOB + Bio + 1mf
6. OOB + 1mf
7. OOB + 3mf
8. Hard token +
9. Hard token ++
10. Hard token +++

Closest to ELS
A Start – Minimal
Solid
Strong
Moderate
Strong
Greater than Normal ID Assurance directed by Web Application
Very Strong
Very Strong
Highest Value

0.70
0.25
0.50
0.80
0.60
0.70
0.85
0.90
0.95
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6.3

IMPLEMENTING THE IDENTITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENT

The data owner is responsible for registering their enterprise applications and services through an auto registration application (as shown in Section 3.3). This application provides the EAS attribute list, and the data owner defines ACRs as logical
combinations of these attributes and other dynamic information, such as time of day.
The ACR elements are checked against the attributes, and unattainable ACRs are
rejected. The service and/or application details may be provided as documentation to
an administrator for entry into the system. The optional specification of the required
identity assurance is available here. The default for identity assurance is 0.80, which
corresponds to the user having a PIV with a PKI certificate.
A PIV user may be redirected to the STS when the identity assurance requirement
for the web application exceeds 0.80. The post will include the identity assurance
value of the user (0.80), the identity assurance value sought, and the audience for the
multi-factor authentication. The STS will use the user’s PIV to authenticate, and the
STS will try to increase the identity assurance to the level sought by the application
using the methods shown in Table 6.1. It will return a simple “Accomplished” or
“No-Go,” which is posted back to the application.

6.4

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

From an ELS standpoint, accommodation of enhanced assurance adds the following
requirements:
a. Data owners must specify the level of assurance on applications when
specifying enhanced assurance requirements for access and privilege in the
enterprise service registry.
b. The STS must be reconfigured to handle targeted multi-factor authentication and keep track of the identity assurance values.
c. The application must recognize and respond to the STS evaluation of identity assurance.
Additionally:
a. The derived process is not username/password – there are no accounts and
no storage of user data.
b. As DN is in EAS, claims are computed for each DN in the enterprise stores
as they are for enhanced assurance.
c. All of the ELS software and handlers work without modification.
d. The EAS has same attack surface as before.
e. Only covers person entities (not for NPEs – though an adaptation may be
possible).
f. The current identity assurance process treats all biometric identifications
the same. For future versions, we may wish to distinguish between the types
of biometrics.
g. The current identity assurance process treats all multi-factor queries as the
same. For future versions, we may wish to distinguish between the types of
multi-factor queries.
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6.5 ENHANCED ASSURANCE SUMMARY
We have reviewed the identity issues in a high-assurance security system when security requirements are enhanced. We have also described an approach that relies on
high-assurance architectures and the protection elements they provide through PKI
while accommodating the requirement for enhanced identity assurance. The basic
approach becomes compromised when identity is not verified by a strong credential
for unique identification (such as HOK in a PKI). The accommodation of non-PIV
users is discussed in the next chapter.

7

Temporary Certificates

There is a need to allow users without PIVs some degree of access based on alternative authentication methods.

7.1

USERS THAT DO NOT HAVE A PIV

PIVs may not be available to all, or a user’s
device may not be capable of reading and using PKI CERTIFICATES ARE
a PIV. Additional use cases include a lost PIV, REQUIRED FOR ELS
waiting for issuance of a PIV, or a user being A user without a PIV must first
unable to get a PIV compatible with the ELS CA establish identity and then
trust. Additionally, there are federation partners, be issued a certificate. The
contractors, and other vetted external individucertificate is of short duration
als with short-term needs. The individual user to allow the setup of one or
must be entered into the enterprise system and two sessions with enterprise
must have an established DN and attribute data. applications.
Claims must be available in the claims store as
computed based upon the DN and attributes.
The creation of a non-PIV identity comprises three separate stages. The first
stage is creation of a proposed identity. This value is provided by the user or is
by assertion of the user. The goal is to correlate this with the enterprise files. It
may be an email, a common name, or simply a name. The second stage is creation of a candidate identity (starting point for identity determination), in which
the proposed identity is paired with an enterprise identity, and a DN is determined. As we will discuss, the process also takes steps to verify that the pairing
between the proposed identity and the DN is owned by the individual making the
request. The last stage is creation of the assured identity. The candidate identity
becomes the assured identity when enough correlated information and personal
verification about the candidate identity has a sufficient level of pairing with the
enterprise identity that it can be trusted with access to an application using his/
her claims that have been computed for his/her use. If this all sounds familiar, it
is. The process for granting a temporary certificate is the same as the process for
determining an assured identity for a PIV card holder. The difference between
this and the assured identity of Chapter 6 is that the user still does not have a
PKI certificate. In order to preserve the ELS paradigm, a temporary soft certificate needs to be provided, and the user claims must be provided with a SAML
credential through TLS.
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NON-PIV STS/CA-ISSUED CERTIFICATE

Non-PIV owners go to a special token server with certificate issuance authority
(STS/CA) and provide a proposed identity. This may be email or full name, etc. The
STS/CA calls a service that scans the EAS and rejects any identity that it cannot find
in EAS. The STS/CA then confirms that the requester is not an automated system
(via Captcha, etc.). This avoids a number of threat vulnerabilities. The STS/CA then
asks questions of the non-PIV user to resolve ambiguity (if present). For example,
there are five Jon Smiths in the enterprise, but only one works in Finance. The STS/
CA then establishes the DN. To this point, the identity is still a proposed identity.
The STS/CA saves the DN attributes in a separate temporary store and sets up a
server-side TLS connection. The next step is a requirement: non-PIV users must
maintain an OOB contact. One (or more) OOB contact is provided to the human
resources for inclusion in the user’s enterprise data. The token server resolves OOB
(email, phone voice, phone text, etc.) communication methods for DN. We note that
OOB means “not on the network,” and if the enterprise desk phone is part of the
enterprise network, it does not work as OOB. Anyone without at least one OOB
contact is rejected.
At this point, the token server sends a one-time token (with a life of 10 minutes
or less) to the OOB contact and requests input. No input or improper input will be
rejected. A successful exchange results in the identity moving to a candidate identity.
The STS/CA will attempt to identify if the user is using a managed device by
looking for bio capability such as face or fingerprints. The STS/CA retrieves the
claims from the enterprise claims store for the established DN, presents a choice
from among the services the user has claims to, and asks for a selection. This establishes the application for later SAML transmission. The STS/CA chooses the maximum and minimum identity assurance needed for claims. The minimum identity
assurance may not be achievable with the device; in this case, a polite rejection is
issued.
Otherwise, the token server begins a multi-factor verification, including biological verification, if applicable. Any multi-level failure leads to exit. If the multi-factor
maximum achievable authentication for the identity assurance is successful, the
identity becomes an assured identity. The STS/CA then creates and issues a temporary certificate in the name of the assured identity DN and separately sends this
certificate and the private key to a specially configured application on the user’s
device for installation. Device Management and installation of approved software
are covered in Chapter 18. The temporary certificate contains the identity assurance
and has a life of 90 minutes or less. Comments in the temporary certificate specify
the assurance level and the method for the application’s use as appropriate. The temporary certificate may be reused for the life of the certificate to authenticate to any
enterprise application or any STS for claims.
When the user selects an application, the token server posts a SAML through
the browser to the application. The SAML is specifically for the audience (selected
application). The temporary certificate is used for authentication to the application,
and all else works as with normal ELS for an application. The interaction between
the STS/CA and the attribute system is shown in Figure 7.1.

FIGURE 7.1.

Partial EAE for Non-PIV Users
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7.3

REQUIRED ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

From an ELS standpoint, accommodation of non-PIV users adds the following
requirements:
• STS/CA for non-PIV users must be developed.
• An additional service must be placed in the EAE for comparison of attributes in DN retrieval.
• STS/CA must have full crypto and key management capability (generating
asymmetric key pairs).
• Device software is required to install temporary certificates on the end user
device.
• The application must recognize temporary certificates generated by the
STS/CA (STS/CA must be placed in the trust store).
• The application must recognize SAML certificates provided by the
STS/CA.
• The application must check signatures and timestamp, but there is no need
for revocation checking of the temporary certificate.
The new additions provide several advantages:
• The derived process in this chapter is not username and password – there
are no accounts and no storage of user data.
• The process will handle retirees, contractors, and temporary employees if
they are included in EAS.
• The process will handle missing or forgotten PIV cards.
• As DN is in EAS, claims are computed for each DN in the enterprise stores.
• Claims may be from delegation (recommend non-PIV cannot delegate).
• All of the ELS software and handlers work without modification.
• The EAS has same attack surface as before.
• Temporary certificates expire out of system quickly.
However, the following disadvantages are noted:
• Only covers person entities (not for NPEs – though an adaption may be
possible).
• New vulnerabilities – software certificates are weaker than hardware certificates (short duration is a mitigation).
• Manipulation of identities is possible (OOB requires the threat to have an
OOB device in EAS that is really not part of the network).
• The threat’s ability to initiate exchange with STS/CA – because the STS/
CA takes on all comers, reconnaissance by threat entities is facilitated.
• Intercept of temporary credentials (transmission in TLS provides some
mitigation).
• On-device recovery of temporary credential (short duration provides
mitigation).
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• Credential forging (signatures and timeouts provide some mitigation).
• The current identity assurance process treats all biometric identifications
the same. For future versions, we may wish to distinguish between the types
of biometric.
• The current identity assurance process treats all multi-factor queries as the
same. For future versions, we may wish to distinguish between the types of
multi-factor queries.

7.4

PRECLUDING THE USE OF TEMPORARY CERTIFICATES

ELS is flexible in that it allows the data owner to make most of the authentication,
access, and privilege decisions. Although temporary certificates can be a great aid in
getting work done, certain applications and data may be sensitive enough to require
a hard token (PIV) as part of the identification process. The data owner has two
options for precluding the use of temporary certificates:
1. Removal of the STS/CA from the trust store. This will result in a failed
authentication. This option may present some difficulty, as the enterprise
may have a package of trusted CAs that are distributed to all of the servers
and updated occasionally. Removal may create an ongoing maintenance
process.
2. Specification of an identity assurance value of .85 or greater. This value
is unreachable without a hard token (PIV or derived credential). Table 6.1
in Chapter 6 provides the data for how identity assurance values are computed. This also has the added benefit of invoking multi-factor authentication at the time of authentication. Temporary certificates will not have an
identity assurance greater than .80.

7.5

TEMPORARY CERTIFICATE SUMMARY

We have reviewed a particular identity issue in a high-assurance security system
when the user fails to meet the PIV requirement. The evaluation and issuance of a
credential follows the same basic approach as the enhanced security requirements.
We have also described an approach that relies on high-assurance architectures and
the protection elements they provide through PKI while accommodating the requirement for some users who do not have PIV. The non-PIV user must be an exception
to normal processing. Although it will be compatible with the ELS, it will quickly
get bogged down in temporary certificates and accommodations for the user if it is
overused. In fact, continual use of this approach may affect the measurement of user
veracity as discussed in Chapter 9. The basic approach becomes compromised when
identity is not verified by a strong credential for unique identification (such as HOK
in a PKI). The accommodation of non-PIV users is discussed in the next chapter.

8

Derived Certificates
on Mobile Devices

8.1 DERIVED CREDENTIALS
There are cases where primary credentials are not sufficient for some purpose. A
common example is the use of a PIV with a smartphone or other mobile device.
Although solutions for this issue exist, they are not practical for a large enterprise
and defeat some of the usefulness of the device by requiring additional hardware.
A derived credential may be a better option. Mobile devices that contain a PIV
card reader will use that solution in lieu of a derived credential. Mobile devices
that do not contain a PIV card reader must have derived credentials for each user of
the device. Only one user with a derived credential may be logged into the device
at a time.
A derived credential is a secondary credential that is issued based on the same
vetting procedure as the primary credential. In this sense, the credential’s authenticity is derived from the same source as the primary credential’s authenticity. The
derived credential may take a different form than the primary credential. For example, a derived credential may be a software certificate instead of a PIV. It is important
to note that the derived and primary credentials are separate entities, differing in
both physical form and logical content.

8.2 AUTHENTICATION WITH THE DERIVED CREDENTIAL
For authentication, the derived credential has the same DN, and it may have the same
issuer. It has a different public key and may have a different private key; in addition,
if it has the same issuer, it has a different serial number. This allows the authenticating entity to know which credential is being used to authenticate.

8.3

ENCRYPTION WITH THE DERIVED CREDENTIAL

For encryption, the derived credential has the same public key as the primary credential. This is because the public key is used for encryption, so the primary and
secondary keys must be the same to allow seamless use of both for the same entity.
One possible exception to this rule is when a primary and all secondary credentials are issued at the same time with different public keys, but some credentials
(e.g., the primary one) contain private keys associated with public keys from multiple
certificates. This could provide a way to allow a user to decrypt all content if the
CAC or PIV is available but only content specifically encrypted to a particular device
when using that device. For example, an encrypted email that is particularly sensitive
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might be encrypted with the CAC or PIV public key to prevent potential disclosure
through weaker phone-based security. Less sensitive emails could be encrypted with
the phone key and also decrypted using the CAC or PIV on other devices.

8.4 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
As a general policy, derived credentials
should be at least as secure as primary TRUSTED PLATFORM
credentials. For example, a software cer- MODULE (TPM)
tificate, which is less secure than a PIV TPM (also known as ISO/IEC 11889
certificate, would require additional pro[115]) is an international standard for
tections, such as use on a device with a secure cryptoprocessor, a dediMDM tied to the device’s TPM [115] (see cated microcontroller designed to
Chapter 18). The MDM would require a secure hardware through integrated
strong password for the device, isolation cryptographic keys.
of applications, remote wipe capabilities
for the private key and certificate, and
possibly also location-specific rules, such as restrictions or wiping when outside
specified locations. The primary credential is more efficient to use at enterprise
scale, and the secondary is used only for specific purposes where the primary is not
practical.

8.5 CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT
The derived certificate is tied to two other certificates, the primary certificate, from
which it was derived, and the device certificate, the certificate of the device upon
which the derived certificate resides. In certain instances, the devices may host more
than one derived certificate. Revocation of a primary or derived credential may or
may not require revocation of associated credentials. Primary and derived credentials may be revoked independently if they have different serial numbers and different key pairs. Key pairs should be developed in the HSM, and the public key is used
for certificate issuance by the CA. This assures the privacy of the private key.
If a primary credential is revoked to prevent use of a lost credential, such as a lost
or missing PIV, then the derived credentials need not be revoked or reissued. The
protection provided by the PIV’s PIN and physical measures may be enough that the
risk of malicious use does not warrant the cost of reissuing all credentials. The same
applies for a lost phone with derived credentials. Using a remote wipe capability and
password protection on the phone may offer enough protection that the PIV is still
acceptable for use.
If a credential is revoked due to problems associated with the owner of the credential or the security of the cryptography or keys, then the primary and derived
credentials must be revoked together. A malicious user must be denied access to
all credentials. A credential with cryptography or key problems creates a problem
for any shared keys across credentials, such as decryption keys, so these must be
reissued. As one credential must be reissued, it makes sense to simply reissue all
credentials at that time. The device certificate will be revoked if the device has only
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one temporary credential, but it may be retained if the device has other temporary
certificates for other users.
If a device credential is revoked for nefarious behavior or any other reason,
the derived certificates on the device must be revoked. This includes any permanent wipe commands issued by the endpoint management service as described in
Chapter 18.
Under high security conditions, any security problem with any credential may
be deemed sufficient to warrant reissue of all credentials. For DIL environments
or other conditions that make reissuing revoked credentials difficult or inordinately
time-consuming, revocation may make certain required functionality difficult. A
local solution can be arranged until connectivity and credential reissue is possible.
This may involve delegation of claims, manual adjustment of the local claims store,
or changes to application and service access policies.

9

Veracity and
Counter Claims

9.1 THE INSIDER THREAT
Guidance and policies for insider threat
COUNTER CLAIMS
are incomplete as of this time. Insiders
may be loyal but careless members of the A claim that rebuts or diminishes a
enterprise, or they may have malicious previous claim. Often, the receiver
(nefarious) intentions. For the former, of the claims and counter claims
training and some limited mechanisms will adjudicate the result, including,
such as white or black listing are use- among other things, the denial of
ful. Activity monitoring is primarily access or the limiting of privilege.
for forensics. The nefarious insider may
know all of the monitoring and avoid it.
Veracity (sometimes called reputation) can provide a measure of susceptibility to cooption or conversion. Due to a number of recent malicious insiders such as Edward
Snowden [116], Bradley Manning [117], and others [118], each organization must
assess its own insider threat situation. An insider threat is:
a malicious threat to an organization that comes from people within the organization,
such as employees, former employees, contractors or business associates, who have
inside information concerning the organization’s security practices, data and computer
systems. [119]

The manifestation of the threat may come from any entity in the environment – person or non-person. The spate of insider activity has led to a U.S. executive order [120]
that requires, in part, federal agencies and enterprises to:
perform self-assessments of compliance with policies and standards issued pursuant to sections 3.3, 5.2, and 6.3 of this order, as well as other applicable policies and
standards, the results of which shall be reported annually to the Senior Information
Sharing and Safeguarding Steering Committee established in section 3 of this order.

These self-assessments must be included for ELS federal applications [7]. The
requirement has led to the development of new products, an overwhelming volume
of white papers and other research regarding assessment methods, and a number
of patents pending [121–124]. All of this leads to a number of products offering to
perform the analysis of entity veracity within the enterprise. A summary of these
techniques (through 2011) is provided in [125]. The basic idea is to gather information concerning the trustworthiness of an entity in our system.
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9.2

INTEGRITY, REPUTATION, AND VERACITY

Generally, the determination of trustworthiness of an individual is based upon an
assessment of the integrity of that individual. One definition of integrity is given
below:
Integrity is the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles; moral
uprightness. It is generally a personal choice to hold oneself to consistent moral and
ethical standards. In ethics, integrity is regarded by many people as the honesty and
truthfulness or accuracy of one’s actions. [126]

Social media would define this as reputation, which is good because integrity is
already overused in the IT literature. However, the literature defines reputation as a
soft issue.
Reputation is the estimation in which a person or thing is held, especially by the community or the public generally. [127]

Microsoft has refined reputation by adding trust:
Reputation Trust represents a party’s expectation that another party will behave as
assumed, based upon past experience. Reputation Trust is bidirectional and can be split
into Consumer Reputation Trust and Provider Reputation Trust. [128]

But trust is an overloaded term in IT and requires a great deal of context. The dictionary description of veracity comes closer to the target, and it is not used in any of
the IT contexts associated with ELS:
Veracity is the quality of being truthful or honest. [129]

From the IT standpoint, we have adopted the concept of veracity and tailored its
definition to be more amenable to self-assessment in ELS environments:
Entity veracity is the degree to which an entity is worthy of trust as demonstrated by
resistance to or avoidance of factors that denigrate trust or compromise reliability.
Positive factors may enhance veracity, and negative ones may reduce veracity. Veracity
is based upon recognized accomplishments and failures, along with the associated
stress factors or other trust debilitating factors present. A history of actions in difficult
circumstances provides strong evidence for or against veracity.

The next step is to determine which of the factors need to be measured.

9.3

MEASURING VERACITY

Figure 9.1 shows the security issues associated with just the computation of an
entity’s trustworthiness. Integration with sources that are not vetted opens vulnerabilities not tolerated in a high-assurance environment such as ELS. The initial
implementation will be done in isolation from the enterprise, and data will be ported

FIGURE 9.1.

Insider Threat Setup
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to the enterprise. The figure shows the desired ultimate architecture where the computation is isolated, and the enterprise may be provided a read-only interface of the
results (which may initially be a mirror of the actual veracity store). Two additional
concerns in the figure include a read-only interface from the computation environment to the Enterprise Attribute Store (which may initially be a mirror of the actual
Enterprise Attribute Store) and a read-only interface from the computation environment to the enterprise support desk behavioral data (which may initially be a mirror
of the actual enterprise support desk behavioral data).
Paranoia is warranted when dealing with unclean data, and the entire insider
threat analysis system will be heavily monitored and frequently sanitized, with complete software re-installation at periodic intervals. Several steps should be taken to
isolate the veracity computation from the enterprise.
• Openness. Let enterprise stakeholders know the process and effects that
they will encounter for the protection of their data and your data and
resources.
• Policy. Establish enterprise policy on veracity usage to shape each of the
elements below and provide for openness.
• Isolation. Keeping the veracity system isolated from enterprise resources
that may be corrupted or abused is paramount. This can be done by setting
up a demilitarized zone (DMZ). The DMZ is disconnected from the enterprise except during times of refreshing. Within the DMZ are mirrors of
necessary enterprise data and services, but they are not linked back to the
enterprise. These mirrors are periodically (e.g., overnight) refreshed from
enterprise resources. Less frequently, the services themselves are rebuilt
from enterprise resources [130]. Figure 9.1 shows the initial setup of the
Veracity System.
• Transactional. The veracity system interactions are recorded on a transactional basis and then executed against the DMZ databases. The online data
may have a delay of notionally 24 hours to reflect these transactions [131].
• Analyze. Record and analyze the usage and sources.
• Cleaning and reviewing. During the refresh, the transactions are cleansed
and reviewed for nefarious behavior. Those that pass muster are imported
into the database that is accessed by the enterprise and executed against the
enterprise databases. Those that do not pass muster result in an alert to the
security personnel that the transaction was rejected [132].
The figure shows the requirements for the data mirroring:
• Relevant information from the Enterprise Attribute Store that is used for
data correlation for each of the unique identities in the enterprise.
• Relevant log data from enterprise activities and veracity computations,
which are used for both analysis and later forensics when required.
• Relevant behavioral data from activities within the enterprise to be included
in the veracity analyses.
• The veracity store itself for use in the enterprise.
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Data mirroring will occur on an exception basis and over a short period, such as
every 24 hours, but it should be configurable across a wide range of activity.
Additionally, the analysis tools (including the Insider Threat Evaluator) need to be
replicated in the veracity system, because it will be disconnected from the enterprise
when computing veracity data. These tools include:
• Identity disambiguation – resolving names and other identity metrics when
matches are less than perfect.
• Data correlation between current and old addresses and other confirming
data.
• Information privacy elements (such as Social Security numbers, etc.) may
be used for correlation, but they need to be marked for special access only
and not included in normal reporting.
Software activity is monitored. Suspicious activities will lead to forensics, and the
software will be modified to include mitigations and re-generated. However, new and
unfamiliar intrusions and nefarious invasions may take some time to sort out.
All software in the veracity system is periodically refreshed from secure
memory and reconfigured to avoid as-yet undetected threat activity. The periodicity of this refresh is configurable and may be more frequent during high-threat
activity. The second fence (at the information conduit) will be activated during
refresh, and the system will be disconnected from the information conduit. The
figure also shows the denotation of assurance assigned to each zone. Data from
the low assurance zone never leaves that zone with the exception of the sanitized
transactional data that is used to update the enterprise veracity store mirror.
Figure 9.2 provides a brief depiction of the information conduit flow. The figure
shows how information is imported from a variety of configured sources along the
bottom of the conduit. These sources may change from time to time as more reliable
or accurate sources are identified.
During normal operation, the system is disconnected from the enterprise and any
changes to the veracity database are recorded as transactions. These transactions
will be sanitized before updates are accepted on the next refresh cycle. Because the
reliability and accuracy of data may be less than satisfactory in many instances, the
top half of the information conduit is devoted to tools for correlation of data. In many
open sources, correlation by name, residence, and other vital statistics are less than
reliable, and veracity metrics must be at least reasonably verified. In many cases, the
actions will be discussed, and issues clarified or removed when mistakes are made.
Information not deemed unreliable, but not totally verified, will be discounted. This
issue is further described under appropriate categories.
Figure 9.3 shows the notional system without the details of mirror and sanitization operations. The flows are only partially complete in that each piece of information obtained from the information sources on the lower side of the conduit must be
subjected to the correlation activities on the upper half of the information conduit.
Further, any information that makes a change in the veracity store will be recorded
as a transaction for later sanitization. The enterprise veracity store will be updated
only after sanitization.

FIGURE 9.2. Insider Threat Information Conduit
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FIGURE 9.3.

Insider Threat System
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We have presented a form of self-assessment that evaluates veracity from the
ELS application security model perspective rather than from the perspective of the
product’s baseline. This chapter also addresses the issues associated with the selfassessment, and it provides a framework and a process for using veracity information
within the ELS application security model. To do this, we examine integrity, reputation, and veracity as they apply to the problem of the insider threat. A list of indicative events may be formulated by category and data sources [133–134].
We start categorization with person entities because this is required in the selfassessment, but veracity extends to all entities within the enterprise because nonperson entities may actually be under insider threat control. For all entities, we
assume a default veracity value of 1.0 before detailed veracity computations are
made. This is the minimum value needed to pass periodic re-evaluations, so it is
assumed that all entities in the enterprise possess this value unless veracity factors
indicate otherwise.

9.3.1

Person entities

Person entity factors cover a variety of data about a person and his behaviors,
and these factors may come from a variety of sources. These data cannot be considered unless they are derived from designated (by the enterprise) authoritative
sources. Entity veracity factors are initially assigned unit values, and these factors may be combined from a number of sources. Unit values may be positive or
negative (either increasing or decreasing veracity), and they are later applied to
veracity measures.
Any issues previously resolved through vetting or supervisor administrative judgment may be discarded. Five categories, each with a number of subcategories and
with each instance being a factor, are delineated below:
Category 1
Community information – characteristics or events that add to the veracity of a
person. Each adds a fixed value to overall veracity. Many of these are from sources
requiring verification, but some may have sufficient documentation.
a. Ties within the local, regional, and national community. This may also
apply to international communities, such as research and academic (positive or negative).
b. Recent job title change. Title changes per se may not be relevant, but they
are a verifying factor for some of the other data (positive or negative).
c. Recent relevant awards or job punishments. These data should have records
to support the event(s) (positive or negative).
d. Direct support or doubt from notable entities (trust transitivity). An example
of this would be a trusted co-worker speaking highly or poorly about an
individual. This trust transitivity should be verified wherever possible (positive or negative).
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Category 2
Financial information. Degree of debt or other financial burdens since last vetting. These may be age- and source-sensitive, and they may also be attribution-sensitive, as discussed in the next section.
a. Issues with credit cards. Debt and delinquency in credit card accounts may
indicate financial problems that would make an individual susceptible to
corruption (negative).
b. Large number of credit reports. Usually these indicate shopping for loans
even when debt may not reflect these activities (negative).
c. Recent suspicious loan activity. Inaccurate, exaggerated, or fraudulent loan
applications (negative).
d. Sudden explained or unexplained wealth. Exceptions may be inheritance or
legitimate investment windfalls (negative).
e. Debt exceeds ability to pay. This is a strong indicator of financial problems
(negative).
Category 3
Legal issues or other stress factors. These may be age- and source-sensitive, and
they may also be attribution-sensitive, as discussed in the next section.
a. Recent death in family. Even expected deaths may cause short-term stress
(negative).
b. Poor job performance rating. This is never a good sign and has a direct
impact on trust (negative).
c. Divorce. Family disharmony may cause a great deal of stress, dissatisfaction, or depression (negative).
d. DUI (driving under the influence). Issues with drugs and alcohol may be
first indicated by a DUI event (negative).
e. Felony or misdemeanor charges. This directly affects the amount of trust
one can place in an individual (negative).
Category 4
Discovered secrets. These may be age- and source-sensitive, and they may also be
attribution-sensitive, as discussed in the next section.
a. Attempts to hide sexual issues. Sexual issues per se may not be an issue,
but hiding these may be a source of blackmail by nefarious people trying to
co-opt an individual’s assistance (negative).
b. Uncovered alternate identities. Alternate identities are often used for nefarious activities (negative).
c. Residential ambiguity or multiple residences in a locale. These must be
confirmed and a rationale established (negative).
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Category 5
Unusual behaviors. These will generally be from the Enterprise Support Desk
Records and may be considered authoritative.
a. Non-cleared travel. Individuals with clearances are expected to report
foreign travel. Lack of this reporting may indicate nefarious activities
(negative).
b. Unusual and unexplained IT usage (negative):
i. Unusual downloads (negative),
ii. Unusual hours of usage (negative),
iii. Many applications open at the same time (negative);
iv. Logging into more than one computer at the same time, or use of multiple accounts on the same computer (negative).
c. Sharing of credentials. This is especially worrisome in the ELS application
security model, where unique identification of individuals and full accountability for action are requirements (negative).
d. Frequent use of backup methods. Backups indicate a fear of IT corruption
or collapse, or they may just be prudent computing usage (negative).
e. Unusual delegations. This is especially worrisome in the ELS application
security model, in which several forms of formal delegation are available to
maintain identity and full accountability for action (negative).
f. Extended online absence followed by high activity (not counting the
occasional extended vacation or other rationally explained activity)
(negative).
g. Unusual hours or time online (different from the pattern recorded for that
individual). Each person has developed work habits and, if they are effective, this should not create a problem. However, switching to late hours
suddenly may be an indicator (negative).

9.3.2 non-Person entities
These factors will generally be from the Enterprise Support Desk Records and may
be considered authoritative. All are negative.
9.3.2.1 Non-Person Veracity
Category 6
a. Recent attacks. These are considered unless forensics has found the vulnerability, the data owner has closed the vulnerability, and there has been a
complete teardown and rebuild since the attacks.
b. Recognized misuse of privilege. Machine-to-machine privilege is often
identity based and not carefully monitored. Moving data to other machines
and/or acting as a third-party proxy are examples of privilege abuse. This
may be documented through the enterprise support desk analysis of monitoring data.
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c. The host server is physically moved outside (or into) a protected area without a change in enterprise registration. All enterprise assets are registered,
and the registration must be updated when any changes occur. These situations are difficult to identify and problematic.
d. Call-out to unknown URLs. This is a known sign of exploitation, and unless
the device is being used in counter-cybersecurity, it should be considered
for a complete teardown and rebuild.
e. Missing log records. This is a clear sign of nefarious activity or sloppy configuration control.
f. Lenient access and privilege requirements. Privileges granted to the device
may be greater than needed. This situation may lead to item (b) above.
g. Available software interfaces that are not authorized. One clear step with
the ELS application security model is to close all interfaces not being used
and remove the software behind those interfaces where possible.
h. Non-uniform identity requirements on interfaces. All interfaces in use
should have the same identity assurance requirements or at least the same
identity assurance levels.
i. Missing current authorized patches. For example, Industrial Control
Systems (ICS) not being patched until they have to be taken offline. This
practice can perpetuate vulnerabilities and invite nefarious activity.

9.4 CREATING A MODEL AND COUNTER CLAIMS
A simplified model is developed as a start. While weightings may be applied to
the various values of data and information veracity factors, it is best to await some
actual experience with the representation before beginning that modification. In the
previous section, we delineated five basic categories of veracity for person users and
a single category for non-person users for evaluation, subject to data sources and correlation. Accordingly, veracity is described as an n-tuple shown below:

9.4.1

for Persons
Veracity = ( Community = V1, Financial = V2 , Legal = V3 ,
Discovered Secrrets = V4 , and Behavior = V5 )

9.4.2

for non-Persons
Veracity = V6

9.4.3

(Eq. 1)

(Eq. 2)

CoMPuting veraCities

Further, each value, Vi, has a default value of 1.0, which is appreciated by ΔV for
each of the unique factors in each category. For example, using category 1:

( DVi )k = ( ±0.1) ´ source factor1´ source factor 2

(Eq. 3)
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This applies for every unique occurrence, k, of a factor in paragraph marked category 1.
The default value of 1.0 is reduced by ΔV for each of the unique factors in categories 2–6 where applicable.

( DVi )k = ( ±0.1) ´ source factor1´ source factor 2

(Eq. 4)

Where i = 2–6 for every unique occurrence, k, of each subcategory in categories 2–6.
Source factor 1 is 0.5 for publicly derived data and 0.25 for publicly derived data
without source citation or date of item. Source factor 1 is 1.0 for authoritative source
data. Source factor 2 is 0.5 where attribution is approximate and 1.0 where attribution is certain.
Vi = 1.0 +

å ( DV )
k

i k

(Eq. 5)

Counter claims will be provided when requested by the data owner in the registration
of his/her service. The counter claims will be given as a vector of values:
Counter claim for a person = ( V1, V2 , V3 , V4 , V5 , none )

(Eq. 6)

Counter claim for a non-person = ( none, none, none, none, none, V6 ) (Eq. 7)
Supervisors and data owners will have claims for access to component data from the
insider threat server for subordinates (in the case of supervisors) and for application
and service users (in the case of data owners). Issues may be marked as resolved
at the supervisor’s discretion (subject to attribution and logging). For example, the
supervisor may mark some issues resolved at periodic vetting.
Actions possible:
1. Threshold for denial of access to resources. (Not recommended.)
2. Threshold for notification to supervisors and data owners. (Recommended.)
3. Reduce privilege. (Not recommended.) This may affect performance
reviews and cause the value of veracity to spiral downward.
4. Upon notification, set up a counseling session with the individual or the
owner of the asset to review the issues and seek corrections. (Recommended.)
5. After review, the data may be manually reset, if desirable, by providing
rationale and obtaining appropriate authority.
In all cases, when requested by the data owner, the counter claim will be passed in
the SAML.

9.5 VERACITY AND COUNTER CLAIMS SUMMARY
The formulation of entity veracity provides a method to monitor insider threats.
Certain findings are appropriate at this point:
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1. For persons, the data associated with information generated prior to the last
formal vetting of the person may be marked as resolved at the supervisor’s
discretion.
2. For persons, automated responses are not warranted at this time.
3. For persons, manual resolutions of unfavorable veracities should be implemented at this time.
4. For non-persons, automated responses may be appropriate.
5. Thresholds and responses should be worked out over time with experience.
6. Self-assessment – data as required by executive order 13587 should be summarized and reported.
The unique security issues are discussed in Section 9.1 of this chapter, and the ethical and legal issues are discussed in Section 9.3. The veracity measures can provide
a management view into the insider threat and can be used to satisfy the requirement
for self-assessment.

10

Delegation of Access
and Privilege

10.1 ACCESS AND PRIVILEGE
Information security systems must strike a balance between simplicity and capability. Simple systems are quick, easy, inexpensive, and understandable. Complexity is
the enemy of security, as it often hides vulnerabilities. However, the simplest systems
do not allow accurate representations of an organization’s security policies. Policies
can be complicated, and the security system must embody these complications to
enable such rules to be implemented. The result is that security systems capture
the majority of common cases and add additional functionality where there is sufficient demand. Organizations reshape their policy to fit within the security system’s
capabilities and limitations. For a large organization, the limitations are more severe
because uncommon situations arise regularly due to the number of people, resources,
and services involved, and it is harder to set rules due to the increased complexity of
the organization.
Delegation is a solution that allows temporary assignments of access and privilege. It allows the core security rules to be simple and consistent by allowing the
complicated, uncommon, and unforeseen situations to be handled locally through
delegation authorized by the data owner. This delegation is integrated into the overall security framework to ensure security properties are preserved.
Delegation has been treated as a policy problem [135– 137], an aspect of access
control [137, 138], a role definition issue [139–148], a workflow issue [149, 150], and
an authorization issue [151, 152]; there are some hybrid approaches that combine
these processes [153–156]. We have been unable to find an approach that treats the
problem as an identity issue. In this chapter, we treat the problem of delegation as
an authorized identity issue. We discuss this in the context of the ELS system and
describe methods to enable secure delegation within this framework.

10.2

DELEGATION PRINCIPLES

Before discussing delegation implementation details for ELS, we describe the idea of
delegation and the goals that we are trying to accomplish.
Applications and services within an enterprise provide access and privilege to
entities based on logical rules that combine user attributes and other external factors.
These rules are chosen by the owners of data, applications, and services. In an ideal
world, the rules would be set so that all authorized entities receive access and all
unauthorized entities receive no access, as shown in Figure 10.1.
However, setting these rules can be difficult, especially when the available attributes do not match the information needed to determine access. Often, the best fit
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FIGURE 10.1.
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Ideal Access Control Policy

FIGURE 10.2. Best Effort Access Control Policy

allows access to some unauthorized entities and blocks access to some authorized
entities, as shown in Figure 10.2.
To provide access to all authorized entities, it is possible to make the access rules
more permissive, but this allows even more unauthorized entities to have access, as
shown in Figure 10.3.
For high security situations, the opposite approach is more appropriate, in which
restrictive access rules block unauthorized entities but also block some authorized
entities, as shown in Figure 10.4.
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Permissive Access Control Policy

FIGURE 10.4. Restrictive Access Control Policy

The permissive and high-security options are just the endpoints of a spectrum,
where a proper balance must be struck between allowing non-authorized entities and
blocking authorized entities. However, it is clear that none of the points on this spectrum achieves the desired outcome of allowing all authorized entities and blocking
all unauthorized entities. This is where delegation comes in.
With delegation, we can start with the restrictive rules to block all unauthorized
entities. Then, we delegate access to any authorized entities that were blocked by the
restrictive rules, as shown in Figure 10.5. It is possible for any entity with access to
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FIGURE 10.5. Restrictive Access Control Policy with Delegation

delegate this access to any entity without access. In this case, one entity with access
has delegated that access to an authorized entity that does not otherwise have access.
Although the authorized entity in the “No Access” box still does not natively have
access, they are able to gain access as long as the delegation is in place. With proper
delegation assignments, the access can match the ideal case in Figure 10.1 by delegating access to all of the mismatched individuals.
In some cases, the data owner delegates access and rights. Recognizing that certain people should be given access, the data owner can provide delegated claims to
them. In other cases, people working with the data are provided the authority to delegate by the data owner and can delegate to others who they trust to do their duties.
Typically, claims are delegated to subordinates by their superiors, but claims can
also be delegated to peers in working groups or other temporary collaborations. The
core requirement for delegation is that the person doing the delegation has an access
claim and permission from the data owner to delegate. No escalation of privilege is
allowed through delegation. Only the transfer of existing access claims from one
individual to another is allowed.
An individual who has a claim and delegation authority may delegate the claim
in accordance with policy. In general, someone who has a claim by virtue of their
attributes and delegation authority may delegate that claim. However, someone with
a delegated claim may or may not be able to re-delegate that claim. These rules are
established by the data owner who defines the access and delegation rules and associated claims.
Another decision by the data owner is whether a person may combine delegated
claims with their own claims or combine multiple delegated claims from different sources. The most restrictive solution is to prevent any such combination of
claims. However, certain tasks might require a combination of rights. For example,
if someone already has a high degree of access and only requires a small additional
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delegation, the combination would be required, because the small delegation would
not allow the full set of operations. However, in other cases, allowing combinations
could lead to unanticipated access due to the distributed nature of delegation and
access. ELS logs all of these and the Enterprise Support Desk analyzes these logs
for nefarious behaviors.
The applications use individual claims or combinations of claims, depending
on their internal functions. Some may provide generic services with no refinement,
and a single-claim model would work well. Delegating this claim provides access.
Other applications may rely on personal or professional information in combination
with one or more claims, so simply delegating a claim provides insufficient access
and privilege to allow another person to do their assigned tasks. There are also
more complex approaches; for example, an application may allow combinations
only if both users are from the same group or only if the recipient is subordinate
to the delegator. The best approach is the simplest one, which would be a singleclaim approach. However, when the application is complicated, it may be necessary
to match this complexity with the appropriate rules for combining claims at the
application.
One important policy issue to resolve is whether a person should be able to redelegate a delegated claim. Another is whether a delegator should be able to prevent
re-delegation of a claim that they delegate. The question is really how to divide
the delegation policy rules among the stakeholders (enterprise, the data owner, the
claims owner, and the person with a delegated claim). Each of them has a say in what
should and should not be allowed for further delegations. The enterprise needs rules
to ensure ELS security properties can be maintained. The data owner must ensure
that the proper people receive access. The claims owner and delegated claims owner
may have responsibilities and accountability for any further delegation of claims to
other individuals.
There is a simple starting point for a solution: anyone with a claim and authorization to delegate may delegate that claim. The delegator sets the rules for further delegation. They may choose to prevent delegation, restrict it to one or more individuals,
or restrict further delegation beyond some number of re-delegations. In addition,
they may request notification or approval authority for further delegations.
It is possible to assign claims only to people who do not actually use them. The
intention is that these people supervise the work associated with these claims and
are responsible for determining the people who use them. For example, a manager
may be assigned claims, but seldom access the application. Thus, they would delegate their claims to the specialists who actually know how to do the work. The
specialists then use their delegated claims to access the application. This use case
demonstrates some of the flexibility that delegation allows within an enterprise for
assigning access.
An interesting set of questions arises from this, as delegation is itself a service
with its own set of claims:
1. Who can access the delegation service?
2. Can access to the delegation service itself be delegated?
3. If so, by whom?
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For the first question, the enterprise limits delegation services to entities within the
enterprise, even if claims owners wish to allow delegation to individuals outside
of the enterprise. The claim owner can bring the individuals into the enterprise or
establish a federation agreement to provide them access. Federation agreements are
specifically designed to allow non-enterprise partners access to enterprise resources.
The details of that access are in the federation agreement [135].
Another important policy issue is how to revoke delegated claims. If Alice delegates claim C to Bob, and then Alice moves offices and loses claim C as a result,
what happens to Bob’s delegated claim? The desired outcome is that Bob loses the
delegated claim, but it is generally a good policy to provide a short, configurable
grace period (e.g., seven days) to allow operations to continue unimpeded. This also
prevents intermittent losses of Alice’s access from revoking the delegation structures
in place during the grace period. The delegation would remain in place, but it would
be marked as expired or otherwise inactive. Reactivation of Alice’s access would
restore the active delegation of claim C to Bob and reset the grace period.
Losing a claim due to security problems, such as certificate revocation or forceful
removal from the enterprise, requires immediate revocation of all associated identity claims and delegations. This prevents a malicious insider from using delegation
to extend access to other identities that they may also control or influence. Normal
changes of attributes would allow the grace period. Revocation with security causes
or implications would cause immediate revocation of identity certificates, all claims,
and all delegated claims, including re-delegations of such claims.
Delegation is not intended to be a permanent solution for enterprise access.
Delegation is a way to fix policy issues that the system does not adequately handle
while preserving accountability, proper authentication, and authorization. A large
number of delegations is a sign that the ACRs or the information they are based
on needs refinement. Fixes could include attribute additions to enable more precise
access rules or redefinition of ACRs to better capture the intended users.
In some cases, delegation can be used as a more permanent solution even when
individual delegations are not permanent, such as assigning roles to subordinates for
which position descriptions do not exist within the attribute store. This provides the
manager the flexibility to reorganize his subordinates dynamically without having
to update the Enterprise Attribute Store. Assuming these changes occur frequently,
delegation is a reasonable solution. Assignments for longer-term positions and roles
should be included in the attribute store and used directly for access. Delegation is
useful when the position itself is temporary, such as with frequent internal reorganizations or temporary working groups.
If delegation is monitored properly, the anticipated usage would be short-term delegations that come and go dynamically. Any delegations that persist for longer periods or are renewed past their expiration repeatedly should be examined to see if a
longer-term enterprise solution is available. Delegation, if implemented properly, can
offer security levels comparable to normal ELS, because all access and privilege can
be monitored with accountability. However, due to the manual processes involved in
assigning delegation for short time periods, it is not scalable. For this reason, it is not
intended as an enterprise solution, but instead as a local mechanism that preserves
the enterprise-wide ELS properties.
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ELS DELEGATION

This section discusses the implementation of delegation within ELS.

10.3.1 standard els delegation
Standard ELS delegation covers delDELEGATION AND
egation from one member with delegation authority within an ELS enclave to ATTRIBUTION
another member within the same ELS All entities in ELS act on their own
enclave. Delegation is an operational behalf. Exercise of a delegated access
solution to poorly defined access and or privilege is done under the DN of
privilege requirements, and it is not the delegate. Delegation assigns dismeant to replace the more formal deficretionary access and privilege to the
nition of access and privilege requiredelegate if he/she has the mandatory
ments. Choices are to be made carefully, requirements such as rank, clearance,
and it is possible to delegate access and or date of birth. None of the latter
privilege to someone who should not can be delegated.
have that access and privilege. Both
entities are known and already have the
ability to receive a SAML assertion with access claims from an STS. The only
change is adding the additional delegated claims to the claims store under the DN
of the individual receiving the delegation (the delegatee) for retrieval and insertion
into the SAML assertion. Claims have two types: discretionary and mandatory.
Discretionary claims include permissions such as access to a service and the ability to copy or modify data, and such claims can be delegated. Mandatory claims
belong to the specific DN making a claim. Mandatory claims include clearances,
time with the enterprise, non-probationary status, and veracity measures described
in Chapter 9. These mandatory claims belong to the delegatee and may not be delegated. Lack of any mandatory claims needed for access could cause a delegation
to fail. Other delegation models are derived from this model, and their purpose is
to provide delegation options when some of the security services of ELS are not
available.
For Alice to delegate claim C to Bob, Alice must be in the EAS, Alice must have
claim C, claim C must be delegable, Alice must have delegation authority, and Bob
must be listed in the EAS. After accessing the delegation service using her delegation authority, Alice selects claim C from among those available to be delegated.
Claims that may not be delegated are either omitted from this list or are included
but inactive (e.g., grayed out and not selectable from a list). After selecting claim C,
Alice selects Bob as the recipient of the delegated claim. The recipient’s DN may be
entered manually or selected from a pre-populated list. The list method requires an
accurate and current list of all enterprise individuals and a way to effectively search
through them for a desired delegation recipient. Such assignments are guaranteed to
map to a valid DN, because they are not subject to typing errors. A hybrid approach
is also possible, where typing characters in the DN searches and displays matching
entities, which may then be selected by clicking.
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In general, an individual can delegate to any other individual in the enterprise.
The list of claims is in the claims store. The list of entities in the enterprise is in the
attribute store. Both are within the EAS. However, there are some detailed issues to
consider when using EAS information.
A newly minted identity credential with no associated attributes will not necessarily appear in the EAS internal stores. The EAS is based on identities in attribute
stores, and with no attributes for an identity, the identity will not exist in any stores,
so the EAS will not know it. A simple solution is to make the list of identities one
of the attribute stores, with some token attribute like “enterprise entity” associated
with it.
Another question is whether we create an identity list from the EAS or the claims
store. Do we store entities without claims in the claims store (e.g., new entities without attributes assigned)? The secure solution is to pull identities from the claims
store, because we do not want extra services touching the more sensitive attribute
store. In addition to a default “enterprise entity” attribute, we create a default “enterprise entity” claim that is computed for all entities from the “enterprise entity” attribute. This pre-populates both the attribute store and claims store with new identities
and allows immediate delegation to these entities. This may be important for new
hires, where it is necessary to delegate claims immediately before all the paperwork
and official attributes are populated in the attribute stores.
The delegating entity sets certain rules associated with the delegation. These
rules are constrained by the delegation rules established at registration of the claim
by the resource owner. All claims are also subject to delegation rules established at
the enterprise level. Some of the delegation rules pertain to the following:
• Can the entity receiving the delegated claim delegate the claim further? If
so, within what limits? How many layers of delegation? How many total
delegates are allowed?
• What is the time limit for the delegation?
• Which associated attributes may be passed with the claim to provide privilege in addition to access? In general, attributes are more sensitive than
claims, as attributes may contain personal information, whereas claims roll
attributes up into a token that only represents satisfaction of an access rule.
For this reason, a delegator may wish to restrict which personal attributes
can be delegated for fine-grained privileges. Some attributes, such as possession of a security clearance, may not be delegated and must be restricted
by the enterprise.
• Can this delegated claim be combined with other native or delegated claims?
All delegations expire within a moderate time period (e.g., 30 days). The enterprise
sets an upper bound for delegations, and the data owner may further restrict this time
limit. The delegator then sets the delegation period within the data owner’s limits. In
some circumstances, such as an extended absence due to illness, it may be necessary
to set up an extended delegation. Such delegations may be allowed on a case-by-case
basis with special approval. Other extended delegations may be set up by superiors
to assign responsibilities to their subordinates. Such delegations may be set up for
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extended periods of time by simply refreshing existing delegations before they expire
or reactivating expired delegations during their grace period.
When a delegator’s claim goes away, so do all delegations made by that entity.
For a normal loss of a claim due to business operations (e.g., position change), there
is a grace period (e.g., 7 days) during which otherwise valid claims remain accessible. After this grace period expires, the delegation ends. Upon security-relevant
revocation of claims to an entity (e.g., malicious insider detected), all delegations by
that user are terminated immediately. Any further delegations are also terminated
immediately. Any access that relies in any way on the terminated entity’s action is
revoked. This prevents potentially malicious actors from having any lasting influence on internal access controls after they leave the enterprise.
Notification is sent to delegators when their delegates re-delegate claims. This
is because the original delegator is providing access that is not otherwise allowed
and is held accountable for all access delegated to others, directly or indirectly. The
original delegator can decide whether they are simply notified or whether they must
also approve such further delegations. The notification method can be chosen by
the delegator (e.g., email notification or notification upon accessing the delegation
service).
Figure 10.6 shows the delegation service location within the EAE. It interacts
with the user, the management interface, and the claims exposure and editor service.
Normal users have an interface to the delegation service to manage their personal
delegations. Delegation administrators have a separate interface that allows them to
define enterprise rules for delegation, view enterprise-wide delegation information,
and examine logs and other records relating to delegation activity. The delegation
service writes new delegated claims to the claims store through the claims exposure
and editor service. It also pulls user information from the Claims Repository through
this service. Delegation-specific information, such as which claims are delegable,
may be included in the Claims Repository as well, so that the delegation service is
simply an interface to information in the existing stores. The claims exposure and
editor service protects access to the claims store. The delegation service is externally
accessible and subject to compromise. The claims exposure and editor service is
internal and less subject to compromise, which helps to protect the integrity of the
claims store.

FIGURE 10.6.

Delegation Services within the EAE
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10.3.2 id-based sPeCial delegation
ID-based special delegation is applicable when only the delegate’s ID is available
and trusted, and no attributes or other information is available. This is the case for
external entities that are not part of the enterprise and do not have authoritative credentials or other information in the EAS attribute stores. For this type of delegation,
an ACS is established outside the EAS with the credentials of the external entities.
It may also contain appropriate attributes as relevant for delegation. The external
nature of the ACS allows simple and immediate revocation for all special delegations, should the need arise. All such ID-based access information must be imported
into the ACS prior to delegation.
Because such IDs are not in the EAS, it may be difficult to find non-enterprise
identities. The simple but error-prone method of typing a DN into the delegation
service is one method. Another solution is to import a list of non-enterprise identities
and have the delegation service select from this list (e.g., choose “non-enterprise”
and then choose the right DN from the resulting list). One problem with this method
is that the list must anticipate everyone and must be updated when new members are
added. The best solution is probably a combination of both: provide a searchable list
of known external IDs and keep a separate cache of manually entered DNs. This
prevents repeated entry of the same DN.
The ability to create a special delegation is not available to all enterprise users as
“normal” delegation is. This assignment has inherent risks that normal delegation
does not, and the enterprise may restrict this access to help mitigate these risks.
Re-delegation of special delegation is disabled by default, but this can be enabled if
the data owner and delegator agree it is needed.
As before, there is a question about how to assign the claim for assigning special
delegation claims at the enterprise level, and whether the special delegation claim
itself can be delegated or special-delegated. These questions are important to answer
correctly because they affect the access rules and methods across the enterprise.
Such central components require special consideration or explicit ID-based access
controls as a bootstrapping method for the rest of the enterprise.

10.4

DELEGATION SUMMARY

Delegation provides a formal, technical means with strong accountability to allow
entities to share their access and privileges with others inside or outside of the enterprise. It is a tool to bridge the gap between the desired ACRs and those achievable
based on available real-world data. Without such delegation, an enterprise must balance allowing access to unauthorized individuals and denying access to authorized
individuals. Delegation allows the enterprise to set more restrictive default rules that
block unauthorized access and then provide authorized access as needed to those
who are mistakenly excluded by the restrictive rules. Delegation is a temporary fix
for inadequate access rules, and the instances of delegation serve to identify areas
where more precise user data is required for proper access controls.

11

Escalation of Privilege

11.1 CONTEXT FOR ESCALATION
The ELS framework guarantees strong
security within an enterprise. It provides ESCALATION
rules for secure, distributable, scalable, Escalation of access and privilege
and centrally managed authentication may be good or bad. Nefarious
and authorization. Entities in the enterentities often use escalation as a
prise need only authentication credenmeans of exploitation. Vetted users
tials and attributes in data stores, and may need escalation in dire circumaccess is automatically granted to approstances. The former is undesirable,
priate applications and services throughand detection mechanisms are put in
out the enterprise. This system works place to prevent this. Primarily, the
for normal operations, but there is often latter is foreseen and has a planned
a need for special access or privilege in implementation.
some contexts or circumstances, which
poses a challenge to the ELS framework.
This chapter discusses options for escalation of access and privilege within the
ELS framework. Strict control over access and privilege is necessarily relaxed, but
they are supplemented with additional accountability and monitoring to prevent
abuse. In addition, this chapter discusses de-escalation, which may be desirable in
some situations, such as when the user is captured by enemy forces. The ability to
provide access at a minimal level may convince the captor that a detainee is cooperating while protecting critical resources.
The primary factor enabling escalation is knowledge of the context in which
a request is made. Context-aware, role-based access control has been studied in a
variety of forms. See, for example, [157–161]. Other work focuses more on mobile
and pervasive computing paradigms, such as [162, 163]. Others integrate timing and
location information, such as [164–168]. There is some work on providing security to
such access, such as [169, 170]. Some of the work resembles delegation, which is one
person assigning permissions or access to another explicitly, such as [171].
There is also some work in providing methods to escalate in an emergency or
other critical situation, such as [172–176]. Some of these talk about human-based
systems and methods rather than automated digital methods. Others are digital but
provide only weak, if any, attribution. In most cases, the access is managed centrally
and not by the owner of the resource being accessed.
Many of the ideas above are already incorporated into the ELS framework, such
as access based on environmental conditions and sharing of access with others
through delegation. The work presented in this chapter extends these ideas and combines them in a form that provides all of the following:
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• Access control based on context, including location, time, and environmental conditions;
• Automated digital access with no requirements for human action or approval
at the time of the access;
• The ability to “break glass” and perform approved actions not normally
part of duties;
• Strong accountability for such actions;
• Integration with existing security framework of ELS.
The ELS framework is described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. The following sections
discuss escalation and the implementation of escalation within this framework.

11.2 ACCESS AND PRIVILEGE ESCALATION
Access rules for a normal user accessing a service are defined by the data owner and
associated with access claims when the service is registered. If a user satisfies an
access rule, that user is assigned the corresponding access claim. Claims are computed, stored, and provided to users by the EAE. A user requests a claim at the STS
and submits it, packaged in a SAML assertion, to a service. Access is decided by the
service based on a comparison of the claim to a local Access Control List (ACL).
This is the default access method for all enterprise services and applications. This
is purposely designed to prevent workarounds and back doors. However, there are
circumstances in which the chain of command is not available or urgency requires
a user to bypass the normal chain of command. This most often occurs in tactical
situations and/or battlefield conditions, but it may also occur in business events that
move fast.
Escalation is a controlled way to provide entities access to otherwise restricted
resources within the proper context. It enables users to increase privilege when a
need exists. This access is tightly monitored to ensure that it does not become a
recurring pattern, and individuals who use escalation are held accountable for their
actions to curb abuse.
Escalation is intended as a last resort for access, to be used only when no other
method is available. Redefinition of access rules or reassignment of attributes are the
preferred approaches for changing access. These are permanent solutions to providing proper access. They work at the enterprise level to define the user’s attributes and
the access rules such that the user will be assigned an access claim by the enterprise.
Delegation is the next best option, in which an authorized individual shares access
with another individual for a limited period of time. A user with an access claim
and delegation privileges for this claim is able to share access with another user by
delegating the claim to this user. The delegated claim has an expiration date and is
limited to either a fixed maximum time window or the life of the claim for the delegator (whichever ends soonest). Delegation is a medium-term solution to access. It is
intended for access that is planned for a limited period of time. It maintains accountability by tracing this access back to the individual who shared it.
A less desirable option is for the data owner to adjust the access by redefining the
local ACL. This cuts the enterprise out of the access decision and leaves it entirely
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up to the data owner. This puts the burden of access security on the data owner and
fails to take advantage of the enterprise services for identity and access management. This is intended for very short-term or quick-response access changes. The
data owner can instantly allow (or deny) access to an individual without involving
enterprise services.
All of these methods require action by someone other than the requester to allow
access to the requester. Escalation is reserved for cases in which these individuals
are not available, not accessible, or not willing to act. In these cases, the individual
desiring access has no other choice but to use escalation to gain access. This is a last
resort – it is done entirely by the individual requesting access, and full responsibility
and accountability lie with this individual. Escalation is not a license to do whatever
the individual wants. The individual must have the privilege of escalation, either as
an outright grant from the data owner in the ACR or as a matter of circumstance
such as tactical need. Escalation limits are defined in advance by the enterprise and
the data owner in order to allow its use when appropriate and prevent widespread
use and abuse.
An example of escalation is a situation in which access to satellite links is required
but the holder of the privilege has become a casualty in an operation. Non-escalation
options require some form of communication with an outside entity who then takes
actions that propagate through the system to enable access. If no such communication is available or the time lag is too long, permissible escalation enables people to
take actions that are needed in unusual situations.
Access is considered the ability to interact with a service or application. Privilege
describes the type of interactions allowed. Simple privileges include read, write,
modify, create, delete, position, arm, execute, etc., but privileges can also include
arbitrarily complex operations depending on application needs. In some escalation
cases, a user without access simply needs access. In other cases, escalation of privilege is required, possibly in combination with access. Escalation of access requires
enterprise functionality to provide an escalation claim for the initial communication
to start. Privilege escalation is easier because the user is already accessing the service provider with some level of privilege. Escalation of privileges can be built into
the application or service, and it would not require any enterprise-level assistance to
initiate.
Before discussing escalation in more detail, we highlight the different forms of
escalation and identify those we discuss in this work.
• Aggregation escalation may be used when a service needs to access a full
data set to calculate summary data, such as averages. Escalation occurs
upon access to the data needed in the computation when the context allows
such extended access. Typically, aggregation escalation is performed by a
service that provides summary results to requesters. Although escalation is
required for the aggregation, the result masks the individual data items so
that requesters do not require escalation or propagate escalated data.
• Static escalation is built into the ACR based on attributes in the EAS. This
form of escalation is generally available to someone with the appropriate
attributes. Such access differs from normal claims-based access because an
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explicit decision to use such escalated access is required by the user, and
additional rules, monitoring, logging, and alerts may be associated with
such use.
• Dynamic escalation is built into the claims retrieval process based on contextual information that is retrieved at the time of a claim request. Such
escalation cannot be determined in advance, and it is only available to
someone when they are in a particular situation for which escalation has
been allowed.
This chapter does not discuss aggregation escalation, because this is typically
planned in advance and only applicable to automated services. Static escalation and
dynamic escalation are applicable to people taking actions in unusual situations and
are discussed here. The main difference between static and dynamic escalation is the
back-end implementation – the user interface and interaction are likely to be identical in both. As a result, we refer to escalation without specifying static or dynamic
when such distinction is not relevant.
Escalation has not yet been developed and tested, and the approach described
below is a candidate for implementation. This is a discussion of the elements and
approaches for achieving escalation that both extend ELS and provide accountability
for actions.

11.3

PLANNING FOR ESCALATION

Escalation must be planned for and allowed by the data owner. This may seem to
contradict the nature of escalation, which is an unplanned and unexpected access
requirement. However, for consistency with ELS principles, the data owner maintains control over access, which means the data owner defines the normal access
rules as well as the rules under which escalation is permitted.
The data owner establishes escalation rules when registering an application or
service. Registration includes defining the claims that will be accepted for access
and establishing the rules under which these claims are to be issued. In addition
to access rules, the data owner is allowed to specify additional rules under which
escalation is allowed. The default rules are the enterprise-wide minimum escalation capabilities. This minimum may be “none,” but the enterprise may define standard cases for which escalation is always allowed, and data owners are required to
observe these minimum standards.
Escalation rules may contain both static and dynamic information. Static portions
of the escalation claims are computed like normal claims and stored in the Claims
Repository. Dynamic portions of escalation claims are computed at the Provide
Claims Service when a user requests a claim. These behaviors are consistent with
normal claim requests.
When a user wishes to invoke escalation, the user sends a request for an escalation claim to the STS. This is similar to the request for any other claim, except that
the user is prompted for additional confirmation, such as a PIN, to be certain that
the user wishes to invoke escalation and not request a normal claim. Because the
escalation claims are tied to additional monitoring, alerting, and potential follow-up
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investigations and oversight, it is important that the escalation claim is distinguished
from normal access and that the user is made aware of this difference and forced to
take additional action to use such a claim.
An escalation situation is often not a normal situation, and a user may have difficulty establishing identity. Provisions are included within ELS for different forms
and levels of authentication. Identity assurance is the process that evaluates the identity-building process in a multi-factor authentication of an individual. The identity
assurance requirements for escalation may differ from the normal identity assurance
values. These values are set by the data owner for each claim that the data owner
defines in the ACR. The additional confirmation for escalation, such as a PIN, can be
considered a mandatory part of the identity assurance process, because it confirms
not only the intent of the individual but also the identity of the individual.
The data owner may establish different identity assurance values in an escalation
situation. In situations in which someone’s life may be in danger if service is refused,
a lower identity assurance value may be tolerated based on the context. In situations
in which the person escalating has the potential to do serious harm to others or to
the enterprise, a data owner may require a higher identity assurance value. The data
owner decides which identity assurance values to accept within constraints provided
at the enterprise level. The identity assurance values for normal and escalated access
may be different, but the process of authentication is identical. Identity assurance is
discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
The applications and services of a data owner implement authentication rules for
escalation to ensure that proper authentication is performed for escalation requests.
This authentication is also done at the STS, which provides the SAML assertion with
access claims.
ELS systems contain two types of STSs. The first is the normal STS, which uses
two-way authentication with client certificates. This STS simply authenticates the
user and issues a SAML token. The second is an STS/CA, which uses multi-factor
authentication to raise the identity assurance level of the requester to the desired
value set by the application and then issues a SAML with claims. If a certificate is
not used for authentication, the STS/CA issues to the requester a temporary certificate and public/private key pair, which is installed and used for authentication at the
application.
Authentication requirements may depend on the type of claim requested, so
the STS and STS/CA pass authentication information about the requester on to
the Provide Claims Service. This allows the Provide Claims Service to determine
whether minimum identity assurance values have been met for a given claim. The
STS already knows which identity assurance level is required for each application
and claim, but the check by the Provide Claims Service provides a chance to catch
configuration errors or slow updates at the STS. It also allows the STS to modify the identity assurance in escalation events. Another function of the STS is to
allow a user to request multiple claims to a particular application, which allows the
Provide Claims Service to provide the proper claims to the STS based on the identity assurance level established at the STS for that request. The STS’s role is to help
the Provide Claims Service by providing the information it needs, and the Provide
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Claims Service’s role is to issue claims only to properly authenticated and authorized
requesters.
To make escalation available in DIL circumstances, the escalation rules, static
claims information, and dynamic context information must be available locally.
Forward deployment of the claims database makes the claims information available locally, and local servers provide the dynamic information based on the current
context. The static portion is generally fixed because the local claims are a static
copy of the master Claims Repository from the enterprise, but the dynamic part is
recomputed locally and can thus incorporate additional local context as desired by
the data owner. This is identical to normal operations, except that local context that
is not normally available at the enterprise level may be relevant and available in DIL
situations.

11.4

INVOKING ESCALATION

Escalation is a two-step process. First, the invoking entity must authenticate and
provide an escalation claim for basic access. Then, within this limited access, the
entity takes further action to invoke escalation and receive full access and additional
privileges.
If an entity sends only an escalation claim to an application or service, then this
entity does not have attributes that satisfy the ACRs associated with any access claim
for a particular application or service. This entity may be able to authenticate with a
high enough identity assurance value to allow connection to an application, but after
establishing the secure connection, this entity can initiate an escalation request only
with the target application or service. No other services or privileges are allowed
until escalation is invoked. For example, a user may be able to view the home page
for an application based upon an escalation claim, but access to detailed information
or the ability to make changes is denied unless escalation is invoked from this home
page.
An entity that has some subset of the available privileges but not enough to take
what they consider needed action is held accountable for an escalation decision. For
example, the individual may be able to view detailed information but not access
resources such as weapons or satellite links, or that individual may be able to upload
data but not view the data of other resources within the mission group. Many of
these privileges are specific to the application or service, so a detailed discussion is
not as important here as the concept that the user is authorized to do some, but not
all, of what they consider necessary. Privilege may be built into the access claim –
for example, a claim for viewing data versus a claim for accessing resources. In
other applications, these privileges may use the same claim, and user privileges are
defined by additional attributes passed with the claim.
This structure of access and privilege is not locked down in ELS, and applications
are free to do what serves them best. The presence of an escalation privilege, either
by implicit or context-dependent data, will require a routine to deal with escalation
and a trigger for invoking escalation. We suggest two triggers: one for normal escalation and one for escalation under duress.
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Normal escalation involves the need for information, communication, and or
other privileged use of resources beyond normal anticipated usage. A normal user of
a service requesting escalation would be afforded the opportunity to view, communicate, or otherwise use resources while extensive logging and alerting are conducted
for accountability. It is assumed that the information, communication, and resources
extended in escalation will be different from those provided to the normal user of a
service. Normal escalation will be triggered by a recognized phrase such as “More
Needed.” Upon recognition of the key phrase, the user will be challenged immediately with a question and a pre-briefed response. The response may have two values.
The first value indicates that the user is aware of the request, has the claim to be able
to escalate, and is not under duress. The second response is used to indicate duress
as described below.
Under duress, escalation will be triggered by a recognized phrase such as “Open
Sesame.” Upon recognition of the key phrase, the user will be immediately challenged with a question and a pre-briefed response. The response may have several
valid responses, indicating that the user is aware of the request, has the claim to be
able to escalate, and the degree of duress (which may affect escalation privileges).
Extreme duress would indicate a forced request for escalation by an adversary that
may be life threatening, and this would trigger alerts and a misinformation-based
mode of communication.
Data owners are ultimately responsible for determining the degree of escalation that is allowed. The enterprise may set basic standards either as a policy or
through technical implementations, but the data owner has control within this range.
Minimum standards by the enterprise may be the ability to escalate privilege when
authentication and access are achieved through standard ELS. This assures someone with access but lacking a needed privilege that they can still access information, communication, and resources necessary to the circumstance if the context is
appropriate.
Data owners set escalation capabilities when defining their claims and ACRs at
registration or at any time after registration through an update. Part of registration
involves setting authentication levels and the forms and combinations of authentication that an application will allow for access. The STS also uses this information to authenticate requesters of SAML assertions for applications and services. An
authentication identity assurance value is included in the SAML token in addition to
the identity and access claims of the requester.
The STS uses the Provide Claims Service to determine and enforce context for
escalation of privilege. The Provide Claims Service compares the current context
with the context rules for escalation, and it issues claims when the context rules are
met by the current context. The data owner establishes the rules by which these context elements allow escalation.
Escalation will not be necessary for many back-office types of applications or
services related to everyday activities. Escalation rules need not be established for
these applications and services. Escalation is intended to bring within ELS the
unauthorized actions that are already occurring to get work done in dire situations.
This makes these actions easier because they are automated, and it also makes them
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visible to the enterprise. With visibility, corrective actions can be taken, such as
expansion of normal or escalation access rules and discipline for abuse of escalation.

11.5

ESCALATION IMPLEMENTATION WITHIN ELS

Five entities are involved in escalation:
• The enterprise, which defines the scope of allowed escalations;
• The data owner, which provides the escalation rules;
• The EAE, which stores the escalation rules with the registration and claims
data and enforces these rules through the Provide Claims Service;
• The STS, which uses the data owner rules to determine whether or how to
issue claims that may or may not include escalation ability;
• The logging and monitoring infrastructure, which captures information
about escalation events, sends alerts, triggers analyses of situational information, and responds to abuses and anomalous behavior.
The first step in setting up escalation in the enterprise is establishing what types of
escalation are necessary, desired, and forbidden. Necessary escalation may include
either static or dynamic escalation of privilege. The implementation has multiple
components. The EAE Registry is where the static escalation rules are stored and
used for claims computation, and the Provide Claims Service is where dynamic
rules are computed. The data owner still maintains ultimate control over privilege
through the use of the internal application logic. The internal logic can refuse escalated privileges when thresholds of identity assurance or context dictate, and the data
owner can block even these pre-computed escalation authorities. Due to the nature
of escalation, every escalation is a security event that must be logged, alerted, and
monitored in more detail than other events. Every escalation has the potential for a
security violation, and misuse may be a cause for revocation of privileges or other
disciplinary actions.
There are two options for implementing escalation. The enterprise may enforce
certain escalation rules by hiding the escalation information from the data owners.
This prevents data owners from denying certain enterprise-required escalation capabilities, since the data owners in this option do not know who is escalating and who
is using normal access. The other option is to give all the escalation information to
the data owners and allow them to make access decisions themselves based on this
information. This has the potential drawback of each data owner implementing escalation differently, which would damage cross-enterprise consistency.
The recommendation for the enterprise is to trust the data owners to faithfully
implement enterprise policies on escalation. To ensure consistency, periodic testing
is performed by the enterprise using dummy accounts. This method of escalation
allows the data owners full visibility into which entities are accessing application
communication, data, and resources, which enables enterprise security to better
respond to escalation through analysis of logging, monitoring, and alerting. This, in
turn, may lead to modification of escalation rules for both implicit and context-based
escalations. Escalations should be relatively rare, but with millions of transactions
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being performed in short time periods throughout the enterprise, they will occur
often enough for these analyses.
At the other end of the escalation spectrum, the enterprise may have hard limits on how far escalation can go. Allowing high levels of escalation may enable
an attacker to rapidly connect, gain access, and perform damaging actions. Even
though the escalation process is keyword-protected, challenged, and limited, as well
as heavily logged, monitored, alerted, and analyzed, there is concern about opening
such an attack surface. Most of the measures related to internal misuse are based on
deterrence through attribution and the consequences thereof, but the consequences
may be minimal for outside attackers, who often use stolen or forged credentials.
In setting the enterprise scope for escalation, the goal is to provide a minimum
level of capability so that requesters are more likely to use access and privilege
within ELS than work outside of it. Setting the minimum too low could result in
it not being implemented consistently, which results in users working around the
system instead of within it. Any problems caused by escalation, such as abuse, must
be weighed not against a perfect system but against the alternative of unauthorized
bypass of the system, which provides no visibility into the security problems.
The maximum must be set to prevent uncontrolled access to data, communication, and resources. The maximum determined by the enterprise may change over
time as policies are refined. A maximum that is too high leads to an easy path in for
attackers. A maximum that is too low may prevent people from taking actions that
are necessary and lead to the creation of insecure back doors and workarounds.
The recommendation for the enterprise is to err on the side of lower escalation
initially. Escalation is initially for life-and-death situations in which no other alternative is available and someone is willing to take full responsibility. For less-immediate challenges, delegation and reassignment of positions allow people access or
privilege. Practicing escalation during non-critical situations allows it to be refined
for situations in which it is required. Actual experiences under duress can provide
guidance for future uses of escalation based on need.
The second step, after the enterprise determines the scope of escalation required
and permitted, is for data owners to create the escalation rules for their content. This
is done by associating escalation rules with each application, service, and claim.
An example of escalation rules is illustrated in Table 11.1. Application #1 generally
allows a limited amount of escalation. The user accounts allow a small step up in
claims, and full privileges associated with those claims. No requester on the user
interface may escalate to Operator because Operators use a separate interface with
a separate set of claims. Operators may escalate by one level within the Operator
hierarchy and may assume full privileges as well.
The EAE stores the escalation rules along with normal rules for access.
Application #1 generally allows a limited amount of escalation. The user accounts
allow a small step up in claims, and full privileges associated with that claim. No
requester on the user interface may escalate to Operator because Operators use a
separate interface with a separate set of claims. Operators may escalate by one level
within the Operator hierarchy and may assume full privileges as well.
Application #2 provides more flexibility with escalation. All requests go to a
common interface, which allows a higher degree of discrimination in escalation and
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TABLE 11.1.
Escalation Rules Example
Application #1
Interface
User Interface

Administrator/Operator
Interface

Interface

Claim
None
Basic Access claim
User claim
Manager claim
Supervisor claim
None
Local Operator claim
Privileged Operator claim
Full Operator claim
Application #2
Claim
None
Basic Access claim
User claim
Manager claim
Supervisor claim
Local Operator claim
Privileged Operator claim

Authorized Escalation Allowed
User claim + limited privileges
Manager + limited privileges
Manager + intermediate privileges
Supervisor + all privileges
All privileges
Local Operator + limited privileges
Privileged Operator + all privileges
Full Operator + all privileges
All privileges

Full Operator claim

All privileges

Escalation allowed
User claim + limited privileges
User claim + limited privileges
User claim + intermediate privileges
Local Admin + intermediate privileges
Privileged Operator
Full Operator + intermediate privileges
Full Operator + all privileges

allows normal users with manager or supervisor claims to assume limited Operator
roles
The two applications highlight some of the design choices involved in setting up
an application. In the first, the user actions and Operator actions are isolated through
separate interfaces. This is appropriate for situations in which most people use a
service and an Operator occasionally makes changes to how it works. The second
is appropriate when a group of people is collaborating with dynamically changing
roles.
The first effectively protects the system from rogue users who might escalate
and cause damage as Operator, whereas the second enables flexibility in who can
take action, which reduces protections but enables the users themselves to organize
as they see fit for the situation. The second application also allows more escalation
options, as even a requester with no claims can escalate to supervisor.
Table 11.1 is integrated with other information about application access rules. The
EAE stores escalation information about both data owner applications and services
and enterprise applications and services. The enterprise rules for escalation limits
may not apply to all enterprise services. For example, STS administrator escalations
may be strictly forbidden because this enables arbitrary assignment of claims through
manipulation of trusted root CAs and other critical security rules. Escalation of the
delegation service may also be restricted because delegation is an additional form of
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providing escalation. Combining escalation and delegation may enable unforeseen
security vulnerabilities through repeated iteration.
The line between normal applications and services and enterprise applications
and services is somewhat blurry. Some normal services may be so central and important that they behave like enterprise services. For example, organizational information may be maintained by different groups, but it may be used for important
decisions such as who can delegate to whom, putting it on par with enterprise delegation services in terms of importance and scope. These lines must be drawn on a
case-by-case basis by the enterprise. Again, it is best to start with limited escalation
until familiarity and normal behavior can be established, leading to a gradual expansion of escalation capabilities. The expansion is accompanied by expanded logging,
monitoring, alerting, and analysis capabilities so that accountability remains high for
all escalated actions.
The STS has two roles in escalation. First, it may allow requesters with weak
authentication (low identity assurance) to present escalation claims. At least one reasonably secure method of establishing identity must be present for any escalation.
Multi-factor authentication and other methods already enable flexible authentication
that maintains high degrees of certainty about a requester’s identity.
The second role for the STS in escalation is through the Provide Claims Service
and dynamic escalation claims within the SAML assertion. The requester indicates the target endpoint in the request. Under a normal request, if the user does
not have the claims for the endpoint, an error will occur, unless the user has either
an implicit or context-determined escalation claim. If the user has an escalation
claim but a low identity assurance, the STS also indicates this, in the same way
that it indicates authentication assurance levels and methods. This information is
provided to the target application with the full details of the identity that the user
claims, the level of assurance at which the user has authenticated, and what claims
the user was issued. In many cases, this information is pre-populated automatically (e.g., by an application through a redirect to the STS). The user experience
involves an affirmation that escalation is required and that such actions are attributed and monitored.

11.6

ACCOUNTABILITY

A critical component of enabling escalation is the additional logging, monitoring,
alerting, and analysis that is required to maintain accountability and prevent abuses.
Without strong and certain post-escalation review and justification, some users may
abuse escalation. With a quick and strong response to escalations, individuals can
be trained to seek alternatives, such as delegation, when feasible. Escalation is a last
resort, and it must be used that way or it has the potential to undermine the security
of ELS. Escalation must be accompanied by a strong program of training and an
organizational response that enforces strict disciplinary actions for misuse of escalation. The technical part of escalation covers only the methods to take proper input,
allow access, and create logs and alerts.
It is important to educate people about why escalation exists and how it helps
them do their jobs while maintaining security in the enterprise. “Education” for
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some will simply mean learning that escalation exists. Those who are likely to use it
will learn how to invoke it properly. Education about escalation should also include
the consequences of improper use. Users who know how and when to use escalation,
as well as the penalties for misuse, are informed enough to properly use it.
Training must reinforce education through actual use. This might be similar to
fire drill training, during which normal rules for high security areas are temporarily
reduced to enable people to quickly and safely exit the building. Although actually using escalation regularly as part of training has potential drawbacks, training
on stand-alone systems with training data and services would isolate all the logging, monitoring, and alerts from the real-world system and prevent unauthorized
access to real data. On real systems, users could simply use escalation claims and
view options to escalate without actually invoking them. This would avoid additional
accountability actions and potential disciplinary actions while providing a hands-on
feel for the real-world escalation capability.
Maintaining accountability requires an organization of geographically distributed people viewing digital records associated with an escalation, interviewing users
of escalation to corroborate the context of its use, and applying a system of rules
and penalties to deter misuses. If an individual uses escalation, the entire chain of
superiors is able to review and question him or her and potentially take action for
misuse. Patterns of misuse, which may be discovered by different superiors, are visible through an enterprise system of personal reputation and veracity (see Chapter 9).

11.7 ESCALATION SUMMARY
This chapter has examined escalation within the ELS framework. Escalation is an
extension of the normal ELS security controls, intended for infrequent and extraordinary situations in which normal rules are not adequate. Current capabilities within
ELS, such as delegation, already allow flexible assignment of access and privilege
for non-standard use cases. Escalation is reserved for extreme cases in which an
action is absolutely required but prevented through normal ELS. The escalating
entity assumes full responsibility for the action. Escalation involves many components of the enterprise, including users, data owners, and enterprise services.
Successful implementation requires coordination among these entities to establish
not only appropriate digital policies and implementations but also training on usage
and responses to abuses. Key words and challenge/response are the mitigating processes that inhibit nefarious use, and escalation may have constraints to limit possible damages. Abuses are treated with loss of privilege and other disciplinary actions.
As an enterprise service, escalation relies heavily on the EAE and its services and
data stores. The EAE has an implementation that has experienced analytical evaluation, penetration testing, and many demos. This implementation is a natural testbed
for implementing escalation. Further analysis of the EAE will ensure that the EAE
implementation of escalation adheres to basic ELS principles. Penetration testing will
illuminate areas in which refinement of the security properties is needed, such as the
appropriate level of escalation for different enterprise or near-enterprise services.

12

Federation

There is often a requirement to share
resources with different enterprises, FEDERATION
which poses a challenge to the ELS In this context, federation is the
framework. This chapter discusses interoperation of two distinct,
options for federation across enterprises disconnected networks that may
in which one enterprise uses ELS [31, 32, have different internal structures.
, 35, 42]. The partner enterprise may use The federation mediates the idenELS, another security framework, lim- tity and access, as well as the other
ited security services, or no security at security factors, to allow sharing of
all. The partner enterprise may be trusted, information.
partially trusted, or untrusted. This chapter provides options for an ELS enterprise
to enable federated sharing with other enterprises that have different capabilities and
levels of trust. This enables more functionality within the ELS framework and fewer
workarounds, which provides stronger and more uniform security measures.
Within this chapter, the term “partner” will refer to the other side in a federation
agreement. This could be a single individual, an entire enterprise, or anything in
between.

12.1 FEDERATION TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are several ways to extend the principles of ELS to a federation partner based
on the partner’s technical capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ELS federation,
ELS-like federation,
Identity credential federation,
Weak identity federation,
Ad hoc federation,
Person-to-person federation.

The federation options are listed from most to least technologically compatible. Each
option on the list implicitly includes the options lower on the list. This section discusses the technical means to accomplish federation for each of the options listed
above.

12.1.1

els federation

ELS federation is an agreement to accept identity and access claims from another enterprise. Federation is a long-term substantial agreement that is made at the enterprise level.
To resolve federation issues, the federation STS relies on the following information:
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• Certificates of Federated STSs for validating signatures in SAML tokens
and chain to trusted root CA;
• A set of identity-mapping pairs comprised of Identity1 and Identity2, in
which Identity1 in a SAML issued by the federated STS is to be mapped to
Identity2 in the local enterprise;
• A set of mapping pairs comprised of Claim A and Claim B, where Claim
A in a SAML issued by the federated STS is to be mapped to Claim B in
the local enterprise;
• Additional attribute mappings associated with claim mappings.
An example of data captured in federation agreements is shown in Table 12.1. This
shows the data for two separate federation agreements.
Each web service in the enterprise has a limited number of trusted root CAs
for authentication credentials and trusted STS certificates for SAML signatures
stored in its trust store. In ELS federation, a list of trusted partner CAs and STSs
is established. Trusted partner CAs for identity credentials are distributed to
applications and services. Trusted partner STS credentials are distributed to federation STSs within the enterprise. The federation STS is called by a service
when an unknown authorization credential is encountered, and the federation
STS checks against known federation partners to validate the credentials, creates
a new SAML token with its own signature, and returns this to the application or
service for processing.

TABLE 12.1.
Federation Data Requirements
Federation Partner 1 information
Certificate
Identity Mappings

Federation Partner 1 certificate and chain to root CA
Identity 1
Identity 2
Identity A
Identity B
Identity r
<no change>
…
…
Claim and Attribute Mappings
Claim A
<null>
Claim n
Claim z
Claim y and Attribute q
Claim y and Attribute r
…
…
Federation Partner 2 information
Certificate
Federation Partner 2 certificate and chain to root CA
Identity Mappings
Identity x
Identity y
Identity Q
Identity R
…
…
Claim
n
<no change>
Claim and Attribute Mappings
Claim p with Attributes x, y, z
Claim p with Attribute k
Claim A
<no change>
…

…
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For identity and claim mappings, the special cases of “null” and “no change”
are acceptable in addition to explicit values. “Null” removes the claim or identity,
while “no change” leaves the original claim or identity. The claims to be mapped
must match claims from sources on both sides. Claims in the federation partner
SAML must match the federation agreement exactly. Claims in the reissued SAML
must match claims for the target application or service. Identity and claim mappings
are added to the federation store after an amendment to the federation agreement.
Revocation of a federation agreement is accomplished by removing the federation
partner from the trusted STS data store.
When a federation STS recognizes and validates a partner authorization credential, it maps the received credential into a new credential – possibly with different
identity, claims, and attributes. This new credential is signed by the federation STS
and returned to the requesting application or service. The application or service then
processes this new SAML token as though it had received it from a valid requester
within the enterprise. Failure to validate an incoming SAML token by the federation
STS results in an error message response to the application or service, which leads to
an authorization failure at the application or service.

12.1.2

els-liKe federation

If the federation partner is not using ELS but does have a way to provide the security
functions that ELS provides, then a more complicated federation agreement may be
needed with some translation algorithms. This is similar to ELS federation, but it
accounts for different semantics, formats, and data encodings. The mappings may
not be exact, in which case there may be some loss of information in the translation.
This may hinder automation and scalability, as mismatches in data resolution could
lead to denial when access should be allowed or to access when it should be denied.
This is generally unavoidable when data is represented in different ways.
These differences also apply to tokens and credentials. Variable strength of credentials in the partner enterprise can weaken the entire authentication process. For
example, if the partner provides software authentication credentials for some users
instead of hardware credentials for all users, then it is not possible to provide access
to hardware-credentialed entities and deny access to software-credentialed entities
unless the source of the credential is explicitly provided in the signed portion of the
certificate. The secure choice for an enterprise that requires hardware certificates in
such a situation is to deny access even though the entities using hardware credentials
should be given access.
If the partner uses an authorization credential other than the approved SAML 2.0
format used in ELS, then certain guarantees provided by the SAML format, such
as validity windows, signatures, or encryption, may be weaker or nonexistent in the
partner authorization token. Even if the token is equally strong, the local STS must
be able to understand the partner token format to parse, validate, and translate it into
a locally comprehensible SAML for the local applications and services. There are
token translators that transform one token format into another, but they address only
the format, not the meaning or security properties.
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When the partner is “ELS-like,” most of the work is already done, and the process
of federating is similar to that with an ELS partner. The challenge is working out
the small differences and making sure that these small differences do not open up
large security holes or prevent large groups of entities from receiving proper access.
Shortcuts and workarounds may be necessary to provide a seamless experience to
the end users; however, the majority of cases should work with standard translation
schemes as long as the protocols, standards, and data formats are commonly used
and available.
In the event that formats and data are incompatible, additional work to make
needed conversions at the requesting enterprise may solve the problem. For example,
many STSs can be configured to issue tokens according to different protocols and
formats, so configuring a partner STS to use the proper SAML format could resolve
token format differences. Authentication credentials could be addressed by indicating whether a credential is stored in hardware or software so that receiving entities
can decide whether to allow access. This could be accomplished by dividing the
issuing CAs into those that issue only hardware credentials and those that issue only
software credentials. These solutions are intended as quick fixes, and they do not
require any new technology. In some cases, these can move an ELS-like partner to
an ELS partner, but in most cases they remain ELS-like but with more streamlined
operations.

12.1.3

identity Credential federation

A federation partner may provide identity credentials but not authorization credentials, such as an account-based system in which the ID is used to log in. Such a system is no longer ELS-like, but the identity credentials can still be used as a starting
point for federation.
One solution is to include a mapping from partner identity to local identity that
includes associated authorization claims. This would be performed at the STS as
part of the federation mappings. This is not the typical use for these mappings, and
it requires modifications to Table 12.1 to combine the identity, claim, and attribute
mappings. This method works if the identity credential is passed for authentication
and the authorization information is exchanged between enterprises and incorporated into the federation agreement. This should generally be used only for small sets
of requesters, as these federation mappings are intended to be for claim and attribute
equivalences and generic identity transform rules, not explicit per-entity claim and
attribute information.
For larger-scale federation, the data owner or some other entity with access to
the data can delegate the appropriate claims to the appropriate individuals in the
partner enterprise. The delegation framework within ELS is designed to allow such
short-term access to specific individuals. In this case, the data owner, not the STS,
maintains the mappings through the delegation service. This is a more appropriate
place to store this information. However, it still requires manually assigning claims
to individuals based on their identities.
The basic structure for federated delegation is shown in Figure 12.1. The dashed
lines represent the flow for setting up the delegation. The local delegator uses the
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FIGURE 12.1.

Identity Credential Federation Using Delegation

Special Delegation Service to assign access claims to the federated partner identity
as stored in the authoritative content store for federation partners. The special delegation service is separate from the standard in-enterprise delegation service, and
the content store for federation partners is separate from the normal store for inenterprise entities. This special delegation service uses the claims exposure and editor service to store access claims for the federated identity in the Claims Repository.
The solid lines represent the flow for a federated requester to retrieve a SAML
token with delegated claims. The partner interfaces with the STS, just as an in-enterprise user does, and the STS then makes a request, just as for any other requester, to
retrieve the claims from the Claims Repository.
A third solution is to use a separate authoritative data store for the partner entities
and tie it into the EAS that feeds the SAML creation process. This brings the partner
entities into the local enterprise and allows those entities to request local SAML
tokens that will work like those from requesters within the enterprise. Maintenance
of the authoritative data store could be performed locally within the enterprise or
remotely by the partner enterprise. Local maintenance would require detailed manual attention, while remote maintenance would put the responsibility on the partner.
This is the best-integrated solution, since the attributes required are brought into the
ELS system.
In all cases, a store maintains information about federated identities. For the mapping method, this is the federation agreement at the federation STS, which contains
both identity information and claims and attributes used for access. For the delegation method, it is the store used by the special delegation service, which contains
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only identities and not claims, as these are delegated as needed. With the separate
store, this store contains all identities and their attributes.

12.1.4

weaK identity federation

If the federation partner does not provide sufficiently strong identity credentials, then
identity credential federation is not possible. For example, a username and password
authentication system is not compatible with the PKI-based authentication used for
ELS. However, if it is determined that the need to federate outweighs the security
risks associated with weak credentials, then there are methods to allow such access
while preserving many of the security goals of ELS. The primary challenge is that
ELS requires PKI authentication to the STS to receive a SAML token and to the
application or service to establish a connection, but the federation partner does not
have this capability.
To allow creation of the SAML, a separate STS can be set up to receive other
forms of authentication, such as username and password, Kerberos over TLS, other
non-PKI TLS authentication, tokens, SSO, or other methods. The STS can use the
authenticated identity to generate a SAML token. If the identity format does not
match the ELS standard DN format, a mapping can be performed algorithmically or
based on an enterprise-wide database of identity and derived DN pairs. If the federation partner has an STS that already uses non-PKI authentication, it can be leveraged
to create authorization credentials.
Application and service endpoints can rely on alternative authentication methods,
map the identity to a derived DN if necessary, and then compare this identity to
the identity in the SAML token. In the generated SAML token, the authentication
method can be indicated, or federation partners with non-PKI authentication at their
STSs can be noted in the federation agreement so that receiving applications and
services can enforce access accordingly. For example, standard PKI authentication
may provide full access, whereas alternative authentication methods provide limited
access that is sufficient for federation purposes. Because there is a clear distinction
in authentication method and separate endpoints set up for access, this method provides a way to manage federated access independent of normal access. If a security
problem is detected at a federated non-PKI endpoint, that endpoint can be shut down
without affecting normal ELS operations.
This process is cumbersome and redundant because it requires new instances of
applications and services and potentially a new STS. It may require additional logic
to enforce different access based on the authentication method. It also weakens enterprise security by allowing non-ELS access to applications and services that otherwise require ELS. The access can be limited, but it may provide an attacker an easier
entrance to ELS-protected data that could be leveraged to gain full access through
additional attacks. This should only be attempted for urgent and infrequent federation agreements with the understanding of the risk to all affected applications and
services, as well as the risk to the enterprise in general. This is not an ELS-compliant
solution, because it fails to satisfy authentication and accountability requirements.
However, it is a way that an enterprise can share all or some ELS-protected resources
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while leveraging existing ELS infrastructure. As a result, this may be a better solution than other options available.

12.1.5

ad hoC federation

If there is no easy way in advance to identify what is to be shared with whom, then
an ad hoc approach can address federation requirements. Delegation may be used to
explicitly share resources with individuals just as needed. Delegation was mentioned
above as an option for the case in which strong identity credentials are available. It is
best suited for when the delegation decisions are distributed. A large federation agreement can be implemented by dividing the resources to be shared and the partner entities to be given access into smaller, manageable groups. A large federation agreement
is broken into a large number of locally administered smaller agreements. Central
control is maintained by the hierarchical structure of the delegations. This may or
may not be possible for the structure of the sharing agreement between enterprises.
This approach requires some form of authentication for federated individuals.
This is not necessarily a separate solution from those listed above, but instead an
option for generating access claims for these methods. This is in contrast to explicitly
assigning attributes or claims to these identities or mapping federated identities and
claims through a federation STS.
This option is listed after weak identity federation because of the ad hoc and
decentralized nature of the sharing. With the previous options, a central source
determines who can access which resources. In this case, individuals make these
decisions rather than the enterprises forming federation agreements. As a result,
from the enterprise perspective, this is less secure, especially as the scope and scale
of sharing increase.

12.1.6

Person-to-Person sharing

If all the solutions above are infeasible (for whatever reason), an individual may
make the decision to share information with a federation partner out of band on a
person-to-person basis. This type of sharing should be properly authorized, and the
person sharing the material should have release authority with guidelines. This could
involve emailing documents, placing them on a public website, providing printed
copies, or verbally providing the needed information. This goes around ELS by
allowing access without any automated enterprise-level checks of identity or access
claims. The last two also lack attribution, because the one sharing and the one
receiving are the only entities that know about the transaction. In this case, shared
information may be fingerprinted or steganographically imprinted for later forensics
in case of leaks. Such sharing is difficult to prevent, so small amounts of unauthorized sharing are expected throughout the enterprise and with partners. ELS and the
federation options listed above attempt to provide feasible options that are preferable
to going completely out of band.
Although this method essentially bypasses most or all ELS security, it is mentioned because it is better than many alternatives that involve giving full electronic
access by credential sharing, workarounds, or back doors. This method lacks the
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formal security of ELS (it may include accountability provisions on the enterprise
side), but a human with authority to access and release data ensures that only the
necessary information is shared. To help secure this method of sharing information,
policies can guide people on which real-world security checks to perform. Personto-person sharing has a long history prior to electronic sharing, so this accumulated
knowledge can be used to shape policy.

12.1.7

evaluating oPtions

The options presented above describe a spectrum from full ELS sharing to non-ELS
sharing. It is tempting to say that ELS is the most secure and person-to-person is the
least secure, but in reality scale matters. The security features are reduced from ELS
to person-to-person, but the scale also tends to be reduced. Attacks are easier at the
non-ELS end of the spectrum, but their smaller scale is likely to result in smaller
incidents. At the full ELS end of the spectrum, the security is high and attacks are
difficult, but a successful attack could rapidly escalate to a major incident.
For efficient sharing, ELS provides the most secure solution at scale and should
be the preferred choice by the enterprise. Other options provide acceptable security
at small scales, but they should not be put to widespread use, because the resulting
vulnerabilities quickly escalate as the scale increases. Figure 12.2 shows a notional
plot of the vulnerability associated with different federation option as a function of
scale. The exact curves vary according to how risk and size are measured, but the
key idea is that each federation option will have some maximum scale at which its
security is acceptable. At the scale of a few individuals sharing information, the risk
remains low for all methods, but as the scale increases, the risk associated with the
approaches diverges, with ELS offering the only acceptable solution at full enterprise scale.

FIGURE 12.2. Notional Comparison of Federation Risk at Scale
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Despite the scalability limitations, all approaches can be viable options. For
example, “Weak ID” federation, although not desirable compared to ELS, is better
than the ad hoc or person-to-person approaches; making all options available provides a smoother continuum of choices based on resources available. A particular
enterprise may wish to limit the options to a subset of these or expand to include
more. It may be better to adopt a strict “ELS or nothing” policy to motivate partners
to adopt ELS, even if it means very limited sharing. For cases in which the focus
is on sharing, providing all options helps to provide the best security available for
the given situation. To manage overall enterprise risk, it may be necessary to limit
the absolute number of federation partners or their constituent members that use
each non-ELS type of federation to maintain the overall vulnerability level below a
desired threshold.

12.2

FEDERATION TRUST CONSIDERATIONS

The technical considerations are important for federation, but having the technology
available does not mean it is a good option. This section takes a different perspective to federation and considers the trade-offs among federation options based on
the level of trust that exists with the federation partner. This is usually important
to consider when making information or services available to partners and is less
important when accessing partner information and services. It is assumed that some
sharing is desired, regardless of the level of trust. It is also assumed that sharing
should be limited, which is true even within a single enterprise using ELS. The
challenge is how to use the available technology to build upon the real-world trust
relationships to enable as many valid sharing behaviors as possible while preventing
behaviors that are not valid or desired.
In this section, trust is meant to be the degree to which one enterprise believes
that the other enterprise will not abuse technical capabilities to violate the agreedupon terms of the federation agreement. It does not apply to weak security methods
such as username/password authentication or weak cryptographic algorithms such
as RC4 or MD5.
Trust can be a tricky issue. For example, if one enterprise trusts the root CA of
the other enterprise, then PKI authentication can work across the enterprises. Thus,
it might be tempting for one enterprise to declare, “Enterprise 1 trusts Enterprise 2’s
root CA,” to make security work. This declaration may sound like, “Enterprise 1
trusts Enterprise 2’s root CA, and therefore Enterprise 1 will encode that trust in its
system to allow both systems to work together.” However, stating trust for the purpose
of interoperability is really saying “Enterprise 1 will open up a security vulnerability
in its system that Enterprise 2 can exploit and will trust Enterprise 2 not to abuse it.”
Because such trust opens up vulnerabilities, it is important that statements of trust
are truly based on existing or established relationships and not simply put in place for
convenience. As trust is usually not an all-or-nothing proposition, any trust relationship must also be accompanied by monitoring and measures to identify and block
malicious behavior by a partner, which can be summarized as “trust but verify.”
Trusting a partner CA might be a good way to federate with a trusted partner or a
partner for whom there is accountability and a long-standing relationship. However,
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this is risky when an enterprise suspects that the partner may abuse additional privilege, there is no long-standing relationship or accountability, or the damage that can
be done is greater than any retribution likely to be enacted. The key is to first decide
what to actually trust and then use that as a basis to build the system, not to build a
system first and then declare trust where needed to make it work.
This section provides options for what to do with different trust levels. Of course,
trust can be increased through external policies and agreements as well, so these
options do not exist in isolation from the real world. However, it is often easier to
build a system based on existing trust than to establish trust, as changing a technical
system to match the real world is often quicker than changing the real world to match
a technical system.

12.2.1

full trust

If one enterprise fully trusts another enterprise, federation can be accomplished in
any number of ways. Examples of this include two divisions within a larger enterprise, a merger between two companies, two parallel systems within a single enterprise, or a hierarchical arrangement in which one group is sharing with another that
contains it. In this case, any option will work, and the best choice is usually the one
that enables the most integration and sharing, or the one that is simplest to set up. In
this case, the degree of ELS compatibility is likely to be the determining factor for
choosing a solution.

12.2.2

infrastruCture trust

If one enterprise trusts the high-level security functions, such as certificate authorities and other enterprise-level functions, then the best option is one that leverages
this existing trust and limits access based on these trusted services. For example, if
both enterprises use ELS, a federation agreement among STSs is a viable choice, as
this leverages trusted root CAs and trusted STSs and attribute stores, which are all
high-level security functions.
In some cases, only a part of a partner’s ELS infrastructure is trusted or the partner’s infrastructure supports most but not all ELS requirements. For example, if the
root CA is trusted but the STSs or attribute stores are not trusted, identity-based federation with delegation or a local attribute store for those identities might be a better
option. This leverages the existing trust in the identity credentials while providing
the claims through the local STS and internally maintained attributes. This provides
the function of the untrusted partner STS or attributes in a trusted way. The lack of
trust is similar to a lack of technology, as a function that exists but is not trusted is
similar to one that is missing.
The complementary situation is when a partner STS is trusted while partner identity credentials are not trusted. This case is not common, because weak authentication to an application often correlates with weak authentication to the STS, which
means the SAML token cannot be trusted even if the STS and attribute stores are
trusted. The best technical solution when identity services are not trusted may be
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person-to-person federation, which would limit the scale of sharing to individuals or
small groups of known entities.

12.2.3

individual trust

In some cases, certain individuals of a partner organization are trusted even though
the organization’s security functions are not. In this case, identity-based federation
may be possible for the specific identities who are trusted. For example, a partner
with a smart card credential might be technologically acceptable since the public/
private key pair can be recorded and used for authentication without the associated
certificate. However, this requires no key escrow or other method be in use by the
partner enterprise to duplicate the private key associated with the credential. This
method relies explicitly on the strength of the keys associated with the credential and
their storage. This fails to achieve the efficiency and scalability of PKI, but it establishes smaller-scale point-to-point trust using specific public/private key pairs. The
certificate is replaced by an internal mapping of public keys to identities.
Another option is to provide a local credential to the trusted individual. This
brings the individual into the enterprise. This is a well-integrated method, but proper
enterprise-level vetting often cannot be completed on such an individual due to the
organization he works for. An individual in an enterprise may trust an individual
from a partner enterprise, but the enterprise may not trust them sufficiently to issue
a credential.
A local attribute store can record attributes for the trusted individual in order
to provide proper access credentials through a local STS. This requires the STSs,
applications, and services to check not just issuers of certificates, but public keys for
specific individual requesters. Revocation checking must also be supported within
the enterprise for such individual keys.
A simpler option for leveraging this trust in the individual and associated credential is delegation. This allows resource owners to assign which applications and
services a partner can access instead of providing access based on the partner’s attributes. Automatic access based on attributes provides more scalability and automation than delegation, because all access must be granted manually for delegation.
This might be an acceptable tradeoff when limited data is to be shared with a small
number of individuals in a secure way. In this case, the STS operates as usual and
only the applications and services are modified to trust individual keys.

12.2.4

no trust

In some cases, data owners in an enterprise really do not trust a federation individual
or his organization not to abuse their access but they still need to provide some
access. As they cannot trust individuals, the option of individual trust does not apply.
The problem is that any access granted is likely to be abused, such as copying and
exfiltrating data or rendering inoperable or untrustworthy any services or devices to
which more generous access is granted. In this case, the idea is to limit the individual
to only what is needed when it is needed and to heavily monitor activity to detect
suspicious behavior where limits cannot be strictly enforced through technology.
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Shared information may be fingerprinted or steganographically imprinted for later
forensics in case of leaks.
One option is to provide a partner individual with a locked-down device that is
preconfigured with a credential that has been delegated appropriate access and to
let him use this as his only method of access. In this case, the issuing enterprise
tightly controls the hardware, software, credentials, and access. This method limits
the information to the display on the locked-down device, which can be remotely
monitored. If the device is not returned within the timeframe of the valid access,
then it can be remotely disabled through device management policy. Monitoring of
the device and the data accessed can also reveal potential exfiltration and initiate
disabling of the machine and termination of delegation privileges.
None of the automated technological solutions are viable, because they are
designed to facilitate automatic sharing of information. Without trust, no automation
is desired. For all trust levels, the idea of “trust but verify” underlies all communication. What changes as trust levels decrease is not just what is shared but the measures
taken to prevent, detect, and limit harm from the federation partner.

12.3

FEDERATION CONCLUSIONS

This section examines secure enterprise federation options from the perspectives of
both technical capabilities and trust. We review six federation methods:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ELS federation,
ELS-like federation,
Identity credential federation,
Weak identity federation,
Ad hoc federation,
Person-to-person sharing.

All solutions are acceptable at small scale, but only those near the top of the list
scale to the organizational or enterprise level while maintaining acceptable security.
The best choice is generally the one closest to the top of the above list, but these topend options require the most infrastructure for proper operation. When less-secure
options are chosen, it is important as part of an overall risk management process for
the enterprise to monitor and limit the extent of their aggregate use across the enterprise. This limits the scale of the lower options in order to maintain the assurance
requirements of the enterprise.
Technological solutions also must be considered in the context of existing trust.
A common, but flawed, solution is to choose the best technical solution and simply
declare any required trust by formal edict. This masks the underlying trust issues
and provides these untrusted partners front-door access to enterprise applications
and services. A better approach is to first assess the level of trust in a partner enterprise, its security services, and the individuals involved in the sharing, and then build
a federation agreement based on those solid building blocks – and those alone.

ELS Extensions – Content
Management

13
13.1

Content Object
Uniqueness for Forensics

EXFILTRATION IN COMPLEX SYSTEMS

Transfer of electronic objects through insider activities or penetration and exfiltration is a growing problem. Defense agencies have been losing classified and unclassified documents to insider threats at an increasing rate, and recovery is difficult at
best. The first step in pursuing any theft is to identify who might have had access to
the stolen item. One can identify suspects based on knowledge of who had access to
the controlled access material and on records of anyone who handled it. Attribution
is much easier when each instance of an electronic object is unique and a clone can
be traced to the individual who accessed the object. If attribution were a given in
the theft of electronic objects, deterrence would follow. This chapter describes a
twofold mitigation approach. The first form of mitigation is through encryption and
tightly controlled access and privilege. The encryption discourages theft or at least
makes an adversary work harder to obtain the object. Tight access control ensures a
minimum number of individuals in the suspect pool when a theft occurs. The second
form of mitigation is through positive attribution of suspects and origins. Knowing
that theft will trace back to the individual providing access to the electronic objects
should discourage many attempts. This chapter will provide a brief background of a
high-assurance security model, content access control and distribution, and a process
for providing electronic fingerprints that make electronic objects unique. Finally, we
discuss the landscape in terms of electronic objects, instances, and copies.

13.2

PRODUCT IDENTIFIERS

Product identifiers [177] have been with us for a while. A product identifier is a unique
label that allows trading partners to easily trace an individual product as it moves
through the supply chain. This identifier includes (among other things) the product’s
lot number, expiration date, product code, and a serial number. The serial number
is different for each package or case. This creates a unique identifier – human and
machine readable – to enable product tracing throughout the supply chain and enable
all trading partners to better detect illegitimate products within the supply chain.
Product identifiers are especially important for medicines [178] and food items [179],
where theft and counterfeiting are immediate health problems.
If we consider electronic objects as products, then electronic object identifiers may
be of some value in determining thefts or counterfeits and may provide some benefits
in tracing origins for attribution. Electronic objects are mostly clones of an original
with embedded steganographic and license data for ownership claims. In 2014, The
Expendables 3, a summer action movie with Sylvester Stallone, was stolen from an
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inadequately protected cloud-based system and leaked to pirates three weeks before
its release. It is estimated that the movie has since been downloaded illegally hundreds of thousands of times [180]. The loss in revenue must be staggering.
In addition to lost profits, reputation, corporate stock prices, and national defense
can all be damaged by theft and dissemination of controlled electronic objects. The
world governments have lost a sizable number of classified and unclassified documents to insider threats. After the losses incurred by a number of malicious insiders,
such as Edward Snowden [116], Bradley Manning [117], and others [118], we have no
choice but to assess our own insider threat situation.

13.3 HIDDEN MESSAGES
Hidden messages are not new. They are present in advertising, product verification,
packaging, and many other items; often not subtle; and designed to be discovered
with a little effort. Often watermarks or steganographic messages are placed in files
to provide an ownership tag. These are not meant to be found by the casual user, but
are extractable if the proper algorithm is known.

13.4

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Electronic objects are content or information assets that include documents, spreadsheets, diagrams, pictures, videos, web pages, presentations, and other complete or
incomplete sets of information. All electronic objects generated within an enterprise
are considered authoritative and are under rights management by the enterprise.
Rights management is an integral part of the development of these records, but the
workings of the rights management system should be transparent to the user. This
helps the enterprise with record keeping and document control [47] [60].

13.4.1

aCCess Control

A primary deterrent to distribution of access-controlled electronic objects is the
encryption and access control process. Entities in the environment may be active
or passive. Passive entities include information packages, static files, and/or reference data structures. Passive entities are the target of an activity; they do not initiate
activities and cannot assume the role of requester or provider. These passive entities
are often the target of theft and are a primary yield of penetrated computer systems
by the process of exfiltration.
Active entities are those entities that change or modify passive entities, request
or provide services, or participate in communication flows. The active entities discussed in this section include the content management system and the content development applications. Each is issued PKI certificates, and private keys of all active
entities are stored in tamper proof, threat mitigating storage. Active elements (content development applications) on the user end-devices act in the security context
of the user. If the user is on a thin client, the content development applications are
web services and have their own certificates and identities. Communication between
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FIGURE 13.1.
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Communication between Entities

active entities requires full bilateral, PKI-based, end-to-end authentication. This is
normally followed by initiation of an encrypted session using some form of TLS.
Authorization in the operational environment is implemented by a verifiable
claims-based access control (CBAC) process. Claims are part of an authorization
credential issued by a trusted STS and signed by that entity to preserve integrity.
A claims-based credential is sent to the provider containing a SAML token that
includes issuance time and expiration time.
Figure 13.1 displays a user interacting with the content management system
through the content developing application on the user end-device.

13.4.2

enforCing aCCess Control

The discretionary access control process enforces both mandatory and discretionary access control. In this process, the electronic object is encrypted. The key to the
encryption is contained in the header and is wrapped in the public key of the content
manager. The key will only be released when the appliqué confirms that access control is satisfied. Further, the header is encrypted in a key known to the appliqué. The
electronic object is provided an extension that directs the request to open the file to
the appliqué enforcing access. Authority over the data can be limited by claims, such
as those listed here:
1. Claim 1: read, copy, and retain the electronic object.
2. Claim 2: read only on screen, may print the information asset but not cut
and paste any parts of the information asset, claimant cannot save to user
environment in electronic form.

13.4.3

CoMPonents of an eleCtroniC objeCt

The components of an electronic object stored information asset are provided in
Figure 13.2.
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FIGURE 13.2. Authoritative Electronic Object Format

The content is encrypted (except when the electronic object access controls indicate it is uncontrolled with no distribution limitations), with key management being
maintained by the content manager and available to the retrieval appliqué software.
Figure 13.3 shows the two cases for content creation and entry into the content
management system.

FIGURE 13.3. Content Creation on Save
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resPonsibilities of the aPPliqué

Each application for display of an electronic object contains an appliqué. This appliqué is responsible for a number of items, including:
1. Evaluation of access control requirements and whether or not they are met.
Unmet control requirements trigger an alert, monitoring records, and a
denial of access.
2. Placing a frame around the display providing distribution and control
limitations.
3. Handling the encryption and decryption processes.
4. Adding message fragments to the display for forensics analysis in case the
display is photographed for later distribution. The message fragments must
be subtle and yet clear enough to appear in a photograph for later recovery.
Several such display modifications are shown in Figure 13.4.
Figure 13.4 shows an example of a Visio screen with distributed fragments and other
discoverable message information that may be reassembled to provide accountability. The fragments are deliberately non-subtle for illustration purposes. In an actual
application, they are more subtle and may be more fractionated; in addition, the
message should be repeated throughout the figure. Visible messages may be detected
by the threat and scrubbed from the document. However, the additional workload
should reduce the volume of material being exfiltrated.

FIGURE 13.4. Display of Electronic Object by Appliqué
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FIGURE 13.5. Text Font Change Example

If the user is authorized to print the document, then similar fragments are added
for later forensic analysis. These too must be subtle and survive the printing process for later forensic analysis. Alternative methods exist, including subtle font
or formatting changes as shown in Figure 13.5 (can you find “name,” “date,” and
“device”?).
If the user requests a local save, the fragments may not have to be visible for
retrieval. Multiple forms of accountability, such as watermarks and non-displayable
text in the margins, may be included. If the object is a picture, steganography may be
employed. These precautions are taken even though the local save is encrypted and
access is matched to the document requester.

13.4.5

Mitigations

Combating insider fraud starts with identifying the types of electronic objects that
may be targets and limiting access to those objects. An employee population at risk
for insider threats requires increased monitoring of access and privilege, as well as
checks on electronic objects that are accessed or used.
Other steps organizations can take to protect against insider threat include the
creation or improvement of the auditing and verification of access need for critical
objects. Enterprises should also conduct background checks for potential employees,
contractors, and subcontractors to look for undisclosed criminal history or any history of financial difficulties that may provide the motive for insider fraud. Access
privileges should be reviewed to prevent the accumulation of excess privileges. A
thief will expend effort for reward if he is not likely to get caught. Mitigations fall
into two categories: discouragement and forensics.
13.4.5.1 Discouraging Theft
Strong access control and encryption make theft more difficult. If and when an
intruder seeks to exfiltrate electronic objects, he may have only encrypted files with
both strong encryption and access control to fight through. We are aware that intruders aided by insiders may very well overcome some of these obstacles, so the second
form of mitigation is pursued.
13.4.5.2 Forensics
The second form of mitigation is in the hidden messages left behind as print, photographic, or electronic embedding. The hidden messages point to the source of a theft
so that when a document unexpectedly presents itself on WikiLeaks or elsewhere,
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the detectives have clues on how that content left the content store. The first effort
is to determine whether it is a clone (and
a clone of what source) or a copy (and a
copy of what source). There are a few
terms to define here:

DIGITAL FORENSICS
In this context, forensics is the
recovery and investigation of material
found in digital devices, often in relation to computer or network exploitation. In this case, the material may be
placed in the content.

• An original electronic object is
one that has been ingested into the
content management system. This
may become automated in the future so that all electronic objects are
ingested into the content management system, but until then, all other
copies should be destroyed during that process. Ingestion into the management system includes leaving messages behind pointing to the content
system on which the object resides. Recall that an electronic object can
be documents, spreadsheets, diagrams, pictures, videos, web pages, presentations, and other complete or incomplete sets of information. Some
objects may be heavily used and present in more than one management
system. The embedded messages should be pertinent to the particular
management system.
• An instance of an electronic object is a near duplicate of an electronic
object. It differs by the embedding of information about who saved the
instance and when and where that happened.
• A clone of an electronic object is an exact duplicate of an electronic object
whether it is an original document or an instance of the document.
• A copy of an electronic object is a duplicate that goes through a transition in
capturing the contents that may result in a printed or photographed object.
The only messages that remain are those that have been inserted into the
electronic document and survive the copying process. It is recognized that
these messages may be discovered and scrubbed, but this creates a great
deal of work for the thief and is hard to do to a large number of objects
containing information.
Forensics on a discovered document can proceed as follows:
Case 1: non-electronic information object.
• The object has no messages at all. There are two possibilities here.
– Someone on the development team has retained an electronic object
that has not been ingested into the content management system, and
the development team members should be suspect. Each of their
devices should be examined for breach.
– A copy of an electronic object that is either an original or an instance
that has been scrubbed of all messages. The copy should be tested
for signs of the scrubbing and, if present, eliminated from this category (in most cases this can be determined even if the object has
been re-digitized). In this case, normal forensics must proceed.
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Case 2: electronic information object, minimal messaging.
• The object has messages that point to the origin of the object content
store and no other messages. This would indicate a breach of that content store.
Case 3: electronic information object, full messaging.
• The object has messages that point to who, what, when, and where the
original was accessed. The individual is complicit, careless, or has had
their device breached.

13.5 CONTENT OBJECT SUMMARY
We have reviewed the basic approaches to content access control in computing environments. We have also described an approach that relies on high-assurance architectures and the protection elements they provide through PKI. The distribution of
private keys is a fundamental violation of a high-assurance model such as ELS. ELS
allows us to rely on the PKI elements of the system and greatly reduces the key
management requirements normally associated with controlling access to content.
ELS also permits the unique encryption of each electronic object, limiting losses to
exploits without the growth of key management requirements that normally accompanies such a prolific cryptographic key activity. We have also reviewed at length the
embedded message requirements that provide a uniqueness to each instance of an
electronic asset. This uniqueness contributes to forensic accountability in the event
such losses occur.

14

Homomorphic
Encryption

14.1 FULL HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION (FHE)
Most web service providers are partitioned into a front-end web application and
back-end stored data. ELS provides secure communication to the web application,
and the VADC model extends this to cloud hosting [51]. However, ELS extends only
from requester to application, and it does not include the stored data. This data is
often the enterprise’s most valuable digital asset, and the boundary of ELS between
the application and database provides a potential access path that bypasses ELS protections. To maintain ELS security levels in a cloud environment, some means of
protecting the data is required.
In addition to the data, the web application may be vulnerable to attacks in HOMOMORPHISM
a public cloud. Cloud operators may A transformation of one set of inforhave access to all data in the cloud, and mation into another set of informathrough virtual machine managers, they tion that preserves the relations
may also gain visibility into the applica- between elements from the original.
In this context, the second set distion code running on the servers.
Homomorphic encryption provides guises the information and relations.c
a way to manipulate encrypted data to
perform computations without decrypting the data. This is useful for the ELS stored data problem because it allows a web
application’s stored data to remain encrypted at all times, even during data operations. An attacker at the stored data has no access to plaintext values.
Homomorphic encryption also addresses the web application problem because
the web application code can be recompiled to operate on homomorphic-encrypted
data. Attackers viewing the web application cannot extract computational process
information or unencrypted data from the computation.
When implementing an ELS system in a private data center, there is an implicit
safe zone where data and applications can be run. The machines remain under physical control, and the people working on them are part of the enterprise. When moving to the cloud, this safe zone is replaced by a potentially hostile or compromised
environment, which threatens to expose sensitive data. Homomorphic encryption
offers a way to reclaim this safe zone while maintaining many of the benefits of
cloud hosting.
This chapter discusses the methods and issues in using homomorphic encryption
within an ELS architecture.
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14.1.1 hoMoMorPhiC enCryPtion
Homomorphic encryption refers to methods of encryption that allow operations on
the ciphertext to map to corresponding operations on the underlying plaintext. For
example, raw, unpadded RSA encryption is performed as follows to compute ciphertext c from plaintext message m:
c = ENC ( m ) = m e ( mod n )

(1)

The product of two encrypted values
c1 = ENC ( m1 )

(2)

c2 = ENC ( m2 )

(3)

and

is
c1

c2 = m1e

m2 e ( mod n )

(4)

= ( m1 m2 ) ( mod n )

(5)

= ENC ( m1 m2 )

(6)

e

The product of the encrypted values is just the encrypted product of the corresponding plaintext values.
Different homomorphic-encryption schemes have different operations, and the
ciphertext and plaintext operations can differ. Paillier encryption, for example, has
the property:
ENC ( m1 + m2 ) = ENC ( m1 ) ENC ( m2 )

(7)

In this case, multiplication of ciphertext corresponds to addition of plaintext.
For both RSA and Paillier, only a single operation is possible. In 2009, Gentry
published his thesis describing an encryption scheme that allows both addition and
multiplication [92]. With these two operations it is possible to compute 1 + (−1) · (a · b)
for two inputs: a and b. If a and b are binary values, then this is the computation of
the NAND function, which can be used to build a logical circuit that can perform
any computation. Therefore, such a homomorphic-encryption method allows the
computation of any function on encrypted data. This method is called FHE.
Methods such as RSA and Paillier, which allow some computation but not arbitrary functions, are PHE, which is another class of homomorphic encryption that
allows the computation of any function on encrypted data (like FHE), but only for a
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limited number of executions of an operation. For example, it may allow any number of additions, but only up to n multiplications for some number n. These SWHE
methods are often related to FHE methods. In particular, Gentry’s FHE method
builds on SWHE and removes the limit on the number of multiplications through
bootstrapping.
Even FHE has its limitations for providing security. Although confidentiality
is maintained by keeping data encrypted at all times, integrity requires additional
work. An operation on homomorphic data does not leak the value of the data, but the
result of such a computation in the cloud has no method of verification. The cloud
provider could, for example, replay results of previous computations or encrypt its
own chosen results using known public keys.
A solution that provides verifiable computing is presented in [181]. The representation of the circuit that computes the function is garbled in a way that the entity
doing the computation does not know what is being computed. This method builds
on homomorphic encryption to monitor the integrity of results.
This integrity check is critical to ELS cloud hosting. Because the homomorphicencryption approach provides confidentiality and integrity, it extends ELS security
properties into a hostile cloud environment.

14.1.2 hoMoMorPhiC enCryPtion with els
This section discusses the integration of homomorphic encryption into an ELS architecture. However, before examining homomorphic encryption, we first examine the
limitations of standard encryption.
14.1.2.1 Non-Homomorphic Encryption
One approach using standard encryption is to host the application locally and store
encrypted data in the cloud. The browser and application are outside the cloud in
a controlled environment, and the database is inside the cloud. The application
encrypts data before sending it to the cloud database and decrypts it after retrieval.
The cloud is simply a place to store data. All computation occurs on local, trusted
machines. Cryptographic keys are maintained by the local application.
This scenario maintains confidentiality, as only encrypted content is sent to the
cloud. However, all processing of data requires the data to be retrieved and decrypted
and the computation to be performed locally. If the results of the computation are to
be stored, they must be encrypted and sent back to the cloud. Such a model for cloud
security works well for all data set sizes, but the size of the data set that is retrieved
and sent must be small, and the computation must be quick. In such a case, the
main resource requirement is the storage, and the network transmissions and local
computation are relatively minor. This could be the case for a forensics archive, in
which large amounts of data are stored for potential use but only small portions are
actually ever used.
The problem with traditional encryption comes when a computation requires
access to all of the data, such as computation of an average or maximum value. In
such a case, all of the encrypted data must be retrieved and decrypted, and then the
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computation can take place on the decrypted values. With limited network bandwidth
and potentially limited requester computation resources, the traditional approach has
significant overhead. Homomorphic encryption, in contrast, only requires encrypting the request and decrypting the response. The computation is performed on the
encrypted values.
The following discussion covers solutions that use homomorphic encryption.
14.1.2.2 FHE with Full Application in Cloud
The most desirable implementation for security is to place the application and data
in the cloud, each with homomorphic encryption, and use verifiable computation for
the application logic. Figure 14.1 provides the basic concept. This provides confidentiality and integrity of the data and computation results even when hosting in a
hostile environment. The requester would need a way to encrypt request data to the
application and decrypt encrypted responses from the application.
One approach is to have the requester browser manage this encryption and decryption along with the key generation and management. However, this requires rewriting the browser. A simpler approach is to have a separate module attached to the
browser that modifies outgoing and incoming traffic to encrypt and decrypt content,
respectively. This enables the browser functionality and cryptography to be modular
so that browser updates do not break cryptography and changes in cryptography do
not require rewriting browser code.
To the browser, nothing has changed. The cryptographic module handles translation of plaintext requests to homomorphic-encrypted requests. The server code is

FIGURE 14.1.

Full Homomorphic Concept
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recompiled to operate on encrypted data with verifiable computing. No homomorphic keys are stored in the cloud, and any server keys for encryption, signatures,
or other operations remain encrypted under homomorphic encryption. The browser
cryptographic module is responsible for managing and using homomorphic-encryption keys.
14.1.2.3 FHE with Only Data in Cloud
Recompiling applications to operate on homomorphic-encrypted data is not always
desirable. In these cases, the application can be hosted locally while the data is
hosted in the cloud. The data itself is encrypted for homomorphic operation. This
concept is shown in Figure 14.2.
There are two possibilities for how the database is hosted in the cloud: it can be
recompiled for homomorphic-encrypted operation, or it can remain as-is and only
the data is encrypted. The case in which the database code is recompiled is identical to the case in which the application is recompiled, except that the cryptographic
module now attaches to the application calling the database instead of the browser
calling the application.
There are some additional considerations for the unmodified database with
encrypted data. For homomorphic encryption in which the operations on the plaintext and ciphertext differ, the database commands may need to be rewritten to
account for this difference. For example, if addition of plaintext values is accomplished by multiplying ciphertext values, then all database requests to add values
must be changed to multiplication requests.

FIGURE 14.2. Protected Application Homomorphic Concept
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Even if the operations are the same, the data types and sizes of plaintext and
ciphertext may be different. The necessary types and sizes for the ciphertext must be
available in the database.
The main advantage of this method over placing the full application data and
logic in the cloud is that the application and database code require no changes. The
only change is the addition of the cryptographic module to the application to translate database commands into homomorphic-encrypted commands.

14.1.3 PerforManCe Considerations
Homomorphic encryption solves many of the security problems for ELS cloud hosting, but this security comes at a cost. Homomorphic-encryption algorithms are a
small subset of possible encryption algorithms, and all of the currently available
homomorphic algorithms are slower than traditional encryption algorithms.
However, the comparison is not that simple. Traditional encryption allows only
two operations: encryption and decryption. Homomorphic encryption allows those
two operations, as well as operations on the data itself. Typically, plaintext operations include addition and multiplication, but the ciphertext operations may be more
complicated operations, which can incur performance penalties. To assess the performance of homomorphic encryption, it is important to understand how the fundamental operations of encryption, decryption, addition, and multiplication are used.
The performance of these operations must be combined or averaged to provide an
overall performance assessment.
There are two generic use cases for homomorphic encryption in the cloud. The
first is a bulk load of existing plaintext data and applications. This requires encrypting all the data and applications. This is an infrequent event, but it can be very
resource-intensive for large data sets or applications. It is often highly parallelizable, so the main issue is throughput. The time taken will depend on the size of the
data set, the available resources, and the computation requirements of encryption.
For this first use case, the baseline for comparison is encrypting the data with the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption algorithm.
The second use case for encryption is user access to encrypted data. If individual
users perform the encryption and decryption of requests and responses in a distributed way, the performance of the requests is unlikely to be significantly affected.
Unless large data sets are transferred, the encryption or decryption of data will
incur only a small latency based on local encryption or decryption of requests and
responses.
A central server that manages keys and performs cryptographic operations frees
users from key management, but it creates a central bottleneck for performance. The
central server must do all encryption and decryption, which may require dedicated
computing resources to manage the throughput.
Addition and multiplication are used to manipulate data in the cloud. Such operations do not decrypt or encrypt data, so overall performance depends only on the
performance of the ciphertext operations that are used to implement the additions
and multiplications on the underlying plaintext.
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If the application itself is encrypted, the code will include different additions and
multiplications to do computation. This is another area where the specific application
will influence performance.
The operational model for an application will be some mix of additions, multiplications, uploads, and downloads. As a result, it is not possible to determine the
performance penalty for using homomorphic encryption without knowledge of the
application itself. We examine instead the individual operations, which enable further analysis for specific applications.
To track the degradation in performance, a sample database was used with both
plaintext and homomorphic searches as a model in [104]. Real-world testing of
various homomorphic-encryption methods [182–186] shows that FHE encryption
incurs a performance penalty of about 1010 compared to the penalty incurred by AES
encryption. For example, a 1-ms AES encryption would take about three hours using
FHE. This is prohibitively slow, and there is no indication that this will become feasible for real-world applications in the near future.
SWHE methods can be orders of magnitude faster than corresponding FHE methods. Encryption can be roughly 102.5 times slower than AES, which is approaching
feasibility for specific use cases. However, encryption for operations on data is much
slower. Encryption for homomorphic addition is 103.8 times slower, and encryption
for multiplication is 107.5 times slower. These factors make current and near-future
adoption unlikely.
An important consideration for real-world performance is the actual time taken,
not just the factor above the non-homomorphic operation, as encryption, addition, and multiplication, although all very fast, perform differently. For the current numbers, however, the message is clear that homomorphic encryption retains
significant performance penalties and little or no probability that improvements in
commodity hardware will be able to reduce these penalties to acceptable levels.
The few options available for FHE and SWHE are more like existence proofs than
performance-optimized standards. As a result, performance suffers significantly
compared to the highly optimized symmetric encryption methods like AES that
are in use today.

14.2 PARTIAL HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION (PHE)
FHE allows any computation to be
performed on the encrypted data [92]. CRYPTDB
However, FHE is prohibitively slow A computer program that keeps track
for all but the simplest of computations of the encryption keys and structure
[104]. PHE has higher performance, but of a partial homomorphic encryption
it allows only a single type of opera- process and provides encrypt/decrypt
tion, such as addition or multiplication. services.
An extensive survey of homomorphicencryption methods is provided in [187].
The previous section suggests that FHE is not practical, but methods using PHE
show promise [9]. Research involving PHE has shown that a Structured Query
Language (SQL) database (DB) can be encrypted such that standard SQL queries
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can be run against this encrypted database [188]. The encryption is performed ERP
by the CryptDB proxy, which is located Business process management softbetween the database requester and the ware that allows the use of a system
database. The CryptDB proxy translates of integrated applications to manage
queries on unencrypted data into queries the business and automate office
on encrypted data, allowing a user to functions related to technology, seraccess the encrypted database as if it were vices, and often human resources.
not encrypted. The CryptDB proxy also
translates encrypted responses to unencrypted responses [188–192]. The CryptDB architecture is illustrated in Figure 14.3.
This section discusses work to extend CryptDB to operate on an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system. Real systems are not as simple as a single database. A typical ERP system has the following additional complications:
•
•
•
•
•

Proprietary ERP code that cannot be changed,
Primary and foreign key reference integrity,
Stored procedures,
Views, and
Multiple accounts with different permissions.

The original CryptDB implementation used MySQL and did not account for these
complications. We ported CryptDB from MySQL to Oracle’s SQL database and
addressed the items listed above. This demonstrates that CryptDB can be integrated
with existing operational Oracle ERP systems and is not restricted to the research
laboratory or custom-built systems.

FIGURE 14.3. CryptDB Architecture
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14.2.1 related worK
There are many approaches to securing database information. Monomi, another
CryptDB-based approach, allows more complex queries by splitting computation
between server and client [193]. The L-EncDB system uses techniques to preserve
the data formats and lengths between unencrypted and encrypted data [194].
The BigSecret system secures Not-only SQL (NoSQL) databases using propertypreserving encryption on indices of data encrypted with standard techniques [195].
A modular framework for providing varying degrees of privacy and performance for
NoSQL databases is provided in [196].

14.2.2 researCh Methods
This section presents the experimentation and test process. Maintaining correct functionality was required. Experiments determined relative performance in encrypted
searches. This work consists of the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Select database,
Determine the selected database schema,
Develop PHE schemes,
Perform credential mapping,
Develop SQL translation schemes,
Develop a web application test harness,
Establish a set of nominal work queries, and
Measure performance.

The implementation was performed in a lab with commodity hardware and software,
with the exception of the CryptDB proxy and other code and scripts written specifically for this work.

14.2.3 huMan resourCes (hr) database seleCtion
This work used the Oracle 12c database system and the sample HR database that is
provided with it by Oracle. This database was used as the starting point for development and testing. It provided an adequate test system for many of the complexities of
a full-scale HR ERP system.

14.2.4 hr database sCheMa
The HR database schema consists of seven tables:
•
•
•
•

Employees,
Jobs,
Job_History,
Departments,
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FIGURE 14.4. HR Schema for Employees Table

• Locations,
• Countries,
• Regions.
The employees table schema is shown in Figure 14.4. The HR schema and the data
for the HR database were used for unencrypted operation of the ERP and served as
the baseline for performance measurements.
For encrypted operation, the HR database schema had to be modified for
encrypted data. This involved modification of data types and sizes to accommodate
encrypted data. It also included additional columns for multiple encryption methods
where required. The names of tables and columns were encrypted as well. The ERP
was not modified for these changes. It communicated through the CryptDB proxy,
which mapped requests from the unencrypted schema to the encrypted schema.

14.2.5 enCryPtion sCheMes
Different encryption methods offer different properties that are useful for operations
on encrypted data. The proper encryption scheme for data depends on its intended
use. The encryption methods and supported SQL operations are shown in Table 14.1.
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TABLE 14.1.
Encryption Methods
Type

Encryption Method

RND

AES in CBC mode

SQL Operation
None

HOM
SEARCH
DET_EQ
OPE
EQ_JOIN

Paillier
*
AES in CBC mode
*
*

Addition
Word Search
Equality
Order
Join

OPE_JOIN

*

Range Join

* custom encryption methods.

These encryption methods are listed in approximate order of security protection (from highest to lowest). Security protection decreases as more information
is revealed about the data. For example, assuming the cryptographic methods are
known, random encryption reveals essentially no information about the plaintext.
Deterministic encryption (DET) allows determination of whether two encrypted
values have the same plaintext values without revealing what this plaintext is. Orderpreserving encryption (OPE) leaks the relative size of the plaintext values without
revealing the values themselves.
Generally speaking, the encryption methods reveal the amount of information
needed to perform the associated SQL operation. A determination of whether this
amount is acceptable must be made at design [189, 191]. We assume it is acceptable
for our intended use cases. For cases in which the amount of revealed information
is not acceptable, there are methods to reduce it, and these are briefly mentioned as
future work.
Because different encryption schemes may reveal different information when
the cryptographic methods are known, it is possible to layer them. Plaintext can be
encrypted with EQ_JOIN, and this can again be encrypted with DET. We refer to
a data element that has undergone this multi-layer encryption as an “onion,” with
each different encryption method being a layer of the onion. The four encryption
onions listed below are used for this work. The Equality (EQ) onion is illustrated in
Figure 14.5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Word Search: SEARCH
Addition: HOM
Equality: RND, DET, EQ_JOIN
Order: RND, OPE, OPE_JOIN

The onions-and-layers approach provides increased security by revealing the least
secure inner layers only when needed. For simplicity and performance, it is also possible to use only the innermost layer.
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FIGURE 14.5. EQ Onion Layering

14.2.6 Credential MaPPing
To provide proper access to different users, different accounts are set up within the
ERP and database. The ERP uses its accounts and credentials to make queries to
the database. To use these accounts through the CryptDB proxy, separate accounts
must be created for the encrypted database. The CryptDB proxy maps the existing
accounts for the unencrypted database to accounts for the encrypted database.
In addition to the accounts, there are keys and other information that a user must
have to encrypt requests and decrypt responses. These keys are themselves encrypted
using information from the user account so that only the appropriate accounts have
access to the proper cryptographic keying material. Other accounts may be able to
access the database of ERP cryptographic keys, but they will not be able to decrypt
and use keys for which they are not authorized.

14.2.7 sql translation sCheMes
With the encryption methods and accounts set up, we need a way to translate an
unencrypted request to an encrypted request. This translation depends on the type
of data and the type of encryption. For normal requests, the column names and data
are encrypted. For other requests, such as addition, the query itself must be modified.
For example, with Paillier encryption, addition of plaintext corresponds to multiplication of ciphertext.
Other translations are similar. Text strings must be converted to binary values
for searching. If a numerical value is part of a query, it may need to be encrypted in
multiple ways if it is used with data in different columns with different encryption
methods or keys.
With multiple users there is no way to know in advance which user will be calling a stored procedure, so encrypted values in stored procedure queries cannot be
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pre-determined. These values must be inserted at execution by determining the user
and updating the query based on the appropriate user-specific information.

14.2.8 web aPPliCation
To test an encrypted database versus an unencrypted database, a web application was
implemented to act as a front end for both. This web application ran natively on the
unencrypted database, and it could send requests to the CryptDB proxy for operation
on the encrypted database. No code changes were needed in the application itself. A
configuration change is all that was needed to operate on encrypted data.
In addition to the web application front end, various tools allowed more in-depth
testing of the encrypted database. Direct queries of the encrypted database are possible using the sqlplus tool, but due to the encrypted values, it is difficult to create the requests or interpret the results. A script (cryptdb-sqlplus) was developed to
make a subset of such queries on the encrypted database. It uses the CryptDB keys
and mappings to translate and send user requests to the encrypted DB and translate
responses.

14.2.9 assessMents
Assessment of an encrypted database consists of three parts. The first part validates
that each implemented capability works as expected. A sequence of requests is made
to the unencrypted and encrypted databases, and the results are compared. Identical
results confirm that the capabilities are implemented correctly.
The second part consists of performance tests in which the same sequence of
queries is sent to the same application, first using the unencrypted database and
then using the encrypted database through CryptDB. Latency and throughput of the
encrypted database queries are compared to the values for the unencrypted database.
The third part consists of multiple users with simultaneous access to confirm that
the multi-user access controls are performing properly and are not negatively affecting performance.

14.2.10 lab setuP
The development work for the encrypted database was done on a single machine.
This allowed functional testing and very limited performance testing. For full performance testing, a dedicated lab was set up with the following equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

Database server laptop;
Application server laptop;
Multi-use desktop for application server, loader, and client;
Additional client laptop; and
Ethernet switch.

The application server was a Dell Mobile Precision 7710 laptop with four cores at
3 GHz, 64 GB memory, 2 TB SSD, and 1 Gb/s Ethernet running Windows 10.
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The database server was nearly identical to the application server, except for two
1 TB PCIe drives in a RAID 0 configuration for storage.
A Dell Precision Tower 7910 served as multi-use desktop. It had dual 20 core
processors at 2.2 GHz, 512 GB memory, a 2 TB SSD, and 1 Gb/s Ethernet running
Windows 10.
The additional client laptop had two cores at 2.8 GHz, 8 GB memory, and
100 Mb/s Ethernet running Windows 10.
An eight-port gigabit Ethernet switch connected the machines. Software included
the following:
• Oracle 12c database – database to store both unencrypted and encrypted
data;
• H2 database – database to store the CryptDB keys and other cryptographic
and mapping data;
• CryptDB proxy – ported to Oracle from original MySQL implementation;
• WebLogic 12.1.3 – web server for the test application;
• Java JDK 7 update 80 for Windows x64 – platform for various applications;
• JMeter – test tool to execute test scripts and capture performance data;
• Bouncycastle – library for cryptographic operations;
• Cygwin – application that enables Linux-style scripting within a Windows
operating system;
• Various scripts and tools developed for automating the setup of the encrypted
database and loading the encrypted data into the encrypted database.

14.2.11 Phe results
This section presents the results for tests of proper functionality of baseline operations and enhancements.
14.2.11.1 Baseline Functionality
The first test examined the port of the MySQL-based CryptDB implementation to
an Oracle-based implementation. Direct queries on the encrypted database showed
that the tables, columns, and values were properly encrypted. Queries through the
CryptDB proxy on the encrypted database provided results that matched those from
the unencrypted database. This confirmed the proper functioning of the encrypted
database and CryptDB.
14.2.11.2 Enhancements
Next, certain improvements (including referential constraints, views, and stored
procedure capabilities) were made to the CryptDB implementation. These features,
which are required for an ERP instantiation, were not part of the original MySQL
implementation.
Stored procedures in the unencrypted database are converted to stored procedures that perform equivalent operations on the encrypted database. This involves
encrypting raw data in the procedures, mapping table and column names, changing
operations (such as addition to multiplication for Paillier encryption), and changing
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commands where appropriate. Stored procedures use the PL/SQL language, and for
this work, a core subset of PL/SQL was implemented to enable testing of stored
procedures.
Referential constraints are important for primary key and foreign key references.
When the primary and foreign keys are encrypted with different keys, the database
cannot guarantee integrity across these two columns. CryptDB has been modified
to recognize these references and add two additional columns that contain keyed
hashes of the primary and foreign keys. The keyed hash of the foreign key is set to
reference the keyed hash of the primary key. CryptDB uses the same key to generate
the two columns of hashes, which allows the database to maintain referential integrity of the primary and foreign keys through these extra columns.
Views are like tables, but they have some important differences that require special consideration for implementation. For example, a table has one column for random initialization vectors (IVs), but a view must have multiple columns for random
IVs because it may be constructed as a join across multiple tables, each with its own
IVs. CryptDB must also maintain the mappings from each encrypted column to its
IV column.
Like tables, views can operate with different onion layers of encryption. If these
layers are unwrapped or rewrapped on the underlying tables, the views must keep
track of these changes. A query on a view that requires adjusting onion layers also
requires changes to the base tables. As a result, the query translation for views is
more complicated, and the resulting query may contain additional queries to change
onion layers on the view and associated tables, as well as changes to internal state to
keep track of the view-to-table mappings.
Stored procedures are groups of SQL statements and control statements. They
offer many benefits, including performance, security, scalability, and maintainability. However, they require extending CryptDB to support creating, dropping, and
calling these stored procedures.
Additional complications arise in stored procedures. The same encrypted value in
a query may be used across multiple columns and onions. Instead of simply encrypting a value once, it must be encrypted for each possible use. With multiple users, a
method for determining which principal is making a request is required to select and
use the proper key.
An additional challenge is that a result may be from one or another column, and
which column the value comes from is determined at runtime. In this case, CryptDB
must keep track of which column, onion, and principal a response came from and use
this additional information for proper decryption.
The issues of multi-user stored procedures and dynamic column determination
have not been addressed yet, and these present challenges for future work. However,
the solution concepts are generally understood, so the challenge is to simply implement them.

14.3

PHE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As shown in Figure 14.3, the CryptDB proxy sits between the application and database. It encrypts content going into the database and decrypts content coming out.
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It stores encryption keys in encrypted form in the database itself. The user passwords are used to decrypt the appropriate encryption keys. Information about the
encrypted schema and which parts of it each user is allowed to access are stored
in the annotated schema. CryptDB user-defined functions (UDFs) are stored in the
database to help the proxy manipulate the database cryptographic state.
The previous section examined the feasibility of such a setup [62]. It extended
the original implementation of CryptDB [197] to include stored procedures, views,
and referential integrity of primary/foreign key pairs. There has been some work to
test performance of both homomorphic and partial homomorphic encryption. [198]
describes a framework for homomorphic-encryption performance testing, and [199]
tests the raw cryptographic operations for FHE and PHE methods. This chapter
looks at the considerations needed to test a homomorphically encrypted database
and the results of testing the ERP system with the extended CryptDB implementation that was described in the previous section.

14.3.1 evaluation areas
Performance evaluation covers two main areas: bulk encryption of an existing database and queries against the encrypted database.
14.3.1.1 Bulk Encryption
Bulk encryption is the process of converting an existing unencrypted database to an
encrypted database. This process performs multiple encryptions of each data element according to the operations that will be performed on the data and the associated encryption types that support these operations. Evaluation of bulk encryption
includes assessment of the amount of time and computation resources required for a
baseline data set and an evaluation of scalability to larger data sets.
The time and computation resources are important for determining the practical impact of bulk encryption. A bulk encryption is often performed offline. For
operational systems, this requires shutting the system down while the encryption
takes place to ensure data is not modified during the bulk encryption process. The
bulk encryption time should not exceed a reasonable downtime for the system that
uses the data.
Scalability is important for predicting performance with larger data sets. With a
fixed set of computation resources, the total computation, and hence the total time,
should scale nearly linearly with database size. However, the allowed downtime is
often fixed, so another important area of scalability is parallelizability. If this also
scales nearly linearly with data size, it means the bulk encryption can be divided up
and completed in parallel in the same amount of time regardless of the data size.
14.3.1.2 Encrypted Queries
Query evaluation involves sending different types of queries to the encrypted database to determine performance characteristics. The primary performance measures
are latency and throughput.
Latency includes both absolute and relative latency. Absolute latency is the
amount of time a standard query takes to complete. This is important because
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longer delays from the encrypted queries can negatively impact the user experience.
Relative latency is the percent increase in latency compared to unencrypted queries.
A user might not notice an increase in latency from 10 ms to 20 ms for an individual
query, but composite operations that aggregate many such queries would see significant latency increases.
Throughput is an issue as a system scales up. Even if latency is low for nominal request rates, decreased throughput will create scaling problems that eventually
cause latency problems. Contention for critical central resources, such as cryptographic functions that are not parallelizable, throttles throughput as request rates
increase. Synchronization causes delays when distributed resources are available
but must be locked to maintain data integrity and consistency. The computation
resources available provide a limit on overall throughput.
Homomorphic-encryption methods that rely on shared internal state information face potential problems with critical central resources and synchronization.
Increased resource requirements for performing complex encryption operations
reduce the throughput for a fixed set of resources. Increasing the available resources
would alleviate this problem, but it would increase costs.

14.3.2 setuP Considerations
The following are important considerations in setting up homomorphic-encryption
performance evaluation:
• Different queries invoke different cryptography with different performance
characteristics,
• Combinations of queries with different cryptography are not linear, and
• Initial and steady-state behavior of cryptography can vary significantly.
Standard database testing looks at the database queries and other properties of the
database. Homomorphic encryption adds another layer of consideration. It is now
also necessary to invoke queries that stress particular types of encryption. Just as
certain types of database queries are optimized for performance, the encryption can
be optimized for performance based on how different data sets are used. Stressing
particular types of encryption can identify these tradeoffs so that appropriate measures can be taken operationally.
Due to the different ways the different types of encryption operate, some are
more compute-intensive, and others are more disk- or memory-intensive. Some rely
on the proxy to do most of the work, and others push the majority of the work to the
database. As a result, stressing a single type of encryption is not sufficient to evaluate
overall system performance under a diverse request set. Queries that use encryption
types that stress the same resources may combine linearly, such that the total achievable request rate for a combination of requests is just an average of the achievable
request rates for the individual requests.
However, if requests use different resources or distribute the resource requirements to different components, it is possible for the requests to receive more
responses than the simple average would indicate. This assumes the throughput is
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bounded primarily by resources. With contention and synchronization, highly nonlinear behavior is possible. Thus, to determine the performance for a system, it is
important to test not just individual queries, but various combinations of queries.
Testing different queries and combinations of queries results in a large number of
test runs. Because the system state can become corrupted, inconsistent, or unknown
after a test run, it may be necessary to reset the system state between runs. However,
some of the homomorphic-encryption implementations use shared state information
that is generated as needed during encryption and decryption. This state information
is cached and reused for future queries. This state information is not the data itself,
but the supporting cryptographic structures that are used for computing encryptions
and decryptions. These optimizations play an important role in making homomorphic encryption feasible, but we must consider the start-up performance separately
from the steady-state performance.
In a real system, it is likely that the steady-state performance is most important.
For performance evaluation, it is easy to test start-up performance by issuing a small
number of queries. Over time, the performance will converge to a steady-state value
of latency and throughput. The challenge for testing is to determine the point at
which steady-state performance is achieved. Averaging performance across the startup and steady state provides unreliable numbers. The simple solution is to monitor
performance until performance remains steady and then record data starting after
that point in time. If the performance remains stable for a time period comparable to
the initial transient performance, it is likely that it will remain stable. Accounting for
longer-term performance issues is a separate problem. Garbage collection and other
infrequent but performance affecting events should be tested as well, but a longerterm test would be necessary.
A method to generate requests and record results is needed to run these tests. One
approach for generating requests is a simple web application that takes requests from
a browser, translates them into database queries, and returns results in Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) pages. The application approach mimics a full ERP
by translating user requests to database queries. A full ERP would have more complicated queries and sequences of queries where the relative performance is more
important due to the additional latency of queries. To test such performance, queries
can be issued repeatedly to generate higher system utilization that resembles that of
an operational ERP.
Although requests are initiated by a browser, it is possible to use a tool to generate many such requests that appear to come from multiple browsers. This approach
emulates the aggregated requests from many individual web browsers to the application. With the tool, it is possible to prepare collections of requests that test different
types of queries and cryptography. Requests are assigned different weights to form
an overall request profile, where each request is repeated at a rate proportional to its
weight.

14.3.3 evaluation Method
Performance evaluation consists of sending requests to the database through the
application, waiting for responses, and recording timing information of the requests
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and responses in order to generate latency, throughput, and other metrics. Because
many requests can be handled in parallel by the database, it is necessary to run
multiple requester threads in parallel to stress the system and determine maximum
performance. With a multi-core desktop, it is possible to achieve true parallelism up
to the number of physical cores and virtual parallelism far beyond this limit.
One challenge is that the ramp-up period for multiple users can have a significant effect on performance. If all users start at the same time, they tend to cluster
their requests together so that the system receives a group of one type of request,
then a group of another type of request, and so on. This degrades performance
by focusing the resource utilization rather than spreading it out. To address this,
ramp-up times must be chosen so that the different threads are spread across the
request sequence. Sudden spikes and drops in central processing unit (CPU) utilization, disk access, and network traffic indicated a failure to adequately space
threads. Although such thrashing of resources is a good worst-case test, it is not
likely to represent real-world behavior, where requests are made by independent
requesters.
For throughput testing, the goal is to see how many requests the system can
sustainably complete over a period of time. There are two approaches for this: adaptive and non-adaptive loads. For an adaptive load, a number of threads repeatedly
send queries. New requests are only issued after previous requests within the same
thread are completed. This keeps the number of parallel requests constant, but
the request rate varies with the server’s ability to send responses. As the number
of threads rises, the throughput initially goes up as more parallelism is achieved.
However, when the system is at maximum capacity, the extra threads queue up
and wait, and the throughput stagnates while the latency rises. By incrementally
increasing the thread count, a performance curve is generated for latency versus
throughput; the “knee” in the curve indicates where maximum sustainable capacity
is reached. Before the knee, throughput is still increasing with more users; after the
knee, latency rises rapidly with little or no corresponding increase in throughput.
With this adaptive load, the request rate is determined by the server’s response rate.
As the server completes more requests, it allows users to send more requests to the
server. This is useful for simulating a situation where a few users are making long
sequences of requests.
The non-adaptive load is comparable to a large pool of users making short
requests. In this case, the request rate is fixed without regard to the server’s ability to
complete them. The queue length in this case can grow very large, unlike the adaptive load where the number of users, and hence the maximal queue length, is fixed.
Non-adaptive loads better test system stability. The non-adaptive load will continue
to send requests even as the old ones queue up, and sometimes a large queue of
incoming requests can cause additional problems at the server. Thus, a temporary
slow-down at the server, such as garbage collection, can cascade into a complete failure as queues form and then grow. Adaptive loads would simply wait until the server
responds and hide such problems behind a lower throughput, but non-adaptive loads
will maintain request rates and make such problems apparent.
For latency testing, timing information is collected and average latency values
for each type of request are computed. It is helpful to first identify the range of
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achievable throughputs. Latency values are most meaningful when the system is
not overloaded. The latency-throughput performance curves can be useful to determine whether a latency measurement is due to real system latency or just queuing of
requests due to throughput saturation.
To minimize the warm-up time, queries using the same cryptographic methods
are grouped together, and tests are run sequentially on the warmed-up machine. This
requires that the state of the system remains clean between tests. Some tests cause
the server to fail, and this requires a clean restart and a new warm-up period before
resuming tests.
To compute an average performance for a collection of requests, the individual
queries are tested first. This shows the extreme cases where particular parts of the
system are stressed. Then, combinations of queries show which queries combine
well or poorly.

14.3.4 test results
This section presents selected results of the above evaluation approach applied to a
CryptDB-based system.
14.3.4.1 Bulk Encryption Test Results
Testing of bulk encryption was performed on different data sets to assess scalability. The database was based on the Oracle human resources database provided
with Oracle 12c. The employees table contained information about employees (one
employee per row). To test different sizes of data sets, the number of employees in
this table was varied: the smallest data set contained 10,000 employees, the next
largest contained 100,000 employees, and the largest contained 1 million employees. Additional employees were generated randomly. Employee IDs were assigned
sequentially. Salaries and other data were assigned randomly within ranges.
Managers, locations, and other data that links to other tables were assigned randomly from available options. This provides a set of databases of different sizes that
are functional and consistent.
Performance testing of bulk encryption computes the time to do the conversion
from the original files to the encrypted files. The loading itself is generally much
quicker than the encryption, so the encryption dominates the overall loading time
for the encrypted data. In our test using dual 20-core processors in a Dell Precision
desktop, the total encryption time for the database with 1 million employees was just
under one hour. We deemed this to be feasible for our intended use case, but for other
ERPs, a determination would depend on the hardware available, the data set size,
and the desired execution time of the encryption.
For scalability, the three data sets were run, and the time for each increased
roughly by a factor of 10 as the size increased. This shows that the times scale linearly with the data set size. For parallelization scalability, the tests were repeated on
a desktop with 40 cores and a laptop with 4 cores. The speeds of the processors were
comparable. The times for the laptop were roughly 10 times longer than those for the
desktop, again showing linear scalability.
The combination of these results shows that the workload scales linearly with the
size of the database, and the rate of work scales with the number of processors.
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14.3.4.2 Single Queries
For query testing, a number of queries were used. Queries Q1 through Q6 returned
large data sets, and performance depended primarily on highly variable network
speeds, so these are not included. The remaining queries returned smaller result sets,
and include the following:
Q7: search for employees with particular department name, job ID, and manager ID values.
Q8: search for employees with particular job ID and manager ID values, and
salary between two values.
Q9: search for employees with particular city, job ID, and manager ID values.
Q10: search for employees with particular job ID and department name values,
and salary between two values.
Q11: search for employees with particular department name, job ID, and manager ID values.
Q12: search for employees with particular job ID and manager ID values, and
salary between two values.
Q13: search for employees with particular first name and job ID values, and
phone number that contains a particular substring.
Q14: search for employees with particular last name and department name
values, and phone number that contains a particular substring.
Q15: return salary information plus a raise value for employees with particular
job ID and manager ID values, and salary between two values.
Q16: Insert an employee.
Q17: Update an employee.
Q18: Delete an employee.
For the queries under test, measurements of latency and throughput were made for
different adaptive user loads, and requests were generated by the test tool JMeter.
Sample results are shown in Figures 14.6 and 14.7.

FIGURE 14.6.

Latency vs. Throughput for Data Retrieval
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FIGURE 14.7. Latency vs. Throughput for Data Modification

Several key features are visible. First, as the load initially increases, the throughput increases with little effect on latency. Then, at a critical point, the latency rapidly
increases while the throughput remains nearly unchanged. This was observed to
be the saturation point, where the system resources are consumed and additional
requests simply queue up and wait longer. Performance for individual queries is
shown in Table 14.2. The throughput measurements are the values at the “knee” in
the curve, which is the maximum sustainable throughput. Based on the initial adaptive load results, non-adaptive loads were generated around the knee value to find the
highest stable request rate achievable.
14.3.4.3 Combining Two Queries
To test multiple queries, we first examined combinations of two queries. With baseline numbers for individual queries, it is possible to predict the aggregate throughput
of combinations of requests. If the throughputs of queries A and B are TA and TB,
then the resource requirements for a request of type A or B is 1/TA or 1/TB, respectively. So, n of A and m of B would require resources R = n/TA + m/TB. Thus, this

TABLE 14.2.
Individual Query Throughput
Q7
600 req/s

Q8
308

Q9
587

Q10
172

Q11
592

Q12
663

Q13

Q14

Q15

43

45

18
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TABLE 14.3.
Query Throughput (Requests per Second)
Q13

Q14

Q15

Q7

600

Q7

407

Q8

593

Q9

267

Q10

596

Q11

629

Q12

80

83

35

Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14

407
593
267
596
629
80
83

308
404
220
405
420
75
78

404
587
266
589
622
80
83

220
266
172
266
273
68
71

405
589
266
592
625
80
83

420
622
273
625
663
80
84

75
80
68
80
80
43
44

78
83
71
83
84
44
45

34
35
33
35
36
25
26

Q15

35

34

35

33

35

36

25

26

18

sequence would be repeated 1/R times per second, with total throughput of n + m
requests per iteration, which is (n + m) / R = (n + m) / (n/TA + m/TB).
We computed these expected values and compared them to the actual numbers to
determine which queries mesh well together. It is expected that actual performance
will always improve in comparison with the predicted performance, because similar
queries stress the system in the same way and different queries have the potential
to stress it in different ways, which improves internal parallelization and aggregate
performance.
The expected performance is shown in Table 14.3. The baseline numbers occur
along the diagonal. The values in the table are computed as above with n = m = 1,
indicating an equal number of each query.
The actual performance of each combination of two queries was very close to the
predicted values in most cases.
Table 14.4 lists the percent improvement in throughput of the actual above the
predicted values, which helps identify areas of significant deviation.
TABLE 14.4.
Deviation from Expected Throughput (Percent Deviation)
Q7
Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

Q11

−1%

−2%

5%

−2%

−1%

16%
5%

−2%
−2%
6%

Q12

Q13

Q14

Q15

3%

6%

5%

6%

26%
2%
4%
4%

11%
6%
3%
7%
5%

7%
5%
0%
5%
1%
2%

9%
6%
14%
6%
8%
51%
45%

Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14

−1%
−2%
5%
−2%
3%
6%
5%

−1%
16%
−2%
26%
11%
7%

5%
−2%
2%
6%
5%

6%
4%
3%
0%

4%
7%
5%

5%
1%

2%

Q15

6%

9%

6%

14%

6%

8%

51%

45%
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The largest improvements are seen when Q15 is combined with Q13 or Q14. This
indicates that Q15 has very different resource requirements than Q13 and Q14. Upon
closer examination, it was observed that Q15 created a very high computational load
on the CryptDB proxy due to the complicated encryption and decryption associated
with additions, whereas Q13 and Q14 produced a higher load on the database server
due to the invocation of a UDF to perform searches of character strings.
14.3.4.4 Combining Many Queries
In normal operations, the system will process queries of many types. To get a broad
sense of overall performance, the average latency and throughput of all requests is
measured. The results using Queries 7 through 15 are shown in Figure 14.8. The
results for encrypted operation are compared to the results for unencrypted operation.
The average latency for the encrypted system is close to double the average latency
for the unencrypted system. For short interactive queries, such an increase might not
be noticeable, but this could present a significant overhead for large data sets.
The highest achievable throughput on the encrypted system is only one quarter the
throughput achieved on the unencrypted system. This is a larger factor, which suggests it will have more impact on operations. However, throughput can be addressed
by adding additional resources, offering more flexibility between performance and
cost. For a given system, the measurements above will vary based on the mix of
query types and their relative weighting and clustering.
14.3.4.5 Initialization and Randomization
Due to the test tool (JMeter) and its ease of use with static requests, all testing was
done with the same sequence of queries that had the same values for all queries. This
raised the question of whether the query and response values were being cached in

FIGURE 14.8. Performance Summary: Queries 7–15
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the database. To test this, a variation of Q10 that used random values for the salary
range (called Q10R) was implemented.
The random values created 1 million possible queries. The test was run first
sequentially, where 300 iterations of Q10 were followed by 1,300 iterations of Q10R.
Results showed slightly higher latency for the random queries, suggesting some internal caching of results. Then, queries alternated between Q10 and Q10R for 1,600 queries. The same overall performance improvement was observed, with a quick drop
from a high latency to around 150 ms, followed by a second drop to around 50 ms.
These were observed to be synchronous for the alternating queries, showing that the
cryptographic state is the largest component of the performance improvement, and
the improvement for deterministic over random values is persistent but small.
The first 10 points represent individual values. Points between 10 and 100 represent the average of 10 trials; points at 100 and more represent the average of 100
trials. Iteration numbers represent the average of the trials (e.g., trials 201–300 are
plotted at 250.5).
As shown in Figures 14.9 and 14.10, the latency for Q10R is about 23% higher.
However, even on unencrypted data, the latency is about 9% higher for random
values. This means randomization causes only a 13% (1.23/1.09−1) penalty due
to CryptDB for random data versus deterministic data. This is not negligible, but
small enough to conclude that deterministic queries are an adequate representation
of random queries. The situation for any real-world system is likely to lie somewhere
between these values depending on the type of application and the degree of user
influence on the values in the database queries from the application.

FIGURE 14.9. Initial Latencies: Sequential
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FIGURE 14.10.
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Initial Latencies: Interleaved

14.4 HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION CONCLUSIONS
With the increasing concern over privacy of data and the concurrent increase in public cloud computing, homomorphic encryption is a potentially useful tool for building a solution that protects data while leveraging the power of the cloud model. FHE
provides the ability to protect data in both the application and its database. However,
it is prohibitively slow. SWHE and PHE offer more hope for practical solutions to
more limited applications.
The CryptDB system was examined and ported to Oracle DB to test PHE as part
of an overall method to protect database contents. Additional features and functions
were added to support an ERP system, and these additional features were shown to
function properly, thus showing the feasibility of hosting an encrypted database in
the cloud using PHE.
An accurate assessment of performance is an important step in implementing
such a solution. The final section of this chapter examines potential challenges when
evaluating performance of a homomorphically encrypted database as part of an ERP.
It describes evaluation approaches for providing accurate and reliable results, applies
these approaches to an implementation of CryptDB, and presents the performance
results. Although encryption results in degradation of latency and throughput, the
factors are small integers that would be acceptable for many applications.

ELS Extensions – Data
Aggregation

15

Access and Privilege
in Big Data Analysis

This chapter describes techniques to provide data mining services to individual entities based on the level of access they have to the data. This allows a wider use of data
mining services across the enterprise by allowing more open access to the data mining tools while providing automated access controls at the data sources themselves.
This also allows data mining of highly sensitive data sets where no one entity is
allowed full access or where data mining across the full data set is prohibited.

15.1

BIG DATA ACCESS

Web services and content access tagging are the
primary methods of using ELS to provide access BIG DATA
to data. The ultimate goal is to provide stan- A field that details methods
dardized interfaces to the data itself, but current for computationally analyzdatabase systems are not yet prepared to provide ing data sets that are too large
this level of access. The problem of standard- for traditional data-processing
ized schemas and taxonomies for big data was application software to reveal
recently addressed [200], but it only addressed patterns, associations, and
privacy concerns while not addressing security trends.
and access restrictions. With ELS, the database
interfaces are locked down to a single, highly
restricted interface for a single web service. All access is provided through this web
service. The ELS model is used at the web service to provide end-to-end authentication and claims-based authorization through a standard set of enterprise-approved
protocols and enterprise-provided claims validation and verification code.
Data mining services are provided with a web application front end that provides
the same controls on access to all enterprise users. The data mining services rely
on the requesters to gain access to data. The data mining application does not itself
have access to any data sources. This is in contrast to many systems for which the
intermediary has full access and limits access to data based on user accounts, roles,
or other internal controls. The web service fronting the database requires authentication and claims from the data mining service, as well as verifiable claims proving
that the requester is requesting access to the data. This is done through a combination of authorization credentials by an STS with trust relationships in the enterprise.
Federation allows data to be shared across enterprises. This presents special challenges for data mining, as enterprise trust agreements must be extended in limited
ways to federation partners. This chapter discusses some of these challenges and
outlines potential solutions that maintain the ELS model.
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BIG DATA RELATED WORK

Big data work has exploded, partly due to an increase in the amount of data available
for analysis, and partly due to its own popularity. Big data is a broad term for data
sets so large or complex that traditional data-processing applications are inadequate
[201]. Challenges include analysis, capture, data curation, search, sharing, storage,
transfer, visualization, and information privacy [202]. Big data is a moving target
based on available technology. We must develop new analyses that assume an abundance of data rather than rely on old methods that attempt to be precise or make use
of all of the data but involve extensive time and resources to do such detailed work.
Instead of replacing the old methods, big data methods are often a feeder or supplement to them.
Big data analysis can focus on a big picture view of the data to inform further,
deeper analysis. Big data analysis can be used to determine what data is available
so as to choose the best method for further analysis. It can provide a roadmap
of the data, which allows drilling down to key subsets. It can provide a rough
estimate of a global parameter that can be adjusted locally. Or, it can be used
just to show what is in the data, such as a literary analysis of a large collection
of unknown texts.
A lot of the work in data mining focuses on how to use big data sets to do new
things. Much of the work uses data that is either publicly available or generated in
house. In either case, ACRs are uniform across the data. Public data is available to
anyone. In-house data is available to those owning the data. As a result, the problems
focus on data quality, data heterogeneity, new applications for the data, combining
different data sets, or other issues with the complete data sets.
If data is not available publicly or in-house data is supplemented with restricted
data from other sources, access and use rules come into play. For example, advances
in personalized medicine may be possible through the use of extensive medical
records and genome sequencing. However, medical records and genome sequences
may each have their own separate access rules that prevent a general-purpose big
data analysis across a population. Some solutions involve creation of “cleansed” data
sets for use in analysis, which preserve the basic properties of interest in the data
while removing identifying attributes. Others involve an all-powerful entity that is
given blanket access to all records with strict controls on what this entity can release,
such that end-to-end access rules are preserved while allowing aggregation at the
powerful intermediary.
Using cleansed data requires the initial effort to create the cleansed data set, as
well as ongoing effort to maintain this data set. This can be a significant effort, and
even cleansed data can inadvertently leak sensitive information. Releasing data to a
powerful intermediary may not be desirable for sensitive information, as it provides
a central point of attack.
This chapter proposes the ELS architecture as a way to manage access for big
data analysis across an enterprise. This does not solve the problem of inaccessible
data, but does make it easy to set enterprise rules for access so that all data that
should be accessible for analysis purposes is accessible.
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BIG DATA WITH ELS

This section describes how to merge big data analysis and ELS. This includes some
changes to the way big data analysis is performed to accommodate strict ELS security controls. It also describes how to shape an ELS instantiation to better prepare it
for big data analysis.

15.3.1 basiC els PreParations
The first step in a secure environment is to issue strong identity credentials. Without
these, nothing else works, as verification of identity is at the heart of all ELS security. The recommended approach is PKI using X.509 certificates, but any sufficiently
strong authentication for the purposes of the enterprise will suffice.
Next, an attribute store must be established. It must either import or natively manage entity attributes, where entities include users, machines, services, and applications. A central access control registry describes the available enterprise services
and their ACRs, as specified by the data owners associated with each service. A
claims engine applies entity attributes to the ACRs to generate claims, which are
tokens proving an entity is allowed to access a service or application. The claims
engine places generated claims into a Claims Repository, which has an associated
“Provide Claims” service.
An STS, or collection of STSs, is used by requestors to generate authorization
credentials. The requester authenticates to the STS and the STS passes this identity
to the “Provide Claims” service to retrieve associated access claims. These are packaged into a SAML token and provided back to the requester, which is signed by the
STS for integrity. The requester forwards this to the desired service or application
endpoint, which performs security checks on the SAML and authenticated requester
identity.
The key to providing analysis services across the secure enterprise is consistency
across the enterprise. All data providers must provide a web service interface for
their data and possibly a web application if direct user interactions are desired. The
web service/application interface, combined with universal strong authentication and
SAML-based authorization from trusted STSs, provides the basis to control access
to all data across the enterprise.

15.3.2 big data analysis with els
After the basic components are in place, big data relies on providing appropriate controls at the data repositories. Data owners can set their own policies depending on the
type of data they own, its sensitivity, and any organizational or legal restrictions in
place. The EAS can be configured to contain attributes relevant to big data analysis,
as these are applicable across an enterprise and apply to many data sets.
The actual big data analysis can be conducted in different ways:
• Local analysis,
• Enterprise level services for data analysis,
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• Data-owner-provided tailored analysis services,
• Federated services for multiple data sources.
For local analysis, the individual simply downloads all applicable data to a local
system and then performs the analysis. This may stress networks and local computational resources if the data sets are especially large, but it provides a straightforward
way to do the analysis using the ELS infrastructure for access controls.
For enterprise level data analysis, tools are made available as enterprise services.
In this case, access to these services is open to all, but the access to data is based on
the requester of the service. Different entities with different levels of access receive
different results from the same query, as they have access to different underlying
data. This provides a more scalable solution, as anyone can perform analyses without requiring a dedicated infrastructure. However, personal data sets (i.e., data that
is attached to an individual and can only be accessed by that person) would be difficult to perform analysis on, and these are often interesting data sources for broad
analyses.
For data-owner-provided services, the data owners provide tailored big data services that involve elevated privileges for certain functions, such as averages, totals,
or regional statistics. In this case, the data owner can provide internal mechanisms
for broad analysis of data sets while preventing sensitive data from leaking. As the
data owner can manage access to the data, the data owner’s services can be provided
specific privileges that are denied to any other entities. This allows escalation without risking an outside entity’s abusing this escalation, as the data owner maintains
control of the external access endpoints.
For federated services, groups of data owners create analysis services that have
full access to all data sets. The services only provide aggregated statistics from these
data sets. This is similar to a single data owner providing such services, except this
can scale to the full enterprise and allow analyses across larger data sets.
Local analysis requires the fewest changes to existing data stores, but offers the
least scalability and functionality. Use of enterprise services provides more scalability by sharing computation resources and algorithms but lacks aggregation services
over full data sets. Data owner services provide greater aggregation across a single
data set and, with proper enterprise planning, may offer enterprise-wide scalability.
Only federated service models provide full scalability and full aggregation capabilities, but these can introduce security vulnerabilities as a single all-powerful entity
that can access many data sources. The best solution for an enterprise depends on the
goals, resources, and data protection requirements of the enterprise.

15.3.3 data-driven aCCess Controls
Today, databases have access controls based on user accounts [203, 204]. These limit
access to particular rows, columns, views, and actions. However, in an enterprise
in which data is shared by many different owners, coordinating the database schemas, accounts, views, and other information is prohibitively costly. In ELS enterprises, the approach is to create views dynamically based on claims. Instead of user
accounts or roles, which are managed by the database management system, the data
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owner maps claims into dynamic views of the data. Each view contains the data that
the individual with the associated claim is allowed to access.
The main challenge associated with this approach is coordination of claims and
views. A static set of views with associated claims may be sufficient for a static
set of access privileges. However, in many cases, the content is generated dynamically. In this case, claims must describe the set of data a requester is allowed to
access and may refer to internal schemas to allow proper creation of dynamic views.
Coordination of enterprise-wide claims with local database schemas requires careful
attention to maintain proper mappings.
As an example of this approach, we consider an enterprise financial database.
This database has many predefined roles. These are determined by the data owner
and placed in the format of an ACR for storage in the enterprise service registry. The
roles may be arbitrarily complex, as the claims engine will compute whether or not
they are satisfied and provide any variables or restrictions requested. The result is
shown in Figure 15.1.
One issue with this approach is that the claims, which are generally assigned and
managed by the data owners within the enterprise, must be used within the database
for access controls associated with views [205, 206]. Changes in the EAS may affect
low-level access policies of many databases within the enterprise. Database schemas
and data elements must be provided with standard definitions to facilitate the analyses, but even under those circumstances, the data may not be equivalent, making
joins and other queries that coordinate across databases difficult.

FIGURE 15.1. Access Tailored Data View
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15.3.4

esCalation of Privilege

For a complete analysis, the requester may have to use some form of escalation of
privilege. Such escalation can be for aggregation or exposure.
Aggregated data is often made available to requesters even though the underlying
raw data is not. This occurs when access to aggregated data does not violate the least
privilege concept. Examples include statistical values such as the mean, median, and
sum; summary geographic distribution data such as value ranges and geographic
coincidence; and type sequence summaries for included data. One way data owners could provide this access is by allowing privilege to aggregated data through
their access and privilege requirement documentation in the EAE registry. Specific
rules determine which aggregations are permitted and who can receive them. In this
case, the data owner provides and enforces the access rules. Another option is to
escalate privilege in the analysis software in order to view and aggregate the data for
restricted users. In this case, the aggregation service has access control responsibilities. The first method is preferable because it gives the data owner control over the
data that requesters receive, but the second can be layered on existing data stores.
Escalation for exposure of data provides special access privileges to an individual
to perform a specific analysis task. This is a sensitive process, as any mechanism
that creates such an escalation may be misused by nefarious entities. Escalation of
privilege is a prominent part of many attack vectors. For ELS systems, it is recommended that individuals assigned to the analysis tasks be pre-screened for least
restriction. However, the most talented individual or most available individuals may
not meet these requirements. In these cases, analysts should be provided delegated
claims. In the delegation process, temporary claims are created for individuals by
those who have the claims and are willing to be accountable for that delegation. A
multi-party delegation by all data owners could allow a trusted entity to perform an
analysis across all data sets with restrictions and access expirations that are agreeable to all data owners. In contrast to aggregation escalation, which is often permanent and based on attributes, exposure escalation is temporary and based on exactly
the claims required for the task. This limits direct access to the data. Also, unlike
aggregation escalation, in which the aggregator is called by many other entities, the
exposure escalation is limited to a single entity, reducing the attack surface.

15.3.5

big data analysis using federation data

Big data analysis can be challenging when sharing information across enterprise
boundaries. Within an enterprise, organizational boundaries can be addressed using
the single common EAS. Such mechanisms do not exist across enterprises. Solutions
involving ELS include the following:
•
•
•
•

Incorporate outside entities into the EAS,
Provide separate credentials to vetted outsiders,
Delegate claims to credentialed outsiders,
Require a basic ELS setup within the partner organization.
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When incorporating foreign entities into the EAS, their existing authentication credentials are trusted. This essentially brings the outsiders into the enterprise. This
creates the obvious problem that these entities are not part of the enterprise but are
treated as if they were. In some cases, this might be an acceptable solution; in general, it is not.
Vetted outsiders with enterprise-provided credentials are more like enterprise
members, as they have received similar vetting. Credentials can reflect that they are
not full members if this distinction is important. However, this can be costly and difficult to implement, and it again brings outsiders inside the system.
Delegation allows outsiders to have existing authentication credentials. Claims
are delegated directly based on these credentials instead of assigning native attributes from which these claims are computed. In this case, all access and privilege
is granted explicitly through a delegation assignment by an authorized individual
within the organization. Delegation rules can limit who is allowed, and under what
circumstances they are allowed, to delegate.
With a partner ELS setup, identity can be established through PKI or a similar
method, and claims can be shared through SAMLs issued internally and validated in
the partner organization using federation agreements. These federation agreements
translate partner identities, claims, and attributes to local identities, claims, and attributes, such that the two partners need not change their internal security infrastructure. They need only establish a new federation agreement.
Federated ELS provides the cleanest and most secure access, but it requires the most
work to set up. Other solutions offer trade-offs between security and ease of setup.

15.3.6 data leaKage
Data leakage may occur in an ELS environment based on differing access levels. For
example, if a certain data element is sensitive, averages would be provided only for
a sample size of at least N values in order to help mask the individual data values. If
two active entities have access to nearly identical data, there could be information
leaks. If both entities compute and compare averages, they can compute the average
of the difference, which is a small sample size with less than N items.
For ELS, the same person can often have different roles that allow different levels
of access. A single person logging in with different roles can perform analyses and
compute statistics that may reveal sensitive information. This is a potential security
vulnerability associated with providing very broad access to data analysis. The finer
the access controls are, the more potential for data leakage. The enterprise must
decide where the proper balance is between accessibility and confidentiality and
determine access controls and data analysis functions accordingly.
This is an interesting challenge, because fine-grained access controls generally
provide higher security, but in this case, they can hurt it. Fine-grained access controls make the most data available to all entities that are allowed to access it, which
is generally an improvement in the trade-off between availability and confidentiality.
However, if these controls are fine enough, individual data elements can be extracted
through comparison of aggregated results. One solution is to reduce the fidelity of
results so that exact values are harder to compute accurately. Another is to restrict the
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analyses that can be performed. These solutions can address the security problem,
but they reduce functionality.
In some cases, the access problems may be more fundamental, involving an inherent conflict between making some data available while hiding other data across a
large population with different access rights. In this case, the ELS and big data analysis combination can serve to bring these inconsistencies to the surface so they can be
addressed directly. Addressing these issues moves enterprise security from unknown
and ad hoc access rules to calculated and conscious choices about data access.

15.4 BIG DATA SUMMARY
ELS enables big data analyses across different data sets with different security
restrictions. Non-ELS systems require choosing between security and functionality. Data sets must be public or made available through special agreements despite
rules governing use. The restrictions on public data or special agreements are too
restrictive for a general purpose method of analysis. With ELS, data owners maintain control over their assets by using enterprise services to determine access based
on data-owner-defined rules and trusted Enterprise Attribute Stores. This can be the
difference between running a big data analysis of sensitive data and not running it.
The flexibility of ELS allows trade-offs to match the security requirements of the
data owners and the enterprise.
Federated sharing poses additional challenges as there may be no common language for access rules, no common trusted identity issuer, and no common trusted
attribute stores. Without these bases for common security policies, agreements must
be put in place to either trust other partners’ security infrastructure or integrate their
users into an existing ELS infrastructure. Different options exist according to the
partner’s existing infrastructure and willingness to share and trust security information and functions.
Analysis by different users can result in different results as the data-driven model
of ELS provides access based on the requester’s credentials. There may be no complete picture of the data if access policies prevent full data access by any individual.
However, the whole picture is not achievable in these cases without special security
considerations, so ELS provides what is available to each user, which improves availability while maintaining confidentiality. One area of concern specific to ELS and
big data analysis is the idea that some data may be leaked by different users using
comparative analysis. Although the data sets analyzed may all be big enough to hide
individual data values, differences may be small enough to extract details about
parts of the overall data sets. Care must be used in coordinating ELS access policies
and big data analysis parameters.
For ELS to work, some low-level details must be configured properly. Distributed
databases must use standard schemas, standard views, and standard approaches to
escalation of privilege where appropriate. This may require internal changes to existing data stores. Within the ELS architecture, other options, such as aggregation services, can provide a quick fix with minimal changes to existing systems.
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Data Mediation

MAINTAINING SECURITY WITH DATA MEDIATION

One challenge in sharing information is that the source and recipient of the information
may use different units, protocols, data formats, or tools to process information. As a
result, a transformation of the data is needed before the recipient can use the information. These conversions introduce potential security weaknesses into an ELS system, so
an approach for enterprise-wide mediation is required. Methods commonly used today,
such as a MITM translation and an online
mediation service, do not preserve the
DATA MEDIATION
basic ELS tenets and concepts. This chapter examines these existing approaches Transformation of data structure, proand compares them with two approaches tocols, security features, integrity, and
designed to preserve ELS security. It looks data content to establish an equivaat the complete picture of security, per- lent representation for use in applicaformance, and ease of implementation, tions, services, and security while
offering a framework for choosing the best maintaining the meaning, integrity,
mediation approach based on the data- and context of the content.
sharing context.

16.2 THE MEDIATION ISSUE
This chapter describes a way to provide mediation services within an ELS framework. Mediation services present a unique challenge and a tempting target for
embedded malicious entities because mediation takes place where data is changed
and the normal end-to-end integrity verification methods are not feasible. A malicious entity that compromises a mediation service could selectively feed malicious
content to an unsuspecting entity. Detection would be difficult because most entities only understand either the input format or the output format of data and cannot
validate the translation. There is no perfect mediation approach, and this chapter
discusses various approaches and their trade-offs.
Data mediation is the process of transforming data from one format to another
while preserving the original meaning. This is a common problem in large enterprises in which different groups use different methods to represent data. When the
data is shared between groups, it is not useful in its native form and must be converted to a new format. Examples include the following conversions:
•
•
•
•

Miles to kilometers,
Address to latitude and longitude,
Word processing document to Portable Document Format (PDF) file,
SQL database to XML database.
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In general, these conversions may be arbitrarily complex or domain-specific. This
chapter addresses the enterprise-wide challenge of doing these conversions in a way
that is consistent with ELS. It does not address the development or implementation
of the conversion algorithms. It assumes a conversion method exists and addresses
the challenge of distributing its use securely across the enterprise.
As part of ELS, certain important properties must be preserved. ELS does not
allow any intermediaries to intercept or modify communication between two communicating entities. In the case of mediation, this means that mediation computation
is not allowed to take place between the sender and receiver on unencrypted data.
For example, using an online translation site to browse foreign language websites
does not fit the ELS model, as the translation site is acting as a MITM between the
sender and receiver.
ELS requires end-to-end integrity of data. The receiver must know that the
received data is what the sender actually sent. Again, the MITM translation does not
work because the connection is only with the MITM, who can attest to the integrity
of the MITM-to-receiver connection but not the sender-to-receiver connection. ELS
requires end-to-end integrity, not piecemeal integrity.
ELS attempts to minimize the number of external entities that must be
trusted. The more trust that is required for a solution to work, the fewer options
for deployment there are, and those options have more built-in vulnerabilities,
as each required trust relationship is a potential point of failure. In any communication, there must be trust between sender and receiver. ELS provides
an end-to-end bilateral authenticated TLS connection from trusted sender
to trusted receiver, which includes confidentiality and integrity through its
encryption and MAC.
Mediation requires a third entity in addition to the two communicating entities.
This mediation entity is trusted to accurately transform the sender’s information
to the receiver’s information. It may be a local tool used by the sender or receiver,
or it may be a third party that performs the mediation. A sender or receiver can
do the mediation but the other entity must trust that the mediation will be performed accurately. When third-party software is used for mediation at an endpoint,
the third-party software, and hence the third party providing the software, must
be trusted because the endpoint simply executes this code without understanding
what it does. In each case, there is a change in the data, and the entity determining this change must be trusted to do it correctly, because neither endpoint can
independently verify that the input and output of the conversion correspond to
each other.
In some cases, it may be possible to partially verify a conversion, such as converting a Portable Network Graphics (PNG) image to a Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPG) image, because it is possible to look at the result and compare it to the
original. But this is only a superficial check. A receiver still needs to trust that the
conversion process has not inserted additional information or malicious code. Most
endpoints that require mediation services do not have an intimate knowledge of the
formats or their potential exploits and vulnerabilities. They simply want to process
data in a particular format.
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APPROACHES

Different approaches to mediation are presented below and compared against the
requirements for ELS.

16.3.1

MitM Mediation

The first potential solution is a MITM mediation service, shown in Figure 16.1. The
requester connects to the mediation service and requests data from a provider.
The mediation service then retrieves the desired data, transforms it as necessary
for the requester, and provides it to the requester.
This mediation approach does not provide a connection between requester
and provider with confidentiality because the mediation service can view all traffic between the requester and provider. It also does not provide a connection with
integrity. Although each of the connections with the mediation service has integrity,
this is not the same as integrity from requester to provider, because changes to the
request and response by the mediation service cannot be identified by the requester
or provider. Because the connections lack confidentiality and integrity, the data the
requester receives lacks confidentiality and integrity guarantees. Both the requester
and provider must trust the mediation service for this solution to work.
The data that must be transmitted in this solution is the data between source and
mediation service in its original format and the data between mediation service and
requester in its new format, so this method requires two data transmissions. The
mediation computation is performed at the mediation service.

16.3.2

Mediation serviCe

The second potential solution, shown in Figure 16.2, is a mediation service that the
requester calls to do mediation. The components of this solution are similar
to the MITM solution, but instead of acting as a MITM for the connection between the
requester and provider, the mediation service is explicitly called by the requester to
mediate the received data.
In this case, there are two connections, both of which meet ELS confidentiality and integrity requirements. However, the mediation service still must be trusted
to handle the data, so the confidentiality and integrity of the received data cannot
be guaranteed. This solution is slightly better than the MITM solution because the
requester does receive the original data with integrity from the provider. Although

FIGURE 16.1.

Man-in-the-Middle Mediation
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FIGURE 16.2. The Mediation Service

mediation is required before using this data, in many cases, a sanity check can be
performed on this data or on a small sample of this data prior to mediation. If independent mediation services are available, it may be possible to provide stronger guarantees on integrity by comparing the output of all such mediation services. However,
this is available only at the cost of further reduced confidentiality. Only the requester
needs to trust the mediation service for this model to work. The provider implicitly
must trust the mediation service because it is possible that any requester will call the
mediation service. However, this is rolled into the existing trust of the data requester
to properly handle data.
The data to be transmitted in this solution is the data from provider to requester
in its original form, this same data from requester to mediation service, and the
data from mediation service to requester in the desired form. This approach requires
three data transmissions, an increase of one data transmission over the MITM model.
Computation is again performed entirely at the mediation service.

16.3.3

Mediation tool serviCe

A third potential solution is a mediation service, shown in Figure 16.3, that does not
convert data but instead provides a conversion tool in the form of code that runs on

FIGURE 16.3.

Mediation Tool Service
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the requester’s machine. The requester requests and receives the original data from
the provider. It then requests a mediation tool from the mediation tool server and
performs the conversion using the tool.
Again, there are two connections, both of which meet ELS confidentiality and
integrity requirements. In addition, because no data is transmitted to the mediation
service, the confidentiality of the data is preserved. The integrity still suffers from
the problem of traceability through the conversion process. However, because the
algorithm is run locally, this provides higher assurance than relying on the mediation service to both provide and run the conversion. Now the requester must only
trust that the conversion tool is correct. Again, comparison of results with other
tools can provide some assurance that the data is converted properly. Also, comparison of a hash of the tool can provide assurance that the tool received matches
with a known good tool as certified by the enterprise. These still do not provide full
data integrity, but this is marginally better than what is possible with the mediation
service approach. The solution requires the requester’s trust of the mediation tool
service.
The data transmissions required involve only the single transmission of the original data from provider to requester. However, a new transmission is now required of
the mediation tool from the mediation tool service to the requester. Depending on the
size of the tool and the data set, this may require more or fewer transmissions than
the MITM solution (two) or the mediation service solution (three). Computation has
now shifted from the mediation service to the requester.
A possible performance optimization for computation, especially for mobile or
other computationally limited devices, would be to use third-party resources, such as
cloud servers, for the computation. However, this introduces an additional trust relationship and additional data transmissions. To preserve security and minimize trust
relationships, it is best to keep the computation on the requester’s device, despite
possible performance issues.

16.3.4

hoMoMorPhiC-enCryPtion MitM

A fourth solution uses homomorphic encryption, in which data is encrypted in such
a way that it can be manipulated so as to perform meaningful computations on the
data. In this approach, the sender uses homomorphic encryption on the transmitted
data, and the mediation service mediates the encrypted data. The mediation service
can either be a MITM or called directly by the receiver. In either case, it does not
know the original decrypted data – it just needs to perform the homomorphically
translated mediation function on the homomorphically encrypted data. This allows
more flexibility in how the mediation service is implemented and preserves ELS
properties.
For homomorphic encryption, we examine both the MITM and mediation service
architectures. The MITM version is shown in Figure 16.4.
With a MITM mediation service, there are two connections. These have the same
properties at the connection level as the standard MITM mediation setup. However,
the mediation service can no longer view unencrypted content because it operates
only on encrypted data. For this reason, confidentiality of the data is preserved
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FIGURE 16.4. Homomorphic Encryption

between requester and provider. Integrity, however, is not preserved because the
mediation service modifies the content. This invalidates integrity protection on the
original data, and any new integrity measures are only from the MITM, not the original source of the data. Like the normal MITM mediation approach, both requester
and provider still must trust the mediation service to properly transform the data.
With a separate mediation service using homomorphic encryption, confidentiality
is preserved and integrity is similar to that of the normal mediation service approach.
One new security issue with homomorphic encryption is that some data may leak
through the homomorphic-encryption schemes, as they must preserve certain properties like sums, products, or ordering of values. An evaluation must be done to
determine whether the security properties of the homomorphic encryption are sufficient for protecting the data to be encrypted.
The data transmissions involved are the same as those for normal MITM mediation and mediation service approaches. For the MITM, the data must be transmitted
from provider to mediation service and from mediation service to requester. For the
mediation service, the data must be transmitted from provider to requester and from
requester to mediation service, and then the mediated data must be sent back from
the mediation service to the requester.
The computation requirements get more complicated. The mediation computations are done at the mediation service. However, these are now homomorphicencrypted computations, which are more expensive than normal computation. This
imposes an additional burden on the mediation service to perform the mediation
computation. The encryption of requests and decryption of received results also
impose a potentially large burden on the requester. A possible alternative is the
use of PHE, which allows limited operations to be performed on data but is potentially much faster. This is a potential solution to the performance problems of FHE.
However, although PHE holds promise for many standard database operations, it is
not possible on more complicated transformations like arbitrary mathematical or
logical expressions [104].

16.3.5

CoMParison of solutions

Table 16.1 shows a comparison of the different approaches. Confidentiality and
integrity generally increase going down the list of methods. In particular, the last
three options provide end-to-end data confidentiality, whereas the first two options
do not. No solution provides end-to-end data integrity, mainly because the conversion algorithm is treated as a black box, which does not allow traceability of integrity
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through the conversion process. The mediation tool service allows the possibility of
limited integrity checks by examining the actual mediation tool code, but in general,
it is difficult to analyze code in this way.
The two MITM-based solutions require both requester and provider to explicitly
trust the mediation service, whereas the mediation service and mediation tool service approaches require only the requester to trust the mediation service. This makes
the non-MITM solutions easier to adopt, as only the entity requesting the data must
trust the mediation service.
For performance, the different approaches use from one to three data transmissions. The mediation tool service approach has the distinction of requiring the
least data transmissions, an additional algorithm transfer, and computation on the
requester endpoint instead of the mediation service.

16.4

CHOOSING A SOLUTION

Based on the analysis above, the mediation tool service and homomorphic-encryption approaches are superior for security because they preserve end-to-end data confidentiality, whereas the MITM and mediation service approaches do not. These
approaches may require additional compute or network resources, but the exact
resource implications depend on the data and transformation to be performed.
For large data sets with simple transformation algorithms, the mediation tool
service approach is well suited because the algorithm transfer will be fast and the
number of data transfers is minimized. The relatively simple transforms can also
be easily handled by the endpoint itself. For smaller data sets or more complicated
transformations, the first two approaches offer potentially improved performance
because the mediation service can perform the computationally intense transformations, and the extra data transfers incur only a small increase in network utilization
due to the small data set size. However, this must be balanced with the security risks
of lost confidentiality and lost integrity.
For ELS systems, only the mediation tool service and homomorphic-encryption
approaches are viable for the general end-to-end mediation problem. However, under
certain circumstances, the data may be sufficiently generic that its release is not
a problem, or the mediation service may be a trusted party in the transaction. In
these cases, the MITM mediation and mediation service approaches conform to ELS
because the mediation service is part of the transaction and not just an external party
in a two-entity communication.
Ease of implementation of these approaches is an important consideration when
building a system. The MITM and mediation service approaches are simple to set
up and use. The MITM simply acts as a source for data sets, where the requester
indicates the data and format desired. This is the online translation approach. The
requester indicates the data to be translated and the source and destination languages, and the translate tool retrieves the data and presents the translation to the
requester. The mediation service is similar – the user uploads the data and requests a
transformation. Many online base 64 converters use this approach, as do many other
file format conversion sites. The requester uploads the data to the site and receives
the transformation as a response.
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In the MITM approach, the sites often contain public data because the MITM
must be able to access it for the transformation, so there is no security concern. For
the mediation service, the data sent to the service may be sensitive, so caution is
needed in using such sites. In an enterprise, policy may enable a mediation service to
access all data in the enterprise, which would expand the scope of a MITM approach
but also require access management at the MITM mediation service, which could be
used as a back door to access restricted data if not properly secured.
For the mediation tool service approach, the mediation service must choose a representation of the algorithm in code. A simple JavaScript implementation might be
appropriate for simpler transformations, whereas an executable might be better for
more complicated file conversions. For security, the mediation tool service should
sign all executables so that their integrity and source can be verified. These trusted
executables can then be installed and used in the future. Changes and updates can be
indicated by a changed hash as provided by the mediation tool service. It is important
to choose a tool that is compatible with different types of requesters. For example, an
executable that runs on a desktop may not work on a mobile device. However, compatibility may require the use of inefficient languages like JavaScript in a browser, so
a tradeoff between performance and portability is an important consideration, and
multiple tools could be offered to address different requesters’ needs.
Homomorphic-encryption implementation is currently very slow, so this is not
a viable implementation option for most transformations. However, PHE might be
viable for simpler transformations, and as technology develops in both homomorphic
encryption and PHE, they may become more mainstream and optimized for performance. The homomorphic-encryption option also requires distributing encryption
and decryption keys and metadata to requesters and the mediation service to perform
operations and recover the encrypted data. This is an additional security function
that the implementation must address.

16.5

MEDIATION SUMMARY

Sharing data among different entities in an enterprise often requires mediation.
However, these translations are not always available to those who need them, so this
raises the issue of how to implement mediation for the enterprise in a secure way.
Simple implementation approaches in common use today do not preserve security
properties of the ELS architecture such as end-to-end confidentiality. Approaches
that preserve ELS properties offer improved security, but they have different implications for performance and ease of implementation.

ELS Extensions – Mobile Devices
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17.1

Mobile Ad Hoc

MOBILE AD HOC IMPLEMENTATIONS

Mobile ad hoc networking allows entities to dynamically connect and reconfigure
connections to make use of available networking resources in a changing environment. These networks range from tiny sensors setting up communications based
on a random or unknown configuration to aircraft communicating with each other,
the ground, and satellites. Scenarios have differing requirements in terms of setup,
reconfiguration, power, speed, and range. Mobile ad hoc implementations are a
derivative of normal network approaches. Additionally, they are required to meet the
basic security architecture. Each of these will be reviewed before discussing mobile
ad hoc services.

17.1.1

networK overview

This chapter presents an adaptation of the ELS principles to the mobile ad hoc scenario. The network consists of many different technologies that are split into different
layers. One conceptual model for this layering is the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) [207], a seven-layer model shown in Figure 17.1.
The network layer must be considered to allow upper level layers (including transport, session, and application layers) to conform to the ELS model. This layer provides addresses that are unique within a network, allowing communication through
Internet protocol (IP) routers to any other node that is connected to the same network. The use of bridges and network address translation (NAT) allows different
networks with overlapping IP addresses to communicate with each other. However,
this often relies on the use of TCP port numbers to distinguish endpoints when traversing network boundaries. The IP layer can use IPv4 or IPv6. Each includes a version of IP security (IPSec) that allows authenticated and encrypted communication
between devices.
Below the network layer is the data link layer, which connects one device to
another. This layer has two sub-layers: the logical link control (LLC) and media
access control (MAC). The LLC is the higher sub-layer, focusing on multiplexing,
whereas the MAC layer handles addressing and channel access control.
The MAC address is unique to different hardware instances on a subnetwork,
allowing unambiguous point-to-point local communication. This can be wired
(Ethernet) or wireless (Wi-Fi). It can be point-to-point using a wire from one machine
to another, or it can be broadcast using Ethernet or Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi provides security through various protocols, such as Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) or Wi-Fi
Protected Access (WPA) [208].
Ethernet and Wi-Fi include not just data link layer protocols, but also specifications for the underlying physical properties of the waveforms and the structure
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FIGURE 17.1. Most Commonly Used OSI Layer Model

of signals. These can provide some security through frequency-hopping patterns,
beamforming, or other physical layer techniques.
In some cases, such as Link 16 [209], multiple layers are integrated into a single
protocol. This facilitates communication between layers. It reduces modularity and
portability, but it can allow functions like basing higher-layer coding rates and transmission windows on physical layer signal-to-noise ratios. This could distinguish network congestion from jamming and initiate appropriate responses.

17.1.2

Mobile ad hoC networKing

Mobile ad hoc networking includes a broad range of possible implementations.
These implementations range from unstructured networks like specific mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs) [210], where there is no existing infrastructure and nodes
must dynamically configure themselves into a functioning network, to situations in
which a mobile node connects to existing infrastructure. This chapter focuses on
situations in which nodes come in and out of communication range of fixed infrastructure and situations in which nodes dynamically connect and disconnect to each
other and different networks.
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FIGURE 17.2. Ad Hoc Networking Model

These situations allow many of the higher-layer functional and security protocols
to function properly. The following sections describe different aspects of the networking infrastructure that together support the concept of ad hoc connections and
mobility. Figure 17.2 illustrates those network types.

17.1.3

Mobile ad hoC networK serviCes

The services described in this section are shown in Figure 17.3. These services are
automated and seek only operator confirmations when and if required. They reside
on each element participating in the networks. Each element in Figure 17.3 must participate in a handshake with the nexus (see Section 17.1.4) that identifies compatible
protocols, waveforms, and drivers to establish a connection. These services act as the
initial endpoints for connection management. The connection is followed by a bilateral authentication and secure channel to the endpoint device manager service [63].
The endpoint device manager service is the entry point for the requester to access
domain services. This must be followed by bilateral authentication at the device
level. Basic services are shown on the left (Figure 17.3), building from basic hardware capabilities to supported protocols. Mobile ad hoc network services are on the
right, building from hardware and software management to the “Send Data” service
that takes data and a destination as an input and sets up appropriate connections and
initiates the communication using the supplied data. Arrows indicate dependencies,
where arrows point from the service that is used to the service that uses it.

17.1.4

nexus eleMents in the ad hoC networK

Certain members of the networks are designated as a nexus. Nexus points may be
located throughout the operational area. To qualify as a nexus, the member must
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FIGURE 17.3. Mobile Ad Hoc Services and Dependencies

either have reachback to the enterprise, or in the case of DIL, the nexus must be
provisioned with all of the elements required to do enterprise business, including but
not limited to:
•
•
•
•

a fully functional STS,
a proper subset of the EAS,
a Claims Repository that matches the elements of the EAS subset,
a device management service capability.

Nexus elements seek out and provide a handshake to any other nexus points
within range. The chaining of nexus points allows reachback from the local network to the enterprise when one or more of the nexus in the chain can reach a
network node.
The member must have full system capability and be the manager of ad hoc sub
networks. An endpoint device manager service [63] must reside on a nexus, and a
nexus must be part of each network and be the entry point for the requester to access
domain capabilities. Designated nexus points are shown in Figure 17.4.
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FIGURE 17.4. Designated Nexus Elements

17.2

NETWORK SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS

Network service descriptions are provided in the following sections.

17.2.1

deteCtion of hardware CaPabilities

This section describes the basic services that provide information about the available
hardware and the software that directly controls it. These are typically duplicated
for each piece of communication hardware in a device, so higher-layer services have
direct and independent control over each hardware interface. The interfaces to the
hardware may be specific to the hardware, so higher-layer services provide and use
mediation services to interface with these lower-level services.
A node can only join a mobile or ad hoc network if it knows that the network exists.
This can be done by continuously polling for available connections or looking for connections when a request is made to connect. Polling involves more ongoing work and
power but provides continuous feedback, whereas on-demand connection uses fewer
resources but requires explicit instruction and incurs a delay. To bridge these two methods, a local service can be invoked that periodically polls for connections and provides
the latest data to higher-layer services. This provides a configurable method to tradeoff
between power and responsiveness across all possible connection types.
Connections at the lowest layer involve the signal generation and transmission
hardware. This hardware is controlled by drivers or other software that provide an
interface to the operating system and local applications and services. The following
information is of interest to a nexus point:
• Hardware capabilities that exist for a given device:
• Capabilities that are supported,
• Power and other performance that is supported;
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• Hardware that is enabled or disabled by physical switches or other hardware
mechanisms;
• Hardware that is enabled or disabled by software:
• Capabilities that are enabled or disabled in the software;
• Hardware that has the appropriate software drivers and other code in place
for use:
• Capabilities that are supported by the drivers or software;
• Protocols that are supported for the hardware:
• Waveforms,
• Mandatory Access Control/data link protocols and versions,
• Crypto protocols, versions, keying methods.
All of these must be exchanged between ad hoc participants and the nexus points. The
nexus acts as the controller for subnetwork communications. Each of these translates
into local services for mobile and ad hoc networking. The services described in this
section provide basic information about what networking is available, what could
be made available, and the capabilities associated with what is and what could be
available. In addition, some configuration of the lower-layer hardware and software
is made available through these services to other services.
The capabilities list for a device describes what hardware is available. This may
take different forms. For some devices, it could provide a list of standard hardware
regardless of what is currently available, such as standard-issue mass-produced
units. Such a service would rely on outside or fixed data sets and not the system
itself. Other services describe the hardware interfaces associated with the device.
For example, a description of whether USB 3.0 or 2.0 is supported would be useful
when deciding which hardware device to attach through a USB port. Such services
could be offline, static, or based on querying the actual device to determine what is
available. Other services describe what hardware is actually connected. Unlike some
of the services described above that rely on fixed or external information sources,
this service actually queries the system to determine what is connected. For hardware that is found, additional information can sometimes be provided, such as the
capabilities of the hardware in terms of speed, power, or supported frequencies.
In some cases, hardware is available but switched off. This service provides information about the current state of such hardware. In some cases, hardware that is
switched off is indistinguishable from hardware that is not present, but a distinction
is made when possible. This allows a service to inform a user that a physical action
must be taken to enable communication.
In addition to hardware switches, there are ways to enable and disable communication hardware through the use of software. This can be through an application, the
operating system, registry items, or device driver settings. A service is provided to
describe the current state of the communication hardware and allow changing this
state as permitted through software. In addition to a simple on/off switch, software
can provide detailed capability and configuration information, such as frequencies,
versions, protocols, security settings, and many others.
To use the communication hardware, appropriate drivers and other software must
be available and correctly functioning. This service checks hardware for proper
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operation and reports the status of the hardware and its drivers. This service may
simply examine the driver and perform what amounts to static analysis of the system,
or it may actually attempt to use the system and check that it responds appropriately.
This service provides information about the system and about how it is currently
operating. This includes whether the device is functioning, as well as which of its
capabilities are working, such as transmission speeds, error rates, or power consumption, and potentially how well those capabilities are working.
This service provides information about particular protocols that run over different communication hardware. The protocols of interest are the protocols specific to
the communication hardware. For example, a Wi-Fi protocol service would provide
information about the Wi-Fi protocol, not IP or TCP. This service provides information about which protocols are supported by the hardware and which versions of each
of these supported protocols are available. Additional information includes which
frequencies, waveforms, data link, or MAC layer protocols are supported, and what
type of cryptography or other cryptographic protections are available.

17.2.2

deteCtion of networK oPPortunities

This service provides the ability to test enabled hardware for its protocol support
at the network layer. This goes beyond the protocol-based services discussed in the
previous section, which apply to the hardware protocols. It looks, for example, for
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers, network gateways, Domain
Name Service (DNS) servers, and other services that would be available in the presence of a network. These are the services that will be used for web service and web
application requests. It is important to know whether these services are available and
to what extent they are provided. Knowledge about whether the connection is local
or connected to other networks provides important information about the type of
connection that can be used by other services.
This service includes tests for proxies, gateways, and other forms of network
intermediaries. For example, proxies can be detected by accessing known sites and
checking the certificate provided through HTTPS. If it does not match the known
good certificate, then a proxy is in the middle. This informs decisions about which
network to use, as networks with proxies make ELS communication impossible by
preventing end-to-end authentication through TLS, but they would be acceptable for
low-security traffic.

17.2.3 seleCtion of waveforMs and ProtoCols
This service is used to turn hardware on and off in order to use a specific set of communication hardware. In some cases, this capability can function fully in software
using the software interfaces described in the previous section. In cases in which
physical action is required, a notification to a human or other interface, such as a
machine or robot, is required to initiate the hardware action. In either case, the goal
is to have the appropriate hardware on and enabled while everything else is off or
disabled. This can be for power conservation, stealth, or just a general security practice to reduce unneeded interfaces.
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In addition to just turning hardware on and off, this service allows configuration
of the hardware, including selection of frequencies, protocol versions, waveforms,
and other hardware-level information. This service acts somewhat like a mediation
service that provides a standard interface for higher-level protocols to manage the
underlying hardware. It translates the hardware and low-level software controls into
standard interfaces for the higher layers. This enables a consistent treatment of communication channels and reuse of higher-layer services across the enterprise and different devices within it. This service dynamically maintains a set of connections that
provide an optimal allocation of resources to available potential connections based
on provided performance metrics. For example, if high-speed connectivity to a particular IP address is desired, the service may continuously poll for available connections and choose the fastest one that has connectivity to the desired endpoint. Other
parameters can be weighed against each other as well, such as power consumption,
cost, and combinations such as power per bit or power per bit/sec. Additional inputs
would be required for this service to operate effectively, including power consumption models, pricing models, and latency and throughput measurements and models.
This service uses the Manage Hardware service to actually make changes to the
system and its connectivity. It uses a set of defined metrics, measured and provided
information about the available networks and connections, and optimization logic to
determine how to invoke Manage Hardware to best provide what is desired.
This service determines which protocols are available, as described above, and
it also performs handshakes and information exchanges to establish IP addresses,
secure connections, and other functions that actually initiate protocols for connectivity. Examples include DHCP requests, DNS queries, and other protocols that are
common first steps toward data transfer after initial basic connectivity is established.
Any ongoing “ping”-type communication is handled by this service as well to establish and update what protocols are available.

17.2.4

serviCe disCovery

Lower-level service discovery is addressed by the Protocol Availability service, but
a separate method must be used for ELS web services. In a connected network,
the claims query service is used to determine a list of all applications and services
to which an ELS requester entity has claims or access through identity. In a DIL
mobile ad hoc environment, this service may not be accessible, but a local copy may
be available. If so, this can be used for service discovery. This local copy must be
hosted in a canonical place that is accessible to anyone on the network for use as an
initial access point to any other ELS services and applications available in the local
environment. Although the claims query service is part of the ELS suite of services
rather than the mobile ad hoc services, it is mentioned here for context. For all communication, the Send Data service is used to choose the hardware, protocol, and
associated settings to provide the data transmission and receiving of any associated
responses.
This service provides network communication based on any request and uses
available connections to send and receive data. Software on a device calls this service
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to perform any network-based communication, and this service handles all network
requests, sets up appropriate connections if available, and takes care of sending the
requests and receiving the responses. It notifies the end entity of the status of the
current connections. It uses the metrics and parameters for performance, cost, and
power as input and passes these on to the Manage Connectivity service to allow it
to maintain a set of appropriate connections for communication. However, the Send
Data service can override these settings based on current requests. For example, if
cost and power are a primary concern, most communications will be disabled by
Manage Connectivity. However, when a short high-priority message must be sent
on a hardware module that is disabled, Send Data can override the default settings
and make performance for that communication a priority for the duration of the
communication.

17.2.5

query/resPonse CaPabilities

Like the service discovery described above, query and response capabilities are
based on ELS. After mobile ad hoc services are used to establish connectivity, ELS
queries can proceed. If network connectivity provides access to the EAS and other
network resources, then a standard ELS query can follow. If the local network is
isolated and has its own EAS instance, then the local instance can be used to provide
ELS-based access to local resources. If the local network is isolated and does not
host its own instance of EAS, then access is limited to the non-ELS services provided on the local network. For intermittent connectivity, asynchronous messaging
may be offered as a service, as such communication can be queued until connectivity
returns. As with service discovery, the Send Data service handles the sending and
receiving of data over the appropriate connections. The following sections describe
the steps in setting up a connection. It is expected that this service will handle all of
these either directly or indirectly using the previously mentioned services.

17.2.6

networK broadCast

The first step for a mobile or ad hoc connection is for the network to identify itself
to the mobile node. This is typically done through some sort of network broadcast
that identifies the transmitter, the network it represents, its address, the protocols
supported, the security offered and required, and other relevant information. For
Wi-Fi, for example, a beacon message with this type of information is sent 10 times
per second. In some cases, this function is disabled or limited.
For Wi-Fi, the Service Set Identifier (SSID) can be hidden so that only nodes
that explicitly request the proper ID are allowed to connect. The beacons can be
disabled entirely so that the mobile node must know of the network’s existence in
advance to connect. Other techniques exist to either hide connections or make detection and connection more difficult for unauthorized entities. These are more difficult
to implement on wireless networks because the communications are broadcast to an
entity in the vicinity, making replay attacks possible. In general, security protocols,
such as WPA for Wi-Fi and IPSec for IP-based network layer communications, are a
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more robust method of limiting access than simple message-content, formatting, or
timing-based methods.
For wired networks, security is often minimal, allowing anyone with physical
access and connectivity to use available network services. An Ethernet connection
usually is initiated automatically when a wire is plugged in to an Ethernet port.
Higher-layer services may require further actions for access, but the lower-level connectivity provides little, if any, security.

17.2.7 systeM disCovery
After the network identifies itself, if it chooses to do so, the mobile node must discover what is available and how to connect [211–213]. With current systems, many
possible network connections are available, such as satellite, Wi-Fi, Military Link
Systems, broadband, and others. The networks provide information about different
connections, and the node must make sense of this and discover which networks
are accessible, which protocols and options are supported, which security is supported and sufficient to meet policy requirements, and which connections support
higher-layer applications. ELS requires bilateral authentication, but it may be based
on identity for access.

17.2.8

joining a networK

The mobile node, though some internal logic, determines which network to join and
initiates a “request to join” handshake [214, 215]. This may involve the exchange of
identification information, it may include security parameter negotiation, and it may
include protocol negotiation. Wi-Fi often includes security information. Link systems use device profiles to set the message formats and protocols. In any case, this is
where the connection from the mobile node to the network node is established, along
with any required parameters.
As part of the request to join, physical layer attributes may be collected, such as
signal strength, noise level, signal quality, multipath parameters, location information, and supported waveforms and formats. Wi-Fi 802.11n and 802.11ai support
beamforming, allowing the multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver to be
used to determine the direction of transmission and can boost the signal in the vicinity of the communicating entities while reducing it elsewhere. This allows reduced
power, slightly increased security, and potentially better use of available network
resources by reducing interference with other transmissions.
Other more advanced techniques may allow the use of multipath and complicated
urban obstacles to be used to enhance channel security, quality, power efficiency, and
data rates. The transmitter sends a test signal to the receiver, which then relays the
received signal properties back to the transmitter. The transmitter can then reshape
the transmission to “invert” the environmental distortion and allow positive reconstruction of signals at the receiver. Listeners at other physical locations will not be
able to properly reconstruct the signal. This allows lower power transmission, better
signal to noise, and potentially better privacy against eavesdroppers.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

There are several other processes that need to be considered as discussed below.

17.3.1

exChange of CertifiCates

One important part of the request to join the network includes the exchange of certificates. The certificates are assigned to devices and allow authentication based on
a trusted CA. For ELS, certificates are stored in hardware, such as an HSM or PIV
Card [216]. For lower-layer exchanges, the device TPM [217] is the preferred location. Each device is equipped with a TPM or TPM-like hardware certificate and
key store, which is used to authenticate to the network or to the mobile node when
required.
For mobile devices without hardware stores, a derived credential may be used for
the certificate exchange. This derived credential is issued by a trusted registration
authority (RA) in the enterprise. The derived credential uses the same original certification as the primary credential. If the primary credential is revoked for reasons
relating to certification, the derived credential is also revoked, as its certification
is no longer secure. If the primary credential is revoked due to issues specific to
the credential instance, then the derived credential may remain valid independently.
Depending on the reasons, revocation of the derived credential may or may not lead
to revocation of the primary credential.

17.3.2

deviCe requireMents

Devices allowed to join enterprise networks are registered and managed by the
enterprise use restrictions. All devices have a PKI certificate (CA-issued PKI or
derived) in hardware storage (preferably in a TPM). The device and the domain
controller perform bilateral, PKI-based mutual authentication before establishment
of the channel to the endpoint device manager service. The device may also contain
one or more individual user certificates (CA-issued PKI or derived) that are activated
when the user signs on to the device. The device may be required to register with
the enterprise domain and report attestation from the TPM and other data such as
location (where appropriate).
After joining the network and properly authenticating, it may be desirable to set
up an endpoint device manager service connection to a remote network. This provides an IP-layer secure tunnel through which higher-layer data can be sent. The initial network connection only applies to the link layer or device-to-device connection.
The endpoint device manager connection uses machine certificates to authenticate the mobile node to the endpoint device manager server and the endpoint device
manager server to the mobile node. The endpoint device manager server then makes
internal network services available to the mobile node. Particular attention must be
paid to which nodes are allowed to connect to the endpoint device manager server.
The devices must have controls through MDM or through some other verifiable
machine hardware and software integrity checks that ensure the device is protected
from compromise to a level comparable to that of the internal nodes on the network.
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disCovery of serviCes

After connecting through the endpoint device manager or just to the local network,
service discovery can begin. This starts the use of higher-layer protocols, which talk
using various protocols over TCP, UDP, or other transport layer protocols. All active
entities must have a credential to initiate a request (derived credentials for entities
residing on mobile platforms are permitted). For example, the requester may use a
known URL, such as the EAS Claims Query service to retrieve a list of available
services. These services are provided based on the requesting entity’s identity, as
provided in a CAC, PIV card, NPE certificate, derived credential, HSM, or other
certificate or key store.
Service discovery [211–214] can be initiated locally for DIL environments with
a local cache of the Claims Repository and EAS Claims Query service. The claims
query service may be modified to provide identity-based, access-only claims. For
mobile devices that are provided network connectivity to the primary EAS instance,
no cache is required and a normal request is sent. Discovery may be accomplished
initially using a Claims Query service. The initial handshake is bilateral, PKI mutual
authentication. This service is identity-based and returns links to claims for service
that the requester has. The requester must know the local URL for that service.

17.3.4

request for serviCe

When access to the EAS is established, the request for service can be sent to the
desired application or service or a link in the Claims Query Service return page may
be executed. The EAS-provided link redirects to an STS, which provides authorization information in a SAML and then redirects back to the service. The service’s
ELS handler processes the request and allows access.
Mobile and ad hoc networking requires some level of performance to support
higher-layer protocols and applications [218]. In some cases, poor wireless links or
intermittent connectivity prevent the networking protocols from functioning well
enough to support the higher-layer protocols. In other cases, the implementation of
the protocols is inefficient, uses improper configuration, or adds extra components
that reduce performance, such as monitoring or filtering. Those factors under the
control of the implementer must combine with those not under control to provide a
level of service that supports higher-level protocols and applications appropriate for
the network and network participants.

17.4

MOBILE AD HOC SUMMARY

We have reviewed the mobile ad hoc issues in a high-assurance security system. We
have also described an approach that relies on high-assurance architectures and the
protective elements they provide through PKI. The basic approach becomes compromised when identity is not verified by a strong credential for unique identification
(such as HOK in a PKI or a credential derived from that credential). The PKI usage
is so fundamental to this approach that we have provided non-certificated users a
way to obtain a temporary PKI certificate based on their enterprise need and the
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level of identity assurance needed to provide access and privilege to applications
[55]. The process is fully compatible with ELS and works as a complement to existing infrastructure. This chapter has raised a number of issues while also identifying
primary capabilities, such as the number and types of hardware and protocols that
will be supported. Work has begun on the Layer 7 services necessary to implement
an ad hoc networking capability while maintaining the high level of security in ELS.

18
18.1

Endpoint Device
Management

ENDPOINT DEVICE CHOICES

When mobile devices began to proliferate
in unanticipated forms, it became appar- ENDPOINT DEVICES
ent that a separate management system An endpoint device is a destination
was needed to secure the multitude of or a source in a computing comdevices that were not under control of the munication. Examples of endpoints
computing center. Within the computing include:
center, a legion of administrators main• Servers
tained servers and kept them updated,
• Desktops
patched, and in proper configuration, but
• Laptops
the mobile devices were not always on or
• Mobile devices …
connected and were often nowhere near
the administrators of the computing system. Several designs for MDM were provided [219–221], and many of these included
provisions for devices provided by the enterprise members, collectively known as
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) [222].
This chapter discusses device options within ELS as an endpoint management
problem. Devices and endpoints within the computer center (on premises) may be
managed separately from mobile devices or by the same processes used for mobile
devices, reducing the need for administrator actions.
This includes mobile and non-mobile devices, as well as any device that can be
an endpoint within enterprise. The ELS design is based on a set of high-level tenets
that are the overarching guidance for every decision made from protocol selection
to product configuration and use [223]. From there, a set of enterprise-level requirements is formulated that conforms to the tenets and any high-level guidance, policies, and requirements.

18.1.1

deviCes to be Considered

Within the enterprise there are many devices, falling into two categories.
The first category consists of the enterprise infrastructure devices. For the most
part, these devices are on premises and maintained by competent professionals. They
may be in the cloud through Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Administrators maintain servers and HSMs for infrastructure services, keeping them updated, patched,
credentialed, and in proper configuration. In the cloud, we may rely on others to
do this work, but the enterprise will specify how and when these activities take
place. However, many other devices within the enterprise need to be considered:
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stand-alone work stations, firewalls, load balancers, routers, and network information devices. All of these may be on premises or in the cloud [224–227].
The second category consists of the mobile devices used for accessing enterprise
services. Almost any device can be mobile, including laptops, smartphones, and tablets. This category also includes secondary services that are not on premises or in the
cloud. These may be hosted by enterprise individuals or contract parties.

18.1.2

oPtions for deviCe ChoiCes

From the standpoint of the enterprise, there are four major choices for devices:
• Enterprise-purchased devices – Hardware and software are configured by
the enterprise, and required updates and configuration control are mandated.
• Enterprise-leased devices as part of a cloud operation – Hardware and software are configured by the enterprise, and required updates and configuration control are specified in the cloud contracts.
• BYOD – Purchased by the individual user of the device. Hardware and
software are primarily default at time of purchase. Additional software may
be controlled by that user, and basic guidelines may be provided by the
enterprise, but they are not easily enforced because of the range of devices
and capabilities.
• Hybrid approaches – Many are possible: subsidized BYOD when the device
meets certain requirements, registration and configuration of BYOD by the
enterprise, and others.

18.1.3 the issue
Current approaches use a fortified gateway to keep unwanted traffic out of the
enterprise. This approach is typified by a series of devices screening incoming traffic. These devices include advanced firewalls, intrusion detection devices, packet
inspection devices, application filtering devices, and others.
The fortress model – hard on the outside, soft on the inside – assumes that the
boundary can prevent all types of penetration [228], but this assumption has been
proven wrong by a multitude of reported network-related incidents. Network attacks
are pervasive, and nefarious code is present even in the face of system sweeps to
discover and clean readily apparent malware.
ELS is a distributed capability designed to counter adversarial threats by protecting applications and data with a dynamic CBAC solution. Many of today’s enterprise
solutions involve a combination of devices that are located within the computing
center or elsewhere, which somewhat blurs the distinction of mobile devices. An
aircraft may have several servers running onboard inflight, and a command post set
up for a temporary period may also have such an array of capabilities. Users may
access these from an office, at home, in a partner’s facility, or on the road. ELS helps
provide a distributed high-assurance environment in which information can be generated, exchanged, processed, and used.
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deviCe evaluation faCtors

Device management within ELS is viewed as an endpoint management problem.
Devices and endpoints within the computer center are managed by the same processes used for mobile devices, reducing the need for administrator actions and
allowing for greater automation. The enterprise considered does not include customer interfaces or point-of-sale (POS) capabilities [229, 230]. Inclusion of these
activities involves protecting the enterprise from those types of interfaces.
From there, we formulate a set of enterprise-level requirements that conforms
to the tenets and any high-level guidance, policies, and requirements. It is in this
context that we evaluate device characteristics and determine where the devices may
be used. Many of the factors for evaluation do not have a numeric value, so we use
a stoplight evaluation approach in which green represents a good value, yellow represents an acceptable but flawed value, and red represents an unacceptable value.
The evaluation of devices will be based on 10 factors:
• Cost – This is an overarching requirement in many enterprises, and a return
on investment analysis must be made. For this analysis, a low cost will
evaluate as green and a high cost will evaluate as red. This element is the
highest weighted factor in many enterprises. The BYOD costs were initially
evaluated as green, but subsequently changed to yellow because of the costs
associated with mitigations as discussed in Section 18.1.7.
• Monitoring – Enforcement of activity and forensics. The ability to understand the use of a device is a requirement for insider threat evaluation. An
ability to monitor any and all activity will be green. Deficiencies will result
in a yellow value, and inability or uncertainty will be red.
• Control – Includes everything from enforcement of policies to updates to
software and preventing unwise usage. An ability to enforce all of the above
will be green. Deficiencies will result in a yellow value, and inability or
uncertainty will be red.
• Access Control – The ability to control access and privilege over space and
time and context. A high assurance of no unauthorized access or privilege
results in a green value. Some uncertainty results in a yellow value, and a
great deal of uncertainty results in a red value.
• Policy Enforcement – A specific control that is given emphasis by this factor. Policy often protects the security of the enterprise. Ability to enforce
policy at all times is a green evaluation. Inability to enforce policy at times
results in a yellow value, and inability to enforce at all or uncertainty about
that ability will result in red.
• Confidentiality – Encryption of data in transit and at rest, as well as in
display. The ability to provide confidentiality for all of these is evaluated
as green and is probably only complete on premises or in some versions of
cloud. Deficiencies will result in a yellow value, and inability or uncertainty
will be red.
• Integrity – On a transactional basis, messages received are verifiable as
the messages sent; data are unaltered by any entity before an enterprise
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individual or entity can process that data. The ability to maintain these
factors in all communications results in a green value. Some uncertainty
results in a yellow value, whereas a great deal of uncertainty results in a
red value.
• Availability – Device availability to the user and the enterprise. Mobile
devices have no availability to either the user or the enterprise when they
are not connected, and they have reduced availability when in a low bandwidth or a weak connection state. A value of green will mean connectivity
within a service level agreement (SLA) that may be specified by the enterprise. Yellow will be assigned when some lack of connectivity may prevent
either the user or the enterprise from conducting enterprise business. Red
implies that availability is poor or unknown.
• Data Security – The ability to prevent data leakage (encrypted or not). No
data leakage would be green, and an inability to protect the data would be
red. Some leakage from screens may be inevitable for mobile devices and
is evaluated as yellow.
• Overall Security – For ELS, this overrides other factors and is the second
highest weighted factor. It is a conglomerate of each of the other elements
with the exception of cost and availability. The ability to maintain ELS
security properties results in a green value. Some loss in ELS security properties results in a yellow value. Inability to provide ELS security properties
results in a red value.

18.1.5

enterPrise deviCe requireMents

Some devices inside the enterprise are directly within physical boundaries that are
controlled by enterprise personnel, such as devices that host servers for web applications and web services, utility devices to host network monitoring, load balancers,
routers, and domain name service resolvers. These devices are fully in the control
of the enterprise. The hardware, software, and networking are all enterprise-owned
and registered.
With increasing computation power in smaller devices, many of the functions traditionally implemented on fixed-location devices are now hosted on mobile devices.
For simplicity and consistency, all active entities use enterprise-registered devices
to access or provide secure services within the enterprise. This includes servers,
desktops, laptops, tablets, phones, watches, network appliances, and any other computation device capable of web interactions within the enterprise. These types of
devices are enterprise-registered regardless of whether or not they are mobile. It is
impossible to determine whether an endpoint is mobile based on its function, so all
functions and devices are assumed to be mobile unless registered as fixed enterprise
assets confined to an enterprise computing center, such as the devices hosting backoffice services, and managed accordingly.
The primary requirement for enterprise-registered devices is to be enterpriseapproved hardware containing a tamper-proof method (preferably hardware) for
secure key storage and use (SKSU) with attestation. One such standard for this function is the TPM [231]. SKSU is the starting point of trust for enterprise-registered
devices. The SKSU manages a public/private key pair in which the latter cannot be
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removed or copied from the SKSU. The public key is recorded in the device registry when the device is issued to a user. All future communications with the device
are tied back to this key pair. The device proves ownership of the private key in
order to provide validated information about the device and its properties, such as
installed or connected hardware, installed operating system, installed software, and
configuration settings. The SKSU is integrated into the operating system to properly
account for application and configuration changes. The SKSU is implemented at a
sufficiently low level to prevent software attempts to subvert it. This is necessary in
particular to prevent leakage of the private key. The SKSU on a mobile device has
provisions for storage of PKI certificates for authorized users and temporary certificates for guests [232].
To properly use the SKSU for management functions, a software agent is installed
on the device to communicate with enterprise services, establish secure connections,
and provide proof that the device is in compliance with enterprise security rules and
settings. Without communication from the agent, the claims-based process is interrupted, and access to enterprise services is denied. The agent itself does not provide
security functions, and it is not a trusted endpoint, so it could be compromised without harm to the enterprise. It is installed initially by the enterprise, and it is considered an untrusted agent that provides potentially trusted information (i.e., a passive
entity). It is simply a functional unit to provide SKSU information and other verifiable
information from the device to the enterprise services using the proper formats and
protocols. The agent itself can be validated by sending an SKSU-signed attestation
of the software on the device. The agent thus asserts its validity through the SKSU.
Registered devices are enterprise working devices and allowed for restricted
personal use. Download of applications is restricted by the enterprise to approved
applications, and enterprise-related software is maintained by the enterprise. A special browser is provided for communication with the enterprise, and it is white-list
controlled. The endpoint device can be disabled by the endpoint device manager for
any number of reasons including suspicious history, corruption of the software set,
or improper use.

18.1.6

evaluation Matrix

Figure 18.1 shows the 10 evaluation elements described in Section 18.1.5 mapped to
the following four basic device characteristics:
• BYOD – Bring your own device. The enterprise has no say in the device
characteristics, usage, or software configuration. The enterprise may make
recommendations but has little in the way of enforcement capability.
• Issued for on-premises use – The enterprise purchases, configures, and
maintains the devices for life and controls them in a computing center or
through contract with an IaaS provider.
• Issued for off-premises use – The enterprise purchases, configures, and
maintains the devices for life but allows them to be used outside of a computing center under the control of a trusted enterprise individual.
• Hybrid approach – Described in Section 18.1.5 as approved hardware that is
certificated, configured, and registered with the enterprise.
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BYOD vs. Issued vs. Hybrid Approach

From the data provided in Figure 18.1, it is apparent that none of the options meet
the ELS and other requirements with a totally green evaluation. The most ELScompatible set of device characteristics belongs to those issued for on-premises use
(purchased by the enterprise, configured, and maintained by the enterprise). The cost
here is prohibitive, and it eliminates the use of mobile devices completely. The least
desirable is the BYOD, which essentially has only low cost in its favor. However, the
use of BYOD is absolutely necessary in some enterprises. The burden here shifts
from protecting the enterprise from the generic threat to protecting the enterprise
from the BYOD threat discussed in the next section.
The following recommendations are made for each of the categories of Figure 18.1.
• BYOD – Not recommended for any enterprise application except where
line-of-business and/or monetization is required. Under these circumstances, BYOD is recommended for use in customer interface or POS operations and nowhere else, with specific precautions as described in the next
section.
• Issued for on-premises use – Recommended for use in infrastructure and
primary services to include back-office operations for identity and access
control, device management, monitoring devices, and maintenance of the
enterprise knowledge base, as well as other key enterprise functionality.
• Issued for off-premises use – Recommended for use by key players and
secondary services where on-premises only is too restrictive and where it
will be maintained by trusted enterprise individuals.
• Hybrid – Recommended for use in mobile and cloud developments.
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ProteCting the enterPrise froM byod

The low security values of Figure 18.1 present a difficult choice for most enterprises.
The low security and increased vulnerabilities embodied within a BYOD may pose
a significant risk to the enterprise itself. Mitigations should be undertaken when
BYOD is authorized. Recommendations include the following:
• Openness. Let your customers know the process and effects that they
will encounter for the protection of both their data and your data and
resources [233].
• Policy. Establish enterprise policy on BYOD usage to shape each of the bullet points below and provide for the bullet points above [234].
• Configuration. Not all devices may be configured. Those that can may
be configured to enterprise security, helping to mitigate some vulnerability [233].
• Isolation. Keeping the user isolated from enterprise resources that may
be corrupted or abused is paramount. This can be done by setting up a
DMZ. The DMZ is disconnected from the enterprise except during times
of refreshing. The DMZ will contain mirrors of enterprise data and services
that are not linked back to the enterprise. These mirrors are periodically
(overnight or more or less frequently depending on the business model)
refreshed from enterprise resources. Less frequently, the services themselves are rebuilt from enterprise resources [130].
• Separation. Parse data into personal and enterprise transactional data.
Discard personal data after the session is complete [235].
• Transaction. The customer interactions are recorded on a transactional
basis and then executed against the DMZ databases. The user is warned
that there may be a delay (notionally 24 hours) before the statements (online
or otherwise) reflect these transactions [131].
• Analysis. Record and analyze the users, usage, devices, etc. to refine the
elements of this list [233].
• Refreshing the Security State. The system is placed offline, and applications are re-installed and reconfigured. During the refresh, the transactions are cleansed and reviewed for nefarious behavior. Those that pass
muster are imported into the enterprise and executed against the enterprise
databases. Those that do not pass muster trigger an alert to the customer
(if known) that indicates that the transaction was rejected (you can use
corrupted data as an excuse) and that the transaction must be re-entered to
take effect [132].
• Point of Sale. Use a provider and record the sale and POS provider confirmation as transactions. This avoids liabilities for maintaining credit and
other personal information while allowing a swift monetization [236, 237].
• Incident Response. Establish an incident response team, and practice its
scenarios from time to time. Incidents are likely with BYOD, but incident
response is required whether or not BYOD is a factor [238, 239].
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• Insurance. If you use BYOD, the probability of being compromised is high.
Insurance can help in the recovery. Insurance should be considered whether
or not BYOD is a factor [240, 241].
Based on the analysis of these defensive measures for BYOD, the stoplight value for
cost changed from green to yellow.

18.1.8

deviCe ChoiCe suMMary

Deployment of endpoint devices with varying characteristics may be required for
operational and other considerations. Security and efficiency are key elements in
deciding where and how to deploy such devices. In a high-assurance environment,
maintaining tight control of both devices and users is mandatory. Although BYOD
may be unavoidable in certain enterprises, the enterprise must not be placed in a
vulnerable situation. For enterprise devices, a hybrid approach between BYOD and
tightly controlled, issued devices is utilized. In the hybrid approach, certain devices
owned by the user may be approved if they meet enterprise requirements and are
enterprise configured and registered.

18.2 ENDPOINT DEVICE MANAGEMENT
This part of the chapter discusses device management within ELS as an endpoint
management problem. Devices and endpoints within the computer center are managed by the same processes used for mobile devices, reducing the need for administrator actions. This includes mobile and non-mobile devices, as well as any device
that can be an endpoint within the enterprise. All devices must comply with requirements as stated in Section 18.1.5.

18.2.1 deviCe registry
The enterprise device endpoint registry consists of a database including information
on devices, serial numbers, properties, machine certificates/keys, locations, attestation reports, who (persons and/or organizations) the device was issued to, who (persons and/or organizations) the notifications are sent to and how, whether the device
is PIV card-enabled for registered users for the device (for mobile, this includes
those that have derived credentials recorded with the SKSU) and whether or not
a guest logon is allowed, software update status, and incident report reference for
the device (if any), as well as other pertinent data. This database is used by the
data registration service, the software update service, and other services within the
enterprise. Registration and configuration of server endpoints, including endpoint
agents, are done through the data owner and the endpoint device registrar. The endpoint registrar is an approved and trained individual who is assigned to a registration
unit (similar to PIV issuance stations). Mobile devices will be registered and configured by enterprise support, including the loading of the current containers, endpoint
agents, and other software for the particular device, as well as creation and loading
of the derived credentials necessary into the SKSU. The standard configurations
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are available to the registrar in a database. This database is part of or linked to the
endpoint authorized software and updates.
Registration and configuration will be redone on a periodic basis, as will derived
credentials; coordinating these renewals will minimize administrative time. All
other devices will be configured and registered by the administrator assigned to
the device in communication with the device registrar. This will minimize updates
needed during usage.
The elements of registration are provided in Figure 18.2. The device registration
service captures input from the device and the device registrar. The latter includes
any information about the device that requires manual entry. The device registrar
authorizes the standard software for the device. This may be in a separate store or as
part of the software updates store. If this is a renewal, the software will be updated to
the latest configured and approved software states. The device registrar also creates
and stores derived credentials based on the PIV issued by the authorized CA for the
device. The registration service stores these data in the device endpoint registry. The
registration service communicates with the device endpoint agent in order to confirm
that the attestation report from the agent satisfies what is stored in the device endpoint registry. The device endpoint registry stores the latest valid attestation report
for each device, as well as a history of such reports that shows changes over time as
appropriate. Any unauthorized change in attestation reports signals a security alert
for that device and possible remediation actions.
The device endpoint agent establishes communication with the enterprise endpoint service when connectivity is available to the device. Thereafter, the agent provides a heartbeat [242] at a configurable interval, which begins at device connection
and periodically sends the IP address, device ID, attestation, attestation state, location, and other information. Information unchanged since the last heartbeat is omitted. When the user signs in, the user DN and credential type are added. The periodic
reporting by an agent was first described by Hong et al. in 2001 [243]. As described
in [243], most modern network devices are equipped with management agents,

FIGURE 18.2. Elements of Registration
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typically a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agent [244] for computer
network devices and a Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) agent
[245] for telecommunication network devices.
What makes this management approach different is the use of on-device attestation. These data are placed in the endpoint/user dynamic binding store. A configurable number of missed heartbeat cycles, for whatever reason, result in the entry
being dropped from the endpoint/user dynamic binding. The heartbeat is re-established after connectivity is restored. The agent also provides mandatory log files
of activity for the Mobile Device Mandatory Log Files Store, which is periodically
swept by the monitor sweep agents. Heartbeats may be of configurable durations.
Servers in fixed locations that are expected to be active may have a less frequent
heartbeat than mobile devices that are subject to more dynamic data.
The device endpoint agent establishes communication with the enterprise endpoint service (shown in Figure 18.3) when a user logs on to an endpoint device. The
purpose is to provide a dynamic binding between the user and the device (including
such other information as location) for use by other enterprise services and particularly the Provide Claims Service, which could have restrictions for devices, locations, and other uses of designated enterprise services. Device data is periodically
renewed through the heartbeat mechanism described above. When a user logs off
of the device, the name is deleted from the dynamic binding store, and logs are
provided to the mobile device activity log stores. The heartbeat continues until connectivity with the endpoint service is lost.
The enterprise endpoint service communicates with the endpoint update manager,
which stores enterprise-approved software and updates in the authorized endpoint

FIGURE 18.3. Endpoint Device Management Process
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software and updates store. When an update is available for enterprise endpoint
devices, the endpoint administrator provides the update to the endpoint update manger, which places the update in the endpoint software, updates the store, and scans
the registration service for candidates for the update, annotating the device endpoint
registry as appropriate. The software update has a completion required date, and
notice is provided to the recorded notifying individuals.
Those individuals log onto the endpoint device and pull the update from the enterprise endpoint service through the endpoint agent. If this is not accomplished by
the required date, the endpoint update manager notifies the relevant individuals and
pushes the update to the device when it is logged onto the system.
The enterprise endpoint service:
1. Manages the endpoint/user dynamic binding store. The enterprise endpoint
service verifies endpoint presence in the device endpoint registry and the
equivalence of the SKSU registry information (and refuses connection
when these fail), stores data provided by the endpoint agents when checks
are successful, and answers queries from the provide claims web service.
2. Stores the mobile device mandatory log files when these are provided by the
endpoint agents.
3. Relays endpoint agent instructions for notification and/or updates as provided by the endpoint updates manager (described in the next section).
4. Issues reboot, shut down, credential revocation, and other termination
activities when its own analysis indicates the need or when directed to do
so by an authorized entity.
5. Receives and distributes Internet of Things (IoT) data as configured.
Software patches are initially made available to the devices by notification to the
registered device users, who initiate an update through the device endpoint agent
or other designated means. Patches that have not been updated in a reasonable time
or whose updating is urgently required are pushed to the device. In both cases, the
device registration is updated through the device endpoint agent, which provides a
revised attestation report to the registration service.
Changes in applications are registered and approved. New attestations of approved
updates are reregistered in the central store. The endpoint update service contains a
schedule for updates that includes availability dates, notification dates, and required
completion or push dates. The notifications are provided for the relative endpoint,
based upon the software installed in the device endpoint registry to the individual(s) of
record in the device endpoint registry by the method(s) indicated in the device registry.
The calendar is used for notifications of scheduled and unscheduled outages as
provided by the data owner. The notifications are provided for the relative endpoint,
based upon the software installed in the device endpoint registry to the individual(s)
of record in the endpoint registry by the method(s) indicated in the device registry.
An endpoint is terminated when a serious deviation from policy is detected,
attestation has not been maintained, or when the device is suspected to be compromised or has been involved in nefarious behavior. This is accomplished by sending a
“brick” command [246] to the endpoint agent, removing the device from the device
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endpoint registry, suspending or revoking PKI certificates (PIV and/or derived credentials) of users, disabling Wi-Fi, and disabling email and other functionality.
Disenfranchised devices are wiped [247] selectively or in full (back to the factory
default settings). If ownership of the device is in question, the enterprise endpoint
manager exercises all of the above. At the discretion of the administrator, a termination notification is sent to the individual(s) of record in the device endpoint registry
by the method(s) indicated in the device endpoint registry. All actions are logged,
and termination or disenfranchisement triggers alerts.
A user activates a device with PIV readers installed by using the PIV and passcode. For devices without PIV readers installed, a user authenticates himself to
the device, thus binding derived credentials to the user. The device endpoint agent
provides the user binding to the enterprise. Devices without PIV readers are provisioned with one or more derived credentials for one or more assigned device
users. Authentication and binding of mobile devices typically requires a two-factor
authentication, as there is no separate hardware device for storage of private keys
and the devices are generally physically accessible to non-vetted personnel. The
second factor configured for the device is typically biometric (out-of-band is associated with the mobile device) with the biometric determined by device capabilities,
such as face recognition, voice recognition, or fingerprint. The call for second-factor authentication comes from the STS upon recognizing the use of a derived credential. Claims are sent to the STS only if the user is coupled to a registered device
and the device does not compromise the rules established by the data owner (such
as geo-location). Any device that does not have a user/endpoint association in the
endpoint/user dynamic binding store trips an error return (and associated logs and
alerts) from the provide claims web service.
Certain devices are configured with multiple derived credentials. This allows
multiple users to use a single device. The device endpoint agent provides a binding
to the user currently logged into the device. Additionally, certain devices provide
for device authentication without a certificate. When this occurs, the only option
for the user is to proceed to the STS/CA for the issuance of a temporary certificate
through multi-factor authentication. This certificate’s private key is installed in the
temporary memory of the SKSU for this user on this device. The private key should
be encrypted using the public key of the SKSU to ensure that only the SKSU can use
this software-based private key. The temporary certificate has a short life (currently
90 minutes). This process is described in detail in [55].

18.2.2 iot deviCes
IoT refers to a class of small special application devices that measure environments
and/or control specific hardware or both. There are special security considerations
for these devices, which are increasingly becoming the target of attacks from Mirai
to WannaCry [248]. The IoT is about functionality and has not matured yet in the
security domain. Only IoT devices deemed essential for the enterprise should be
allowed. All IoT devices deemed essential will be fronted with a device endpoint
agent (Section 18.2.3) and physical protection. The device endpoint agent is software
on enterprise-approved devices that interacts with central services. It is a functional
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element that applies requests from the enterprise endpoint service to the local device
data from the local device for the enterprise endpoint service. For ELS purposes, IoT
devices are of three types:
1. Individual full system devices with a single capability and an enterprise
management system, as shown in Figure 18.4. This IoT is an enterprise-registered device and it is configured with a secure key store and an endpoint
agent and registered in the endpoint registry as described below. The enterprise endpoint service(s) are configured to check this device for registry and
attestation and distribute the information to a designated endpoint.
2. Sensors, aggregations of capabilities, and other collections of devices that
are part of a network of devices reporting to a single manager of the IoT collection, as shown in Figure 18.5. The individual elements of the collection
are not considered registered devices, but the managers of the IoT collection
are enterprise-registered devices and are configured with a tamper-proof
secure key store and an endpoint agent, and registered in the endpoint registry as described below. The enterprise endpoint service is configured to
check this device for registry and attestation and distribute the information
to a designated endpoint.
3. Individual devices with a single capability but less than full system capability that are unable to act as an ELS compliant device, as shown in
Figure 18.6. These devices may be employed only when they are hardwired

FIGURE 18.4. Full System IoT Device

FIGURE 18.5. Managed Collection of IoT Devices
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FIGURE 18.6.

Security Appliance Fronted IoT Device

to a security appliance that will provide all of the ELS compliant security.
The device will have only the hardwired interface active, all other ports will
be shut down, including any ports designed to communicate with the manufacturer. All communications will be handled by the security appliance (the
appliance may mimic device communications such as Wi-Fi, broadband, or
Bluetooth), and the device plus the security appliance are treated as a single
entity from an enterprise standpoint.

18.2.3 deviCe endPoint agent
The device endpoint agent is software on enterprise-approved devices that interacts
with central services. It is a functional element that applies requests from the enterprise endpoint service to the local device and retrieves SKSU data from the local
device for the enterprise endpoint service.
The agent is essentially a local mediation service for the SKSU and the central
services. It queries the SKSU for the current state of the system, and it communicates with the central services to relay these SKSU reports and other verifiable
data. When patches or updates are pushed, the agent applies them locally. Pushed
packages come from the endpoint manager or, when approved by the enterprise, the
application store.
18.2.3.1 Monitoring and Reporting
The agent monitors the status of the device. It periodically queries the SKSU for
an attestation report. If such a report is not available or produced in error, the agent
alerts the central services, which can instruct further action, such as disabling certain device functions, removing applications, or completely wiping the device’s sensitive data and keys.
Under normal operations, the agent monitors connections and uses these connections to maintain a periodic heartbeat communication with the enterprise endpoint
service. The agent also contacts the service upon initial connectivity and sends an
attestation report with the device’s status. The device status is “invalid,” “current,”
“current awaiting update,” or “not current updates needed.” The agent then responds
to any requests from the central services for further information or action.
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18.2.3.2 Data Validation and Purging
The agent can validate SKSU signatures and data structures, but it cannot be trusted
to perform a full validation of local information, because the agent itself can potentially be compromised. For this reason, the agent sends SKSU attestation reports to
the central services for further validation against known good values. The central
services then directs the agent whether to continue as normal or take corrective
actions, such as purging data, keys, and applications from the device.
If a device is stolen and compromised, the agent functionality is compromised as
well, because it is just another application on the device. Although this should not
pose a serious security threat, because the SKSU and its private key(s) should still be
secure, it means that a request to wipe the device can never be confirmed. The goal is
not complete remote control over the device, but instead to enforce basic compliance
rules before allowing users on enterprise-registered devices to connect to enterprise
services. The ability of the enterprise endpoint service to revoke access to devices
without valid attestation reports mitigates the device itself from becoming a new
point of vulnerability.
18.2.3.3 Fulfilling Requests for Data
In addition to standard SKSU attestation, the agent can be queried for other local
data available from the device itself or other local services. For example, Global
Positioning System (GPS) location information could be requested or service provider information could be requested. The agent simply relays the information provided and repackages it for consumption by the central services. The agent, as a
potentially compromised part of the device, cannot be trusted to relay correct information. Additional security measures, such as digital signatures, are used from the
original data providers to guarantee integrity. Disabling signature or other integrity or security functions is considered nefarious behavior and subject to endpoint
disabling.
The agent for fixed assets (e.g., desktops) within the enterprise reports information about the location of the devices. This can be compared against the registered location. This typically includes an address or room number that is static
and configured into the machine. Because such devices are within the control of
the enterprise, no dynamic location data is needed. An individual can verify the
location if needed.
The agent for mobile assets provides location based on best available information
(e.g., Wi-Fi access point name, mobile tower identifier, GPS coordinates, altimeter,
etc.). Because such devices move frequently and connect from outside the network,
dynamic information about location is important for access control or other decisions. The local device is not trusted to provide this information because it could
be compromised. External sources, such as Wi-Fi connection information, GPS
data, or wireless tower connection information, provide potentially valuable location
data, but often do not provide security guarantees such as trusted signatures. Due
to mobility, the availability of certain types of information is uncertain, so the best
effort is made given the current environment and available services. The endpoint
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manager ascertains the veracity of the location measure using logic provided by the
enterprise and may place a value of “unknown” in the dynamic file.

18.2.4 endPoint deviCe ManageMent suMMary
Management of endpoint devices is required for both security and efficiency. In a
high-assurance environment, maintaining tight control of both devices and users is
mandatory.

ELS Extensions – Other
Techniques
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19.1

Endpoint Agent
Architecture

AGENT ARCHITECTURE

Defending an enterprise and its information against external attacks has moved from
the central network to the edge devices. Network monitoring provides a centralized
approach where all communications can be intercepted, recorded, analyzed for malicious intent, and modified as needed. However, this is complicated by current threats
and operational practices.
Widespread encrypted HTTPS traffic requires a network scanner to act as a central point of decryption. This can be accomplished by sharing server private keys
with network appliances on the wire, but such an approach violates end-to-end security by breaking every secure connection within the enterprise. In addition, these
network appliances provide central points of attack that enable access to all traffic and allow an attacker to impersonate any entity within the enterprise. Such a
network-based approach has critical security flaws.
Moving the defense to the edge of the network offers several advantages. There is
no need to break end-to-end secure connections. There is no central point of attack
that can compromise all connections and impersonate any entity. The defense tools
can operate at the endpoint to detect malicious behavior as it happens and directly
respond instead of trying to predict it before it happens based on network traffic and
then trying to respond remotely after the damage is done.
The edge defense model does have some drawbacks. The distributed nature of the
defense introduces the challenge of coordination and correlation of data. End-to-end
security requires new approaches to decrypt data for analysis. Also, software agents
at the endpoints, which are often lightweight applications, must perform secure operations and initiate secure communication channels.
This chapter presents a method for enabling distributed endpoint-based defense
while preserving end-to-end integrity, encryption, and authentication of communications across the enterprise.

19.2 RELATED WORK
Network monitoring can provide important insights into lower layer resources and
communications, but it lacks access to the higher layer content due to widespread
HTTPS and similar protocols. Web application firewalls (WAFs) attempt to bridge
this gap by decrypting content for the server, analyzing and modifying it for security, and passing the clean content to the server. The WAF may even open files and
execute code to determine if certain content presents a danger to the receiver. This
approach catches many attacks that network monitoring and pattern-based detection
209
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miss, but it breaks the end-to-end security model, introduces latency in communications, and does not stop all attacks.
Endpoint agent architecture design has seen some work with varying goals. [249]
describes an agent architecture that preserves battery life of mobile devices. [250]
describes the potential benefits of using agents for IoT applications. [251] and [252]
examine security of agents that migrate between different hosts. [253] describes a
secure agent architecture for sensor networks. [254] describes a secure agent architecture for mobile agents that has similar
security goals, but unlike our work, its
agents operate with their own software- SOFTWARE AGENTS
based private keys, and the agent code A software agent is a goal-oriented
computer program that reacts to its
itself must be carefully protected.
There is a lot of work in the area of environment and runs without direct
mobile agent computing, where agents supervision to perform a function
move from device to device. However, for an end user, the enterprise, or
our interest is in monitoring the device another entity. Some, but not all,
itself using agents, not doing computa- software agents have user interfaces.
tions that move agents across devices.

19.3 ELS AGENT METHODS
This chapter addresses the challenge of integrating endpoint device agents into the
ELS architecture while adhering to and working with the existing ELS concepts,
components, and protocols. This section provides an overview of integration challenges for agent-based security.
The ELS model starts with the premise that security is between endpoints.
However, endpoints are one of the most vulnerable areas of any information system.
As a result, ELS requires strong guarantees that the endpoints have not been compromised. For example, a stolen smart card credential compromises an individual,
but such a problem is often quickly reported by the person who lost the credential.
However, a compromised device can monitor user activity and act as the user surreptitiously over long periods of time with no obvious signs to the user. A systematic approach is required to monitor devices for such compromise and malicious
behavior.
In addition, the ELS infrastructure includes other types of agents, such as logging
and monitoring agents and endpoint device management agents.
The primary challenges for agents in a secure environment are:
• Establishing secure agent communication with external entities
• Tying agent communication to its host device
The first challenge requires that all endpoints use the same ELS methods to
communicate whether they are a person, server, or other active entity in the enterprise. The agent, as the initiator of communication with a central server, gateway,
or collection system, qualifies as such an active entity. It must be secured at a level
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comparable to a user with a hardware-based PKI credential. This is challenging
because agents operate differently than normal users or other active entities.
The second challenge relates to the separate methods of authenticating endpoint
requesters and the devices themselves. Users, for example, can use smart cards and
servers can use HSMs to authenticate from different underlying hardware platforms
or even virtual machines. However, hardware authentication must be through a different means, as it must be tied to the hardware platform itself. The challenge for
agents is to tie the agent to its digital identity and then tie its digital identity to a
hardware-based device identity.

19.4 ENDPOINT AGENT RESULTS
Sections 19.4.1 through 19.4.6 describe the approach for the different agents that both
use ELS and expand ELS services to address enterprise needs.

19.4.1

Mobile deviCe ManageMent (MdM) agents

With the move from desktops and laptops to mobile devices like phones and tablets,
the edge of the enterprise has changed. Gone are the days where employees log
in from an enterprise machine in an enterprise building on an enterprise network.
Current users can come from personal mobile devices in public spaces through a
commercial cellular network. This motivates our first use case of endpoint device
management. These endpoints include mobile devices as well as more traditional
laptops, desktops, and servers. Agents for device management must have a software
component for the agent code, but they must also leverage a hardware key store on
the device. Unlike ELS authentication, where the keys are tied to the user or other
entity using the device, agent authentication must be tied to the device hardware.
Such an agent need not have any security itself for authentication. In fact, the
agent should not have any security information, because such information could be
easily duplicated or extracted from a software element. The agent is similar to a web
browser on a desktop. The browser does not itself authenticate to servers. It provides
the means for a user to authenticate and request or provide content. The agent is
similar in nature. It relies on existing device keys and certificates to authenticate and
communicate securely. The source of the agent keys must be the device hardware,
not a portable or external key store, because such agents speak for the device itself
and not for some other entity like a person or server that can migrate from device to
device.
This introduces some complications. First, the agent is a piece of software that
is separate from its hardware-based keys. Hence, any agent, real or malicious, that
gains access to the real agent’s keys can act as a real agent. There are a number of
attacks possible between a software instance and the hardware keys it uses. This is
similar to the challenge of securing keys in the cloud, which has a similar key and
software separation issue. The agent, and the endpoint security in general, must rely
on the device to monitor itself, including the software on it, because the agent cannot
be trusted by itself.
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Using the Hardware-Based SKSU

SKSU on a device, such as a TPM, has the capability to perform attestations, and
such an attestation is required to ensure that the device is running the proper agent
and other software. The attestation is a report that lists the state of hardware and
software on the device and provides a signature using a key associated with the particular SKSU module on the device. The SKSU hardware module serves as the root
of trust for all device-based communications, as indicated in Figure 19.1. The SKSU
must itself be trusted as a starting point, and from there security for the device and
its software functionality can be secured using attestation reports.
The attestation report must cover the hardware, operating system, any virtualization or containerization, and the applications and agents installed on the device. For
an agent to communicate securely, it must first produce an attestation report that
shows that at the current time the device is running as intended with no malicious
entities or configuration modifications. This is typically implemented as a white list
of approved software.
The agent invokes the TPM to produce an attestation report with the required
parameters. In Figure 19.2, the elements covered by the attestation report are highlighted. They include the full set of components that can affect the agent, which is
running as an app in a container. The containerization and containers are trusted to
isolate the apps within their containers sufficiently well that any other apps or containers are allowed to operate on the device. Other apps outside the container need
not be validated, and other containers need not be validated. This might be the case
for a phone with separate work and personal spaces. However, if the containerization or containers had known vulnerabilities or insufficient protections and isolation
capabilities, then the attestation report would have to cover the other components
as well. In general, the attestation report must cover all elements of the device and
its software that could negatively affect the agent’s ability to securely communicate
with an external entity.
The trust starts at the bottom with hardware and works its way up the stack. The
SKSU validates that the device hardware is operating correctly. It then validates that
the operating system is correct. This may include checking whether the operating
system is “rooted,” which version is installed, and whether the software is installed
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FIGURE 19.2. Extending Trust to Other Hardware and Software

properly by (for example) checking a hash of the executable against a known value.
The containerization and applications, including the agent itself, can then be validated in a similar manner.
With a trusted SKSU, and a valid agent running with other valid applications in
a valid container in a valid containerization method on a valid operating system on
valid hardware, a high degree of trust can be established in the agent functionality.
In particular, a high degree of trust can be established that a private key operation for the agent was actually initiated by the agent itself. This is required because
there is no external method, such as a PIN or biometric information, to validate the
agent’s request at the SKSU itself. The SKSU, in combination with the full validated
software stack, is required to secure the private key use by the agent. Without such
validation, it may be possible for another entity to use the key, which would prevent
proper authentication of the agent to the central server.
The agent, with its attestation report, communicates with the external entity,
which is often an aggregation point for many device agents. After authentication,
the agent may send a SAML token to the external endpoint for access, in accordance
with standard ELS rules for access. A simpler alternative is to have the agent use
identity-based authorization. In this case, the server maintains an ACL of the known
deployed device agents. This reduces the need for a SAML token, but eliminates the
efficiency that ELS provides for managing ACRs for large groups.
The external entity must be configured to expect and then validate an attestation
report for an agent request. The agent’s credential is stored on the TPM or other
SKSU module. Such a credential alone is not sufficient for ELS authentication,
because rogue software may have compromised the device and used the agent key.
To secure against this attack, the attestation report validates that the proper software
is installed and running at the time of the communication with the agent.
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Agent Communication Security Flows

The SKSU module itself may be compromised, which would allow an attacker
to generate valid attestation reports for a compromised device. This is addressed
by choosing hardware devices that protect against such attacks. Such hardware is
becoming a standard part of mobile phones, and keys generated on such devices are
very difficult to extract [101, 255].
The full secure communication sequence from agent to external entity is shown
in Figure 19.3. The steps are as follows:
1. The agent requests an attestation report from the SKSU module.
2. The SKSU module validates the hardware.
3. The SKSU module validates the operating system version, configuration,
and hash.
4. The SKSU module validates the containerization mechanism or other isolation mechanism(s), if applicable.
5. The SKSU module validates the container or other isolation unit where the
agent is located, if applicable.
6. The SKSU validates other applications in the same container as the agent.
7. The SKSU validates the agent itself.
8. The SKSU provides the attestation report to the agent.
9. The agent initiates a secure connection to the external entity and validates
the external entity credentials.
10. The external entity requests authentication of the agent.
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11. The agent requests a private key operation for the agent key stored in the
SKSU.
12. The SKSU returns the results of the private key operation.
13. The agent uses the private key operation to authenticate to the external
entity and provides the attestation report through the secure connection.
The external entity must validate that the attestation report has a valid signature
from a trusted source and that the items listed for the device conform to a valid
configuration of the device. At this point, the agent has successfully authenticated to
the external entity using the device key in the SKSU, leveraging the SKSU and its
internal key as a root of trust.
The external entity may then request an access token, or it may check the identity of the agent against an ACL for authorization. This process proceeds similarly
to normal ELS SAML requests. The only difference is that authentication to the
token server also uses the flows above to use the SKSU and its attestation report for
authentication.

19.4.2

Monitoring agents

In addition to device management agents, ELS requires agents for monitoring of
endpoint devices. With end-to-end security, it is not possible to directly monitor the
content of communication between endpoints. This information must be collected
from the endpoints using agents. These agents operate on both servers and user
devices. The monitoring agents watch for potentially malicious inputs and outputs,
much like a network-based monitoring system does. However, the monitoring agents
only process a single device’s communications. This can help performance by distributing the load across all enterprise devices. However, some data must be shared
with a central entity to enable cross-device correlations. The agent is responsible for
communicating with the central aggregator and sending relevant data periodically
or upon request. The agent also responds to configuration changes pushed from the
central aggregator in response to changing monitoring needs.
The monitoring agents process security sensitive information related to device,
operating system, or application anomalies and compromises, and they initiate this
transmission as active entities, so they must be authenticated much like the endpoint
device management agents. The monitoring agent keys are stored in the TPM and
used to initiate TLS connections to central servers. The agent authenticates using its
key, and this is coupled to an endpoint device management agent’s attestation report
that certifies the operational state of the device. Because monitoring agents and endpoint device management agents are both part of the standard ELS infrastructure,
such attestation reports can be shared among the back-end servers through a common storage system.
With a TPM attestation report from the endpoint device management system,
the device’s state is established as “clean.” Such a clean device can then be trusted
to authenticate and provide proper information from all of the agents covered by
the attestation report, including the monitoring agent. The monitoring agent then
provides further information about potentially malicious activity on the device itself.
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This information can include details of malicious operating system configuration
changes, such as rooting, or malicious or anomalous application activities, such as
accessing or requesting restricted resources.

19.4.3

log aggregation agents

Log aggregation agents periodically assemble the relevant log content from the
device, which may include monitoring logs, browser history, key usage, location history, network utilization rates, or other information as configured by the enterprise.
They then send this information to an aggregator, which may further aggregate it at
the enterprise level. The log information from a single device is packaged as a signed
message that can be passed through multiple aggregators without loss of security
properties. The intermediate aggregators are not active entities because they do not
modify the data packages. They only provide performance benefits, such as load
balancing or aggregation of data packets.
Log records can come from the hardware, in which case an attestation report is a
natural security measure. They can also come from the operating system, which is
often tightly coupled with a SKSU module, and again the attestation report is a natural choice for security. The challenge is application-layer logging, which may not
be completely in control of the application that generates it. The operating system,
in particular, may interfere with the log file management, make it available to other
applications, or directly modify it. The operating system could also act on behalf
of the application when requesting logging related activities. Again, the attestation
report for the software on the device provides a method to secure against a modified
or compromised operating system. The system attestation report combined with the
log attestation report provides the needed security for transferring the log record to
the central aggregator.
The log aggregator has a unique position. It is a passive entity with respect to the
content of the log records. These are signed by the log aggregation agents on individual devices, so such content cannot be modified by the aggregator. However, the
aggregator does have an important active role to play in validating the integrity of
the signature. The aggregator must validate the attestation report for the device that
signed the log record. A bad attestation report implies that the signature cannot be
trusted, and the log aggregator is the point where this is checked. The log aggregator
signs valid log records and refuses to sign invalid log records. The aggregator serves
as an active entity in providing its own validation but is a passive entity with respect
to the signed log records themselves.
The central aggregator need not be a central point of failure for log record security. Confidentiality is difficult to provide due to the nature of the aggregator, but
integrity is often more important for log-related applications. The signatures by the
device-based keys and certificates, combined with a validation of their attestation
reports, provide a high level of integrity for such records. For aggregation functions,
it may be necessary to strip the signatures and use the raw data for further processing. In this case, there is no direct method to validate the processed data, but because
all original data is signed, it is possible to independently validate such computations.
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Thus, the central aggregator is a single point of aggregation, but it is not a single
point of vulnerability due to the device signatures for individual records.

19.4.4

serviCe desK agents

A self-help agent may be provided for certain devices that require complex configurations or administration. This agent can reduce the interaction with the service desk
by solving many obvious configuration issues and some simple usage errors. This
agent may provide remote access and capabilities for a service desk person or automated service. The service desk agent provides a higher degree of access than other
agents. This is because the service desk operators often require privileged access
to many functions on the device when troubleshooting an issue. The service desk
agent, as a highly capable agent, introduces a potentially dangerous interface into the
device and a tempting target of attack.
The security goals are slightly different for the service desk agents. For other
agents, the goal is strong validation of what comes out of such agents. For the service
desk agent, the goal is strong validation of what goes into the device. It is important
to prevent intruders from using the service desk agent as an attack vector into the
machine.
The attestation reports collected by the endpoint device management system identify devices that are out of compliance. Agents will fail to authenticate to external
servers under these conditions, just as for any other agent. However, a service desk
agent on an out-of-compliance device can potentially open the door for attackers, so
a stronger response is required. Instead of just denying the service desk agent external access, the agent must be locked down or disabled until the device is brought into
compliance.

19.4.5

iMPort and Mediation agents

Import agents are used to refresh data in reference stores and mediate their content for compatibility with other information. The agents pull data through a guard
for integrity and accuracy checking. Guarded and filtered inputs are aggregated.
Because numerous errors and inconsistencies may exist, the guard checks for formatting errors, discrepancies between databases, incorrect or missing data, illogical data, and other undesirable conditions. Handling of discrepancies from sources
depends upon the nature of the discrepancy, and corrections may be required before
the data can be imported.
Import and mediation agents handle sensitive personal data that is used across
the enterprise for security decisions, so they also have special responses beyond a
normal agent. Any attestation report anomaly related to the import and mediation
agent must lead to failure of authentication and disabling of these agents, much like
the service desk agents. However, the data managed by these agents must also be
rolled back to a prior known good state, because data modifications made from an
import and mediation agent on a non-compliant device could have widespread lasting effects on the entire enterprise.
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other agents

The preceding descriptions of agents focused on enterprise agents. These are installed
on devices as part of normal enterprise operations to conform to enterprise rules for
security and functionality. In addition, there may be other application-specific agents
that are desired for subgroups of the enterprise or individuals within the enterprise.
These may or may not have enterprise approval or support.
Such agents can operate like the monitoring or logging agents. They would ultimately rely on device hardware key storage, the operating system, and the MDM
system to bootstrap the security of their communications. They would require an
attestation report, a hardware-based authentication key, and possibly an access
token, much like any other active entity in the enterprise.

19.5 ENDPOINT AGENT CONCLUSIONS
Moving from a centralized network-based security model to a distributed endpointbased model provides many benefits for the current enterprise information sharing
network dominated by mobile devices. However, under a high-assurance enterprise
security model, the endpoint-based model requires careful planning to preserve
existing security properties while adding the additional functionality.
This chapter examines the agents that must both secure the enterprise and be
secured. Security relies on a hardware-based attestation of the operating state of
each device. This can be provided by a software agent, but it must be tied to trusted
hardware on the device. The attestation report bootstraps the software agent’s actions
by ensuring that they are done on a clean device. Other agents use this same bootstrapping process to secure the information they transmit about the device and applications on it. This approach ensures that the end-to-end security between all active
endpoints is preserved and that existing monitoring capabilities are performed on the
devices, ultimately providing a way to extend the enterprise footprint onto mobile
devices outside the enterprise while maintaining security comparable to internal
networks.

19.6 ENDPOINT AGENT EXTENSIONS
Other tools or applications that use agents may use the same process to provide
secure device-based communication. For example, in addition to an MDM, it is
possible to use a mobile application manager (MAM) from a different vendor. The
MAM has a lower level of control than an MDM due to the restricted operating system interfaces. However, it would use the same basic communication methods with
external servers and internal operating system components and hardware elements.
Many mobile device applications have tight ties to external servers and serve
mainly as a user interface to web APIs. Such applications function much like agents
because they are lightweight and communicate with a central server. As such, the
architecture described in this chapter also serves as a blueprint for such applications.

20
20.1

Ports and Protocols

INTRODUCTION

Guidance and policies that govern the use, configuration, and management of the
communication protocols in use by the web services and applications that are connected to the network are required for interoperability and security. Policies specify
the proper use of ports and protocols to control what types of communications are
allowed to cross the boundaries of the networks.
A port is an access channel to and from a specific service, and a protocol is a standardized way for computers to exchange information. Data on the network is sent
and received by software that automatically organizes such data to be transferred
into packets, which are made in a standardized way as defined by the protocol in use
so that the destination host can recognize them as data and properly decode them.
To transfer data, network clients use different ports or channels, which are given
standardized numbers.
The port number and the destination IP address are included as part of the header
attached to each packet in order to deliver the packet to the proper endpoint service.
The policies on ports, protocols, and services (PPS) are typically enforced by network and security appliances and software such as routers, firewalls, and intrusion
detection/protection devices that protect the boundary of the network or reside at the
endpoints (i.e., web services or clients).
The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) maintains the official assignments of port numbers for specific uses [256, 257]. However, many unofficial uses
of both well-known and registered port numbers occur in practice. A few ports
and their usage are given in Table 20.1. There are 65,536 ports available as a 16-bit
unsigned integer.
Ports may be well-known, registered, and dynamic/private:
• Well-known: Port numbers 0 through 1023 are used for common, wellknown services.
• Registered: Port numbers 1024 through 49151 are the registered ports used
for IANA-registered services.
• Dynamic/private: Ports 49152 through 65535 are dynamic ports that are not
officially designated for any specific service and may be used for any purpose. They also are used as ephemeral ports; software running on the host
may randomly choose one of these ports in order to define itself. In effect,
they are used as temporary ports, primarily by clients when communicating
with servers. Dynamic/private ports can also be used by end user applications, but this is less common. Dynamic/private ports do not contain any
meaning outside of any particular TCP connection.
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TABLE 20.1.
Example Ports and Protocols
Port

Protocol

Messaging Protocol

18

TCP, UDP

The Message Send Protocol (MSP) is an application layer
protocol. Defined in Request for Comments (RFC) 1312 [258].

Official

80
110

TCP, UDP
TCP

Official
Official

143

TCP

161

UDP

213
443

TCP, UDP
TCP, UDP

587

TCP

1935

TCP

2195
4502

TCP
TCP, UDP

5672

TCP

8080

TCP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). RFC 2068 [259].
Post Office Protocol v3 (POP3) is an email retrieval protocol.
RFC 1081 [260].
Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) is a protocol for
email retrieval and storage, as an alternative to POP. Defined in
RFC 3501 [261].
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) defined in RFC
3411 [262].
Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX) RFC 1132 [263].
Hypertext Transfer Protocol over TLS/SSL (HTTPS) RFC
2818. [264].
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), as specified in RFC
6409 [265].
Adobe Systems Macromedia Flash Real Time Messaging
Protocol (RTMP) “plain” protocol. Adobe proprietary [266].
Apple Push Notification service link. Apple proprietary [267].
Microsoft Silverlight connectable ports under non-elevated
trust [268].
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) ISO/IEC
19464 [269].
HTTP alternate.

49342

TCP

Avanset Exam Simulator (Visual CertExam file format (VCE)
Player). Avanset proprietary [270].

Status

Official

Official
Official
Official
Official
Official
Unofficial
Official
Official
Official
Unofficial

Protocol standards may be:
• Proprietary – Set by an individual developer for use with his own products
or products developed by members in his consortium. This creates serious
interoperability problems among different developers and is a barrier to
entry to new developers who do not agree to consortium rules.
• De facto – Openly published by an individual developer, but adopted by
enough developers that the protocols are widely in use. This promotes
interoperability, and the open publication removes barriers to entry.
• Standards-body-based – Industry-wide protocol definitions that are not
tied to a particular manufacturer. With standard protocols, you can mix
and match equipment from different vendors. As long as the equipment
implements the standard protocols, it should be able to coexist on the same
network.
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Many organizations are involved in setting standards for networking. The most
important organizations for the web are:
• ISO – A federation of more than 100 standards organizations from throughout the world.
• IETF – The organization responsible for the protocols that drive the Internet.
These standards are cited by reference to their Request for Comments
(RFC).
• World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) – An international organization that
handles the development of standards for the World Wide Web.
In this chapter, we will review the communication models for web services and the
ports and assigned protocols. We will then review ELS and its basic architecture.
Next, we review the threats to be considered, including how they affect server configuration and how firewalls are used for port blocking. Finally, we provide the unique
factors that arise with ports and protocols with this high security environment.

20.2

COMMUNICATION MODELS

The Internet model is a group of communications protocols used for the Internet and
similar networks. The Internet model is commonly known as TCP/IP, after its two
most important protocols. TCP/IP provides connectivity specifying how data should
be formatted, addressed, transmitted, routed, and received at the destination. This
functionality has been organized into four abstraction layers:
• Application Layer – example protocols:
• Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [271], Domain Name System (DNS)
[272], and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [4].b),
• Transport Layer – example protocols:
• TCP, UDP, and Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [273],
• Internet Layer – example Internet layer protocols:
• IP [4].a), Electronic Communication Network (ECN) [274], and
IPsec [275],
• Link Layer – example link layer protocols:
• Ethernet [276], Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) [133], and PPP [134].
These layers are used to sort all related protocols according to the scope of the networking involved. IETF documents RFC 1122 [277] and RFC 1123 [278] describe
the IP suite and model.
An alternative model, the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model [279], is
often used to describe protocols. The OSI model defines protocols in seven layers.
The layers are:
(1) Physical,
(2) Data link,
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(3) Network,
(4) Transport,
(5) Session,
(6) Presentation, and
(7) Application.
The OSI model defines protocol implementations for its layers, and some of the specific details at each layer differ from those of the Internet model. The OSI model,
while popularly referenced, has succumbed to the Internet model. Unless specified,
the Internet model will be used in this document.

20.3 PORTS IN TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS
Two primary transport protocols are used in the Internet, along with a plethora of
special purpose ones. In this description, we limit the discussion to TCP and UDP.
The port information for both of these protocols is explicit in the header information, and it can be used by firewalls and servers to make an “accept or drop”
decision.

20.3.1 the transMission Control ProtoCol
TCP is one of the core protocols of the IP suite and is so common that the entire suite
is often called TCP/IP. Residing at the transport layer, TCP provides end-to-end,
reliable, ordered, and error-checked delivery of a stream of octets between programs
running on computers connected to a local area network, an intranet, or the public
Internet. Web browsers use TCP when they connect to servers on the World Wide
Web, and it is used to deliver email and transfer files from one location to another. A
variety of other higher-layer protocols use TCP/IP, such as HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP,
POP3, IMAP, FTP, and their messages are typically encapsulated in TCP packets.
TCP also provides a form of message flow control that will adapt its transmission
rate to the congestion on the network. Applications that do not require the reliability
of a TCP connection may instead use the connectionless UDP, which emphasizes
low-overhead operation and reduced latency rather than error-checking and delivery
validation.
TCP uses TCP Port Numbers to identify sending and receiving application
endpoints on the hosts. Each side of a TCP connection has an associated Internet
socket, defined as the host IP address and port number, reserved by the sending
or receiving application. Port 0 is generally reserved and should not be used.
Arriving TCP data packets are identified as belonging to a specific TCP connection by its two sockets, that is, the four-tuple from the combination of source host
IP address, source port, destination host IP address, and destination port. This
means that a server computer can provide several clients with services simultaneously, as long as the four-tuples differ. A single client can have concurrent requests
for a service, as long as the client takes care of initiating any connections to one
destination port from different source ports. Well-known applications, running
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as servers and passively listening for connections, typically use TCP ports. Some
examples include:
•
•
•
•

FTP (Ports 20 and 21),
SMTP (Port 25),
Secure Socket Layer (SSL)/TLS, HTTPS (Port 443),
HTTP (Port 80).

20.3.2 the user datagraM ProtoCol
UDP is one of the core members of the IP suite (the set of network protocols used
for the Internet). With UDP, computer applications can send messages, referred to
here as datagrams, to other hosts on an IP network without prior communications to
set up special transmission channels or data paths. UDP uses a simple transmission
model with a minimum of protocol mechanisms and overhead. It has no handshaking dialogues and thus exposes any unreliability of the underlying network protocol
to the user’s program. Because this is normally IP over unreliable media, there is no
guarantee of delivery, ordering, or duplicate protection. UDP provides checksums
for data integrity and port numbers for addressing different functions at the source
and destination of the datagram. UDP is suitable for situations when error-checking
and correction either are not necessary or are performed in the application, avoiding
the overhead of such processing at the network interface level. Time-sensitive applications often use UDP because dropping packets is preferable to waiting for delayed
packets, which may not be an option in a real-time system. If error-correction facilities are needed at the network interface level, an application would use the TCP or
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), which are designed for this purpose.
UDP uses UDP Port Numbers to identify sending and receiving application endpoints on a host. Each side of a UDP connection may have an associated port number
reserved by the sending or receiving application. However, unlike TCP, a source port
is not required for UDP data packets. Packets are identified as belonging to a specific
UDP connection by its combination of source host address, source port (if given),
destination host address, and destination port.
Some UDP port numbers include:
• FTP (Port 20),
• Encrypted SMTP (Port 26), and
• Network Time Protocol (NTP) (Port 123).

20.4 THREATS CONSIDERED
Incoming ports are typically controlled, but outgoing ports are sometimes left
uncontrolled. If some ports are not explicitly blocked for both incoming and outgoing traffic, then it may be possible for malicious code to enter through a permitted
port of an allowed service and try to open or access other unused ports for malicious
purposes, exfiltration of data, or reconnaissance. Restrictions should be applied to
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both incoming and outgoing messaging. In general, the policy should be to “deny
all – permit by exception” to block all incoming and outgoing ports unless explicitly permitted. Closing of the internal ports means that the utility function ports
are also blocked, and the administrators must use the same allowed communication
processes as any other active entities. This essentially closes the back doors. The
bilateral authentication uses PKI credentials, eliminating passwords, and the authorization is done by a SAML claims credential, eliminating the need for accounts.
At this point, the content alone does not provide enough structure to achieve this
approach. Many of the common protocols and services in use have known vulnerabilities and exploits and must either be prevented from operating in ELS or conditionally allowed with mitigations implemented.
Once a list of all acceptable PPSs have been defined for an enterprise, it is necessary to correctly configure the security devices to allow only the permitted PPSs to
pass through the enterprise network while blocking all others. Constant monitoring
of the networks and devices is required to ensure that only the approved PPSs are
allowed and that configurations have not been incorrectly modified, either by accident or by malicious intent. This is a constant issue, as the collection of permissible
PPSs and their mitigations are likely to evolve over time.

20.5 ASSIGNING PORTS AND PROTOCOLS
From a technical standpoint, any port can be assigned any protocol. From a practical
standpoint, that will only work if each user knows and agrees to use those combinations. For the IP suite, the IANA is responsible for the global coordination of the DNS
Root, IP addressing, and other IP resources. This allows developers throughout the
world to write their communication code to a standard set of ports and protocols and
be reasonably assured that their communication will succeed. A list of official and
unofficial port assignments for the commonly used ports from the IANA is provided
in [256]. If this list appears daunting, remember that any protocol/port combination
can be changed by mutual agreement and only requires that everybody reconfigure
to the agreed combination. There are even lists of preferred service assignments. The
importance of controlling these port assignments is universally accepted.
DoD has developed strict guidance on the control and management of PPS that
can be used in national security information networks. DoD Instruction Number
8551.01 establishes policies, procedures, and responsibilities for proper use of PPS
[280]. In addition to the regulations concerning PPS use, the current instruction
includes requirements for continuous, real-time monitoring of configuration management as well as better mechanisms for sharing information among the user community. The main points of the policy are as follows:
• All PPS must be limited to those required for official business.
• All PPS must be assessed for vulnerabilities and recommended security
mitigations.
• All PPS must be documented in a Category Assurance List (CAL).
• All PPS must be declared in a PPS Management Registry.
• All PPS must be implemented according to procedures and policy developed by a Configuration Management Board (CMB).
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• All PPS must be regulated according to the ability to cause damage.
• Boundary devices such as firewalls, routers, and intrusion/protection
devices must be configured to allow only approved PPS.
• PPS not implemented according to policy will be blocked with boundary
devices.
• An exception process will exist.
The DoD Chief Information Officer (CIO) has overall responsibility for oversight of
this instruction, and the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) is given the
primary implementation responsibility.
In summary, all automated information systems (AIS) used on national security
data networks must register the data communication modes and identify the PPS
used and the network boundaries crossed. Compliance with the PPS requirements
will reduce overall development time and cost, increase security, speed certification
and accreditation steps, enhance AIS interoperability across the department, and
speed operational deployment of all new and updated AIS.

20.6

SERVER CONFIGURATIONS

Most servers come with default ports and protocols that include most of the services available to their broad class of users. For example, the IBM WebSphere would
default to all of the common ports in addition to the IBM ports and protocols for all
of their services and perhaps Oracle’s, etc. In the enterprise, it is not sufficient to just
use the defaults provided by the vendors, because these may include banned services
or may not include recommended mitigations.
A port-by-port and protocol-by-protocol examination of the traffic generated by
and accepted by a vendor product must be undertaken. This can be initiated by packet
captures during normal operation. The valid and necessary traffic can be identified and
remaining traffic analyzed to determine if it is needed or superfluous. After assessing
normal traffic, a network scan for open ports will reveal other open ports that are not
being used. These should typically be closed. In addition, detailed discussions with
the vendor are required to understand what other ports and protocols may be open but
not utilized during normal operations, as these are potential entry points for attackers.

20.7

FIREWALLS AND PORT BLOCKING

The network boundary protection devices, such as routers, firewalls, and intrusion
detection/protection devices need to be configured to block all message traffic into
the enterprise (reducing external flow to externally available ports) unless it is to
or from permitted services on specific ports using permitted protocols. Internally
available ports may be available as discussed in the conventional methods. However,
these internal ports are the same as the external ports for ELS systems.
Conventional firewalls effectively control access to and from a requested service
through ports and protocols filtering. A stateful firewall is a conventional firewall
that also tracks connections by the socket pairs (source IP, source port, destination
IP, destination port) and uses the port number of the source IP address to protect
against the use of any other egress ports to exfiltrate data. Network firewalls protect
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the perimeter or boundary of a portion of the network using packet header filtering.
The primary concern with network firewalls is to properly configure them to block
all protocols except for the ones approved and needed for the services on the trusted
side (server side) of the firewall. In addition, it is imperative to make sure the configuration is current with respect to the changing ports and protocols needs and the
recommendations and banned services. In addition, the firewall appliance itself must
be maintained in a secure condition with current updates and bug fixes.
A network firewall can operate in transparent (or passive) mode with respect to
the end-to-end communication between a service requestor and the end-service if it
does not break the end-to-end encryption. In transparent mode, the firewall is not
able to decrypt the contents of an encrypted packet – it is only able to filter packets
based on the packet header information that is in clear text. The alternative is a proxy
firewall that breaks the end-to-end connection and operates as a man-in-the-middle.
The proxy looks like the service endpoint to the requestor and is able to decrypt the
incoming packets and encrypt the outgoing packets. This permits the firewall to
perform content filtering on the decrypted packets.
Firewalls (and other security appliances) can be operated in inline filter mode
or in observer mode (also known as promiscuous mode). An inline filter resides
in the communication path and examines all packets in real time as they traverse
the firewall before passing further into the network. A firewall in observer mode is
not in the direct communication path and examines a copy of the packet as it transits the firewall. The advantage of inline filters is that they can immediately block
the first packet of a recognized attack (which would be passed to the destination in
observer mode). The advantages of observer mode include real-time requirements
being relaxed and that communication is not halted if the firewall goes down.
The firewalls should block access to and from all ports that are accessible behind
(the trusted side) the firewall except those that are explicitly permitted. This is called
“deny all by default, permit by exception.” Firewalls that cover larger portions of the
network or that front many subnets and host computers must be configured to allow
any ports and protocols needed by any of the hosts on its trusted side.
Many firewall best-practices documents include details on firewall configurations (e.g., Cisco Firewall Best Practices Guide or the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA) Network Infrastructure Technology Review). For example, tunnels
require special considerations to make sure packets embedded in the tunnels do not
bypass the firewall. The functionality of a network firewall can be implemented as a
separate security appliance that resides either in front of the application servers or in
the endpoint hosts. In the latter case, each server would implement a packet header
filter to perform ports and protocols filtering in its message handling process.

20.8 APPLICATION FIREWALLS
Application Firewalls (AFWs) or application filters are designed to address specific
attacks on web applications and web services that are not well addressed by other
protection devices. AFWs can be specific to the particular needs of the application
and protect against attacks targeted at the application layer. For example, an AFW
could be used to filter damaging content or specific attachment types in incoming
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and outgoing email. Other types of application filters can examine the signatures
on scripts (e.g., Java applets, JavaScript, ActiveX controls), the file extensions, virus
scanning, blocking specific content, or use of specific commands.
In general, there are several different ways to deploy AFWs:
1) as a separate hardware or software security appliance in front of the
application,
2) as part of another security device such as a network firewall or content distribution controller,
3) as a cloud service, or
4) as an agent on the application server.
The current trend is for security appliances to integrate several functions in a single device to reduce operating costs and physical space requirements. The network
firewall, intrusion detection/prevention, and application content filtering are being
combined in integrated security appliances. Although there are important benefits
for this integration, the compromise of such a device could incapacitate all the protection functions at once.

20.9

NETWORK FIREWALLS IN ELS

In ELS, a network firewall operates in transparent mode, does not decrypt the packets, and is restricted to examining only the packet header. This is more restrictive than
the capabilities being offered on many newer firewalls that offer more functionality
but require the ability to decrypt the packet to examine its content. In ELS, network
firewalls cannot operate as proxy firewalls or perform deep packet inspection, as TLS
with mutual authentication between requestor and service is a basic ELS requirement.
In Figure 20.1, a network firewall positioned in front of several servers illustrates the
use of such devices for ports and protocols filtering. The firewall is shown protecting
two web services implemented in two separate web servers with IP addresses IP1 and
IP2. The firewall is configured to allow only requests to (IP address:port) combinations (IP1:443) and (IP2:443) and responses from them back to the requestor.
If the web service requires access to services on other ports, then that communication must be routed through a firewall that is configured to permit packets on
those ports.

20.10 ENDPOINT PROTECTION IN ELS
In ELS, an agent-type model is preferred, one in which the packet header filtering and
other security functions reside at the web server in the handler chain of the web service. The basic configuration of endpoint protection in ELS is shown in Figure 20.2
and provides a complete set of security functions for packet, message, and application
layer security, tailored for the specific web service being protected. The new functions
that are added in the server are packet header inspection, packet content inspection,
message content inspection, and application protection. These functions implement
the ports and protocols protection, as well as other security functions normally
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FIGURE 20.1.
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Network Firewall in Transparent Mode

provided by network devices such as intrusion detection/protection, packet and message content filtering, deep packet inspection, and application/web content filtering.
A service requestor uses HTTPS to establish communication with the server hosting the target web service, in line with the ELS practice. The packet is received by
the destination sever, which immediately inspects the header and performs the ports
and protocols blocking, source whitelist/blacklist checking, and other filtering based
on only the header, including stateful tracking of client addresses and ports. Until
an HTTPS session has been established, only packets addressed to the server’s IP
address and port 443 are allowed. Other ports may be opened when needed as part
of the web service following HTTPS establishment.
On the return path, the messages follow a similar process. In effect, the packet
header inspection module can perform the required network-layer filtering and can
block traffic based on ports and protocols (protocol, IP address, and port).
In the ELS endpoint protection architecture, the endpoint protection modules can
be configured to communicate with additional security monitoring appliances, such
as a NetScout, that can compile and track statistics about the security status of the
server and the web service. The security appliances should be active entities and
communicate with the server via TLS with mutual authentication. If required, the
server could send the decrypted message traffic to other security appliances through
this interface for additional security functions.
The endpoint protection functions are configured through the server configuration
management interface, which communicates with the server by TLS with mutual
authentication. The ports and protocols and whitelist information and any software
updates are provided through this interface.
It is recommended that the initial configuration of the packet header deny both
incoming and outgoing ports and protocols (as opposed to incoming only) and that
permissions be configured as they are identified.

FIGURE 20.2.

ELS Endpoint Security Functions

Ports and Protocols
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FIGURE 20.3.

Server Side Handlers
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20.11 HANDLING AND INSPECTION OF TRAFFIC
Handling and inspection is done in software-only modules in the server. The software functionality is embodied in handlers in the handler chain of the server as
shown in Figure 20.3.
The handlers are embedded in the server handler chain at the point that the communication is prepared for their use, and the functionality has been divided along
those lines as opposed to the previous functionality such as virus scan, ports and
protocols, intrusion detection, or blacklist/whitelist. These are distributed to packet
header inspection, packet content inspection, and message content inspection. Each
of these may perform inspections related to intrusion detection or blacklist blocking,
as well as other security functions. This is the preferred embodiment for enterprise
applications.
This system inserts handlers within the server and service to move the inspections to the point of the application itself, where it makes most sense. The inspections that can be done without decrypting the packets may be done at the front of
the web server because they are passive entities. Moving inspections of decrypted
traffic inside the server not only preserves the end-to-end paradigm, but encapsulates
the security and allows tailoring for the application itself. The encapsulated security
with the application is virtualization ready.

20.12 ADDITIONAL SECURITY HARDENING
We assume that malicious software is present, and a request for service may come
from within the enterprise, bypassing firewalls and not stating forbidden port numbers. To prevent the server software from finding a protocol resolution software set
and assigning the port, all such software should be removed or not installed to begin
with. The server software may come with a variety of software subsystems to satisfy
a variety of customer needs, such as telnet and secure shell. If the allowable ports
are known, the server software installation should not install other software (if the
installation procedure permits this). If the installation procedure does not allow this,
or if the allowable ports and protocols are not worked out until after server software
is installed, these non-allowable protocol software sets should be actively sought out
and removed.
A more difficult option that is often not possible with off-the-shelf software is code
reduction. Remove all code that implements functions that are not needed or desired.
With Java, for example, remove unneeded Java Archive (JAR) files or unused functions within JAR files. However, this may cause problems when updates are issued,
since they revert to the “normal” set of JARs. This may require a special agreement
with the vendor to support a specific configuration of their product (including testing
all updates against this configuration) or manual intervention to apply updates and
then remove unneeded parts and perform regression testing to ensure the updates
have not changed what is or is not needed.

21

Asynchronous Messaging

21.1 WHY ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGING?
Asynchronous messaging describes communication that takes place between one
or more applications or systems in which the sender does not receive feedback from
the receiver during transmission of a message. This is in contrast to synchronous
communication, in which the sender of a message waits for acknowledgment or a
response from the receiver before completing the transmission.
There is no assumption about which layers asynchronous and synchronous communication take place in or how these relate to each other. It is possible to implement synchronous communication using an asynchronous messaging service or an
asynchronous messaging service using synchronous communication channels. In
practice, asynchronous messaging often uses an underlying synchronous channel.
A common asynchronous messaging design involves one system placing a message in a message queue and continuing its processing. At the completion of message
transmission, the sender does not know when or whether the receiver received it. The
message queuing system is responsible for delivering the message to the recipient.
Some systems use two or more queues or intermediaries.

21.1.1

advantages of asynChronous CoMMuniCation

Asynchronous messaging solves the problem of intermittent connectivity. If the
receiving equipment fails or is unavailable, the message remains in a message queue
and is delivered after the failure is corrected. This is especially useful for transmission of large data files, as failures are more likely and retransmissions more costly.
An asynchronous messaging system with built-in intelligence may transform the
content and/or format of the message automatically to conform to the receiving system’s requirements or needed protocol but still successfully deliver the message to
the recipient. This intelligence is used to provide a higher level of understanding of
the content, which allows translation into other formats and protocols. Complicated
transformations are better suited to asynchronous communication than synchronous
communication because they may increase latency and cause connectivity problems
or other underlying protocol failures for synchronous systems.

21.1.2

disadvantages of asynChronous CoMMuniCation

The disadvantages of asynchronous messaging include the additional component of
a message broker or transfer agent to ensure the message is received. This may affect
both performance and reliability. Another disadvantage is the response time, which
may be inconvenient and not consistent with normal dialog communication.
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21.2 PRIOR WORK
A proliferation of standards for asynchronous messaging has caused interoperability problems, with each major vendor having its own implementation, interface, and
management tools. Java EE systems are not interoperable, and Microsoft’s MSMQ
(Microsoft Message Queuing) does not support Java EE. Many of these are reviewed
and compared in [281]. A few of the numerous standard protocols used for asynchronous communication as defined in the IANA protocol registries [4].m) are in Table 21.1.

21.2.1

java standard Messaging ProtoCol

Java Messaging System (JMS) is a message-oriented middleware API for communication between Java clients. It is part of the Java Platform Enterprise Edition. It
supports point-to-point communication as well as a publish-subscribe model.

21.2.2

de faCto standard MiCrosoft Message queuing

Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) allows applications running on separate servers/processes to communicate in a failsafe manner. A queue is a temporary storage
location from which messages can be sent and received reliably as conditions permit. This enables communication across networks and between computers running
Windows, which may not always be connected. By contrast, sockets and other network protocols require permanent direct connections

21.2.3

oPen sourCe Messaging ProtoCols

In addition to Java and Microsoft, different open source solutions exist. RabbitMQ is
an open source messaging solution that runs on multiple platforms and multiple languages. It implements Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), in which messages are queued on a central node before being sent to clients. It is easy to deploy,
but having all traffic pass through a single central node can hinder scalability.
ZeroMQ is another cross-platform, cross-language messaging solution that can
use different carrier protocols to send messages. It can support publish-subscribe,
push-pull, and router-dealer communication patterns. It can be more difficult
to set up, but it provides more control and granularity at the lower levels to tune
performance.
ActiveMQ is a compromise between the ease of use of Rabbit MQ and the performance of ZeroMQ. All three support multiple platforms and have client APIs for
C++, Java, .Net, Python, and others. They also have documentation and active community support. There are many other implementations, including Sparrow, Starling,
Kestrel, Beanstalkd, Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS), Kafka, Eagle MQ, and
IronMQ.

21.2.4

eMerging standard

AMQP is an open standard application layer protocol for message-oriented middleware [2].m). It is an emerging technology addressing the standardization problem.
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TABLE 21.1.
Messaging Ports
Port

TCP/UDP

18

TCP and
UDP

The Message Send Protocol (MSP), more precisely referred to
as Message Send Protocol 2, is an application layer protocol
used to send a short message between nodes on a network.
Defined in RFC 1312.

Messaging Protocol and Description

Official

Status

110
119

TCP
TCP

Official
Official

143

TCP

161

UDP

218
319

TCP and
UDP
UDP

587

TCP

1801

TCP and
UDP

1863

TCP

1935

TCP

2195
2948

TCP
TCP and
UDP

4486

TCP and
UDP

Post Office Protocol v3 (POP3) is an email retrieval protocol.
The Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) is an application
protocol used for transporting Usenet news articles (netnews)
between news servers and for reading and posting articles by
end user client applications. Defined in RFC 3977.
IMAP is a protocol for email retrieval and storage as an
alternative to POP. IMAP, unlike POP, specifically allows
multiple clients to simultaneously connect to the same
mailbox. Defined in RFC 3501.
SNMP is an “Internet-standard protocol for managing devices
on IP networks.” Devices that typically support SNMP include
routers, switches, servers, workstations, printers, modem racks,
and more. Defined in RFC 3411–3418.
Message Posting Protocol (MPP) is a network protocol used for
posting messages from a computer to a mail service host.
Event Messages for the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) is a
protocol used to synchronize clocks throughout a computer
network. On a local area network, it achieves clock accuracy in
the sub-microsecond range, making it suitable for
measurement and control systems. Defined in IEEE
1588–2008.
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), as specified in RFC
6409.
Microsoft Message Queuing or MSMQ is a message queue
developed by Microsoft and deployed in its Windows Server
operating systems.
MSNP (Microsoft Notification Protocol) is used by the
Microsoft Messenger service and a number of instant
messaging clients.
Adobe Systems Macromedia Flash Real Time Messaging
Protocol (RTMP) “plain” protocol.
Apple Push Notification service link.
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) is a standard way to
send messages that include multimedia content to and from
mobile phones.
Integrated Client Message Service (ICMS). Defined in RFC
6335.

5010

TCP

IBM WebSphere MQ Workflow.

Official

Official

Official
Official

Official

Official

Official
Unofficial
Official

Official
Official
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Implementations are interoperable. It includes flexible routing and common message
paradigms like publish-subscribe, point-to-point, request-response, and fan-out.
The defining features of AMQP are message orientation, queuing, routing (including point-to-point and publish-subscribe), reliability, and security. AMQP mandates
the behavior of the messaging provider and client to the extent that implementations
from different vendors are truly interoperable, similar to how SMTP, HTTP, FTP,
and others have created interoperable systems.

21.3

ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGING SECURITY

Asynchronous messaging can provide authentication of the sender and receiver identities and the integrity and confidentiality of the message content if the holder of
the queue is trusted. One key challenge in asynchronous messaging systems is that
a third party is often involved in the transaction, which may or may not be trusted
to speak for the sending or receiving entities or to view or modify content in transit. As a result, security models often require a trusted third party, which restricts
deployment options. In contrast, synchronous web traffic relies on routers and other
infrastructure to deliver messages, but the use of TLS provides end-to-end security
without the need to trust these intermediate nodes.

21.3.1

seCurity for server broKered invoCation

Server brokered invocation uses web server middleware to manage message queues.
The sender and receiver both communicate directly through secure synchronous channels to the server to send and receive messages. This model is shown in
Figure 21.1. Asynchronous message security must be from sender to receiver, not just
from sender to server and server to receiver. The latter fails to provide end-to-end
authentication, integrity, and confidentiality, which are required for a high-assurance
environment.

FIGURE 21.1.

Server Brokered Invocation
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For the parties involved in the transaction to provide accountability, integrity,
and confidentiality, the service requester must authenticate itself to the receiver,
encrypt the message so only the service provider can receive this message, and
provide verifiable integrity checks on the full message content. The service provider
must confirm that the message is from a known identity, decrypt the content with a
valid key, and verify the integrity checks before that entity can take action on the
message.
This is accomplished by invoking two cryptographic techniques. The first is the
use of a digital signature by the sender. When the message signature is verified, the
service provider knows the identity of the sender and that the content has not been
altered by another entity after it was signed. The second is the encryption of the
message using the public key of the service provider. This requires that the requester
know the public key of the target. A response to the requester must similarly be
signed and encrypted using the public key of the requester.
The use of asymmetric encryption is paired with more efficient symmetric
encryption in which content is encrypted with a random symmetric key, which is
itself encrypted using the receiver’s public key. Additional security can be provided
by message expiration deadlines within queues and central auditing of all messages
sent and received.

21.3.2

seCurity for Publish-subsCribe systeMs (Pss)

In a PSS, the queue server acts as an intermediary between sender and receiver to
manage many-to-many instead of just many-to-one communications. Senders and
receivers communicate with the PSS through a secure synchronous channel. The
PSS collects messages and makes them available to entities based on subscriptions.
This model is shown in Figure 21.2.
The PSS is an active entity and registered in the Enterprise Service Directory.
Active entities act on their own behalf and are not a proxy. To preserve the endto-end accountability chain for messages, the original publisher signs the message.
However, unlike server brokered invocation, no single public key can be used for
all potential receivers. One solution is to have the PSS encrypt the content to the
receivers. The sender’s signature remains intact, preserving integrity, but end-to-end
confidentiality is not guaranteed.
A PSS may use the web server broker as shown in Figure 21.3. The web server
broker is used only for notification messages, so it does not require security like

FIGURE 21.2.

Publish-Subscribe Push Model
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FIGURE 21.3.

Publish-Subscribe Pull Model

the main channel. The transmission of the actual message is still done through the
secure synchronous channel. The storage queue must be encrypted using the PSS’s
public key. This is piecemeal confidentiality, because the sender encrypts to the PSS,
and the PSS encrypts to the receiver. This relies on trust of the PSS.

21.4 PSS ROCK AND JEWEL
The following is an approach developed to maintain high security assurances with
the use of an untrusted PSS. In this formulation, the sender and receiver maintain
end-to-end security because the PSS is unable to impersonate either endpoint or
view or modify the content. The key concepts are the use of “rocks” and “jewels”
to provide security guarantees. The “rocks” are encrypted content blocks, and the
“jewels” are the decryption keys for these rocks, encrypted using public keys for the
intended recipients.

21.4.1

ClaiMs for targeted Content (Pss)

After authentication through TLS v1.2 or later versions and authorization based
on SAML claims, the sender accesses PSS services. The PSS will offer either
publish or retrieve based on the values in the SAML content claim. If there are
no SAML content claims, the subscriber will only receive basic services based
on identity.
Publishing of content for a targeted list, as used by software publishers, is based
upon registered delivery. The targeted list requires the following steps:
1. Publisher does a bilateral authentication and establishes a TLS 1.2 session
with SAML authorizations for session establishment with the PSS. The PSS
identifies him as a publisher. He may also be a subscriber, he may be modifying previously published content, or he may be retrieving messages, so
the PSS ascertains the reason for his session.
2. Content to be published will be digitally signed by the publisher.
3. The publisher will generate an AES-256 encryption key and encrypt the
content.
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4. Encrypted content is placed in a queue based on an access claim and list
name. The publisher will keep such lists. The PSS will assist in developing
claims.
5. Access is based on a list of targets and claims. A target may be an individual subscriber or a group queue. The publisher may establish a new
queue based on claims and the list for retrieval. This new queue requires an
identity and a claims establishment for retrieval (see 3 above). Additional
content may be published as needed.
6. Expiration time of targeted content is determined by the publisher or the
messaging system.
7. The PSS will provide PKI certificates for each of the targets for the content
(if the publisher needs them and they are already registered in the PSS). The
publisher should check all certificates on the list for currency and revocation. If invalid certificates are discovered, the list should be pruned.
8. The publisher will prepare encrypted key sets (jewels) by wrapping the
AES encryption key in each target’s public key.
9. The publisher will publish the encrypted material (rocks) and the encrypted
key sets (jewels) for the targets. The PSS will link these to the encrypted
material and the target(s).
10. The PSS will provide notification, if desired, to the subscriber list. The PSS
will assist with message selection and target details, or the publisher may
script his own.
11. The publisher closes the session.
The target must be on the list and have authorization to view content. The steps are
shown in Figure 21.4.

FIGURE 21.4.

Publishing of Targeted Content
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retrieving Content for Known ClaiMants

Retrieval of targeted content may be achieved without the need for the targeted identities to contact the publisher. The following steps are followed:
1. Subscriber does a full bilateral authentication using TLS 1.2 with SAML
authorizations for session establishment with the PSS. The claims identify
him as a subscriber. He may also be a publisher, so the PSS ascertains the
reason for his session.
2. The PSS offers subscriber content available for the claims in queues for
which the claimant has an encrypted key available, and the subscriber
chooses and retrieves the encrypted content (rock).
3. The PSS provides the encrypted key package (jewel).
4. The PSS notifies the publisher. When expiration time occurs, the server
deletes the packages and notifies the publisher which packages were not
delivered. The publisher may republish to that list if desired.
5. The subscriber decrypts the content encryption key (jewel) with his private
key and accesses the content (rock) decryption key.
6. The subscriber decrypts the content.
7. The subscriber verifies and validates signature.
8. The subscriber closes the session or retrieves additional content.
The target must be on the list and have a content claim. The steps are shown in
Figure 21.5.

21.4.3

retrieving Content for unKnown ClaiMants

Unknown claimants cannot retrieve the content until registering with the content
provider. The steps in that process are described below:

FIGURE 21.5.

Subscriber Retrieval(s) from a Known Target
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Subscriber Retrieval(s) from an Unknown Target

1. The subscriber does a full bilateral authentication TLS 1.2 with SAML
authorizations for session establishment with the PSS. The authentication
identifies him as a subscriber. He may also be a publisher, so the PSS ascertains the reason for his session.
2. The PSS checks the content claims available, and the subscriber chooses
and retrieves the content for which full packages exist.
3. For the unknown list, the encrypted key package is not available. The PSS
replies, “the publisher has no record of your membership. I need to contact
the publisher. I will send you a notice if the publisher agrees.”
4. The PSS stores a message for the publisher and notifies him that he has a
message.
5. The PSS and subscriber await publisher action.
6. The subscriber closes the session or retrieves additional content.
7. The target has a content claim, but is not on the list.
The steps are shown in Figure 21.6.

21.4.4

adjusting Publishing targets (untrusted Pss)

Publishers must add receivers to the distribution list before they can be provided with
messages. The steps in that process are described below:
1. The publisher does a full bilateral authentication through TLS 1.2 with
SAML authorizations for session establishment with the PSS. The authorization process identifies him as a publisher. He may also be a subscriber, or
he may be modifying a previous publish or he may be retrieving messages,
so the PSS ascertains the reason for his session.
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FIGURE 21.7.

Publisher Message Retrieval Subsequent Actions

2. Retrieve messages. These are retrieved one by one with action taken (or not)
and deletion of the message.
• The publisher asks for credentials of previously unknown claimants he
wishes to add to his lists.
– The publisher may add claimants to the publisher’s list.
– The publisher computes jewels.
– The publisher posts jewels.
• The PSS notifies the subscriber that he has content available. This
makes the entity a known target and Section 21.4.2 applies.
• PSS provides messages to requester. The publisher closes the session.
The steps are shown in Figure 21.7.

21.4.5

distribution of burdens

Several burdens are incurred in this high security mode. The publisher is responsible
for key management and list maintenance. The publisher has to frequently contact
the PSS for messages for publishers. The PSS must maintain message queues for
publishers. The PSS must keep a linked wrapped-key package for each target with
published content. The PSS is responsible for additional notifications that are sent
out. The unknown claimant may experience delays in receiving content to which he
has claims.
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SUMMARY

We have reviewed the basic approaches to asynchronous communication in computing environments. We have also described high-assurance approaches to the process.
The proliferation of standards in this area has created a problem with high assurance. In many instances, the high-assurance elements require additional steps in the
asynchronous process, but they provide a way to proceed when some intermediaries
are untrusted.

22
22.1

Virtual Application
Data Center

INTRODUCTION

The current configuration of network defense infrastructure is limiting our ability to
move secure applications and services to a virtualized cloud environment. Appliance
hardware is inserted in the network to improve performance, protect against malicious content, mitigate DoS attacks, and perform many other functions. These appliances are placed in-line between the requester and the provider, creating a fortress
with strong boundaries. Figure 22.1 illustrates how these appliances are installed
between the user and the application.
The numbers and types of appliances are large and include the following functional types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Header-based scanner/logger,
Content-based scanner/logger,
Header-based firewall,
Content-based firewall – block only,
Content-based firewall – modify content,
Web accelerator,
Wide Area Network (WAN) accelerator,
Load balancer,
Denial-of-service prevention.

Each of these appliances mitigates certain classes of threats, but each also increases
the threat exposure, because none are free from vulnerabilities [287–298].
This fortress approach has many problems for enterprises moving to the cloud.
In a one-size-fits-all cloud environment, custom hardware or tailored configurations
are not likely to be available. Security is weakened by the many hardware appliances
that are in place to serve all potential customers. The ones that are not needed for a
particular application present an additional attack surface while providing no benefits.
Scalability is limited by the cloud provider and their available hardware capabilities
in a centralized in-line approach. Efficiency is lower because the cloud provider must
allocate sufficient resources to handle the maximum request rate, but most of this sits
idle in a typical scenario, so available computation resources are wasted.
The VADC approach is designed to work with the ELS architecture to mitigate
the current problems. VADC extends the approach to the cloud while preserving
many of the security properties that ELS provides. The following sections describe
the ELS model, the VADC approach to extend ELS to the cloud, and the benefits of
using VADC compared with the traditional hardware fortress model.
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FIGURE 22.1.
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End Point Access

22.2 ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY AND VADC CONCEPTS
The VADC is consistent with ELS and extends it for hosting in an IaaS cloud offering. It maintains much of the security of an on-premise setup while leveraging the
scalability and elasticity of cloud offerings. It is based on the following key ideas:
• Capture appliance functionality in software,
• Instantiate appliance software as handlers on the servers,
• Tailor appliances to the individual servers.
An on-the-wire hardware appliance implements some function. This is encoded in
the hardware, firmware, and software of the appliance, but this function can also be
captured in pure software. In fact, appliance functionality is often available from
vendors as software as well as the traditional hardware. Figure 22.2 shows the conversion of the particular piece of the DMZ that applies to a server into a softwareonly pseudo appliance.
The packets are decrypted on entry into the pseudo appliance and stay that way
until they are offloaded to an external source, such as a network monitoring appliance where packets are counted and graded. This offloading will be done through
an ELS-compliant communication. Although this sounds similar to the current
approach, there is an important difference. The software appliance lives in the
application server instead of in the network of the cloud provider. This provides
the application owner, rather than the cloud provider, control over the selection and
configuration of the appliances.
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FIGURE 22.2. Creation of the Pseudo Appliance

With a pseudo appliance, we have code that we can run on the environment of our
choice. For the VADC, the choice is to run this software appliance stack as handlers
in the handler chain of the server, as shown in Figure 20.3. Note that the handlers
are embedded in the server handler chain at the point that the communication is
prepared for their use and that the functionality has been divided along those lines.
These handler functions consist of packet header inspection, packet content inspection, and message content inspection. Each of these may perform inspection related
to intrusion detection, blacklist blocking, or other functions.
A handler may hand off the task to an appliance through an ELS connection
if development of the handler is incomplete. The configuration of handlers is tailored to the application, and these configuration files are read in at system startup.
Changes to the configurations would require an update to the configuration files and
a restart of the application. In cases in which frequent changes are needed, updates
may be obtained through a PSS. This embedded protection process allows a true
end-to-end unbroken communication path. Once the handlers are embedded in the
server, the whole package is available for virtualization and can be moved between
hardware platforms in an IaaS offering.
Unlike hardware appliances, for which a set of appliances is determined by the
host and is the same for all servers, the VADC model allows the appliance functionality to be tailored per application and service. Instead of having a generic capability
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for all services, as many hardware-based appliances do, the specific set of appliances
needed for a particular application or service is used with a specific configuration for
that application or service. This reduces unneeded computation and enables replacement of specialized expensive hardware with commodity hardware.

22.3 VADC IMPLEMENTATION
The VADC expands the concept of virtualization that is used for machines to an
entire data center. To virtualize a machine, the various components are each virtualized, and then the internal state is captured and stored in software. The result
is a portable instance that can be moved from virtual machine to virtual machine
using software. For the VADC, the components and state are different, but the same
concept applies. As with machine virtualization, each server can be hosted on a
virtual machine. External disks and file systems can be captured in software as well.
Network information can be handled in different ways. Very little state information
is required for a set of servers that all share a common network. However, for servers that are partitioned into different subnetworks behind routers or load balancers, it may be important to capture the network configuration as additional state
information.
A simple solution to network devices is to implement the functionality of these
special hardware devices in software that runs on commodity hardware. These can
be instantiated as separate virtual machines in the network, in which case the connectivity of the virtual machines must be captured and enforced strictly by the hosting environment. However, this preserves these elements as high-bandwidth central
bottlenecks, and often the special hardware is used specifically to provide the necessary performance to act in these roles. For this reason, this approach is not recommended for high scalability or high performance.
A more scalable solution is to implement the functionality as software on the
server endpoints themselves. This is the choice for the VADC approach because it
provides a more scalable solution. No additional centralized failure points are introduced, and the appliance functions are attached to the endpoint, enabling their capability to scale easily with the size of the data center. No additional high-performance
hardware is needed, and no separate scalability analysis or load balancing is needed
for these functions because they are built into the existing server architecture.
Moving a VADC to a new hosting environment requires moving the virtual
machines, transferring the virtual disks and file systems, and capturing and recreating the virtual network architecture. The network issues are the most complicated
because virtual machine movement is fairly simple and disk or file system transfer is
often possible on top of existing storage options. To simplify the network architecture, a flat arrangement of servers is recommended. This preserves the distributed
approach of ELS. In this setup, each server connects directly to the external network,
and all servers also connect to each other. Each server uses the embedded appliance
model, in which the appliance runs in software on the server itself. This eliminates
the need for complicated network architectures.
In a normal in-line appliance model, private keys must be shared with the appliances to do decryption for content scans. In the VADC approach, the server allows
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the appliance software access to the decrypted content after the TLS driver processes it. As private keys need not be shared, they can be securely locked down
in HSMs. Consistent with ELS principles, only a single instance of an application
or service is allowed access to each private key. This introduces the one hardware
requirement on the VADC hosting environment. The key store must be implemented
in hardware. The cloud hosting environment can provide such HSMs, provided they
are compatible with existing servers and applications.
The advantage of the VADC is that it facilitates moving from cloud vendor to
cloud vendor. Instead of trying to understand the cloud vendor’s internal network
configuration, appliance architecture and functionality, and performance scalability,
all that is needed is a place to put virtual machines and storage in which to put file
systems. The move is primarily a transfer of data from one set of commodity components to another set of commodity components. Addressing, such as IP addressing and DNS mappings, may need to be changed, and other issues may need to be
managed in the move, but otherwise the entire VADC can be moved by simple data
transfer. The HSMs are the only difficulty, but because they are the core of enterprise
security, it is important that they are set up in person by the enterprise and not the
cloud hosting entity.
The ability to move from cloud to cloud allows diversity, ease of scale-up, and
optimization of performance and cost dynamically based on different cloud vendor
capability levels, locations, and pricing models.
The work of the appliances has not been eliminated, but it has been moved to a
scalable commodity hardware cloud platform, which is generally easier to manage,
move, and scale than a custom hardware platform. By customizing the appliance
functions on a per-server basis, the total computational burden is reduced. The cost
of the remaining computation is likely to be lower on commodity hardware than on
custom hardware.
Figure 22.3 illustrates a simple traditional hardware appliance stack. A group of
N requesters sends requests in a certain period of time. The requests are indicated by

FIGURE 22.3. Hardware Appliance Architecture
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FIGURE 22.4. Software Appliance Architecture

the horizontal lines. These pass through each of the appliances, arrive at the appropriate load balancer, and are divided among the available server instances. Some
applications require only a single server, such as the one hosted on Server 2.1. Others
require more, such as Servers 3.1 through 3.5.
Figure 22.4 illustrates the same setup using the VADC concept. Requesters
connect directly to load balancers, and appliance functionality is moved into the
server instances. In this case, the servers use different appliance functions, and more
instances of each are needed to support this additional computation. Server 1 adds
two software appliances and increases from four to six instances. Server 2 adds four
software appliances and increases from one to four instances.
By adopting the VADC model, movement to a cloud environment and between
cloud environments is simplified. Functionality is captured entirely in software and
installed on virtual machines running on commodity hardware. Storage uses local
machine storage, cloud storage, or separate databases on other virtual machines.
Network architecture is flattened to simplify installation. Centralized appliances are
moved to the edges for customizability, scalability, and simplicity.
The ability to customize which appliance functions are associated with each server
is another advantage of the VADC model. Each appliance provides some enhancement or capability to the server, such as performance optimization or security functionality. Each appliance has its own set of security vulnerabilities and increases the
end-to-end communication attack surface. With the hardware approach, the appliance is often provided with the private key of the server, so an attack on the appliance can be as devastating as an attack on the server itself. If the appliances are not
monitored as closely as the server, an attack could become more severe by remaining
undetected longer. These appliances are hidden from view because they do not present their own operational endpoints like a server, and the interfaces for management
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are often custom software and formats, so security shortcuts, like default passwords,
are more likely on such devices.
Integrating the appliances into the server eliminates many of these problems.
Only the appliances that are actually used are integrated for a particular server,
reducing the attack surface. The appliance code can be minimized to eliminate
unnecessary interfaces and modules that might introduce vulnerabilities. The appliance software is monitored as part of the server for which it is functioning, so
maintenance and policy are applied uniformly to both the server and the additional
appliance functions. The code can be analyzed more easily, if desired, in software
form than on hardware, and vulnerabilities can be addressed through established
software patch procedures.

22.4

RESOURCE UTILIZATION

The VADC model provides more efficient resource utilization by reducing the total
work that the appliances must perform and tailoring the amount of resources used
to this level of work. This section provides a detailed look at where efficiencies can
be gained.
Consider an enterprise with some number of servers, N = 4. In most cases, this
number will be much higher, but for this example, a small number is considered.
For these servers, the number of appliances is M = 5. Again, this may be much
larger for large enterprises. Table 22.1 shows information about the servers and
their performance. The second column lists each server’s request rate, and the
third column lists how much compute time each request requires of the server
hardware. By multiplying these, we obtain the last column, which lists how many
server machines are required to handle the incoming requests. We assume a fairly
uniform request rate and a standard cloud-based hardware platform through an
IaaS offering.
Table 22.2 shows information about the appliances. The low, medium, and high
columns indicate options for different hardware appliance throughputs, where the
numbers represent the request rate they can handle per millisecond. The “Server N
uses?” columns, N = 1, 2, 3, 4, have a 1 when the appliance is to be used for server N.
The next column lists the number of requests per millisecond that the appliance must
handle, based on which servers use it and their request rates from Table 22.1. Based
on the best available hardware option among low, medium, and high values, the next
TABLE 22.1.
Server Statistics
Server #

# requests/millisecond

milliseconds/request

# servers

1

2

38

76

2
3
4

3
5
1

28
19
4

84
95
4

Total

11
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5

8
8
5
6

Appliance #

1

2
3
4
5

Total

HW
Low
option

TABLE 22.2.
Appliance Data

16
16
10
12

10

HW
Med
option

32
32
20
24

20

HW
High
option

1

1

Server
1 uses?
1
1
1
1

Server
2 uses?
1
1

1

Server
3 uses?

1

1

Server
4 uses?
9
10
4
3

7

# requests/
milliseconds
7
6
1
3

3

Wasted
capacity

1
5
8
3

2

milliseconds/
request

114

9
50
32
9

14

# servers
needed
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FIGURE 22.5. Server Workload and Resources

column indicates the wasted resources, measured in requests per millisecond that
are available but not used. The next column lists the time to process each request
by the appliances using commodity hardware. The final column lists the number of
servers required to host the appliance functionality on commodity hardware. Note
that the hardware options under the low, medium, and high options are typically not
run on commodity hardware, and the last two columns represent a software-based
implementation run on the same cloud IaaS platform as the servers.
Based on the numbers above, we can compute some of the efficiencies gained
through the VADC approach. First, we look at the workload on each server in
Figure 22.5. Each block on the left represents one incoming request per millisecond,
and the length of the block represents the amount of processing required in milliseconds to satisfy the request.
On the right, we see the required server resources, assuming servers are allocated
in groups of 10. The resources allocated roughly match the workload, with a remainder that is less than one server allocation unit per server. Thus, the wasted resource
amount is on average about N/2 server allocation units, or 2 out of a total of 28 in this
example. For large-scale, multi-server applications and services, this is a small price,
and it becomes smaller as application resource requirements increase.
The hardware appliance workload is shown on the left in Figure 22.6. Each
box represents the compute time associated with one request, where the resources
required are indicated by the size of the box. In this case, all 11 requests per millisecond must be processed by each appliance.
On the right, the hardware option that best fits the workload is chosen, and the
associated computing power is indicated by the size of each box. In this case, the
hardware may be very different from the commodity servers, so the measure is based
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Hardware Appliance Workload and Resources

on the commodity hardware requirements as a common baseline. Unlike the servers,
the appliance hardware does not always match the workload as closely. The availability of fixed increments of capability, often exponential instead of linear, creates
large mismatches that result in wasted capacity.
We now examine the VADC approach using software appliances. The top of
Figure 22.7 shows the combined workload associated with each appliance based on
the number of servers that actually install it at the endpoint. This is lower than the
across-the-board 11 requests that the hardware must handle in Figure 22.6. For the
last two appliances, the workload is significantly reduced because only one or two
servers use these appliances.
The resulting resources required from an IaaS offering are shown on the bottom.
Again, these match the workload, much like the server resources.
In Figure 22.8, the full workload and resource requirements are shown for the
servers and hardware appliances on the top and for the VADC model on the bottom.
For hardware, a request flows through each of the appliances and then is directed to
the appropriate server cluster.
For the VADC model using software appliances, the requests go directly to the
endpoint, which includes appliance functionality.
The expected wasted resources for hardware are M/2 · (total server request rate),
while for software it is just N/2 · (server allocation block size). In general, we may
assume that the total server request rate goes up roughly proportionally to the number of servers, N, and hardware waste scales with N · M/2, while VADC waste scales
with N/2. So, the more appliances required, the more efficient the VADC model
becomes compared to hardware.
Cost generally follows resource usage, so although this calculation focuses only
on resources, it is expected that the VADC model will save money as well. The
advantages of the VADC model include:
• Specialized hardware is more expensive to build and maintain than commodity IaaS servers.
• For very large scale, appliances may increase in price rapidly, whereas extra
IaaS instances scale linearly.
• Adding capacity requires hardware changes that may have additional costs
and delays, whereas software takes advantage of cloud elasticity.
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FIGURE 22.7. Software Appliance Workload and Resources

Some reasons that the VADC model may not perform as well as indicated include:
• Hardware appliance costs may scale better than linearly for the performance range actually used.
• Hardware may be configurable to process only the desired traffic and efficiently skip the rest.
• Hardware may offer finer-grained performance to better match workloads.

22.5 DISTRIBUTED BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
The VADC approach enables a distributed approach to security, in which individual applications and services can compare the benefits of adding another appliance
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FIGURE 22.8. Total Resources VADC Software Appliances

function and the costs of adding it, including both the resource requirements for
the function and the security vulnerabilities it introduces. Providing this on a perapplication basis allows finer-grained control over functionality and security to the
application owner instead of having the data center owner making these tradeoffs
for all applications. This provides better tailoring of the applications and appliance
functions and better visibility into which appliances are actually desired and used
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versus which are installed and in use but not needed or desired. This also provides
more choices for where to host, as the requirements on the host do not include any
supporting hardware infrastructure.
One challenge associated with this approach is managing the appliance software
stack. Instead of a single point of management and control, each server instance
is now responsible for providing its own appliance functionality for capability and
protection. Also, appliances that rely on aggregated data across all servers may need
to be redesigned. Instead of putting the appliance in the network where it has direct
access to traffic, servers instead capture the traffic and send it to a central aggregator.
The method of providing data to the software appliance depends on the appliance
function. Some appliances need to see only the lower-layer packet headers. Others
need encrypted application layer content. The encrypted content can be provided
decrypted after the server TLS driver is invoked. This can be integrated into the
server handler chain of a standard web server.
For raw packet data, a different approach is used. The web server often receives
data from a TCP stream or other higher-level communication channel that obscures
the IP and MAC headers. By instead installing each server on its own virtual
machine, which contains standard packet capture tools, this lower-layer data can
be captured at the virtual machine boundary and sent to an aggregator. This will
increase network traffic (in comparison with a central in-line appliance), but many
appliances simply work within a given application, and it will be only local traffic
that increases, which has higher bandwidth than external requests.

22.6

VIRTUAL APPLICATION DATA CENTER CONCLUSIONS

The VADC approach eliminates the standard hardware appliance stack used in a
one-size-fits-all approach to provide security to a data center. This hardware stack
often includes unused or undesired functionality, difficult scalability involving insertion of new hardware, and a mismatch between what the data center offers and what
applications and services actually want. Moving this stack to software gives the
application or service owner control over which functions are provided and how
they are configured. No keys need to be shared, which improves security. Resource
utilization better matches computational needs, potentially saving costs. The result
of moving to the VADC model is improved scalability, flexibility, and security in
the cloud.

23
23.1

Managing System
Changes

SYSTEM CHANGE

Information systems are complex. They are built using products with configurations,
settings, and best practices that can be difficult to understand and implement. The
products use protocols, which are instantiated in implementations that themselves
have engineering trade-offs and configurations. These implementations build on
underlying networking infrastructure, protocols, and configurations which rely on
algorithms, mathematics, and physics to work. Just the simple act of loading a web
page has a vast array of built-in technologies, configurations, settings, and other
considerations developed over many years by thousands of individuals, companies,
and other entities and refined by billions of users and trillions of interactions. This
situation is only becoming more complex as new protocols, mathematics and physics
research, products, and operational guidance are developed.
The first challenge for an enterprise is not just how to build an information-sharing system, but how to even define the goals in such a changing landscape. The
goals must be set at the appropriate level. Too high, and they fail to guide real-world
choices. Too low, and they become too rigid when new technologies emerge. After
determining the right goals, the second challenge is to understand the past, present,
and future. The past comprises all the systems already purchased and operating.
The present is the set of systems being put into place now. The future is the vision
for upcoming systems, and the direction in which to move current systems. With
this understanding of past, present, and future, the final challenge is to integrate and
manage these in a cohesive way. As time progresses, the future becomes the present,
the present becomes the past, and the past is retired. This cycle should be continuous
to preserve a functioning system rather than lurch between shiny, new systems with
great promise that quickly become frustrating old systems that no longer function.

23.2

CURRENT APPROACHES

Some current approaches to information system management include the following:
• The expert
• The bureaucracy
• The vendor

23.2.1

the exPert

With the expert approach, a single expert or small group owns the problem and
the solution to all information system issues. They plan, coordinate, and direct
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computer-related activities in an organization, help determine the information technology goals of an organization, and are responsible for implementing computer
systems to meet those goals [282]. Their competence enables the enterprise to rely
on them for all its needs, and the expert is rarely questioned. This is partly because
their competence allows them to make good choices, keep the systems running, and
respond quickly to requests, but also because no one else in the enterprise is qualified
to ask the right questions to challenge them.
This approach has the benefits of efficiency, consistency, and good alignment
with enterprise goals. However, the expert (whether a single person or a small group)
may have their own hidden agenda or biases that drive their decisions. This would
be difficult to stop or even discover. Also, an individual or small group may retire,
take another job, or otherwise leave the enterprise scrambling for a replacement. A
system maintained by a single person may have idiosyncrasies that this person created and kept up with, but others coming into the job would not understand. Thus,
changing experts requires a complete system overhaul, where a lot of the accumulated knowledge about the system, its users, and best practices is lost. Relying on
these experts can be beneficial in the short term, but they may limit the growth and
continuous improvement of the organization [283].

23.2.2 the bureauCraCy
A bureaucracy can address some of the failings of the expert. It is a system for controlling or managing an organization that is operated by a large number of officials
employed to follow rules carefully [284]. Instead of a largely unaccountable single
person or group, a bureaucracy documents all of its procedures, processes, and decisions in detail. It often has oversight and periodic reviews as well. This allows the
function of the bureaucracy to continue even as the people within it are constantly
changing.
However, bureaucracies can often diverge from their original intent as they survive through funding variances and changing political pressures. Also, bureaucracies are inefficient and slow to change, and they often make decisions based on those
who complain loudest or who have the most influence instead of those who have
the best ideas. They lack the accountability of a single person or small group [285].
Where the expert can exercise good judgment on a case-by-case basis, bureaucracies
are constrained by their own operating procedures, which do not always fit well with
future problems that arise.

23.2.3 the vendor
Vendors ultimately provide the products that are used to build information-sharing
systems. They are current with technology, products, and best practices. They anticipate future needs and work to meet them in their products. As a result, vendors are
often more knowledgeable than a bureaucracy about building systems. Also, many
vendors work as integrators to provide cohesive solutions for a related set of information-sharing problems.
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It is often tempting to go to vendors looking for solutions. However, the vendor
goal is profit. Profit can be aligned with providing a good solution, but often, in
the long term, it is not. In particular, vendors often strive to lock customers into
their solutions by providing functionality that works well as part of their overall
solution but does not integrate with other solutions [286]. When an organization is
locked in, the vendor can increase prices until they are close to the significant cost
to switch vendors. Comparing vendors or choosing a different vendor is not the solution, because the problem is inherent in the vendors’ goals and the structure of the
relationship.

23.3 THE VISION
A new approach is needed to address current problems. Our vision includes the following components:
•
•
•
•

Describe design principles and goals
Document the past, present, and future
Trickle down from future to present to past
Dedicate teams to continuously review and update documentation

The first part, where design principles and goals are described, forms the foundation
for all later work. Current work on the ELS security model starts with a set of tenets,
as shown in Figure 1.2. These are basic design principles that are used to build the
ELS architecture.
Examples include simplicity, assuming malicious entities cannot be kept out of
our system, extensibility, and accountability. These basic ideas and goals shape all
detailed decisions for the system. Tied to these tenets are a set of key concepts for our
system. These include important protocol decisions, the need to name all entities,
and the need to authenticate all entities. Unlike the tenets, which could be applied
to many different types of systems, the key concepts are related specifically to our
information system. Tied to these concepts is a list of requirements. These include
specific naming requirements, the requirement for unique identities, and the restriction against anonymity in communications. The requirements are still not particular
to any product or service, but they apply generally across many products. These are
high-level requirements for the entire information-sharing system. This basic security model is described in more detail in [11].
Beyond these tenets, principles, and goals is a set of documents that discuss specific technologies. These document the past, present, and future. The future is closely
tied to the design principles and goals. This is the “Target Baseline,” which consists
of documents that describe the goal for the near future for different technologies.
The first set of these documents consists of “Scenarios,” which describe different
mission enterprise needs and the questions they raise about how to use technology.
The second part consists of “Technical Profiles,” which describe how to use different
technologies. These include authentication, access control, and other basic security
functions. They also include MDM, databases, and operating systems, which rely on
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the basic security documentation and requirements. Scenarios are written as mission
enterprise needs are identified. Technical profiles are written as the scenarios raise
technology questions.
The Scenarios and Technical Profiles describe the goal for the ideal future
state. These documents seek to apply the design principles and goals to particular
technology problems by proposing technical solutions that are consistent with the
design goals.
The present-looking documents are the “Implementation Baseline,” which
describe current products. Each document provides an assessment of how a currently available product compares against relevant Technical Profile requirements.
“Capability Profile” documents bridge the gap between the Target Baseline and
Implementation Baseline. These describe the capability a product implements and
the relevant target baseline document requirements that apply.
A product with an Implementation Baseline document is not an approved product.
It is simply a product that has been analyzed with respect to the goals for the security
model and information sharing. With this analysis, it is possible to make informed
decisions for risk management. The document identifies shortcomings in security
and capability. It quantifies the security risks and provides forms of mitigation that
may reduce risk.
The Implementation Baseline documents also include information about product vendor plans for the future, such as whether or when they plan to release an
updated version that meets certain requirements or mitigates risks. For example,
when setting up an encrypted communication path, a product may use several standard approaches. For many reasons, including vulnerabilities and compromises,
the more current standards may be required as part of the baseline. The current
release of a product may have implemented TLS version 1.0. This may not meet
the baseline requirement of TLS 1.2 or subsequent. However, the developer may
plan to provide TLS 1.2 in its next release. This future-looking assessment can be
used to decide whether a product is more or less likely to meet future enterprise
needs by comparing their plans to the future goals as stated in the Target Baseline.
In some cases, the product will not be recommended if it is not on a path to satisfy
the baseline.
The final set of documents is the “Operational Baseline,” which looks to the past
and describes the currently fielded products and their operational rules, configurations, and best practices. Like the implementation baseline, this operational baseline
identifies shortcomings in security and capability. It quantifies the security risks and
provides forms of mitigation that may reduce that risk. It can also provide an upgrade
approach through the implementation baseline for current software that will bring
it more in line with the target baseline. The operational baseline can be used to set
budgets and provide support for vulnerability mitigation work. It is understood that
these products probably do not meet the future goals, so the focus is on how these
products are being used to best conform to the goals as described in the futurelooking documents.
Figure 23.1 describes the overall vision. It starts at its core with the tenets, which
are represented by solid rocks that are difficult to move or change. These are surrounded by concepts, which are represented by wood, which is still solid but more

FIGURE 23.1.

The Vision, from Tenets to Operational Baseline
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flexible than the tenets. The requirements are represented by formal documents,
which can be changed easily but still have significant weight attached to them.
Underpinning these central ideas are the three layers of documentation, the Target
Baseline, the Implementation Baseline, and the Operational Baseline. Each layer is
primarily related to and affected by the neighboring layers. The Target Baseline is
directly driven by the requirements, which are a practical expression of the higherlevel concepts and ultimately the tenets. The Implementation Baseline products are
evaluated directly against the Target Baseline’s Technical Profile document requirements. In addition, as products are evaluated, there is a feedback process that can
adjust the Target Baseline and the Technical Profile requirements to better align them
with current technology. The Operational Baseline relates to the Implementation
Baseline for currently fielded products that were not previously evaluated in the
Implementation Baseline. These product configurations and operational practices
are documented in the Operational Baseline.

23.4 REALIZING THE VISION
Scenarios include many different questions about how to perform different enterprise goals. The basic security model is documented in a special “Design Technical
Profile” called “Application Security Guidelines.” This describes the tenets, key concepts, and high-level requirements for building an ELS system. “Building Block
Technical Profiles” include Authentication, PKI, Access Control, and Monitoring.
These apply across a large number of different capabilities and technologies.
“Capability Technical Profiles” include the many technologies and capabilities that
build on the core security functions to provide functionality for the enterprise.
“Capability Profiles” link the Target Baseline to the Implementation Baseline.
These documents must determine what constitutes a capability versus a requirement.
The capabilities in these documents must be described at a high enough level that
they do not restrict a vendor’s implementation. This allows for vendor creativity and
inclusion of new technologies. However, the capabilities must be defined specifically
enough that vendors cannot simply bypass key security requirements by using new
and different approaches that are not proven or secure. Table 23.1 shows a sample list
of Scenarios, Technical Profiles, and Capability Profiles.
The Implementation Baseline contains several documents. A potential set of these
documents is listed in Table 23.2. It can be difficult to get enough information from
vendors to assess their products against the fairly detailed security requirements in the
Target Baseline Technical Profiles. It is tempting to simply ask the vendors if they meet
all the requirements and happily accept a “Yes” answer to all such questions. However,
the purpose of these documents is to provide reliable information about products,
and vendors do not always provide such information freely, especially the information about requirements their products do not meet. To improve the overall evolution,
the groups producing Target Baseline and Implementation Baseline documentation
are provided assistance. The groups writing the Target Baseline are given feedback
about the requirements they write. The group writing the implementation baseline is
educated about current Target Baseline requirements and the motivation behind them.
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TABLE 23.1.
Target Baseline Documentation
#

#

Scenarios

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Application Security Guidelines
Configure IDPS
Manage Info – Provide Digital Policy with QoS
Provide Access Control
Provide Access Control Annexes
Provide Authentication
Provide Automated Info Capture Services
Provide Cloud Services
Provide Consolidated Storage Services

Technical Profiles

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Provide Cryptographic Services
Provide Data Mining Services

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

Provide Data/Info/Protocol Mediation Services
Provide Database Services
Provide Domain Name Services
Provide Load Balancing
Provide Messaging Services
Provide Metadata Tagging and Discovery
Services
Provide Mobile Ad Hoc Network Services

Access Management
Application Hosting
Application Performance Management
Data Management and Info. Exchange
Data on Human User
Edge Information Management
Elasticity
Enterprise Info. Management
Ground Segment Telem. and
Command
Incident Response
Infrastructure and Application
Defense
IT Service Management
Key Management
Leverage Digital Signature
Leverage Infrastructure Services
Mobile Enterprise
Mobile Enterprise Annex 1 AIDC

19
20

Provide Monitoring Services
Provide Network and Application Defense

19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Provide Operating System Services
Provide Public Key Infrastructure Services
Provide Presentation Services
Provide Service Desk Management Services
Provide Streaming Media Services
Provide Virtualization Services
Provide Web Browsing
Provide Web Hosting
Provide Web Services
Provide Widget Services
Provide Ports and Protocol Policy
Provide Satellite Communications
Establish Space Time Information Correlation
Provide Collaboration Services

21
22
23

Mobile Enterprise Annex 2 Loc.
Services
Mobile Enterprise Annex 3 Wireless
Mobile Enterprise Annex 4 Device
Mgt
Mobile Enterprise Annex 5 loT
Network and Precision Timing
Resiliency

#
1

Capability Profiles
Endpoint Management Service (CP)

35

Provide Endpoint Device Management

18
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TABLE 23.2.
Implementation Baseline Documentation
#

Implementation Baseline Document

1

Managed Platforms .NET Baseline

2
3
4
5

Application Services
Managed Platforms Database Server Baseline
ELS Capability
Managed Platforms ERP Systems

6

Managed Platforms Java Baseline

The process to perform full assessments is still under development. The need for
full-time trained professionals in this field is great.
The first step for the final component, the Operational Baseline, is to identify all
current products in use. This is a considerable effort for a large enterprise, and results
are often incomplete. Currently assigned personnel at the operational level do not
have time to organize this aspect; additional staffing may be needed for this function. Essential feedback to both the target baseline and implementation baseline will
improve the overall continuous improvement of the enterprise IT. It is expected that
these documents will have very limited distribution.
Figure 23.2 shows the relationships between the different types of documentation.
The Target Baseline also describes some of its internal structure.
The dashed lines indicate paths of influence between the document types. For
example, mission needs identified in the Scenarios shape the Capability Technical
Profiles, the products analyzed for the Implementation Baseline, and the assessment
of vendors’ future product plans. There is mutual feedback between the capability
assessments of the Implementation Baseline and Operational Baseline. Upgrades for
the Operational Baseline are influenced by, and can also influence, the core security
requirements in the Building Block Technical Profiles. Many other interactions are
possible. These help to keep all the documents more cohesive and relevant to each
other and to current technology trends and products.
In addition to the influence between documents, the periodic discussions that follow these dashed lines help to inform owners of each document type about the other
documents that are relevant. This helps to accomplish the following:
• Finding Target Baseline shortfalls in the Implementation Baseline and
properly assessing associated risks.
• Finding, understanding, and assessing shortfalls, risks, and mitigations to
the Operational Baseline.
• Adding necessary upgrades to the Operational Baseline, or replacing products if upgrades are not available or insufficient.
• Updating the Target Baseline to better align with current products and practices and avoid significant divergence from the commercial state-of-the-art.

FIGURE 23.2. Documentation Hierarchy
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MOVING INTO THE FUTURE

Moving forward, we expect to see more products meeting the old requirements. The
Implementation Baseline documents will be updated to reflect the current status of
products with respect to the original Target Baseline. They will also be assessed
against the updated Target Baseline as it evolves. For example, an Implementation
Baseline document for a product may contain a history of relevant Target Baseline
requirements and when they were first met. This provides information about a vendor’s follow-through when promises are made to upgrade and become compliant
with Target Baseline requirements.
As new products are purchased using the Implementation Baseline as guidance,
these products will evolve toward the Operational Baseline as their configuration,
use, and best practices are established.
Thus, with time, the Implementation Baseline, and eventually the Operational
Baseline, will become more mature and populated with documentation. The process
to track technology goals, products, and how we use them reduces the need for a full
assessment from scratch.

23.6

MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CHANGES

The ability to maintain a secure information system is a daunting task. We have
developed a systematic way to identify and document future goals, translate these
to current actions, and track these over the lifetime of products in the system until
they no longer meet operational needs. This requires a dedicated team to work on the
future vision, another team to map this vision to currently available products, and a
third to document operational procedures for current products. By maintaining these
teams and fostering communication between them, it is possible to maintain the collective knowledge of an expert. The periodic review and documentation provides the
stability of a bureaucracy. The mapping to current products in the Implementation
Baseline and Operational Baseline ensures that these ideas track with current best
practices of vendors. This approach has been implemented and is evolving and
maturing as more enterprise needs are raised, more technologies are analyzed, and
more products are reviewed, and as the maturing operational procedures for these
products are documented.

24

Concluding Remarks

If you read through all the chapters, congratulations! Ideally, you have gleaned a few
techniques that may help you in setting up your enterprise. It has taken the authors
16 years to arrive at this point, and as you can see, there is considerably more to do.
But you should understand that you may have missed the most important part of this
body of work. Many of the techniques do not work alone and the complete architecture is needed. A small deviation may result in multiple headaches.
Although this book has “Advanced Techniques” in its title, the topics covered may
look familiar as common capabilities enterprises are deploying. What is advanced
is not the techniques, but the approach to provide capabilities for that topic in accordance with a consistent security model based on sound principles. Too many solutions for the topics presented in this book are based on capabilities with little or no
underlying security.

24.1

STAYING SECURE IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD

Security requires constant attention and maintenance. A system that is secure today
must adapt to new threats, increasing computational power, technology changes, and
improved theoretical results that may compromise core security functions. Security
always requires “moving forward to stand still.” The problem we attempt to address
in this book is how to design a system that can be managed with a slow jog instead
of a constant, frenzied sprint.
The current approaches in production are based on sprinting. Today’s products
set up proxies and open communication ports at will. In many instances, they expect
you to share private keys and subscribe to SSO ways of doing business. It takes a
lot of add-on security tools to secure these design choices. These require constant
maintenance, vigilance, and expense.
ELS focuses on a solid design that reduces the noise in the system and allows
anomalies to stand out. The work is done up front in the design, making operation
and maintenance more efficient. Sprints may be needed from time to time, but it is
easier to ramp up from a slow jog to a sprint for a short time than to wear yourself
out by sprinting all the time.

24.2

THE MODEL IS IMPORTANT

Holding the line on the model is vitally
important. The current approach finds a
fix for all the vulnerabilities that compromises in security make, and sells you
a solution for each. The entire IT ecosystem is connected in ways that make every
exploit an entrance to the enterprise.

ZERO TRUST
Zero Trust was designed to address
lateral threat movement within the
network. Zero Trust embraces the
principle of never trust, always verify.
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There are no low-security elements in the enterprise. The “bad guys” are innovative,
and they are among us. Defense needs to counter everything, while offense requires
a single exploit, and we are unable to even enumerate the flaws, much less test for
them. There is bad news daily on the cyber front. IT systems are invaded, and simply
reusing the invaders’ tactics does not ensure security. The current approaches are not
working, and many of our IT professionals are doubling down by investing more and
more in what has not worked in the past.
The complexity of the problem precludes a design by formal methods with formal
proofs, but it does not preclude a methodical analysis and a set of experiments to
validate conclusions. The processes in our first book on ELS and in this book were
developed and continue to be developed on a set of principles we labeled “tenets”
that are covered in the first chapter of both books as they continue to evolve.

24.3 ZERO TRUST ARCHITECTURE
Because it is assumed that covertly controlled code is present in the system, we put
our emphasis on positive identification of all entities in every transaction. The transactions must be executed with confidentiality and integrity. Further, we expect that
identity alone is insufficient evidence to provide access and privilege and require an
additional credential for that purpose. These factors are provided by the STS using a
strong back office determined separately from identification.
Items in the current system that would interrupt that model are obstacles to be
worked around or through. This includes proxies and portals and “friendly” manin-the-middle instantiations, as well as nefarious masquerades and impersonations.
Automated systems are preferred over manual administrator functions, although
we recognize that some things need an administrator to provide capabilities despite
our best efforts at anticipating all contingencies. One goal is to use every case of
intervention as a learning experience to reduce the need for future intervention.
Administrators often overcome shortcomings of the automated systems and in some
instances, such as delegation (see Chapter 10), solutions are provided.
We recognize that the techniques herein are not familiar to those already involved
in IT architectures and security issues. Current systems make use of identity-based
access control, and this implies that the services must have accounts maintained
by administrators. The enterprise described in this book has no passwords and no
accounts. Integrity and accountability are given a high priority. It relies on credentials that can be verified and validated. The first rule is to trust no entities or processes if it is at all possible to treat them as untrusted. The last point is especially true
of legacy systems that have not had the benefit of this security model.

24.4
24.4.1

COMPUTING EFFICIENCIES
need for sPeed

Speed is more than just a desirable attribute in computing systems. It is the primary
driving force for development over the course of computer history. Doing the same
thing faster enables us to do more in the same amount of time, and over time, this has
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elevated computers from interesting hobbies to the primary means of communication, storage, and computation.
Security requires and is enabled by these advances in speed. For example, public key cryptography requires a certain amount of computational capability to be
practical. The fact that security uses compute cycles, storage, and communication
bandwidth means that it is in competition for these resources with business-related
activities.
The common wisdom is that security hurts performance. The less common “wisdom” is that the proper type of security enhances performance. The resolution of this
apparent contradiction lies in the baseline assumptions.
Those who claim security hurts performance refer to the low-level performance
of simple, individual tasks in isolation. Their implicit baseline is a system that is
completely secure from attack with a focus on computation within that framework.
They see additional security measures as a computational burden on their externally
secured system.
Those who claim security enhances performance consider the system in the real
world. A system with no security provides no functionality, because it is quickly
compromised and subverted by an attacker. The implicit baseline here is a system with no security and hence a system about which no guarantees can be made.
Without these assurances, no functionality can be provided, because such functionality relies on proper execution by the right people on the right data. Security moves
from this completely non-functional system to one in which certain operations can
be performed with some certainty.
The right answer lies somewhere in the middle. All systems have some security
built in, and no systems are completely secure. Adding security does hurt the lowest
level of performance, but done properly, it enables operations that were previously
unreliable or operations that required constant maintenance, scanning, and fixing to
run largely on their own.
At the enterprise level, the emphasis should shift more toward security than
efficiency. There is too much to lose and there are too many attackers to rely on
partial security. For example, the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [299] is a
shortcut used to reduce computational costs in the TLS setup using RSA keys. This
mathematical optimization can cut the raw computation time roughly in half [300].
However, it may open up a vulnerability that reveals the server’s private key. [89].
The CRT actually breaks up the computation of large exponents into smaller pieces.
Tripping a fault in that computation produces a result that reveals the private key.
A reliable server would seldom make an error in this computation, but in an age of
cloud computing where personnel are less vetted, an insider may tamper with the
environment, such as temperature, radiation, or supply voltage, to cause the error.
This unforeseen consequence arises from the saving of a few milliseconds in the
session setup.
Often, such vulnerabilities are not widely known or they are viewed as unlikely.
Combating these one at a time is not a viable solution. A fundamentally secure design
like ELS provides a structured way to implement security, so any such vulnerability
can be placed within this framework and assessed in context. The goal is to design a
system that resists entire classes of vulnerabilities by default. ELS does not address
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individual vulnerabilities at the highest level, so it must rely on implementation rules
and purchasing decisions, such as refusing to purchase HSMs that use CRT or disabling CRT on those that do.

24.4.2

seCurity ProtoCols and algorithMs

Protocols and algorithms are crafted to achieve security properties and any changes
should be very carefully tested. In the rework of TLS 1.2 to TLS 1.3, several steps
in the handshake exchange were combined to save time. This led to a number of
discovered vulnerabilities [301–303], leading to remediation attempts that may well
cost more compute cycles than the original changes saved. With the advent of 5G and
fog computing, savings as small as 1 millisecond are vigorously pursued. There is
a concern that the algorithmic and programmatic shortcuts will be pursued without
significant due diligence.

24.4.3

evaluation of seCurity ProduCts

The U.S. DoD has mandated a requirement for common criteria evaluation in defense
products [304]. Current evaluation processes under common criteria only include
security functionality, and they should be required to undergo vulnerability analysis
and have strong flaw remediation processes. If the common criteria do not add these
assurance requirements, they should be specified over and above the security evaluation requirements.

24.5

CURRENT FULL ELS SYSTEM

The current full system instantiation of the ELS system includes most of the
advanced areas discussed in this book with the exception of those that are yet to be
implemented (Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (Chapter 17) and PHE (Chapter 14), for
example). The full instantiation continues to grow in sophistication and complexity.
This current full instantiation is presented in Figure 24.1. However, only the needed
parts should be added to the minimal instantiation shown in Figure 3.6.

24.6

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The fact that the original book on ELS has a sequel suggests that this work is ongoing. Even as we finish writing this book, we see many new challenges and opportunities on the horizon.
Quantum computing threatens to disrupt cryptography, which is the foundation of
many security protocols that we use today. If optimistic estimates prevail, this will
happen long before we are ready for it. Even if we can use encryption methods that
are “quantum safe,” all of our currently encrypted data is vulnerable to decryption
by a quantum method. The question is no longer how long it takes to decrypt the data
using classical methods, but how long until quantum methods are available.
Homomorphic encryption and computation are seeing rapid growth. Although
FHE is very slow, many approaches integrating different forms of PHE are finding

FIGURE 24.1.

Current Full System Instantiation of ELS
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their way to the market. The current offerings often solve very narrowly defined
problems, but improvements and innovations in this area are likely to change the
nature of cryptography, much like public/private key cryptography did years ago.
The question is whether or when this will become commonplace.
5G and IoT together will change what the Internet means. It is no longer people
talking to servers or other people. It is machines talking en masse to each other. Just
as it is now uncommon to talk to a human on a phone, it will be rare to find a person
on the Internet. What this means for security is that we must change our notion of
identity and the security around it. Devices must be more like people – unique and
uniquely identifiable, independent of their software.
Artificial intelligence has been around for more than half a century, and its slow
steady march may resemble the slow steady march of Moore’s Law when the transistor numbers could be counted. However, we’re now seeing real-world capabilities,
such as speech-to-text, language translation, self-driving cars, and the ability to play
and win “Go,” and they are coming in rapid succession. Major technology companies are positioning themselves as AI companies. Instead of competing to hire the
best talent, this talent is encapsulated in AI, which won’t leave for higher pay or
better benefits. It never retires, grows senile, or gets tired, and it can be duplicated
instantly and indefinitely up to the hardware resources available. How do we use
new AI for security? This is a developing area of research on both the offensive and
defensive sides.
With proper care, we anticipate that each of these can be integrated into the ELS
design to expand capabilities while maintaining a solid security foundation.
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Database
Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
Disconnected, Intermittent, and Limited Bandwidth
Demilitarized Zone
Distinguished Name
Domain Name System
Department of Defense
Denial of Service
Enterprise Attribute Ecosystem
Enterprise Attribute Store
Enterprise Edition
Enterprise Level Security
Enterprise Resource Planning
Enterprise Support Desk
Enterprise Service Registry
Full Homomorphic Encryption
File Transfer Protocol
Giga-Byte
Geographic Location
Giga Hertz
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GPS
HOK
HR
HSM
HTML
HTTP
HTTPS
HW
IaaS
IANA
IBM
ICS
ICMS
ID
IDA
IEC
IEEE
IETF
IMAP
IoT
IP
IPsec
IPv4
IPv6
ISO
IT
JAR
JMS
JPG
KB
LLC
MAC
MAM
MB
MDM
MFA
MHz
MITM
MMS
MPP
MQ
MSP
NAT
NIST
NNTP

Acronyms

Global Positioning System
Holder of Key
Human Resources
Hardware Security Modules
Hypertext Markup Language
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
Hardware
Infrastructure as a service
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
International Business Machines
Industrial Control Systems
Integrated Client Message Service
Identity
Institute for Defense Analyses
International Electrotechnical Commission
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet Message Access Protocol
Internet of Things
Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol Security
Internet Protocol version 4
Internet Protocol version 6
International Organization for Standardization
Information Technology
Java Archive
Java Messaging Service
Joint Photographic Experts Group
Kilobyte
Logical Link Control
(1) Message Authentication Code
(2) Media Access Control
Mobile Application Manager
Megabyte
Mobile Device Management
Multi-factor Authentication
Megahertz
Man in the Middle
Multimedia Messaging Service
Message Posting Protocol
Message Queue
Message Send Protocol
Network Address Translation
National Institute of Standards and Technology
News Network Transfer Protocol

Acronyms

NPE
NTP
NoSQL
OASIS
OCSP
OOB
OS
OSI
PDF
PII
PIN
PIV
PHE
PKI
PNG
POP
POP3
POS
PPP
PPS
PSS
PTP
RA
RC4
RFC
RSA
RTMP
SAML
SKSU
SLA
SMTP
SNMP
SOAP
SQL
SSID
SSL
SSO
STS
STS/CA
TCP
TCP/IP
TLS
TPM
UDP
UID
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Non-Person Entity
Network Time Protocol
Not only SQL
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
Online Certificate Status Protocol
Out Of Band
Operating System
Open System Interconnection
Portable Document Format
Personally Identifiable Information
Personal Identification Number
Personal Identity Verification
Partial Homomorphic Encryption
Public Key Infrastructure
Portable Network Graphics
Post Office Protocol
Post Office Protocol Version 3
Point of Sale
Point-to-Point Protocol
Ports, Protocols, and Services
Publish-Subscribe System
Precision Time Protocol
Registration Authority
Rivest cipher 4
Request for Comment
Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (encryption algorithm)
Real Time Messaging Protocol
Security Assertion Markup Language
Secure Key Storage and Use
Service Level Agreement
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Simple Network Management Protocol
Simple Object Access Protocol
Structured Query Language
Service Set Identifier
Secure Socket Layer
Single Sign-On
(1) Security Token Service
(2) Security Token Server
STS with Certificate Authority
Transmission Control Protocol
Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol
Transport Layer Security
Trusted Platform Module
User Datagram Protocol
Unique Identifier
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URL
USB
W3C
WAN
WEP
WPA
Wi-Fi
XML

Acronyms

Uniform Resource Locator
Universal Serial Bus
World Wide Web Consortium
Wide Area Network
Wired Equivalent Privacy
Wi-Fi Protected Access
IEEE 802.11
Extensible Markup Language

Index
Access control; see also Authorization; Security
assertion markup language (SAML)
appliqué, 123–125
big data, 157–164
claims-based, 26, 123
content objects, 121–124, 128
delegation, 85–88, 93, 94
endpoint device, 192
enterprise attribute store, 19
escalation, 96
hardware layer, 182
identity-based, 22, 94
key and credential, 35–36
location data, 205
multi-factor, 56
multi-user, 141
role-based, 95
separation from identity, 11
technical profile, 261, 264, 265
theft prevention, 126
zero trust architecture, 270
Access control list (ACL)
endpoint agents, 213, 215
service, 96, 97
Access control rule (ACR)
big data, 158, 159, 161
claims, 20–21, 23, 26
delegation, 90, 94
endpoint agents, 213
escalation, 97–101
identity assurance, 58
registration, 19, 25
Accountability
appliqué, 125–126
asynchronous messaging, 237
big data, 162
bureaucracy, 260
content object uniqueness, 128
delegation, 89, 90, 93, 94, 96
escalation implementation, 105
escalation invocation, 100–101
escalation of privilege, 95–98, 105–106
identity federation, 112, 114, 116
key management, 42
logging, 9
monitoring, 9, 13
security principle, 17
tenet, 4, 31, 80, 261
zero trust architecture, 270
Accreditation, 225
Active entity

agents, 210–211, 218
credentials, 5
key concept, 4–5
log aggregation agent, 216
publish-subscribe system, 237
tenet, 4
veracity, 26
Advanced encryption standard (AES), 134–135,
139, 238–239
Advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP),
220, 234–236
AES, see Advanced encryption standard
Agent
application firewall, 227
asynchronous messaging, 233
device management, 195, 198–206, 211–215
endpoint agent architecture, 209–218
host-based, 48
import and mediation, 217
logging, 216–217
minimal ELS instantiation, 26
mobile device management
monitor, 13, 215–216
non-person entity, 19
service desk, 217
software agent, 209
Appliance; see also Virtual application data
center (VADC)
as active entity, 194, 228
IoT, 204
key sharing, 209
network, 11, 219, 225–227
PIV access, 10
pseudo appliance, 247–248
Application; see also Access control; Virtual
application data center (VADC)
access and privilege, 96–97, 192
access from BYOD, 196–197
access policies, 69, 85, 89, 95, 96
and active entities, 15
AMQP, 234
agents as, 209, 218
agents for, 218
application layer, 220–222
application layer security, 13, 177, 192
appliqué, 125
asynchronous messaging, 233
attestation report of, 212–214, 218
big data, 157–159
certificate revocation, 36
cloud-based, 41, 42, 48, 129
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content development, 122–123
data mediation, 165
and data owners, 19, 39
delegation of access, 89
desktop, 181
discovery, 184, 186
with encrypted data, 130, 133–136, 154
endpoint protection of, 227–228
enhanced assurance, 55–58
enterprise applications, 194
enterprise attribute ecosystem, 23–26
escalation of privilege, 97–105
federated access, 108–114, 115–118
firewall, 209, 225–227
for hardware control, 182
homomorphic encryption of, 53, 129, 132
HSM-based, 49
interaction with STS/CA, 62–65
IoT, 202, 210
key extraction from, 47
logging agents, 216
mobile, 52, 68, 195, 201
and mobile ad hoc networks, 188–189
monitoring agents, 215–216
MSMQ, 234
multiple access claims for, 99
network services for, 183
non-PIV access, 61–62, 64
and partial homomorphic encryption
and passive entities, 15
PIN caching, 35
policies, 219
ports, 219
as requester, 9
security guidelines document, 264, 265
self-assessment, 71–72
single sign-on (SSO), 11
SKSU interface, 204–205
over TCP, 222–223
for testing PHE, 137, 141–143, 146, 153
two-factor authentication, 35
over UDP, 222–223
unusual behavior, 80
unused interfaces, 81
user convenience services, 22–23, 188
user interaction, 18, 82
web application interfaces, 19, 129
Appliqué, 123–126
Architecture; see also Virtual application data
center (VADC)
big data integration, 158, 164
cloud-based, 245
CryptDB, 136–137
design principles of, 1–5, 177, 221, 261, 269
endpoint agent, 209–218
endpoint protection, 228
end-to-end communication, 1

Index
enhanced assurance support, 59, 65, 128, 188
homomorphic encryption, 129–154
insider threat protections, 73–74
intermediate requirements, 26
key concepts of, 4–5
mediation, 169, 173
minimal requirements, 17–20
tenets of, 1–4
zero trust architecture, 270
Assertion; see also Security assertion markup
language (SAML)
bypass security using, 39
claims, 23
identity, 56–57, 61
SKSU attestation, 194–195
Assurance
for asynchronous messaging, 236,
238–239, 243
common criteria, 272
for content management, 122, 127
enhanced identity, 55–59
with escalation, 98–102, 105
with federation, 118
identity, 13, 31, 42
for key storage, 45
with mediation, 169
with mobile ad hoc, 188
mobile devices, 193, 198, 205, 218
performance penalty, 271
software, 51
temporary certificates, 61–65
in tenets, 4
veracity, 72, 75, 78, 81
Asynchronous messaging
definition, 233
DIL, 185, 233
disadvantages, 233
distribution lists, 241
expiration, 239
interoperability
message retrieval, 239–242
notification, 239, 242
ports, 220, 224–225, 235
protocols, 220, 222–223, 225, 234, 235
queue, 236, 242
rock and jewel, 238
security, 236–238
technical profile, 265
transformation, 233
Attack
appliance, 245, 250–251
application, 209–210, 226
big data, 158, 162
blocking, 226
certificate authority, 37–38
cloud, 41–42, 45, 48, 50, 52, 129
cost of prevention, 271

Index
defense against, 209
denial of service, 37, 245
encryption, 129
enterprise attribute store, 58, 64
escalation, 103, 162
federation, 112, 114
IoT, 202
mobile device, 211, 213–214, 217
network, 192, 209, 225
private key, 33, 35
replay, 37, 185
social engineering, 39
surface, 4, 22, 26
veracity, 80
Attribute; see also Enterprise attribute
ecosystem; Enterprise attribute store
and access control, 85
claims, 5, 100
delegation, 88, 90, 92, 163
and distinguished name, 61–62, 64
escalation, 95, 96, 98, 100, 162
federation, 107–113, 117, 163
identifying, 158
and identity, 11, 31, 32, 34, 92, 94
physical layer, 186
speed, 270
store, 18–22, 116–117, 159, 164
and STS/CA, 62
Attribute query service, 23, 26
Attribution
content management, 121
credentials, 42
delegation, 91
escalation, 95, 102–103, 105
federation, 113
monitoring, 26
veracity, 78–79, 82
Audit
asynchronous messaging, 237
insider threat, 126
Authentication; see also Public key infrastructure
(PKI); Transport layer security (TLS)
of active entities, 15, 123, 224, 228
agent, 211–215, 217–218
appliances, 228
to application, 39, 62
asynchronous messaging, 236–241
attestation report, 215, 217–218
big data, 157, 159, 163
browser, 43, 211
cloud, 49, 53
delegation, 90, 163
derived credentials, 67–69
device, 187, 201–202, 211
end-to-end, 42, 166, 209
escalation, 95, 99–101, 105
federation credentials, 108–117, 163
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firewall, 227
hardware, 42, 187, 211
homomorphic encryption, 50
HSM, 45, 50, 52, 53
identity assurance, 55–58, 99–101, 105
in-person, 32
intermediate EAE build, 26
IPSec, 177
key concept, 5, 261
minimal ELS instantiation, 17–18, 23
mobile ad hoc, 179, 186–188
mobile devices, 67, 211
multi-factor, 56, 58, 99, 105, 202
nonce, 37
non-PIV, 61–65, 112, 202
for OCSP, 36–37
PIN, 34–36
proxy, 183, 227
root CA, 108, 187
as security principle, 9–10
separate from access control, 11, 56
server, 43
single sign-on, 11
technical profile, 261, 264, 265
temporary certificates, 61–65
X.509 fields, 37
Authenticity
biometric, 35
derived credential, 67
key concept, 5
Authorization; see also Access Control;
Enterprise attribute ecosystem (EAE);
Security assertion markup language
(SAML)
asynchronous messaging, 238–241
attestation report, 199
big data, 157–159
binding to authentication, 11, 17
claims-based, 56, 99–100, 123, 224
content object, 127
delegation, 85–90, 94, 163
EAE, 18
escalation, 95–96, 100–104
federation, 109–113
identity-based, 19, 213, 215
key concept, 5
key usage, 41, 45, 48, 140
minimal infrastructure, 17
mobile ad hoc, 188
mobile device, 195, 199
security principle, 9, 11
separate from authentication, 56
software interfaces, 81
tenet, 4
tokens, 11
user interface, 18
vetting, 32
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Availability
certificate revocation, 37
data, 163, 164, 205
device, 194
hardware appliance, 254
network, 194
protocol, 184
software updates, 200–201
Best practices, 33, 226, 259–260, 262, 268
Big data, 157–164
Border gateway protocol (BGP), 221
Bring your own device (BYOD), 191–198
Browser
authorization, 19
homomorphic encryption, 132–133
logs, 216
mediation in, 173
mobile device, 195, 211
non-PIV authentication, 62
OCSP, 36–37
TCP, 222
testing, 146
web application request, 18, 43, 49, 131
Certificate; see also Certificate authority (CA);
Credential; X.509
active entity, 15, 122, 188
agent, 211
asynchronous messaging, 239
authentication, 43
big data, 159
cloud, 44–45, 52
creation, 34, 42, 62
CRLs, 36–37
delegation, 90
derived, 67–69, 187
device, 68–69, 187
EAE, 18
expiration, 34, 64
federation, 108–109, 116–117
hardware storage, 10, 187
identity, 1, 9–11, 31–32
identity assurance, 55, 58, 62, 65
issuance, 32–33
management, 36–37
mobile device, 52, 195–196
naming, 33
OCSP, 36–37
proxy, 183
registry, 198, 201–202
revocation, 42, 64, 90
signature, 37–38, 216
software, 67–68
temporary, 26, 61–65, 99, 188, 202
use, 37–38, 64, 65
validation, 38

Index
Certificate authority (CA); see also STS/CA
approved, 9, 199
chain to root, 36, 38, 108
Department of Defense, 1, 31
federation, 115–116
issuing certificates, 34, 36, 39, 68, 187
key storage, 37
OCSP, 36–37
revocation, 34
root, 36, 37, 52
signature, 32–33, 42
temporary certificates, 26
trust, 61, 115–116, 187
validation by, 38
validation of, 37–38
vetting, 32–33
Certificate revocation list (CRL), 36–37
Certification and accreditation, 225
Cipher, 18, 38, 130, 133–135, 140
Claims; see also Counter claims; Enterprise
Attribute Ecosystem (EAE);
Enterprise Attribute Store (EAS);
SAML
access credential, 5, 17, 20, 23, 25, 55, 224
asynchronous messaging, 239–242
based access control, 1, 11, 26
big data, 157, 159, 161–163
computation, 11, 18–22
content object, 123
counter claims, 71–83
definition, 19
delegation, 26, 69, 88–95, 162–163
DIL, 180, 184, 188
EAE services, 23, 25–26
engine, 20, 25, 26
escalation, 96–106
federation, 108–113, 116
identity assurance, 56, 58
identity credential, 5, 11, 13, 15, 31–39
key concepts, 5
management, 25, 26
mobile devices, 195, 200–202
objective requirement, 5
provision, 23
repository, 21–23, 25, 26
query service, 22–23, 184, 188
temporary certificates, 61–65
Cloud; see also Virtual application data center
(VADC)
benefits, 41
data mediation, 169
data protection, 129
definition, 41
drawbacks, 41, 122, 271
homomorphic encryption, 130–134, 154
hybrid, 48–49
infrastructure, 191, 197, 227

Index
key management, 41–54, 211
private, 42–43
public, 41, 43–54
standard encryption, 131, 193–194
technical profile, 265
Common criteria, 1, 272
Confidentiality
asynchronous messaging, 236–238
big data, 162–164
data mediation, 166–173
devices, 193
homomorphic encryption, 130–132
log aggregation, 216
minimal ELS instantiation, 17
security principle, 9
zero trust architecture, 270
Configuration
by administrators, 18–19
attestation report, 212–215
attributes, 25
authentication, 202
claims, 25–26
COTS, 26
database, 164
data mirroring, 75
delegation, 90
device, 118, 181–182, 184, 192, 195–199
EAS, 159
endpoint protection, 227, 228
firewall, 225–227
handler, 247
homomorphic encryption, 141
HSM, 42, 43, 46–48, 191
implementation baseline, 268
IoT, 202–206
logging, 80, 216
mobile ad hoc, 177–178
monitoring, 215
network defense, 245–246, 248–249, 257
OCSP, 36–37
operating system, 35, 216
operational baseline, 262–264
private keys, 35
product, 191, 231, 259
protocol, 188, 200, 219, 224–225, 259
server, 191, 198, 200–201, 221, 225
service desk, 217
service registry, 25
smart card, 35
software, 75, 192, 195, 197–198
storage
STS, 58, 98–99, 110
STS/CA, 62
technical profile, 265
Content Management
asynchronous messaging, 233, 236–242
content object uniqueness, 121–128
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homomorphic encryption, 131–132, 143, 154
mediation, 165, 169–170
rock and jewel, 238–242
system, 123
Counter claim, 71, 82; see also Claim; Veracity
Credential; see also Certificate; Certificate
Authority (CA); Claims; Derived
credential; SAML; X.509
access control, 35, 270
active entity, 5, 15, 17, 188, 210
agent, 211–214
asynchronous messaging, 243
authorization, 5, 9, 11, 13, 61, 224
big data, 157, 159, 162–164
binding, 31
content objects, 123
delegation, 92, 94, 110–111, 163
derived, 56, 67–69, 187–188, 202
escalation, 95, 103
federation, 107–114, 116–118
generation, 33–35
homomorphic encryption, 137, 141
HSM, 51
identity assurance, 55, 59
infrastructure, 191
load balancer, 42
management, 36, 68–69
naming, 33
PIN, 35
registration, 198–199
revocation, 37, 201
server, 42
single sign-on, 11
temporary, 61–65
testing, 39
use, 37–38
user, 199–200
validation, 38
vendor, 52
veracity, 80
vetting, 32–33
zero trust architecture, 270
CryptDB, 135–144, 148, 152–154
Cryptography
asynchronous messaging, 237
cipher, 38
credentials, 68
digital signature, 36, 237
hash, 34
homomorphic, 132–134, 139–140, 144–148,
153, 272
latency, 48
library, 142
mobile ad hoc, 183
nonce, 37
performance, 271
public key, 31, 237
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quantum computer, 272
technical profile, 37, 265
TPM, 68
weak, 115
Database; see also CryptDB
access control, 160–161
big data, 157
claims, 99–100
cloud, 131, 133, 154
device registry, 198–199
EAE, 22
at ELS boundary, 129
federation, 112
H2, 142
homomorphic encryption, 133–148,
152–154, 170
implementation baseline, 266
interface, 19, 157
Oracle, 136, 142
query, 53, 134
schema, 137–138, 161
SQL, 136, 165
technical profile, 265
veracity system, 74–75
XML, 165
Decryption, see Cryptography
Delegation
attribution, 91
claims, 26, 64, 88–94, 96, 110–111, 162–163
escalation, 95–96, 103, 105, 106, 162
federation, 110–113, 116–118
ID-based special, 94, 110–112, 163
key concept, 5
policies, 92, 164
principles, 85–90
service, 39, 93, 104–105, 119–120
standard ELS, 91
veracity, 80
zero trust architecture, 270
Demilitarized zone (DMZ), 74, 197, 246
Denial of service (DoS), 37, 245; see also
Availability
Derived credential
authentication, 67
device management, 198–199, 202
encryption, 67–68
identity assurance, 56–58
management, 68–69
mobile devices, 67–69, 187–188
temporary certificates, 64–65
Digital signature, see Signature
Disconnected, intermittent, and limited
bandwidth (DIL)
claims, 99–100
compromise, 37
definition, 36
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escalation, 100
identity credentials, 39, 69
mobile ad hoc, 180, 184, 188
Discovery
naming for, 33
of services, 184–185, 188
of systems, 186
technical profile, 265
Domain name system (DNS), 183–184, 221,
224, 249
Dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP),
183, 184
Elasticity, 246, 254, 265
Email
encrypted, 67–68
federation, 113
filtering, 227
identity, 61–62
mobile device, 202
notification, 93
out of band, 62
protocols, 220, 222, 235
Enclave, 33, 49, 91
Encryption, see Cryptography
Endpoint
agent, 195, 198–206, 209–218
asynchronous messaging, 239
attestation, 199–200
big data, 159–160
capability profile, 265
communication security, 42
device management, 26, 69, 179–180,
187–188, 191–206
escalation, 105
federation, 112
IP address, 219
mediation, 166, 171–172
mobile ad hoc, 179, 184
monitoring, 215–216
naming, 33
network address translation, 177
OCSP, 36–37
protection, 219, 227–228
proxy, 226
registry, 198–199, 203
software updates, 200–201
TCP ports, 222
technical profile, 265
UDP ports, 223
VADC, 248–254
Enterprise attribute ecosystem (EAE)
claims, 96
definition, 23
delegation, 93
escalation, 102–106
identity, 56
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minimal requirements, 17–26
for non-PIV, 64
registration, 39, 55, 162
Enterprise attribute store (EAS)
attack surface, 22, 56, 58, 64
attributes, 19, 23, 25, 26, 58, 97, 159
creation, 19
DIL, 180, 185, 188
federation, 110–111, 162–163
identities, 62–64, 91–92, 94
updating, 25, 161
user interface, 25
Enterprise resource planning (ERP), 136–146,
154, 266
Escalation
accountability, 105–106
aggregation, 162
claim, 99–100
de-escalation, 95, 100–101
definition, 95
delegation, 88, 104–105
DIL, 100
ELS implementation, 95–106
emergency, 95
example, 104
exploitation, 1, 17, 95, 162
exposure, 162
federation, 160
forms of, 97–98
identity assurance, 99
policies, 97–99, 101–103
Extensibility, 4, 17, 261
Extensible markup language (XML), 23, 165
Failover, 37
Federation
ad hoc, 107, 113–115
agreement, 90, 107–113, 115, 118, 163
big data, 157–158, 160, 162–164
definition, 107
delegation, 111
ELS, 107, 108–109, 114, 115
ELS-like, 107, 109–110, 114
identity credential, 110–113
naming, 33
person-to-person, 107, 113–115
risk, 114
scalability, 114
temporary certificates, 61
trust, 115–118
types, 107, 118
weak identity, 107, 112–115
File transfer protocol (FTP), 221–223, 236
Firewall
active entity
application, 209, 226–227
bypassing, 231

cloud-based, 191–192
encrypted traffic, 11, 226–227
at gateway, 192, 225, 245
network, 225–228
passive entity, 15
ports and protocols, 219, 221–222, 225–226
proxy, 226–227
tunnels, 226
Governance, 33, 219
Group
access control, 89, 110, 113, 239
collaboration, 104, 117, 264
naming, 33
organizational, 105, 116, 159–160, 165, 213,
259–260
of requests, 147, 148
server allocation, 253
working, 88, 90, 100
Hardware security module (HSM)
cloud key management, 43–54
derived credentials, 68
key export, 34
key generation, 33, 42
maintenance, 191
private key storage, 10, 187–188, 249
root CA certificates, 36
server authentication, 110–111
validation, 32, 34
vulnerability, 272
Hash; see also Cryptography; Integrity
CryptDB, 143
entropy, 33–34
keyed, 143
message authentication code, 11
of software, 169, 173, 213–214
Help desk
agents, 217
EAE interface, 74
log analysis, 89
repository, 13
technical profile, 265
tenet, 4
veracity, 80–81
Homomorphic encryption; see also CryptDB
cloud data protection, 129, 131,
133–134, 154
cloud key management, 50–51, 53
for data mediation, 169–173
definition, 129
FHE, 129–135
implementation status, 7, 274
key management, 133
operations, 130–131
performance, 53, 134–135, 143–154
PHE, 135–143
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Hosting
homomorphic encryption, 129, 131–132,
134, 154
hybrid cloud, 49
mobile devices in cloud, 52
private cloud, 43, 48
public cloud, 45–48, 52–53, 132, 154
scenario, 265
servers, 194, 228
technical profile, 265
VADC, 129, 246, 248–249
Hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)
port, 220, 223
tcp, 222
Hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS)
certificates, 36
interoperability, 236
network scanner, 209
port, 220, 223, 228
proxy, 183
request, 228
tcp, 222
web application firewall, 209
Identification, see Identity
Identity; see also Personal identity verification
(PIV)
active entity, 4, 9, 188
agent, 211, 213–215
alternate, 79
assurance, 55–59, 62, 65, 81, 99–102, 105, 189
assured, 55, 61–62
asynchronous messaging, 236–241
authentication claims, 15
based authorization, 19, 22, 188, 213, 270
basic security measures, 31
big data, 159, 163
biometric, 9, 58, 65
candidate, 55, 56, 61–62
claims repository, 26, 111
content object, 121, 122
credential sharing, 80
definition, 31
delegation, 80, 85, 90, 92
device, 53, 211, 217, 274
DIL, 184
disambiguation, 75
distinguished name, 33–34, 55, 62
enterprise attribute store, 26
escalation, 97, 99, 105
exploits, 32, 64–65, 79, 81
federation, 107–113, 116–118, 163–164
holder of key, 9, 59, 65, 188
interim store, 26
key concepts, 5
mobile tower, 205
network, 185–186

Index
non-enterprise, 94
non-PIV, 61, 62
PKI, 1, 9, 31–32, 39, 61
popular terms, 31
port numbers, 222–223, 225, 228
private key, 35, 42
product, 121
proposed, 55, 61–62
proxies, 32
public key, 42
separation from access and privilege, 9, 11,
56, 270
tenets, 4
two-way authentication, 13, 15, 186
unfamiliar, 31
unique, 261
validation, 32–33, 36–38
veracity, 74–83
X.509, 9, 159
zero trust architecture, 270
Implementation baseline, 262–268; see also
Operational baseline; Target baseline
Information hiding, 4
Insider threat
content object uniqueness, 121–122, 126
delegation, 90, 93
device management, 193
private keys, 271
veracity, 71–78, 82–83
Integrity
of asynchronous messaging, 236–237
of attributes, 25–26
of claims, 123, 159
of data, 217
distributed data, 145
end-to-end, 17, 42, 166, 209
homomorphic encryption, 131–132
of individual, 72, 78
key concepts, 5
mediation, 165–173
message, 193, 205
of records, 26, 216
referential, 136, 143–144
requirements, 23, 25
security principles, 9, 13, 15
of server, 51, 93
of software, 187
of transactions, 270
UDP, 223
Interface
agent, 209, 217
appliance, 228
asynchronous messaging, 234
control, 18
customer, 193, 196
database, 19, 157
data store, 15, 26
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delegation, 93
device, 203–204, 217
escalation, 103–104
federation STS, 111
hardware, 181–182, 184
HSM, 42, 44–45, 48, 51
identity assurance, 81
legacy, 19, 23
management, 93, 228, 250
MDM, 52
network, 223
operating system, 218
operator, 103
reduction, 81, 183, 251
software, 181, 183
tenets, 4
types, 19
user, 25, 98, 103, 209, 217
veracity system, 74
virtual machine, 47
web application, 19, 49
web service, 19, 25, 157, 159
Internet engineering task force (IETF), 1, 221
IPSec, 177, 185, 221
Java
applet, 227
code reduction, 231
handler, 23
implementation baseline, 266
JDK, 142
messaging, 234
JavaScript, 173, 227
Kerberos, 112
Key; see also Cryptography; Public Key
Infrastructure
access to, 1, 10, 35
agent, 210–216, 218
asynchronous messaging, 238–242
certificate, 31–32, 42
certificate authority (CA), 33, 37
cloud management, 41–54
compromise, 37
content object, 123–124, 128, 237
cryptographic functions, 31
decryption, 32, 237, 240
deletion, 203–205
derived credential, 67–68
device capabilities, 182, 187, 197, 202, 212
DIL, 36–37
encryption, 32, 239–240
export, 39, 42
federation, 117, 122
foreign, 136, 143–144
generation, 31, 33–35, 42
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